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Project Description 
The development of agriculture, the distribution 
of food, the provision of health services, and the 
access to information through educational ser-
vices and other forms of communication in rural 
regions of developing countries a!l heavily de-
pend on transport facilities. Although rail and 
water facilities may play important roles in cer-
tain areas, a dominant and universal need is for 
road systems that provide an assured and yet
relatively inexpensive means for the movement 
of people and goods. The bulk of this need is for 
low-volume roads that generally carry only 5 to 
10 vehicles a day and that seldom carry as many 
as 400 vehicles a day. 

Descripci6n del proyecto
 
En las regiones rurales de parses en desarrollo,
el desarrollo de la agricultura, la distribuci6n de
viveres, la provisi6n de servicios de sanidad, y
el acceso a informaci6n por medio de servicios 
educacionales y otras formas de comunicaci6n,
dependen en gran parte de los medios de trans-
porte. Aunque en ciertas Areas los medios de fe-
rrocarril y agua desempehan un papel impor-
tante, existe una necesidad universal y domi-
nante de crear sistemas viales que provean un 
medio asegurado pero relativamente poco cos-
toso para el movimiento de gente y mercanclas. 
La mayor parte de esta necesidad se soluciona-
ria con la construcci6n de caminos de bajo vo-
lImen que gene'almente moverlan Onicamente 
de 5 a 10 vehfculos por dia y que pocas veces 
moverfan tanto como 400 vehfculos por dia. 

Description du projet 
Dans les regions rurales des pays en vole de 
d6veloppement, 'exploitation agricole, la distri-
bution des produits alimentaires, I'accbs aux 
services m~dicauxi I'accbs aux mat~riaux et aux 
marchandises, A l'information et aux autres ser-
vices, dependent en grande partie des moyens
de transport. Bien que les transports par voie 
ferrme et par voie navigable jouent un r6le impor-
tant dans certaines r6gions, un besoin dominant 
et universel 6xiste d'un r6seau routier qui puisse 

The planning, design, construction, and 
maintenance of low-volume roads for rural re
gions of developing countries can be greatly en
hanced with respect to economics, quality, and 
performance by the use of low-volume road 
technology that is available in many parts of the 
world. Much of this technology has been pro
duced during the developmental phases of what 
are now the more developed countries, and 
some iscontinually produced in both the less 
and the more developed countries. Some of the 
technology has been documented in papers, ar
ticles, and reports that have been written by ex
perts inthe field. But much of the technology is 

El planeamiento, diseho, construcci6n y man
tenimiento de caminos de bajo volOmen para
regiones rurales de paises en desarrollo pueden 
ser mejorados, con respecto al costo, calidad, y
rendimiento, por el uso de la tecnologfa de ca
minos de bajo volmen que se encuentra dispo
nible en muchas partes del mundo. Mucha de 
esta tecnologfa ha sido producida durante las 
dpocas de desarrollo de lo que ahora son los 
palses mcs desarrollados, y alguna se produce
continuamente en estos palses asf como en los 
paises menos desarrollados. Parte de la tecno
logfa se ha documentado en disertaciones, artf
culos, e informes que han sido escritos por ex
pertos en el campo. Pero mucha de la tecnolo
gla no estd documentada y existe principal
mente en la memoria de aquellos que han desa

assurer avec certitude et d'une fagon relative
ment bon march6, le d~placement des habi
tants, et le transport des marchandises. La plus
grande partie de ce besoin peut 6tre satisfaite 
par la construction de routes Afaible capacit6,
capables d'accommoder un trafic de 5 a 10 v6
hicules par jour, ou plus rarement, jusqu'A 400 
v6hicules par jour.

L'utilisation des connaissances actuelles en
technologie, qui sont accLssibles dans beau



vi 

undocumented and exists mainly in the minds of 
those who have developed and applied the 
technology through necessity. Ineither case, 
existing knowledge about low-volume road 
technology is widely dispersed geographically,
isquite varied in the language and the form of its 
existence, and isnot readiy available for appli-
cation to the needs of developing countries, 

In October 1977 the Transportation Research 
Board (TRB) began this 3-yPar special project 
under the sponsorship of the U.S. Agency for In-
ternational Development (AID) to enhance rural 
transportation in developing countries by provid-
ing improved access to existing information on 

rrollado y aplicado la tecnologla por necesidad. 
En cualquier caso, los conocimientos en exis-
tencia sobre la tecnologfa de caminos de bajo
volmen estin grandemente esparcidos geogr6-
ficamente, varian bastante con respecto al idio-
ma y su forma, y no se encuentran f~cilmente 
disponibles para su aplicaci6n a las necesida-
des de los palses en desarrollo. 

En octubre de 1977 el Transportation Re-
search Board (TRB) comenz6 este proyecto es-
pecial de tres arnos de duraci6n bajo el patroci-
nio de la U.S. Agency for International Develop-
ment (AID) para mejorar el transporte rural en 
los pafses en desarrollo acrecentando la dispo-

coup de pays, peut faciliter I'tude des projets 
de construction, trace et entretien, de routes & 
faible capacit6 dans les regions rurales des 
pays en vole de developpement, surtout en ce 
qui concerne I'Mconomie, la qualit6, et la perfor-
mance de ces routes. La majeure partie de cette 
technologie a te produite durant la phase de 
developpement des pays que l'on appelle main-
tenant developpes, et elle continue A6tre pro-
duite Ala fois dans ces pays et dans les pays en.. 
voie de developpement. Certains aspects de ," 
cette tech.nologie ont 6t6 documentes dans des 
articles ou rapports 6crits par des experts. Mais 
une grande partie des connaissances n'existe 
que dans I'esprit de ceux qui ont eu besoin de 
d6velopper et appliquer cette technologie. De 
plus, ,dans ces deux cas, les 6crits et connais-
sances sur la technologie des routes Afaible 
capacit6, sont disperses g~ographiquement, 
sont dcrits dans des langues differentes, et ne 
sont pas assez ais6ment accessibles pour Otre 

the planning, design, construction, and mainte
nance of low-volume roads. With advice and 
guidance from a project steering committee, 
TRB defines, produces, and transmits information 
products through a network of correspondents in 
developing countries. Broad goals for the ulti
mate impact of the project work are to promote 
effective use of existing information in the 
economic development of transportation infra
structure and thereby to enhance other aspects 
of rural development throughout the world. 

In addition to the packaging and distribution 
of technical information, personal interactions 
with users are provided through field visits, con

nibilidad de la informaci6n en existencia sobre 
el planeamiento, diseio, construcci6n, y man
tenimiento de caminos de bajo voltlmen. Con el 
consejo y direcci6n de un comitd de iniciativas 
para el proyecto, el TRB define, produce, y
transmite productos informativos a traves de una 
red de corresponsales en pafses en desarrollo. 
Las metas generales para el impacto final del 
trabajo del proyecto son la promoci6n del uso 
efectivo de la informaci6n en existencia en el 
desarrollo econ6mico de la infraestructura de 
transporte y de esta forma mejorar otros aspec
tos del desarrollo rural a trav6s del mundo. 

Ademds de la recolecci6n y distribuci6n de la 

appliqu6s aux besoins des pays en voie de d6
veloppement .. 

En octobre 1977, le Transportation Research 
Board (TRB) initia ce projet, d'une dur6 de 3 ans, 
sous le patronage de 'U.S. Agency for Interna
tional Development (AID), pour ameliorer le trari-. 
sport rural dans les pays en voie de d6velop
pement, en rendant plus accessible la docu
mentation existante sur la conception, le trace, 
la construction, et I'entretien des routes Afaible 
capacit6. Avec le conseil, et sous la conduite 
d'un comit6 de direction, TRB d6finit, produit, et 
transmet cette documentation AI'aide d'un r6
seau Je correspondants dans les pays en voie 
de developpement. Nous esperons que le resul
tat final de ce projet sera de favoriser l'utilisation 
de cette documentation, pour aider au develop
pement 6conomique de l'infrastructure des tran
sports, et de cette fa(on mettre en valeur d'au
tres aspects d'exploitation rurale Atravers le 
monde. 



ferences inthe United States and abroad, and 
other forms of communication, 

Shtering Committee 
The Steering Committee is composed of experts
who have knowledge of the physical and social 
characteristics of developing countries, knowl-
edge of the needs of developing countries foredge
transportation, knowledge of existing transporta-
tion technology, and experience in its use. 

Major functions of the Steering Committee are 
to assist in the definition of users and their
needs, the definition of information products that 
match user needs, and the identification of in-
formatibnal and human resources for develop-
ment of the information -products. Through its 

informaci6n t6cnica, se provee acciones recf-
procas personales con los usuarios por medio 
de visitas de campo, conferencias en los Esta-
dos Unidos de Norte America y en el extranjero, 
y otras formas de comunicaci6n. 

ComIt6 de Iniciativas 
El comit6 de iniciativas se compone de exper-
tos que tienen conocimiento de las caracterfsti-
cas ftsicas ysociales de los palses en desarro-
l, conocimiento de las necesidades de trans-
porte de los paises en desarrollo, conocimiento 
de la tecnologfa de transporte en existencia, y 
experiencia en su uso. 

Las funciones importantes del comitd de ini-
ciativas son las de ayudar en la definici6n de 
4usuarios y sus necesidades, de productos in-
formativos que se asemejan a las necesidades 
del usuario, y la identificaci6n de recursos de 

En plus de la dissemination de cette docu-
mentation technique, des visites, des conferen-
ces aux Etats Unis et AI'6tranger, et d'autres 
formes de communication permettront une inte-
raction constante avec les usagers. 

Comit6 de direction 

LeNotre
qui ont Ala fois des connaissances sur les ca-
ractdristiques physiques et sociales des pays en 
voed6veloppeent 
point e vue transports, sur la technobogie ac-
tuelle des transports, et ont aussi de I'exp6-
rence quant AI'utilisation pratique de cette, 
technologie.

Les fonctions majeures de ce comitd sont 
d'abord d'aider Adefinir les usagers et leurs be-
soins, puis de definir leurs besoins en matiere 

membership the committee provides liaison with 
project-related activities and provides guidance 
for interactions with users. Ingeneral the Steer
ing Committee gives overview advice and direc
tion for all aspects of the project work. 

The project staff has responsibility for the pre
paration and transmittal of information products,
the development of a correspondence networkthroughout the user community, and interactions 
with users. 

Information Products 

Three types of information products are pre
pared: compendiums of documented informa
tion on relatively narrow topics, syntheses of 
knowledge and practice on somewhat broader 

conocimientos y humanos para el desarrollo de 
los productos informativos. A traves de sus 
miembros el comit6 provee vfnculos con activi
dades relacionadas con el proyecto y tambi6n 
una gufa para la interacci6n con los usuarios. En 
general el comit6 de iniciativas proporciona
consejos y direcci6n general para todos los as
pectos del trabajo de proyecto. 

El personal de proyecto es responsable de la 
preparaci'n y transmisi6n de los productos in- Vii
formativos, el desarrollo de una red de corres
ponsales a traves de la comunidad de usuarios, 
y la interacci6n con los usuarios. 

Productos informativos 
Se preparan tres tipos de productos informati-, 
vos: los compendios de la informaci6n docu
mentada sobre temas relativamente limitados, la 
sfntesis del conocimiento y prlctica sobre temas 

de documentation, et d'identifier les ressources 
documentaires et humaines necessaires pour le 
d6veloppement de cette documentation. Par I'in
term6diaire des ses membres, le comitd pourvoit
Ala liaison entre les diff6rentes fonctions relati
ves au projet, et dirige l'interaction avec les 
usagers. En g~n~ral, le comit6 de direction 
conseille et dirige toutes les phases du projet.personnel est responsable de a prpa

dissemination 
rationet d'unaau de cue nts 

d'un rseau de correspondants 
pris dans la communaut6 d'usagers, et de I'inte
raction avac les usagers. 

ration et de la edocuments, du 

La documentation 
Trois genres de documents sont prepares: des 
recueils dont le sujet est relativement limitd, des 



subjects, and proceedings of low-volume road 
conferences that are totally or partially sup-
ported by the project. Compendiums ate pre-
pared by project staff at the rate of about 6 per 
year; consultants are employed to prepare
syntheses at the rate of 2 per year. At least one 
conference proceedings will be published dur-
ing the 3-year period. Insummary, this project
aims to produce and distribute between 20 and 
30 publications that cover much of what is 
known about low-volume road technology, 

Interactions With Users 
A number of mechanisms are used to provide in-
teractions between the project and the user 

un poco mc.s amplios, y los expedientes de 
conferencias de caminos de bajo voli~men que 
estcn totalmente o parcialmente amparados por
el proyecto. El personal de proyecto prepara los 
compendios a raz6n de unos 6 por afio; se utili-
zan consultores para preparar las sfntesis a 
raz6n de 2 por ario. Se publicar, por lo menos 
un expediente de conferencia durante el pe-
riodo de tres arios. En breve, este proyecto pre-
tende producir y distribuir entre 20 y 30 publica-

viii 	 clones que cubren mucho de lo que se conoce 
de la tecnologla de caminos de bajo volmen. 

Interaccibn con los usuarlos 
Se utilizan varios mecanismos para proveer las 
interacciones entre el proyecto y la comunidad 
de usuarios. Se publican las noticias del pro-

syntheses de connaissances et de pratique sur 
des sujets beaucoup plus g6neraux, et finale-
ment des comptes-rendus de conferences sur 
les routes Afaible capacit6, qui seront organi-
sees completement ou en partie par notre projet.
Environ 6 recueils par an sont prepar6s par no-
tre personnel. Deux syntheses par an sont 6cri-
tes par des experts pris AI'exterieur. Les 
comptes-rendus d'au moins une conference se-
ront 6crits dans une periode de 3 ans. En rd-
sum6, I'objet de ce projet est de produire et dis-
seminer entre 20 et 30 documents qui couvriront 
I'essentiel des connaissances sur la technologie 
des routes &faible capacit6. 

Interaction avec les usagers 
Un certain nombre de mecanismes sont utilisds 
pour assurer l'interaction entre le personnel du 

community. Project news is published in each 
issue of Transoortatlon Research News. Feed
back forms are transmitted with the information 
products so that recipients have an opportunity 
to say how the products are beneficial and how 
they may be improved. Through semiannual vis
its to developing countries, the project staff ac
quires first-hand suggestions for the project 
work and can assist directly in specific technical 
problems. Additional opportunities for interaction 
with users arise through international and in
country conferences in which there is projectparticipation. Finally, annual colloquiums are 
held for students from developing countries who 
are enrolled at U.S. universities. 

yecto en cada edici6n de la TransportationRe
search News. Se transmiten, con los productos
informativos, formularios de retroacci6n para 
que los recipientes tengan oportunidad de decir 
c6mo benefician los productos y c6mo pueden 
ser mejorados. A traves de visitas semianuales a 
los parses en desarrollo, el personal del pro
yecto adquiere directamente de fuentes origina
les sugerencias para el trabajo del proyecto y
puede asistir directamente en problemas tecni
cos especfficos. Surgen oportunidades adicio
nales para la interacci6n con los usuarios a tra
v6s de conferencias internacionales y naciona
les en donde participa el proyecto. Finalmente, 
se organizan diclogos con estudiantes de pal
ses en desarrollo que est~n inscriptos en uni
versidades norteamericanas. 

projet et la communautd d'usagers. Un bulletin 
d'information est publi6 dans chaque numdro de 
TransportationResearch News. Des formulaires 
sont joints aux documents, afin que les usagers
aient l'opportunitd de juger de la valeur de ces 
documents et de donner leur avis sur les 
moyens de les ameliorer. Au cours de visites 
semi-annuelles dans les pays en voie de dove
loppement notre personnel obtient de premiere
main des suggestions sur le bon fonctionnement 
du projet et peut aider Ar6soudre sur place cer
tains probImes techniques specifiques. En ou
tre, des conferences tenues soit aux Etats Unis, 
soit AI'tranger, sont 'occasion d'un dchange 
d'id6es entre notre personnel et les usagers. 
Finalement, des colloques annuels sont or
ganis6s pour les Ltudiants des pays en voie de 
d~veloppement qui 6tudient dans les universit&s 
amdricaines. 
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Overview 
Background and Scope 

Slope stabilization isthe prevention of slope
movement. Compendium 13 considers three 
types of slopes - natural slopes, cut slopes, and 
fill slopes.

Landslide is the term most commonly used to 
describe the failure of a natural slope. A land-
slide is the downward and outward movement of 
the slope-forming materials -natural rock, soils,
artificial fills, or combinations of these materials,
Infact, the term landslide isgeneric and isused 
to describe different types of movements, such 
as slides, flows, and falls, by various types of 
materials. The stabilization of slopes, either natu-
ral or man-made, first requires the identification 

Vista General 
Antecedentes y alcance 

La estabilizaci6n de taludes es la prevenci6n de 
sus movimientos. El Cornpendio 13 consldera 
tres tipos de taludes - naturales, de corte y de 
relleno. 

El t6rmino deslizamiento es el que com~n-

mente se utiliza para describir la falla de un 

talud natural. Un deslizamiento es el de-

splazamiento hacia abajo yhacia afuera de los 
materiales que forman el talud- piedra natural,
suelos, rellenos artificiales, o combinaciones de 
las mismas. Se podrfa dcir que el tdrrnino de-

Expos6 
Historique et description 

La stabilisation des talus est la prevention de 
leurs d~placements. Dans le recueil no. 13, trois 
sortes de talus sont examindes, les versants na-
turels, les d~blais et les remblais. 

"Glissement de terrain" est le terme couram-
ment utilisd pour d6crire la rupture d'un versant 
naturel. Un glissement de terrain est le mouve-
ment vers le bas et vers I'ext6rieur des mat6-
riaux qui composent le versant-soient-ils des 
roches, des sols, des remblais de terrains d'ap-
port, ou certaines combinaisons de ces mat6-
Fiaux. En fait, le terme "glissement de terrain" est 
un terrne g6n~rique, et est utilis6 pour la des-
cription de diff6rentes sortes de mouvements: 
glissoments, fluages et chOtes de diff~rents ty-

of (a)the type of material involved, (b)the type

of movement that has occurred or isanticipated,

and (c) the cause(s) for the loss of stability that
 
precedes actual failure.
 

The cut slope that remains after some existing

material has been removed isthe second type of
 
slope considered. These slopes fail for the same
 
technical reasons as do natural slopes. These
 
failures can also be broadly termed landslides.
 
Cut-slope failures are much more common than 
those of natural slopes because the physical act
 
of removal of material tends to upset the equilib
rium of the soil inits natural state.
 

The embankment or fill slope, the third type of 

slizamiento es gen6rlco, y que se utiliza para

describir distintos tipos de desplazamientos,

tales como deslizamientos, flujos, y cardas, por

parte de varios tipos de materiales. En la es-

tabilizaci6n de taludes naturales o hechos por el
 
hombre, lo que primero se necesita es la iden
tificaci6n de (a)el tipo de material de que se
 
trata, (b)el tipo de movimiento que ha ocurrido
 
o que se anticipa, y(c) la causa ocausas de la
 
p6rdida de estabilizaci6n que precede la falla
 
misma.
 

pes de matdriaux. La stabilisation des talus, na
turels ou artificiels, demande tout d'abord l'iden
tification: (a)du type de matdriau en question,
(b)du type de mouvement qui a lieu ou qui est 
anticip6, et (c) de la ou les causes de la perte
de stabilit6 qui precede la rupture m~me. 

Le talus de d~blai qui reste apr~s que I'on a 
enlev6 une certaine partie du mat~riau, est le 
second type de talus que nous allons considd
rer. Les m~mes raisons techniques sont la 
cause de la rupture de ces talus et de la rupture
des versarnis naturels. Ces ruptures, d'une fagon
g~n~rale, peuvent dtre design~es comme glis
sements de terrain. Les ruptures des talus de 
d6blai sont beaucoup plus communes que cel
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slope considered, is man-made. Under normal 
conditions (i.e., using suitable materials and 
proper placement and compaction of that mate-
riai), fill slopes experience fewer failures than do 
cut slopes. Fills or embank nents most com-
monly fail because of (a)erosion, (b) the natural 
drainage isblocked when an impermeable fill is 
constructed on a sidehill without underdrainage, 
(c) the soft material on which the fill has been 
constructed fails, displacing the fill downward, 
or (d) the fill itself starts to move down a natural 
slope. Fill-slope failures and fill failures are due 
to the same technical reasons as those for natu-
ral or cut slopes. 

These same technical reasons contribute to 
the collapse of trench excavations (i.e., the walls 
fail) -either in fills, natural ground, or a combi-
nation of both. 

El segundo tipo de talud que se considera es 
el de corte, que queda despues de que se haya 
quitado alg~n material. Estos taludes fallan por
las mismas razones t6cnicas que los naturales. 
En terminos generales estas fallas tambien 
pueden ilamarse deslizamientos. Ocurren mds a 
menudo que aquellos de taludes naturales, ya 
que la acci6n de quitar material tiende a trastor-
nar el equilibrio del suelo en su estado natural. 

El tercer tipo de talud a considerar, el de re-
Ileno, es hecho por el hombre. Bajo condiciones 
normales (es decir, si se utilizan materiales 
adecuados y se los coloca y compacta bien) 
tales taludes sufren menos fallas que los ccr-
tados. Generalmente fallan a causa de (a) aro-
si6n, (b) el drenaje natural obstrufdo por un re-
Ileno impermeable colocado sobre un talud de 
deslizamiento sin subdrenaje, (c) la falla del ma-
terial blando sobre el que se construy6 el terrap-
In desplazando Aste hacia abajo, o (d) el re-

les des versants naturels, car le simple acte 
d'enlever du materiau a tendance Abouleverser 
I'quilibre du sol dans son tat naturel. 

Le talus de remblai, le troisieme genre de ta-
lus que nous allons examiner, est artificiel. 
Quand les conditions sont normales (c'est Adire 
quand on utilise des materiaux addquats places 
et compactes correctement), il y a moins de rup-
tures dans ces talus que dans les talus de dA-
blai. Les ruptures de talus de remblai sont cau-
sees, la plupart du temps, par (a) I'rosion, (b) le 
drainage naturel qui est bloqud quand on cons-
truit un remblai impezainable sur un versant de 
zolline sans drainage souterrain, (c) il y a rup-
ture du matdriau mou sur lequel on a construit le 
remblai, ce qui cause le glissement par le bas 

The consideration of slope stability, therefore, 
encompasses all rock and soil found in or near a 
low-volume road. Gravity is the driving force for 
all landslides; all material is in a state of unsiable 
equilibrium when it lies cn a slope. An under
standing of the basic mechanics o analyzing
the materials at hand will assist the low-volume 
road engineer in determining what preventive or 
corrective measures are necessary to counter 
changes in soil equilibrium due to reductions in 
resistance values or increases in shearing 
stresses. This type of analysis should be used 
for proper route and materials selection and for 
determining proper construction methods. Itwill 
assure that the road is constructed at a minimum 
cost, or that the most economic solution will be 
found for slopes that fail during or after construc
tion. 

Ileno mismo, que empieza a deslizarse sobre un 
talud natural. Las fallas de taludes de relleno y 
de rellenos son debidas a las mismas razones 
t6cnicas que aquellas de taludes naturales o 
cortados. 

Estas mismas razones tecnicas contribuyen al 
colapso de excavaciones de zanjas (donde fal-
Ian las paredes)- en rellenos, suelo natural, o 
una combinaci6n de ambos. 

Por lo tanto, la consideraci6n de la estabilidad 
de taludes incluye toda roca y suelo que se en
cuentre dentro o cerca de un camino de bajo
volumen. La gravedad es la fuerza de impulso 
para todo deslizamiento; todo material se en
cuentra en estado de equilibrio inestable 
cuando estd sobre una pendiente. Un enten
dimiento de la meccinica b~sica para analizar 
los materiales a mano ayudarci al ingeniero de 
caminos de bajo volumen a determinar qud 
medidas correctivas o preventivas son 

de celui-ci, ou (d) le remblai lui-meme 
commence Aglisser le long d'une pente natu
relle. Les ruptures des talus de rernblai, et des 
remblais eux-mdmes, sont dOes aux mimes 
conditions techniques que celles des talus de 
d6blai et des versants naturels. 

Ces memes raisons contribuent AI'effondre
ment des tranchees (les murs s'effondrent) soit 
de remblais, de sol naturel, ou de la combinai
son des deux. 

L'tude de la stabilitA des talus donc inc!ut 
tous les sols et roches qui se trouvent sur une 
route conomique, ou Ases alentours. La gravitd 
est la force dominante de tous les glissements 
de terrain; le matdriau est dans un ,tat d'6quili
bre instable quand il est placd sur une pente. La 



Water is one of the major causes of slope fail-
ures. The entire subject of erosion control isan 
integral part of slope stabilization as are many 
facets of drainage design. Texts that are related 
to the problem of slope stabilization 6ppear in 
Compendium 2, Drainage and Geolojical Con-
siderations in Highway Location; Compendium 
3, Small Drainage Structures; Compendium 5, 
Roadside Drainage; Compendium 6, Investiga-
tion and Development of Material Resources; 
and Compendium 9, Control of Erosion. Thus, 
Compendium 13 stresses other slope stability
problems and solutions rather than detailed 
methods of preventing surface erosion. Although 
this compendium does not attempt to repeat soil 

necesarias para combatir cambios en el equilib-
rio del suelo, debidos a reducciones en los val- 
ores de resistencia o aumentos en el esfuerzo 
cortante. Este tipo de andlisis se deberd utilizar 
para una correcta ubicaci6n del trazado y 
selecci6n de los materiales y para determinar el 
mdtodo correcto de construcci6n. AsegurarA 
que el camino se construir, a costo mfnimo, o 
que se podrc encontrar la soluci6n mds eco-
n6mica para los taludes que fallan durante o 
despues de la construcci6n. 

Una de las causas principales de falla es el 
agua. El tema completo de control de la erosi6n 
es una parte Integra de la estabilizaci6n de 
taludes, al igual que muchos de los aspectos 
del disefio de drenaje. Por lo tanto, el Compen-
dio 2: Cons/deraciones de drenaje y geol6gicas 
en /a ubicaci6n del camino, el Compendio 3: 

comprehension du mecanisme de base de 'ana-
lyse des matdriaux qu'il a sous la main, aidera 
l'ingdnieur routier de routes Afaible capacitd A 
d6terminer quelles actions, preventives ou cor-
rectives, sont n6cessaires pour parer aux chan-
gements d'dquilibre du sol dOs aux r6ductions 
des valeurs de r6sistance, ou aux augmenta-
tions des tensions de cisaillement. Ce genre 
d'analyse devrait 6tre utilis6 pour le choix du 
trac6 de la route et des mat~riaux, et pour la dd-
termination de methodes de construction correc-
tes. On aura ainsi I'assurance que la route sera 
construite Aun coOt minimal, ou qu'on trouvera 
la solution la plus 6conomique Ala rupture des 
talus, pendant ou aprbs la construction. 

L'eau est l'une des raisons majeures de rup-
ture de talus. Tout ce qui comprend le contr6le 
de I'6rosion et beaucoup d'aspects du drainage, 
font partie int~grale de la stabilisation des talus. 
C'est pourquoi les recueils no. 2, Considerations 
sur les facteurs de drainage et de g ologie qui 

information introduced in previous compen
diums, such information isalso critical to the 
analysis of slope stability. 

This compendium isdirected to the general 
highway engineer. Slope movement is a com
plex phenomenon that isoften poorly under
stood by the nonspecialist. The texts were 
selected to present the basic principles of slope
stabilization and to provide general approaches 
to the correction of the more common slope 
stabilization problems. The proper solution for 
complex stabilization problems requires a depth
of knowledge and experience that is beyond the 
scope of this compendium. The prudent high. 
way engineer will call on an expert for assis-

Pequehas estructuras de drenaje, el Compen
dio 5: Drenaje del borde de la carretera, el 
Compendio 6: Investigaci6ny desarrollo de re
cursos de materiales, y Compendlo 9: Control 
de eros/6n, contienen textos que se relacionan 
con el problema de estabilizaci6n de taludes. 
Por lo tanto, el Compendio 13 subraya otros 
problemas y soluciones en la estabilizaci6n de 
taludes, en vez de presentar metodos detal
lados para la prevenci6n de la erosi6n de la 
superficie. Aunque este compendio no intenta 
repetir la informaci6n sobre suelos presentada 
en compendios previos, esta informaci6n tam
bi6n es importante para el andlisis de la es.
tabilizaci6n de taludes. 

Este compendio se dirige al ingeniero vial 
general. El desplazamiento de taludes es un 
fen6meno complejo y muchas veces el que no 

influencent le chox de 'emplacementd'une 
route; no. 3, Petits ouvrages de drainage; no. 5, 
Drainage des bas-cOt s de la route; no. 6, In
vestigation et developpement des gisements de 
matbrlaux routiers; et no. 9, Contrble de /'erosion 
contiennent des textes qui sont apparentds au 
probleme de la stabilisation des talus. Dans ce 
recueil no. 13, on porte une attention speciale A 
d'autres probl~mes de stabilit6 des talus et A 
leurs solutions, plut6t que de s'6tendre en detail 
sur les m6thodes de pr6vention de I'6rosion de 
surface. Dans ce recueil nous n'allons pas non 
plus essayer d'enseigner de nouveau certains 
aspects de la p~dologie, ainsi que nous I'avons 
fait dens des recueils prec6dents, mais nous in
sistons sur le fait qu'une bonne connaissance 
de ceux-ci est cruciale pour analyser correcte
ment la stabilit6 des talus. 

Ce recueil est 6crit & l'intention de I'ingdnieur 
routier g~n~raliste. Le d~placement des talus est 
un ph6nombne tr~s complexe, qui n'est souvent 
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tance when analyzing slope stabilization prob-
lems that are unusual, expensive, or dangerous 
to human life. 

Rationale for This Compendium 

Slope stabilization isa problem that is inherent 
throughout all phases of highway work. The solu-
tion to slope stabilization problems begins with 
the ability to identify the types of materials in-
volved and the associated modes of failure that 
can occur in these materials. Once the mechan-
ics of evaluating slope stabilization problems are 
understood, the solution of possible or actual in-
dividual slope failures becomes a matter of eco-
nomics. Slope stability evaluations should take 
place not only during preliminary road location 
but also during actual design, during construc- 
tion of the road, and, as necessary, during the 
life of the road. 

The first evaluation of slope stabilization prob-

sea especialista no lo comprende perfec-
tamente. Los textos fueron seleccionados para 
presentar los principios bdsicos de estabiliza
ci6n de taludes y para proveer m(todos 

AV generales para la correcci6n de los problemasxvmds comunes de estabilizaci6n. La correcta so
luci6n para los problemas de estabilizaci6n m~s 
complejos requiere un conocimiento profundo y 
experiencia extensa que estcn mc.s all del al-
cance de este compendio. El ingeniero vial 
prudente, al enfrentarse con el anclisis de un 
problema de estabilizaci6n que es caro, peli-

pas tr(s bien compris de ceux qui n'ont pas 
regu de specialisation en ce sujet. Nos textes 
ont dtd choisis pour presenter les principes de 
base de la stabilisation des talus, et pour fournir 
une approche g6n6rale Ala correction des pro-
blbmes les plus commun(ment rencontr6s. La 
solution correcte de probl(mes complexes de 
stabilisation demande une connaissance pro-
fonde de ce sujet, conjugu(e avec une longue 
expdrience pratique-et ceci d(passe I'enver-
gure de notre recueil. L'ing(nieur routier prudent 
demandera I'aide d'un expert en la matiere s'il 
doit analyser des problbmes de stabilisation 
de talus qui sont inhabituels, tres on(reux, ou qui
risquent de metre en danger des vies humaines. 

Objectif de ce recuell 

La stabilisation des talus est un probl(me qui se 
pose Atoutes les phases de la construction rou-

lems should occur as part of the initial road loca
tion decision. (See Compendium 2, Selected 
Text 9-Landslide Investigations:AField Hand
book for Use in Highway Location and Design.) 
It is in this phase that the economics of 
avoidance of unstable areas is most attractive. 
Avoidance may also be the most economic al
ternative during later phases (i.e., during design 
or because of falures during or after construc
tion). However, the highest economic benefit will 
obviously occur if the avoidance solution iseval
uated and selected as soon as possible. 

The second evaluation of slope stabilization 
problems should occur during the detailed de
sign of the road. At this time, localized slope 
stability evaluations can be made. The proper
side slopes can be determined for the materials 
on site, and control measures such as retaining 
walls can be most economically planned. Note 
that further economic benefits can be realized 
during this design evaluation period by the 

groso, o poco comon, consultarA con un 
experto en la materia. 

Exposlclibn razonada para este 
compendio 

La estabilizaci6n de taludes es un problema in
herente a todas las etapas de trabajo vial. La so
luci6n para estos problemas comienza con la 
habilidad de identificar los tipos de materiales 
involucrados y los modos asociados de falla que
los acompaflan. Una vez que se ha compren

ti(re. Pour pouvoir r(soudre ce probl(me ilfaut 
d'abord tre capable d'identifier les types de 
mat6riaux avec lesquels on va devoir travailler et 
leurs modes de rupture. Une fois que 'on a bien 
saisi la technique d'6valuation des probl(mes 
de stabilisation des talus, la r6solution de ces 
probl(mes, potentiels ou actuels, devient une 
question 6conomique. Les 6valuations de la 
stabilit6 des talus devraient 6tre envisag(es, non 
seulement au stade du trace pr(liminaire de la 
route, mais aussi aux stades de la conception et 
de la construction et, le cas 6cheant, pendant 
toute la vie de la route. 

La premiere 6valuation du probleme devrait 
prendre place au moment oO I'on va decider le 
trac6 initial de la route (voir Recueil no. 2, Texte 
choisi 9: Etudes de glissements de terrain: Un 
manuel pour le dimensionnement et I'emplace
ment des routes). C'est Ace stage que la deci
sion d'dviter les endroits instables est la plus 



proper determination of side slope angles based 
on stability criteria rather than on the ac-
ceptance of arbitrary "standard" side slopes 
often indicated on "typical cross sections." 

The third evaluation of slope stabilization prob-
lems should occur during the construction 
phase. Material types may prove to be different 
than anticipated, and signs of seasonal tinder-
ground water flows or fluctuating water tables 
may be uncovered. These conditions should be 
evaluated as soon as they are identified be-
cause the cost to solve such potential slope sta-
bility problems before they occur will be much 
less than that to correct subsequent failures. 

The fourth evaluation of slope stabilization 
problems occurs after construction is finished-

dido la mecdnica de evaluaci6n de los prob-
lemas de estabilizaci6n, la soluci6n de fallas in-
dividuales, potenciales o actuales, se vuelve 
asunto de costo. No s6lo se deber~n Ilevar a 
cabo evaluaciones de estabilidad,de taludes 
durante la ubicaci6n preliminar del camino, sino 
tambidn durante el disenio actual, durante la 
construcci6n del camino, y cuando sea 
necesario durante la vida Otil del camino. 

La primera evaluaci6n de problemas de esta-
bilizaci6n deber6 ocurrir como parte de la deci-
si6n inicial de ubicaci6n del camino (vease
Compendio 2,Texto Seleccionado 9, Investiga-
clones de derrumbes: Un manual de campaha 
para uso en el disehoy ubicacibnde carrete-
ras). Es en esta etapa que la sensatez econ6-
mica de evitar dreas inestables es mds atractiva. 

attrayante du point de vue 6conomique. Cette 
d6cision peut 6tre aussi I'alternative la plus 6co-
nomique durant les phases ulterieures du projet'
(conception, dimensionnement, ou au moment 
de ruptures pendant ou apres la construction. 
Cependant le plus t6t on evalue le problbme et 
la d6cision est prise, le plus important sera 
I'avantage 6conomique. 

La seconde evaluation du probleme devra 
prendre place au moment du dimensionnernent 
detaill de la route. C'est en effet c cette p6riode 
que l'on peut 6valuer localement la stabilit6 des 
talus. Les pentes correctes peuvent dtre deter-. 
minces en fonction des materiaux en place, et 
des mesures de contr6le, telles que les murs de 
soutenement par exemple, peuvent 6tre proje-
t6es beaucoup plus 6conomiquement. IIfaut 
bien remarquer aussi que le prix de revient peut
dtre encore plus diminu6 si 'on a soin, pendant 
cette evaluation, de calculer les angles des pen-
tes en se basant sur les crithres de stabilit6, plu-

when either signs of distress appear or a slope
actually fails. Again, it is more economic and 
safer to solve these problems when the first 
signs appear rather than after the subsequent
failure. 

The evaluation of slope stability ismade by
determining the factor of safety of aslope (i.e.,
the ratio of the shearing resistance to the weight
of the sliding mass). The factor of safety is 1 just
before slope failure. Slopes may therefore be 
stabilized by increasing shearing resistance or 
reducing shear stress. Most cut slopes are least 
stable immediately after the cut is made but may
fail at any time if moisture conditions become 
more severe than anticipated. Fill slopes nor
mally fail quite a wl ile after the fill has been 

Evitaci6n tambi6n podrfa ser la alternativa mds 
econ6mica durante fases posteriores (es decir, 
durante el diseho o por fallas durante o despues
de la construcci6n). Es obvio que el beneficio 
econ6mico mcs grande ocurrird cuando la solu
ci6n de evitaci6n se evala y selecciona lo mcls 
pronto posible. 

La segunda evaluaci6n de los problemas de 
estabilizaci6n de taludes deberd ocurrir durante 
el disefio detallado del camino. Es en esta etapa 
que se pueden Ilevar a cabo las evaluaciones 
locales de estabilidad de taludes. Se pueden
determinar los correctos taludes laterales para 
los materiales en situ, y las medidas de control,
tales como muros de contenci6n, pueden ser 
planeadas en forma mds econ6mica. Deberc 
notarse que se pueden realizar ms beneficios 

t6tqu'en acceptant des "normes" arbitraires 
bas6es sur des "sections transversales 
typiques". 

La troisieme 6valuation des problemes de 
stabilisation des talus devrait avoir lieu lors de la 
construction elle-mdme. Les mat6riaux peuvent 
8tre diffdrents de ceux qui 6taient anticipes, et 
l'on peut decouvrir des marques indiquant la 
presence de courants saissonniers d'eau sou
terraine ou de fluctuations de la nappe phr6
atique. On devrait 6valuer ces conditions aussi
t6t que possible apres leur identification, car il 
est beaucoup moins on6reux de resoudre ces 
problemes potentiels avant que le dommage ne 
soit fait, que de r6parer les ruptures. 

La quatrieme evaluation des problemes de 
stabilit6 des talus, a lieu quand la construction 
est terminee- s'il est apparent qu'il va y avoir 
rupture ou s'il y a rupture. De nouveau, il est 
beaucoup plus 6conomique de rdsoudre ces 
probImes des I'apparence des premiers 



completed unless the cause is foundation fail-
ure, in which case the fill subsides soon after it is 
completed. Fill slopes normally fail from their 
own weight rather than from the weight of the 
vehicles using the road. 

Slope stabilization problems in engineering 
soils can be divided into two basic types, de-
pending on the influence of the height of the 
slope on its stability. Cohesionless material de-
pends on mechanical strength that increases 
with the normal component of the weight (one 
reason for the compaction of granular fills). 
Therefore, any slope of cohesionless material 
that isat a flatter angle than the angle of internal 
friction will be stable regardless of the height of 
the slope. However, if high ground water is 
present in coarse-grained material, one-half the 
angle of internal friction is normally considered 

econ6micos durante este per'odo de evaluaci6n 
del disenio, determinando correctamente los dn-
gulos de talud lateral basados en criterios de es-
tabilidad, en vez de taludes laterales "norma" 
recomendados a menudo en "secciones trans-
versales tfpicas". 

La tercera evaluaci6n de problemas de estabi-
lizaci6n de talud se deberA Ilevar a cabo du-

xvi 	 rante la etapa de construcci6n. Podr. ocurrir 
que los tipos de materiales son distintos de lo 
anticipado, y que se descubren flujos estaciona-
les de agua subterrdnea o fluctuaciones del 
nivel fredtico. Estas condiciones deberdn eva-
luarse tan pronto como se identifiquen porque el 
costo de resolver tales problemas potenciales 
de estabilidad de talud antes que ocurran serfa 
mucho menos que el de corregir la falla subse-
cuente. 

signes, plut6t que de diffdrer les r6parations 
jusqu'A la rupture complete. 

L'6valuation de la stabilit6 des talus se calcule 
en d6terminant le co6fficient de securitd d'une 
pente (c'est Adire le rapport de la r6sistance au 
cisaillement au poid de la masse interessde par
le glissement). Le facteur de securit6 est 6gal A 
1juste avant la rupture. On peut donc stabiliser 
les pentes soit en augmentant la resistance au 
cisaillement, soit en reduisant la tension de ci-
saillement. La plupart des talus de deblai sont 
stables juste apres le d6blaiement mais peuvent 
se rompre d'un moment AI'autre si les condi-
tions d'humidit6 deviennent plus severes que 
l'on avait anticip6. Les talus de remblai, d'ordi-
naire, n'ont tendance Ala rupture qu'apres un 
certain temps, sauf si la cause en est la rupture 
de la fondation et, dans ce cas, le remblai s'af- 

as the stability limit. Cohesive soil, on the other 
hand, depends on attraction between soil parti
cles and moisture, which are independent of the 
soil's weight. Stability in cohesive soil is depen
dent mainly on the steepness and height of the 
slope and the shear strength of the soil. Cohe
sive soil may suffer (a) slope failure where the 
bottom of the curved failure plane is located at 
or above the toe of the slope or (b)base failure 
where the face of the curved failure plane is tan
gent to some less-yielding surface below the toe 
of the slope, in which case the intersection of the 
failure plane with the surface occurs beyond the 
toe of the slope. (These types of failure are illus
trated on Selected Text page 36.) Slopes in 
mixed soils, i.e., soils that are neither purely
cohesionless nor totally cohesive such as some 
mixed clays and gravels, are also dependent on 

La cuarta evaluaci6n de problemas de estabi
lizaci6n de talud ocurre despu6s de terminarse 
la construcci6n -cuando aparecen seriales de 
tensi6n o realrnente falla el talud. Se reitera que 
es m~s ec6nomico y seguro resolver estos pro
blemas cuando aparezcan las primeras senales 
en lugar de despues de la falla subsecuente. 

Se hace la evaluaci6n de estabilidad determi
nando el factor de seguridad de un talud (es
decir, la raz6n de la resistencia al esfuerzo cor
tante al peso de la m"sa que se desliza). El fac
tor de seguridad es 1 en el momento antes de la 
falla del talud. Por lo tanto los taludes pueden
estabilizarse aumentando la resistencia al es
fuerzo cortante o reduciendo el esfuerzo cor
tante. El perfodo de mds inestabilidad para casi 
todo talud es inmediatamente despuds de que 
se haya realizado el corte, pero puede fallar en 

faisse tres t6t apres qu'il soit construit. Norma
lement, la rupture des talus de remblai est cau
see par leur propre poids, plut6t que par le 
poids des vehicules circulants sur la route. IIy a 
fondamentalement deux sortes de problbmes de 
stabilisation de talus en sols routiers, selon rin
fluence de la hauteur du talus sur sa stabilit6. Un 
sol sans cohesion d6pend de la r6sistance m6
canique qui augmente avec la composante 
normale du poids (une des raisons pour les
quelles on compacte les remblais en sols granu
leux). Donc tout talus en sol non-coherent qui 
est Aun angle plus plat que I'angle de frotte
ment interne sera stable quelle que soit sa hau
teur. Toutefois si dans un materiau grossier I'eau 
phrdatique est Llev6e, la moitiL de I'angle de 
frottement interne est normalement considere 
comme la limite de stabilit6. Les sols cohdrents, 



the steepness and height of the slope. 
Both surface water and ground water are im-

portant factors in slope stability, not only be-
cause of the surface erosion problems dis-
cussed in previous texts but also because of 
(a) internal erosion problems (i.e., piping),
(b) the hydrostatic pressure introduced within 
the soil mass itself that reduces shear strength, 
(c) the additional weight of the water in the soil 

mass that increases shear stress, and (d) the
 
reduction in strength of cohesive soils with in-

creasing moisture content.
 

Slope stability analyses are best made by 
specialists because there are so many un-
knowns involved that require subjective evalu-
ations. Inmany cases, however, the availability 
or the cost of such specialists makes their use 
impractical in the location, design, and construc- 
tion of low-volume roads. Although this compen-

cualquier momento si las condiciones de hume-
dad se vuelven mds graves de lo anticipado.
Los taludes de relleno normalmente fallan un 
tiempo despu6s de que se haya completado el 
relleno, al menos que haya una flla por la base, 
en cuyo caso el relleno se hunde poco despues 
de completarse. Estos taludes normalmente fa-
Ilan por raz6n de su propio peso, en vez de por 
el peso de los vehfculos que utilizan el camino. 

Los problemas de estabilizaci6n en suelos in-
genieriles pueden dividirse en dos tipos bdsi-
cos, dependiendo de la influencia de la altura 
del talud sobre su estabilidad. El material no 
cohesivo depende de resistencia mec~nica que 
aumenta con el componente normal del peso 
(una de las razones para la compactaci6n de re-
Ilenos granulares). Por lo tanto, un talud de ma-
terial no cohesivo es estable, cualquiera sea su 
altura, siempre que el dngulo del talud sea 
menor que el dngulo de fricci6n interna. Sin em-
bargo, si hay agua fredtica cerca de la superfi-

d'un autre c6t6, dependent de I'attraction entre 
les particules de sol et 'humidit6, independam-
ment du poids du sol. La stabilit6 des sols coh6-
rents est fonction principalement de la hauteur 
et de l'inclinaison de la pente, et de la resistance 
au cisaillement du sol. Dans un sol coh6rent on 
peut avoir: (a) rupture du talus quand la base de 
la surface courbe de glissement est situee au 
pied ou au dessus du pied du talus; ou (b) rup-
ture par la base, quand la surface courbe de 
glissement est tangente Aune surface r6sistante 
au dessous du pied du talus, dans ce cas la sur-
face de glissement coupe le talus au-delA de 
son pied. Ces sortes de rupture sont illustrees 
dans les textes choisis, Ala page 36. Les talus 

dium presents information that should be of as: 
sistance to the general highway engineer, some 
of the more theoretical aspects of slope stabili
zation have been omitted to allow the inclusion 
of some generalized, simplified approaches to a 
complex problem. Whenever an improper slope
stabilization analysis may lead to the possibility 
of the loss of life or high economic losses to the 
community, a specialist should be consulted. 

Discussion of Selected Texts 

The first text, Chapter 2 - Slope Movement Types 
and Processes, isexcerpted from Landslides: 
Analysis and Control (Special Report 176, 
Transportation Research Board, 1978). Itre
views a fairly complete range of slope
movement processes. it identifies and classifies 
them according to features that are also to some 

cie en material de granulaci6n gruesa, la mitad 
del dngulo de fricci6n interna normalmente se 
considera como el Ilmite de estabilidad. Por otra 
parte, el suelo cohusivo depende de la atrac
ci6n entre las partfculas de suelo y la humedad, 
que son independientes del peso del suelo. En
tonces la estabilidad del suelo cohesivo de
pende principalmente de la pendiente y altura 
del talud y la resistencia al esfuerzo cortante del 
suelo. En suelos cohesivos, puede producirse 
(a)falla de talud donde la parte inferior del 
piano curvo de deslizamiento se encuentra al 
pie del talud o rmds arriba o (b) falla por la base 
donde la car& del piano curvo de deslizamiento 
es tangente con una superficie menos movediza 
que se encuentra debajo del pie del talud, en 
cuyo caso la intersecci6n del piano de desliza
miento con la superficie ocurre mds allc de 
dicho pie. Estos tipos de falla de talud han sido 
ilustrados en la p~gina 36 de los textos selec
cionados. Los taludes en suelos mixtos, es de

en sols mixtes, c'est Adire en sols qui ne sont 
pas complitement non-coherents, ni complete
ment cohdrents, comme certaines argiles et cer
tains granulats, d6pendent aussi de la pente et 
de la hauteur du talus. 

L'eau phr6atique et I'eau de surface sont des 
facteurs importants de la stabilit6 des talus, non 
seulement Acause des problemes d'6rosion su
perficielle que nous avons discut6s dans des 
textes pr6c6den;.3, mais aussi Acause de: 
(a)problomes d'6rosion interne (renards); (b) la 
pression hydrostatique introduite dans la masse 
de sol, qui abaisse la r6sistance au cisaillement, 
(c) le poids additionnel de I'eau dans la masse 
de sol, qui augmente la contrainte de cisaille

i 



degree relevant to their recognition, avoidance, 
control, or correction. The chief criterion used in
the classification is type of movement. The type
of material isa secondary criterion. The types of 
movement include (a)falls; (b) topples; 
(c) slides, either rotational or translational; 
(d) spreads; (e) flows; and (f) complex slope
movements that include combinations of two or 
more of the first five types. Materials are divided 

cir, suelos que no son puramente no cohesivos 
ni totalmente cohesivos, tales como algunas ar-
cillas y gravas mixtas, tambien dependen de la 
pendiente y altura del talud, 

El agua de superficie y el agua subterranea 
son factores importantes en la estabilidad de ta-
ludes, no s6lo por los problemas de erosi6n de 
la superficie sobre los que se habl6 en textos 
previos, sino tambien por'(a) problemas de ero-
si6n interna (es decir, tubificaci6n), (b) la pre-
si6n hidrost~tica introducida dentro de la masa 
de suelo misma que reduce la resistencia al es-
fuerzo cortante, (c) el peso adicional del agua 
en la masa del suelo que aumenta el esfuerzo 
cortante, y (d) la disminuci6n de la resistencia 
en suelos cohesivos cuando va aumentando el 
contenido de humedad. 

xvliI Es mejor que un especialista realice el anclisis
de estabilidad de taludes, ya que existen mu-
chas inc6gnitas que requieren evaluaciones 
subjetivas. Sin embargo, hay muchos casos 
donde la disponibilidad o costo de tal especia-
lista hace impracticable su participaci6n en la 

ment et (d) la moindre resistance des sols coh6-
rents Amesure que leur teneur en eau 
augmente.

On devrait laisser aux specialistes le soin 
d'analyser la stabilitd des talus, car ces analyses
demandent une evaluation subjective d'un bon 
nombre d'inconnues. En maintes occasions 
toutefois, on est oblige de se passer de leur ex-
pertise, car ils ne sont pas disponibles et leur 
emploi est trop on6reux pour 6tre justifi6 dans la 
conception, location et construction de routes 
dconomiques. Bien que dans ce recueil nous 
prdsentons un ensemble de documents qui de-
vrait dtre utile 6 l'ingenieur routier g6neraliste, 
nous avons omis certains des c6tss les plus
th6oriques de la stabilisation des talus, afin de 
nous permettre d'inclure quelques solutions 
simples et g6n6rales 6 ce probl~me complexe.
Mais aussit6t qu'il y a le moindre risque qu'une
analyse incorrecte de la stabilit6 d'un talus 
puisse mettre en peril une vie humaine, ou 
mdme causer de gros dommages 6conomiques 

into two classes - rock and engineering soil. 
Soil isfurther divided into debris and earth. 
(Some of the various combinations of move
ments and materials are shown in Figure 2.1,
which is included as an insert with this compen
dium.) 

This text also introduces the causes of sliding
slope movements (slope instability). These 
causes include both factors that contribute -toan 

ubicaci6n, diseio, y construcci6n de caminos 
de bajo volumen. Aunque este compendio pre
senta informaci6n que puede ayudar al inge
niero vial general, se han omitido algunos de los 
aspectos mcs te6ricos de estabilizaci6n para
permitir que se incluyan algunos m6todos gene
ralizados y simplificados para resolver un pro
blema complejo. Cuando un andlisis incorrecto 
de estabilizaci6n de talud puede provocar posi
bles p6rdidas de vida o de grandes cantidades 
de dinero para la comunidad, se deberc consul
tar con un especialista. 

Presentaci6n de los textos seleccionados 

El primer texto, Chapter 2 - Slope Movement 
Types and Processes (Capftulo 2-Tipos y pro
cesos de movimiento de taiudes), fue extraldo
de Landslides: Analysis and Control (Desliza
mientos: andlisis y control, Special Report 176,
Transportation Research Board, 1978). Repasa 
una gama bastante completa de procesos de 
movimiento de taludes. Los identifica y clasifica 

A[a communaut6, on devrait consulter un ex
pert.
 

Discussion des textes cholsis 

Le premier texte est le deuxibme chapitre, Slope
Movement Types and Processes (Types et dd
veloppement de mouvements de talus) du rap
port Landslides: Analysisand Control (Glisse
ments de terrain: Analyse et contr6le, Special
Report 176, Transportation Research Board,
1978). On y passe en revue une grande variet6 
de mouvements de terrain et le processus de 
leur 6volution. On les identifie et on les classe 
selon les elements caracteristiques qui permet
tent de les identifier, les 6viter, les contr6ler ou 
les corriger. Le critbre principal de cette classifi
cation est le type de mouvement de terrain. Le 
genre de materiau est le crit~re secondaire. Les 
types de mouvements de terrain sont: (a) les 
chtes, (b) les basculements, (c) les glisse--:. 
ments rotationnels ou translationnels; (d) les 



increased shear stress and factors that contrib-
ute to low or reduced shear strength. The 
analyses of slope failures and corrective mea-
sures necessary to prevent or repair these fail-
ures (i.e., slope stabilization), which are included 
in the other texts, are all based on (a) reducing 
shear stress along a potential plane of failure or 
(b) increasing shear strength in the material sub-
ject to slope movement, 

The second text, Art. 35, Stability of Slopes, is 
excerpted from Soil Mechanics in Engineering 
Practice (2nd ed., John Wiley and Sons, Inc., 
1967). It introduces the concept that slope fail-

de acuerdo con caracteristicas que tambi~n a 
cierto grado son aplicables a su reconocimiento, 
evasi6n, control, o correcci6n. El criterio princi-
pal utilizado en la clasificaci6n es el tipo de mo-
vimiento. El tipo de material es un criterio se-
cundario. Los tipos de movimiento incluyen 
(a) calda; (b)derribo, (c) deslizamiento, rotatorio 
o de traslaci6n; (d) desparramo; (e) flujo; y 
(f)movimientos de talud complejos que incluyen 
combinaciones de dos o mcs de los primeros
cinco tipos. Los materiales se dividen en dos 
clases- roca y suelo ingenieril. Ademds el 
suelo se divide en detritos y tierra. (Se presen-
tan algunas de las diversas combinaciones de 
movimientos y materiales en la Figura 2.1 in-
clufda en este compendio.) 

Este texto tambi~n habla sobre las causas de 
los movimientos de deslizamiento de taludes 
(inestabilidad de taludes). Estas causas inclu- 
yen factores que aumentan la acci6n del es-
fuerzo cortante y factores que disminuyen la re-
sistencia al esfuerzo cortante. Los andlisis de fa-
Ilas de taludes y las medidas correctivas nece-
sarias para impedir o reparar estas fallas (es 

6talements; (e) le fluage; et (f) les mouvements 
complexes qui comprennent des combinaisons 
de deux ou plus des cinq premiers d~sordres 
d6crits ci-dessus. Les mat6riaux sont divis6s en 
deux classes - roches et sols routiers. Les sols 
sont subdivis~s en debris et terre. (Quelques 
combinaisons de mouvements et de mat6riaux 
sont illustr6es dans la figure 2.1 de I'encart de 
ce recueil). 

Les causes des mouvements glissants des 
pentes (instabilit6 des talus) sont introduites. 
Ces causes comprennent les facteurs contri- 
buants Aune augmentation de la tension de 
cisaillement, et ceux qui contribuent Aune 
r6sistance au cisaillement basse ou r6duite. Les 
analyses des ruptures de talus et des mesures 
correctives n~cessaires Ala prevention ou la r6-
paration de ces ruptures (c'est Adire la stabilisa-

ure occurs at that time when the shear stress., 
caused by the weight of the sliding mass over
comes the shear strength or resistance to sliding 
of the material involved. Just prior to failure, the 
weight and shearing resistance are equal. The 
ratio of the shearing resistance to the weight of 
the sliding mass is termed the factor of safety F; 
therefore, at the instant before failure, F= 1. A 
slope is considered stable when F is determined 
to be greater than 1and unstable when F is less 
than 1. 

Slopes of cohesionless material depend on 
internal friction for stability. The angle of internal 

decir, la estabilizaci6n de taludes), inclufdos en 
otros textos, todos se basan en (a) reducci6n 
del esfuerzo cortante sobre el piano de desliza
miento potencial, o (b) aumento de la resistencia 
al esfuerzo cprtante en el material sujeto al mo
vimiento del talud. 

El segundo texto, Art. 35, Stability of Slopes
(Art. 35, Estabilidad de taludes), fue extraido de 
Soil Mechanics in Engineering Practice (Mec6
nica de suelos en la ingenierla pr~ctica, 2d. ed., 
John Wiley and Sons, Inc., 1967). Propone el 
concepto de que la falla del talud ocurre en el 
momento cuando el esfuerzo cortante producido 
por el peso de la masa en deslizamiento vence 
la resistencia al esfuerzo cortante, es decir al 
deslizamiento del material involucrado. Justo 
antes del deslizamiento el peso y la resistencia 
al esfuerzo cortante son iguales. La raz6n de la 
resistencia al esfuerzo cortante al peso de la 
masa en deslizamiento se llama el factor de se
guridad F; por lo tanto, en el momento antes de 
la falla, F= 1. Un talud se considera estable 
cuando se determina que Fes mayor que 1 e 
inestable cuando Fes menor que 1. 

tion des talus), qui sont incluses dans les autres 
textes sont toutes bas~es sur (a) la reduction de 
la tension do cisaillement sur une surface de 
glissement potentielle ou (b) I'augmentation de 
Iardsistance au cisaillement du matdriau sujet 
au mouvement de talus. 

Le deuxi~me texte, Art. 35, Stability of Slopes 
(Stabilit6 des talus), est extrait de Soil Mecha
nics in Engineering Practice (M6canique des 
sols appliqu6e, 2eme 6dition, John Wiley and 
Sons, Inc., 1967). On introduit le concept que la 
rupture d'un talus se produit au moment precis 
ou la tension de cisaillement caus~e par le poids 
de la masse interess~e par le glissement I'em
porte sur la r6sistance au cisaillement, ou rdsis
tance au glissement du mat~riau dont il est 
question. Juste avant la rupture le poids et la r6
sistance au cisaillement sont 6gaux. Le rapport 

xix 



friction 0 is the angle above the horizontal at 
which the loose cohesionless material will just
stand. (This is the angle at which F= 1.) For any
given slope in cohesionless material, the factor 
of safety is found by dividing the tangent of the 
angle of internal friction by the tangent off3, the 
angle of the slope under investigation (the angle
being measured from a horizontal plane). The 
height of slopes in cohesionless soil is not a fac-
tor in the stability of the slope, 

The stability of slopes in cohesive soils is more 
complicated and is based on Rankine's earth-
pressure theory. In general, a homogeneous
cohesive soil will fail along a curved surface. The 

Los taludes compuestos de material no cohe-
sivo dependen de la fricci6n interna para su es-
tabilidad. El Angulo de fricci6n interna 0 es el 
,ngulo sobre el horizontal en el que el material 
suelto, no cohesivo puede soportarse. (Este es 
el dngulo donde F= 1.) Dado cualquier talud de 
material no cohesivo, se encuentra el factor de 
seguridad dividiendo la tangente del dngulo de 
fricci6n interna por la tangente de/P, el Angulo
del talud que se estd investigando (se deberd 
medir este Angulo en un piano horizontal). La al-
tura de los taludes de suelo no cohesivo no es 

: un factor en su estabilidad. 
La estabilidad de taludes en suelos cohesivos 

es mds complicada y se basa en la teorla de 
Rankine del empuje de tierras. Por lo general, un 
suelo homog6neo cohesivo fallarA sobre una 
superficie curva. El texto describe las caracterfs-
ticas generales de los deslizamientos en este 

de la r6sistance au cisaillement au poids de la 
masse interessde par le glissement, est appeld
le coefficient de s6curit6 F; donc, A l'instant 
avant la rupture, F= 1. Un talus est consid6r6 
stable quand F est plus grand que 1, et instable 
quand F est plus petit que 1. 

Les talus construits en mat~riaux non-
coh~rents dependent du frottement interne pour
leur stabilit6. L'angle de frottement interne 0 est 
I'angle au dessus de I'horizontale auquel le ma-
t6riaux non-coh6rent et non-compact6 reste sta-
tionnaire (l'angle auquel F= 1). Pour trouver le 
co6fficient de sdcurit d'un talus de matdriau 
non-coherent, on divise la tangente de I'angle 
de frottement interne par la tangente dep,
I'angle du talus en question (l'angle que forme le 
talus avec I'horizontale). La hauteur d'un talus en 
matdriau non-coherent n'a aucun effet sur sa 
stabilit6. 

La stabilit6 des talus de mat~riau coherent est 
plus compliqu~e, et est bas~e sur la thdorie de 

text describes the general character of slides in 
homogeneous cohesive soil. The mathematical 
justification for this is not excerpted for this 
compendium; the final information is reduced to 
charts that are included in the text. The center of 
the curved surface along which a homogeneous 
cohesive soil will fail can be located from infor
mation shown on the charts. By using the slope
angle,8 and the relation between the slope 
height and depth to a firm base beneath the 
cohesive soil, the type of possible failure (slope 
or base) and the location of the center of the crit
ical circle for slope failure can be graphically lo
cated. The safety of slopes in cohesive soils is 

tipo de suelo. No se ha incluldo en el compen
dio su justificaci6n matemAtica; la informaci6n 
final se ha reducido a diagramas que se han in
cluldo en el texto. Se puede localizar el centro 
de la superficie curva por donde fallar6 un suelo 
homog6neo cohesivo, utilizando la informaci6n 
presentada en los diagramas. Se puede averi
guar por medio de gr~ficos el tipo de falla po
tencial (de talud o por la base) y el centro del 
cfrculo crftico de falla de talud, si se utiliza el 
angulo de talud P y la relaci6n entre la altura del 
talud y el espesor hasta una base firme debajo
del suelo cohesivo. La seguridad de los taludes 
en suelos cohesivos depende de la pendiente y 
altura. 

El texto tambi6n evalia los taludes de suelos 
con cohesi6n y fricci6n interna. La seguridad de 
los taludes en dichos suelos tambi6n depende 
de su pendiente y altura. 

la poussde des terres de Rankine. En g~n~ral la 
rupture d'un matdriau coherent homog~ne sera 
le long d'une surface courbe. Dans le texte on 
d6crit les caractdristiques gdn~rales des glis
sements de sol coh6rent homog6ne. La justifica
tion math~matique de ceci n'est pas incluse 
dans le texte reproduit pour ce recueil; nous 
avons inclus le r6sultat final, en forme de tables 
de calcul. Le centre de la surface courbe de 
rupture d'un sol coherent homog~ne peut 6tre 
d6termin6 en se servant des tables de calcul. En 
utilisant I'angle du talus 8 et le rapport entre la 
hauteur et la profondeur du talus et une base rd
sistante au dessous du sol coh6rent, le type do 
rupture potentielle (par la base ou de talus) et le 
centre du cercle critique, peuvent 6tre calcul6s 
graphiquement. La s~curit6 des talus de sols 
cohdrents depend de leur inclinaison et de leur 
hauteur. 

On dvalue aussi les talus de sols coh~rents A 
frottement interne. La s~curit6 des talus dans 



dependent on both steepness and height. 
The text also evaluates slopes on soils with 

both cohesion and internal friction. The safety of 
slopes on these soils isalso dependent on 
steepness and height. A chart solution that uses 
the slope angle 8 and the angle of internal fric-
tion 0 is presented. Failures in soils with both 
cohesion and internal friction will occur along toe 

.
circles unless 0 issmaller than approximately 30
A further description of the use of the charts 
mentioned above is included in the next 
selected text. 

A method of investigating irregular slopes on 
nonuniform soil is described inthe text as is the 
investigation of a composite surface of sliding (a 
noncircular slip plane). Both these investigations 
use the method of slices. This text presents the 
theory of the method of slices. A practical solu-
tion using the method of slices is included in the 
fifth selected text. 

Se presenta una soluci6n en diagrama que 
utiliza el dngulo de talud p y el dngulo de fric-
ci6n interna 0. Las fallas en los suelos cohesivos 
y con fricci6n interna ocurrirc.n a lo largo de los 
circulos que pasan por el pie de talud al menos 
que 0sea menor que aproximadamente 30.En el 
pr6ximo texto seleccionado se han incluldo mds 
explicaciones del uso de los diagramas men-
cionados arriba. 

Sedescribe en el texto un m~todo de investi-
gar los taludes irregula,-es en suelo no uniforme, 
como tambi~n la investigaci6n de una superficie 
de deslizamiento compuesta (un piano de desli- 
zamiento no circular). Ambas investigaciones 
utilizan el m~todo de tajadas, la teorfa del cual 
es presentada en este texto. Una soluQi6n prdc-
tica utilizando este m6todo se incluye en el 
quinto texto seleccionado. 

ces sols depend aussi de leur hauteur et de leur 
inclinaison. Une solution par table de calcul, qui 
utilise I'angle du talus p et I'angle de frottement 
interne 0est prdsentde. La rupture des mat6-
riaux d~crits ci-dessus se produira au pied du 
talus, Amoins que 0 soit plus petit qu'A peu pros 
30. Une description plus dlabor~e de I'emploi 
des tables de calcul dont nous venons de faire 
mention, est incluse dans le texte choisi suivant. 

Une m~thode d'investigation des talus irr~gu-
liers de sols non-uniformes est d6crite dans le 
texte, ainsi que I'investigation d'une surface de 
glissement complexe (plan de glissement non-
circulaire). Ces deux enqu~tes utilisent la md-
thode des tranches, et dans ce texte on ex-
plique la th6orie de cette m6thode. Une appi-

The third text, Chart Solutions for Analysis of 
Earth Slopes, appeared in Highway Research 
Record 345 (Highway Research Board, 1971). It 
compiles practical chart solutions for the slope 
stability problem and isconcerned with the use 
of the solutions rather than with their derivations. 
The previous tex'.: described the development for 
the figures presented under the Taylor Solution 
section of this text. Also included in this paper 
are (a)the Bishop and Morgenstern Solution, 
which isbased on an adaptation of the Swedish 
slice method; (b) the Morgenstern Solution, 
which can be used for highway embankments 
that at times act as dams; (c) the Spencer Solu
tion, which isa more generalized solution of 
Bishop's adaptation of the Swedish slice 
method; (d) the Hunter Solution, which accounts 
for variations in the water table; and (e)th . 
Hunter and Schuster Solution, which isa special 
case of the Hunter Solution. 

El tercer texto, Chart Solutions for Analysis 
of Earth Slopes (Soluciones gr~ficas para el 
andlisis de taludes de tierra), apareci6 en el 
Highway Research Record 345 (Registro de in
vestigaci6n vial 345, Highway Research Board,
1971). Compila soluciones factibles en dia
grama para el problema de estabilidad de talud xx1. 
y se concierne con el uso de las soluciones, 
mAs que con sus derivaciones. El texto previo 
describe como se desarrollaron las figuras 
presentadas en la secci6n de la Soluci6n de 
Taylor en este texto. Tambi~n se incluyen en 
este articulo (a) la Soluci6n de Bishop y 
Morgenstern, que se basa en una adaptaci6n 
del m~todo sueco de tajadas; (b) la Soluci6n de 
Morgenstern, que se puede utilizar para los ter
raplenes de carreteras que a veces act0an 
como presas; (c) la Soluci6n de Spencer, que 

cation pratique de la m~thode des tranches est 
incluse dans le texte choisi no. 5. 

Le troisi6me texte, Chart Solutions for Analysis 
of Earth Slopes (Tables de calcul pour I'analyse 
de talus en terre) a 6t6 publid dans I'Highway 
Research Record 345 (Highway Research 
Board, 1971). On y pr~sente des solutions au 
probl~me de la stabilit6 des talus A 'aide de 
tables de calcul, et on met I'emphase sur I'ap
plication pratique de ces solutions plut6t que sur 
leurs d6rivations. Dans le texte precedent on a 
d~crit le d~veloppement des figures utilis~es 
dans la solution dite de Taylor pr~sent~e dans 
ce texte. On inclut aussi dans ce texte (a) la so
lution de Bishop et Morgenstern, bas6e sur une 
adaptation su6doise de la m6thode des tran



This text provides asampling of the charts 
developed for the solutions of a number of types 
of slope stability analyses. For more complete 
sets of charts for any of these solutions, the 
reader is referred to the references accompany-
ing this text. 

The fourth text, Slope Design Guide, is ex-
cerpted from Transportation Engineering Hand-
book (Region 6, U.S. Foreign Service, 1973). It 
was prepared for engineers and technicians 
who are required to design roads but are not 
skilled soils engineers or engineering geologists.
It represents an attempt to reflect soils-
engineering principles during the routine design 

es una soluci6n mds generalizada de la adapta-
ci6n de Bishop del m6todo sueco de tajadas;
(d) la Soluci6n de Hunter, que toma en consid-
eraci6n fluctuaciones del nivel fre~tico; y (e) la 
Soluci6n de Hunter y Schuster, que es un caso 
especial de la Soluci6n de Hunter. 

Este texto presenta un muestreo de los dia-
gramas desarrollados para las soluciones de 
varios tipos de an~lisis de estabilidad de 
taludes. Si el lector desea un juego de dia-
gramas mds completo para cualquiera de estas 
soluciones, deberci referirse a las referencias in-

xxll clurdos al final de este texto. 
El cuarto texto, Slope Design Guide (Gula 

para el disefio de taludes), fue extrardo de 
Transportation Engineering Handbook (Manual 
para la ingenierfa de transporte, Region 6, U.S. 
Forest Service, 1973). Fue preparado para los 
ingenieros y t~cnicos que son encargados del 

ches, (b)la solution de Morgenstern qui peut tre 
utilisde pour des remblais routiers devant servir 
de digue AI'occasion, (c) la solution de Spencer
qui est une solution g6ndralisde de I'adaptation 
de Bishop de la m~thode suddoise des tran-
ches, (d) la soldtion de Hunter qui prend en 
compte les changements de niveau de la nappe
phr6atique, et (e) la solution de Hunter et Schus-
ter qui s'applique Aun cas special de la solution 
de Hunter. 

Dans ce texte on trouvera un aperqu des 
tables de calcul d~velopp~es pour effectuer 
plusieurs sortes d'analyse de stabilit6 de talus. 
Pour une s~rie plus complete de tables de cal-
cul pour chacune de ces solutions, le lecteur est 
invit6 Alire les r6f~rences qui suivent ce texte. 

Le quatri~me texte, Slope Design Guide (Ma-
nuel 'de dimensionnement des talus), est extrait 
deTransportationEngineering Handbook (Re-
gion 6, U.S. Forest Service, 1973). Ce livre a dtL 
dcrit Al'intention des ing6nieurs et techniciens 

of highway cut-and-fill slopes and, as such, re
quires many assumptions and simplifications. 
The procedures are not intended to replace the 
types of investigations and analyses described 
in the previous two texts or in the next text. 
Rather, they are meant to be an aid when more 
detailed investigations are not practical because 
of factors such as cost, value of the road in
volved, manpower, and available skill levels. 

This guide isbased on soil properties that are 
identified by the Unified classification system.
(See Compendium 6,Selected Text 1,for com
parisons of various soil classification systems.) It 
is usable without conducting laboratory soils 

diseio de caminos, pero que no son especialis
tas en la ingenierfa de suelos ni en la geologfa
ingenieril. Trata de utilizar los principics de la 
ingenierfa de suelos durante el diseho rutinario 
de taludes de corte y de relleno y, por lo tanto, 
requiere muchas suposiciones y
simplificaciones. Estos procesos no intentan 
reemplazar los tipos de investigaci6n y an.lisis 
descritos en los dos textos previos ni el texto 
siguiente. Se han diseiado para ayudar cuando 
investigaciones m~s detalladas no serfan facti
bles por raz6n de factores como costo, valor del 
camino involucrado, mano de obra, y los niveles 
de habilidad disponibles. 

La gufa se basa en propiedades de suelo que 
se identifican por el sistema de clasificaci6n un
ificada de suelos. (Vedse Compendio 6, Texto 
Seleccionado 1,para comparaciones entre va
rios sistemas de clasificaci6n de suelos.) Se 

qui doivent concevoir et dimensionner des 
routes, mais ne sont ni specialistes de la techni-' 
que des sols, ni gdologues. On essaie de traiter 
des principes de la technique des sols pour le 
dimensionrement normal des talus routiers de 
remblai ou de d6blai, et de ce fait, le texte as
sume et simplifie beaucoup de choses. Ces 
proc~ds ne devraient pas remplacer les inves
tigations et les analyses d6crites dans les deux 
textes ant6rieurs et dans celui qui va suivre. 
Nous les avons incluses pour les cas oti il n'est 
pas possible de faire des analyses plus appro
fondies, Acause de considerations 6co
nomiques ou de main d'oeuvre, de niveau d'ex
pertise disponible, ou d'importance de la route 
en question. 

Ce manuel est bas6 sur les caract6ristiques 
des sols selon le syst~me de la Classification 
Unifi6e (voir le recueil no. 6, texte choisi no. 1, 
pour la comparaison de diffdrents syst~mes de 
classification des sols). On peut remployer sans 



shear strength tests because it is based in part 
on soil identification as described in Compen-
dium 2, Selected Text 6, and the simplified tests 
described in Compendium 7, Selected Text 3. 
The guide was developea irom typical soil 
strength values by using chart solutions for 
slope stability, studies that use the conventional 
method of slices, published empirical relations,
and the authors' experiences. 

The following data were used to develop this 
guide: 

1. The effect of seepage in coarse-grained
materials was determined by using one-half the
angle of internal friction (€/2)as the effective 
angle of internal friction for the high ground-water 
condition. 

porque se basa en parte en la identificaci6n de 
suelos, como se describe en el Compendio 2. 
Texto Seleccionado 4; identificaci6n de rocas, 
como se describe en el Compendio 2. Texto 
Seleccionado 6; y las pruebas simplificadas
descritas en el Compendio 7,Texto 
Seleccionado 3. La gufa se desarroll6 de 
valores tfpicos de resistencia del suelo utilizando 
soluciones grdficas para la estabilidad de 
taludes, estudios en que se utiliza el m~todo 
convencional de tajadas, relaciones emplricas
publicadas, y las experiencias de los autores. 

Se utilizaron los siguientes datos para desar-

rollar esta gula: 


1. El efecto de filtraci6n en los materiales de 

granulaci6n gruesa fue determinado utilizando 

la mitad del dngulo de fricci6n interna (0/2) 

como el Angulo efectivo de fricci6n interna para

la condici6n de agua subterrcnea cerca de la 

superficie. 

puede utilizar sin realizar pruebas de laboratorio 
de resistencia de suelos al esfuerzo cortante 
faire d'essais en laboratoire pour d6terminer la 
r6sistance au cisaillement des sols, car il est 
basd en partie sur l'identification des sols telle 
qu'elle est d6crite dans le recueil no. 2, texte 
choisi no. 4 -Identification des roches- d6-
crite dans le texte no.6du m~me recueil; et lesessais simplifi6s d6crits dans le texte no.3 du 
recueil no. 7.Le manuel a 6t6 d6velopp6 Apartir 
de valeurs typiquesde resistance des sols en 
utilisant des tables de calcul pour la stabilit des 
talus, d'6tudes qui utilisent la m6thode conven-

2. The angles of internal friction used for the 
development of the maximum slope ratios in 
Table li:Sands and Gravels with Nonplastic
Fines (page 90) are as follows: 

Soil Soil Type Angle of Internal FrIction 
Number (degrees) 

1 Sandy gravels 34 502 Well-graded sands, 32 45I angular grains 
3 Silty gravels 27 34-, 

and sands, 
uniform sands 

. , 

3. The soil strength values used for the de
velopment of Charts Iand Ih.Sands and Gravels 
with Plastic Fines are as follows: 

2. Los cngulos de fricci6n interna utilizados 
para el desarrollo de las razones mdimas de... 
talud en la Tabla IhArenas y Gravas con Finos 
No Plbsticos (pdgina 90) son como sigue: 

No Angulode fdccl6nlnteme 
(grados) T7po 
desuelo desuelo Suelto Densa 

1 graves arenosas . -34; -
2 

3 

arenas blen 
graduadas, granos
angulares 
graves y arenas 

:32j 

27 

.. 45 

34 
fangosas, arenas 
uniformes 

3:, 
-

3. Los Valores de Resistencia del Suelo que 
se utilizaron en el desarrollo de los Diagramas I 
y Ih:Arenas y Gravas con Finos Pldst/cos son 
como sigue: 

tionnelle des tranches, de rapports empiriques
qui ont dtd publids, et de I'expdrience person
nelle des auteurs. 

Ons'est servi des donndes ci-dessous pour
d6velopper ce guide:

1. L'infiuencede la percolation sur les mat6
riauxd&granuleux grossiers a 6tscalcule en utili
sant la moiti6 de 'angle de frottement interne (0/2)comme angle de frottement interne reel, quand
le niveau de 'eau phr~atique est 6lev6. 

2. Les angles de frottement interne utilisds 
pour calculer les coefficients maximaux des ta



Soil Sol Angle of Internal Cohesion 
Number Type Friction (degrees) (ib0) 

1 (See page 93 20 1oo 
2 for description 15 750, 
3 of these soils.) 13 500 
4 15 250 
5 	 10 .250 

4. The soil strength values used for the de-
velopment of Charts Ill and IV: Fine Gralned 
Soils are as follows: 

Sil Soi Angle of Internal -CohesionNumber Type Frition (degrees) (efti ) 

Num er 96-97ypees) 03000r 2 

1 *(See pages 96-97 0 ;3;.
2 for description 0 1500 
3 of these soils.) 0", - 750, 
4 	 0 400 
5 	 0 200 

No 77po Angulo de frccl6n oheslon 
de suelo de suelo Interna (grados) (ibraspl6 2) 

1 vWase la pdgina 93 20 1000, 
2 para Iadescripcl6n 15 750 
3 de estos suelos 13 500 
4 15 250 
5 10 250 

:xxlv
 

4. Los Valores de Resistencia del Suelo 
utilizados en el desarrollo de los Diagramas Ily 
IV- Suelos de Grano Fino son como sigue: 

lus de la table I1:Sables et graviers avec fines 
non plastiques p. 90 sont les suivants: 

NO 
 Type Anglede frottement Interne 
dusol de sol (en degr6s) 

non tass6 dense 

1 graviers sableux 34 50 
2 sable Abonne 32 45

granulomdtrie, 
grains angulaires

3 	 graviers limoneux 27 34 
at sables, sable 
uniforme 

3. Les valeurs de rdsistance des sols utllisdes 
pour le d6veloppement des tables I et.II:.Sables 
et graviers avec fines plastiques sont les suivan-
tes: . I-, " " :,... . 

l
No., Type . Angl1edefrottemente eo Cohesion 
- du sol 1 'interne (en degrs) (lvresIpled2)-desol, 

1 voirpage 93, 20. 1000 
2 pour Ia 
3 ,. description. . 13 500
4 	 15 250 
5 	 10 250 

It must be emphasized that this guide must 
not be followed indiscriminately as a precise an
swer to all situations. It must be used in connec
tion with local experience to arrive at reasonable 
values for slope ratios.
 
v 

The fifth text, Determining Corrective Action 
for Highway Landslide Problems, taken from 
Highway Research Board Bulletin 49 (Highway 
Research Board, 1955), presents the basic fun
damentals of landslide analyses and classifies 
the corrective measures commonly used in con
trolling or avoiding highway landslide problems.It describes the preliminary analysis of a landslide, the detailed field study of the landslide 

area, and a stability analysis of an actual land
slide in silty-clay soil overlying bedrock. 

The stability analysis described is a composite
of numerous methods that have appeared in the 

No 
de suelo 

Tipo 
de suelo 

Angulo de friccibn 
Interna (grados) 

Cohesi6n 
(lbraslpl6 2) 

1 vWaselas 0 3000 
2 
3 

p~ginas 96-97 
para Iadescripcidn 

0 
0 

"1500 
750 

4 de estos suelos 0 400 
5 .0 200 

Deberd subrayarse que esta gula no deberd 
seguirse indistintamente como respuesta pre
cisa para toda situaci6n. DeberA utilizarse en 
conexi6n con la experiencia local para Ilegar a 

4. Les valeurs de resistance des sols utilisdes 
dans les tables IIIet IV: Sols &grains fins sont 
les suivantes: 

No. Type Angle de frottement oh6slon 
dusol de sol Interne (en degr6as) (livres/pled2) 

1 voir pages 96-97 0 3000 
2 pour la description 0 .1500
3 	 de ces sols 0 750 
4 	 0 400 
5 	 0 200 

Remarquons de nouveau que ce guide ne doit 
pas 6tre utilis6 sans discrimination, et comme 
ayant une rponse precise pour toutes sortes de 
situations. On doit l'utiliser en conjonction avec 
I'expdrience locale, pour arriver &des valeurs 
raissonables de pentes de talus. 

Le cinqui~me texte, Determining Corrective
Action for Highway Landslide Problems (D6ter
mination des mesures correctives pour rdsoudre 
les problemes de glissenents de terrain en 



literature and is recommended for use in all 
landslides involving unconsolidated material. It 
involves the determination of possible slip sur-
faces and their investigation by graphical inte-
gration (i.e., the summation of tangential and 
normal forces of a set of incremental areas mea-
sured on a scaled section of the slide). In the 
appendixes that accompany the paper, the ac-
tual stability analysis isdemonstrated and then 
modified for evaluation of the hydrostatic pres-
sure due to the presence of ground water. Addi-
tional computations from the same example
show the technique for computing the size of a 
rock buttress near the toe of the slide to restrain 
the material. The computations used to evaluate 
the location and number of piles needed to 
stabilize the slide are also noted. Further compu-
tations are shown to evaluate the improved sta-
bility introduced by the installation of adrainage
system to lower the ground-water table. The 

valores razonables para razones de taludes. 
El quinto texto, Determining Corrective Action 

for Highway Landslide Problems (Determinaci6n
de la operaci6n correctiva para problemas de 
deslizamiento vial), de Highway Research 
Board Bulletin 49 (Boletfn 49 del Consejo de In-
vestigaci6n Vial, Highway Research Board,
1955), presenta los principios blsicos del 
andlisis de deslizamientos y clasifica las 
medidas correctivas que comlnmente se utili" 
zan para controlar o evitar problemas de de-
slizamiento de carreteras. Describe el andlisis 
preliminar de un deslizamiento, la investigaci6n
detallada de campo del Area del deslizamiento, 
y un andlisis de estabilidad de un deslizamiento 
verdadero en suelo arcilloso sedimentoso sobre 
roca basal. 

El andlisis de estabilidad que se describe es 

construction routi~re) tir6 du Highway Research 
Board Bulletin 49 (Highway Research Board, 
1955), presente les principes fondamentaux de 
I'analyse des glissements de terrain, et classe 
les mesures correctives habituellement prises 
pour 6viter ou contr6ler les problemes de glis-
sements de terrain en construction routiere. On y
d6crit I'analyse preliminaire d'un glissement de 
terrain, 'tude d6taill6e, sur le terrain, de ce 
glissement, et une analyse de stabilit6 d'un glis-
sement de terrain actuel, dans de I'argile limo-
neuse posee sur une fondation rocheuse. 

L'analyse de stabilit6 decrite ici est un 
composite de nombreuses methodes publides
dans la literature technique, et son emploi est 

value of replacing the top of the slide (where the 
roadway is located) with lightweight fill isdem
onstrated by further calculations, as is the lower
ing of the road profile in the same location. 

The various methods for solving landslide 
problems by (a) removal, (b) control, or (c) di
rect rebalance of the ratio between resistance 
and force are ranked in order of cost within each 
category. The following factors are noted for 
each of the various methods in each category:
(a)description, (b) principle involved, (c) best 
application, (d) disadvantages, (e)method of 
analysis, and (f) principal itoms in the cost esti
mate. 

The text concludes that, foi a given highway
landslide problem, there are r umerous solutions 
that can be satisfactorily applied, and the prob
lem can be reduced to a problem in economics. 

The sixth text, excerpted from Handbook on 
Landslide Analysis and Correction (Central Road 

una mezcla de numerosos m6todos que han 
aparecido en la literatura y se recomienda para
cualquier deslizamiento que involucre material 
no consolidado. Incluye la determinaci6n de 
posiblessuperficies de deslizamiento ysu inves
tigaci6n por medio de la integraci6n grlfica (es
decir, la suma de fuerzas tangenciales y nor
males de un grupo de Areas incrementales 
medidas sobre una secci6n graduada del de
slizamiento). En los ap6ndices que se incluyen 
con el informe, el an~lisis de estabilidad se de
muestra y luego se modifica para la evaluaci6n 
de la presi6n hidrosttica debida a agua subter
r~nea. Cdlculos adicionales de la misma 
muestra demuestran la tecnica para computar el 
tamaio de un contrafuerte de roca cerca del pie
del deslizamiento para contener el material. 
Tambidn se anotan las computaciones que se 

recommandd pour tout glissement impliquant un 
materiau non-consolid6. On d6termine les sur
faces de glissement potentielles et leur investi
gation, en utilisant I'int6gration graphique (i.e., . 
I'addition de forces tangentielles et normales 
d'un groupe de surfaces differentielles mesu
rdes sur une section divisee du glissement).
Dans les annexes on fait la demonstration de 
I'analyse de stabilit6, et ensuite on la modifie 
pour 6valuer la pression hydrostatique dOe Ala 
presence d'eau phr6atique. D'autres calculs, fi
r6s du meme exemple, montrent comment eva
luer la taille d'un contrefort en roc au pied du ta
lus, pour retenir le mat6riau. Les calculs pour
determiner 'emplacement et le nombre de pieux 



Research Institute, New Delhi, India, 1966), was 
written as a compilation of usable information 
condensed into asingle volume for the practic-
ing engineer who cannot invest the time to re-
view the maze of engineering literature pertain-
ing to landslides. Chapters 1and 2 are not in-
cluded here because the information is already
presented, in updated form, in previous texts in 
Compendium 13. This handbook isnot intended 
to eliminate the need for an expert or a specialist
in the solution of all landslide problems.

The text covers slope design in bedrock cuts,
ditch design in rockfall areas and the location for 
rock fences. It describes the characteristic fea-

utilizan para evaluar la ubicaci6n y cantidad de 
pilotes que se necesitan para estabilizar el de-
slizamiento. Se indican mds computaciones 
para evaluar la estabilidad mejorada producida 
por la instalaci6n de un sistema de drenaje para
el abatimiento del nivel fretico. Asirnismo hay
c~lculos que demuestran el valor del reemplazo
de la parte superior c'el deslizamiento (donde se 
ubica el camino) con relleno de peso liviano, y
tambi6n el rebajamiento del perfil del camino en 
la misma ubicaci6n. 

Los diversos m~todos para resolver prob-
x, lemas de deslizamiento por (a) remoci6n,

(b) control, o (c) un rebalanceo directo de la 
raz6n entre resistencia y fuerza han sido col-
ocados en orden de costo dentro de cada 
categorfa. Se han notado los siguientes factores 
para cada uno de los varios m~todos en cada 
categorfa: (a)descripci6n, (b)el principio in-

n6cessaires pour stabiliser le glissement sont 
aussi indiquds. On donne d'autres m6thodes de 
calcul pour dvaluer I'am61ioration de la stabilit6 
apport6e par l'installation d'un syst~me de drai-
nage qui abaisse le niveau de la nappe phrda-
tique. On d6montre avec d'autres calculs I'avan-
tage de remplacer la partie supdrieure du glis-
sement (o la route est situde) par un mat6riau
lger, et celui de rabaisser le profil de la route 
au m~me endroit. 

Les diff6rentes solutions aux problmes de 
glissements de terrain par (a)suppression,
(b)contr6le, ou (c) en r-6quilibrant directement 
le rapport entre la resistance et la force sont 
rangdes d'apr~s le coOt de chaque catdgorie.
Les facteurs suivants sont not6s pour chaqi'-
m6thode dans chaque cat6gorie: (a)descrip-
tion, (b) le principe en question, (c) la meilleure 
application, (d) les d~savantages, (e) la md-
thode d'analyse, et (f) les points principaux de 
l'estimation des coOts. 

tures of landslides peculiar to different soil types
and the field and laboratory investigations of 
landslides. It lists the techniques of prevention
and correction of landslides, which is an expan
sion of the !'st provided in the previous text. 

It concludes with the basic rules of analysis for 
prevention and correction of landslides that in
clude (a) rules relating to the location of new 
lines of transportation in hills from the viewpoint
of landslide prevention and (b) rule's relating to 
field investigation of actual landslidos with a 
view to planning control and correclive mea
sures. The listing of the above rules contains 
much practical advice and also refCr the reader 

volucrado, (c) la mejor aplicaci6n, (d) desven
tajas, (e) m~todo de andlisis, y (f)partidas prin
cipales en el c~lculo de costos. 

El texto concluye que, para dado problema de 
deslizamiento vial, hay numerosas soluciones 
que pueden aplicarse satisfactoriamente, y que
el problema puede reducirse a uno de costo. 

El sexto texto, extrafdo de Handbook on 
Landslide Analysis and Correction (Manual
sobre el anclisis y correcci6n de deslizamientos,
Central Road Research Institute, New Delhi, In
dia, 1966), fue escrito como una compilaci6n de 
informaci6n utilizable, condensada en un solovolumen, para el ingeniero en ejercicio que no 
tiene el tiempo necesario para repasar la can
tidad de literatura ingenieril que se concierne 
con deslizamientos. Los Capltulos 1 y 2 no han 
sido inclufdos porque la informaci6n ya ha sido" 
presentada, en forma actualizada, en textos pre-

En conclusion, il est ddcid6 qu'a un problbme
donn6 de glissement de terrain routier, on peut
trouver de nombreuses solutions qui peuvent
6tre appliqu6es avec succ6s, et qu'en fin de 
compte, ce probifme peut dtre r~duit Aun pro
bIbme dconomique.

Le sixi~me texte, extrait de Handbookon 
LandslideAnalysisand Corection (Manuel
d'analyse et correction de glissements de ter
rain) publid par le Central Road Research 
Institute, New Delhi, India en 1966, est une 
compilation d'inforrnation utile, r6sumde en un 
seul volume, Al'intention de l'ingdnieur sur le 
chantier, qui n'a pas le temps de passer en re
vue le d6dale de littdrature technique sur les 
glissements de terrain. Nous avons omis les 
chapitres 1et 2, car les informations qu'ils
contiennent sont ddj6i pr~sente, remises Ajour,
dans les textes prdcedents de ce recueil. Ce 
manuel nest pas dcrit avec l'intention d'5liminer 
le besoin d'un expert ou d'un sp~cialiste pour 



to the various previous sections of the text (or by
inference to their substituted previous compen-
dium texts) for details of specific problems or so-
lutions. 

The seventh text isexcerpted from Construc-
tion of Embankments (NCHRP Synthesis of 
Highway Practice No. 8, Highway Research 
Board, 1971). It indicates that the strength of an 
embankment built with current standard-design
slopes isnot critical if proper materials and 
compaction are used. Selected Texts 2 and 4 of
this compendium indicate that standard-design
fill slopes of 6 to 1or 4 to 1 far exceed the stabil-
ity requirements of reasonable fill material. This 
text attributes most embankment failures to
(a)soft foundation soils, (b) sidehill locations, 
(c) cut-fill transitions, and (d) ground-water prob-
lems. 

vlos del Compendlo 13. Este manual no tiene el 
prop6sito de eliminar la necesidad de consultar 
con un experto o especialista sobre la solucl6n 
de todos los problemas de deslizamlentos. 

El texto incluye el diseho de taludes en cortes
de roca basal, el diserio de zanjas en dreas de 
desprendimientos de rocas y la ubicaci6n de 
cercas guardarocas. Describe los elementos ca-
racterfsticos de deslizamientos propios adistin-
tos tipos de suelo y las investigaciones de 
campo yde laboratorio de deslizamientos. 
Nombra las t6cnicas de prevenci6n y correcci6n 
de deslizamientos, como ampliaci6n de la lista
provefda en el texto previo. 

Concluye con las reglas b~sicas de andlisis 

para la prevenci6n y correcci6n de deslizamien-

tos que incluyen (a)las reglas que se relacionan 

con la ubicaci6n de nuevas Ifneas de transporte 

en terreno accidentado desde el punto de vista 

de prevenci6n de deslizamientos y(b) las reglas 

que se relacionan con la investigaci6n de 


rdsoudre tous les probl~mes de glissements de 
terrain, 

On couvre le dimensionnement des pentes de 
d6blai rocheux, des foss6s dans les endroits 
propices aux chites de pierres, et 'emplace-
ment de barribres de protection contre les 
dboulements rocheux. On d6crit les 6lments 
caractdristiques de glissements particuliers aux 
diff6rents types de sol, et les investigations en 
laboratoire et sur le chantier. On 6num~re les 
techniques de pr6vention et de correction des
glissements de terrain. Cette liste est une ex-
pansion de celle donnde dans le texte prdcd-
dent. 

A la fin du texte on donne les r~gles de base 
des analyses pour la pr6vention et la correction 

Soft foundation soils (peats, marls, and or
ganic and inorganic silts and clays) may be re
moved or consolidated. Sidehill fills increase the 
tendency of unstable foundation material to slide 
and disrupt the natural movement of surface 
water and ground water. Benching to key the 
embankment to a firm foundation and special
drainage provisions may overcome these prob
lems. Cut-fill transitions basically are transverse 
sidehill locations and may also require benching
and special drainage. In order to maintain a uni
form subgrade, the bench must extend far 
enough into the cut zone to remove all unstable 
soil from the subgrade zone. Ground water may
be controlled by use of previous blankets or 
some type of drain-pipe system or by raising the 
embankment in flat terrain. 

The design of highway fills generally consists 

campo ae deslizamientos existentes con vista al
 
desarrollo de medidas de control y correcci6n.
 
La lista de dichas reglas contiene muchos con
sejos Otiles, y tambi~n indica para el lector las
 
dvercas secciones previas del texto (opor infe
rencia los textos previos que las substituyen)
 
que describen con m~s detalle los problemas o
 
soluciones especfficos.


El septimo texto fue extrafdo de Construction
ofEmbankments del NCHRP Synthesisof XXvII
Highway Practice No. 8 (Construcci6n de terra
plenes, Sfntesis NCHRP de la pr~ctica vial NO8,

Highway Research Board, 1971). Indica que la

resistencia de un terraplen construfdo segn
 
normas corrientes de disefio de pendientes no 
es crftica si se utilizan materiales ycompacta
ci6n correctos. Los Textos Seleccionados 2 y 4
de este compendio indican que las pendientes
de relleno (construfdas segn las normas de di
selo) de 6 a 16 4 a 1ampliamente exceden los 
requisitos de estabilidad de material de relleno 

des glissements de terrain: (a)regles sur 'em
placement de nouvelles lignes de transport en 
region'montagneuse, du point de vue de la pr6
vention des glissements de terrain, (b) regles 
pour l'investigation, sur le chantier, de glisse
ments de terrain, au point de vue des mesures 
de contr6le et de correction de ceux-ci. Cette 
liste contient un grand nombre de conseils pra
tiques, et renvoit le lecteur aux diffdrentes sec
tions pr~c~dentes du texte (ou par d6duction 
aux textes de ce recueil que nous leur avons
substitu6) pour les d6tails de probl~mes ou de 
solutions sp~cifiques.

Le septifme texte est extrait de Construction 
of Embankments, NCHRP Synthes of 
Highway Practice No. 8 (Construction de rem



of establishing the height and the side slopes of 
the embankment and of specifying criteria for 
placement of the fill. bi; ict adherence to bal-
anced earthwork design can lead to serious 
construction and maintenance problems by en-
couraging the use of poor-quality soils from cut 
sections and the use of locations with poor 
foundation conditions. The text indicates that in 
relatively flat terrain many engineers now prefer 
to ignore balanced earthwork concepts and to 
construct continuous low embankments. The 
design load used to evaluate the stability and 
the deformation of an embankment isthe weight 
of the overlying embankment and pavement ma-
terials. Except for the upper few feet, embank-
ment stability isnot seriously affected by traffic 
loads. 

razonable. Este texto atribuye muchas de las fa-
Ilas de terrapl6n a (a) suelos de fundaci6n blan-
dos, (b)ubicaciones sobre la ladera de una co-
lina, (c) transiciones de corte-relleno, y (c) pro-
blemas de agua subterrdnea. 

Los suelos blandos en la fundaci6n (turbas, 
margas, y limos yarcillas orgdnicos e inorgdni-
cos) pueden ser removidos o consolidados. Los 
rellenos sobre laderas de colinas aumentan la 

xxvIll tendencia de materiales de fundaci6n inestables 
hacia el deslizamiento y la interrupci6n consi-
guiente del movimiento natural de agua de su-
perficie y agua subterrcnea. El banqueo del te-
rrapldn para calzarlo a una fundaci6n firme, y el 
establecimiento de provisiones especiales de 
drenaje podr(an ayudar a superar estos proble-
mas. Bdsicamente las transiciones de corte- 
relleno son ubicaciones transversas sobre lade-
ras de colinas y tambidn pueden requerir el 

blais- NCHRP synth~se de pratique routi~re 
no. 8). On y indique que la resistance d'un rem-
blai construit selon les normes de dimensionne- 
ment actuellement en vigueur, ne sera pas 
critique si on utilise des matdriaux converiables, 
compact6s correctement. Les textes 2 et 4 de 
ce recueil indiquent que les normes de pentes 
de remblai de 6 pour 1ou de 4 pour 1exc~dent 
largement les conditions requises de stabilit6 
d'un mat6riau de remblai convenable. On attri-
bue la plupart des ruptures de remblais A(a)un 
sol de fondation mou, (b)un remblai situ6 sur un 
versant naturel, (c) des raccordements rem-
blai-ddblai et (d)des probl~mes d'eau phrO-
atique. 

Les sols de fondation mous (tourbes, marnes, 
limons et argiles organiques ou non) peuvent 
dtre consolidds ou enlevds. Les remblais sur les 

The eighth text is a paper entitled Locating 
Ground Water for Design of Subsurface Drain
age in Roadways and Embankments (45th An
nual Tennessee Highway Conference, University 
of Tennessee, 1963). It discusses the problem of 
failures of embankments built on sloping ground. 
As previously noted in Selected Texts 6 and 7, 
embankments frequently fail (slip out) due to 
blockage of natural surface or underground 
water courses, especially embankments built on 
layered sedimentary deposits. 

Ground water frequently appears at the 
ground surface as permanent or intermittent 
(wet-weather) springs. These springs are of 
three types: (a) fissure springs, (b)tubular 
springs, or (c) seepage springs. Identification of 
these various types of springs and the location 

banqueo y drenaje especial. Para mantener una 
subrasante uniforme el banqueo deberd pene
trar la zona de corte lo suficiente para quitar 
todo suelo inestable de la zona de subrasante. 
El agua fre~tica puede controlarse con el uso de 
delantales permeables de drenaje o algOn tipo 
de sistema de tubos de drenaje, o elevando el 
terrapldn en terreno Ilano. 

El disenio de terraplenes viales consiste gene
ralmente en el establecimiento de ia altura y las 
pendientes laterales del terrapl~n y la especifi
caci6n de los criterios para la colocaci6n del re-
Ileno. Si se adhiere estrictamente a la teorfa de 
equivalencias en el movimiento de tierras, pue
den surgir graves problemas de construcci6n y 
conservaci6n ya que se recomienda el uso de 
suelos de mala calidad de secciones de corte y 
el uso de ubicaciones con condiciones pobres 
de fundamento. El texto indica que hoy en dfa 

versants naturels augmentent la tendance au 
glissement des mat6riaux de fondation insta
bles, et ddrangent I'Mcoulement naturel de I'eau 
de surface et de I'eau phrdatique. On peut 
construire des redans ou gradins pour ancrer le 
remblai sur un fondation ferme, et construire un 
dispositif de drainage sp6cial pour essayer de 
surmonter ces problbmes. Les raccordements 
remblai-d~blai sont fondamentalement des em
placements transversaux sur le versant, et peu
vent aussi demander des redans et un dispositif 
drainant sp6cial. Pour conserver un sous-sol uni
forme ilfaut 6tendre le redan aussi loin que n6
cessaire dans la zone de d~blai, pour que tout 
sol instable soit enlev6 de la zone de sous sol. 
On peut contr6ler r'eau phrdatique en installant 
des masques drainants, ou quelque sorte de 
tuyau de drainage, ou encore en 6levant le rern



of their underground supply passages when the 
existing ground has been stripped for embank-
ment placement will provide the low-volume 
road engineer with a very good indication of 
areas of possible fill failures. If the embankment 
isconstructed of impervious materials or if 
placement methods result in a very dense em-
bankment, drainage must be provided for all dis-
turbed water passages or embankment failures 
will occur. 

en ,reas de terreno Ilano muchos ingenieros
prefieren dejar de lado los conceptos de dicha 
teorfa y construir terraplenes bajos contfnuos. La 
carga de disefio utilizada para evaluar la estabi-
lidad y la deformaci6n de un terrapl6n es el 
peso del terrapl6n y los materiales de pavimen-
taci6n que lo cubren. La Onica parte del terra-
plan gravemente afectada en su estabilidad por
el trdnsito, es los primeros pi6s de la parte supe-
rior. 

El octavo texto es un informe titulado Locating
Ground Water for Design of Subsurface Drai-
nage in Roadways and Embankments (Locali-
zaci6n de agua fredtica para el disehio de dre-
naje subdlveo en caminos y terraplenes, 45th 
Annual Tennessee Highway Conference, Uni-

blai dans les terrains plats. 
Le dimensionnement des remblais consiste 

g6n~ralement A6tablir la hauteur et les pentes
du remblai, et Aspecifier les crit~res de mise en 
oeuvre du remblai. On peut se crder de s~rieux 
probl~mes de construction et d'entretien, si I'on 
suit trop strictement les principes de I'6quilibre
des terrassements en encourageant l'utilisation 
de sols de mauvaise qualit6 provenant des dd-
blais, et d'emplacements oO la fondation est de 
mauvaise qualit6. Le texte indique que dans un 
terrain relativement.plat beaucoup d'ing6nieurs
routiers pr6fdrent ignorer le concept de I'qui-
libre des terrassements, et construire des rem-
blais continus et pas tr~s hauts. L'hypoth~se de 
charge utilisde pour 6valuer la stabilitd et la d6-
formation d'un remblai est 6gale au poids du 
remblai plus celui du revdtement routier. Sauf 
pour quelques pieds de la partie sup~rieure du 
remblai, les charges de la circulation n'ont pas
d'6ffet srieux sur sa stabilitY. 

Le huitiLme texte est une communication inti-
tul6e LocatingGround Water for Design ofSub-
surface Drainage in Roadways and Em-
bankments (Localisation de I'eau phrdatique 
pour le dimensionnement d'un dispositif de drai-

Ifan embankment fails during or after con
struction due to excessive soil moisture, the fo
cation of sources of water that contribute to the
 
failure ismuch more difficult. Unless the flow is
 
diverted, however, the embankment will fail
 
again after being repaired. This paper discusses
 
the location of ground water (a)before any con
struction activity has. taken place, (b) after
 
pioneer roads and slope benches in fill areas
 
have been constructed, and (c) during or after
 
construction.
 

versity of Tennessee, 1963). Habla sobre el pro
blema de las fallas de terraplenes construfdos
 
sobre dep6sitos sedimentarios en capas.


Es frecuente que el agua fredtica aparece en
 
la superficie en forma de rnanantiales perma
nentes o intermitentes (de tiempo de Iluvias).

Estos manantiales son de tres tipos: (a)manan
tiales de grietas, (b) manantiales tubulares, o
 
(c) manantiales de filtraci6n. Si se identifican 
estos diversos tipos de manantiales.y se ubican 
los pasajes subterrineos que los alimentan 
cuando se ha desbrozado el terreno circun
dante para la colocaci6n del terrapl~n, el inge
niero de caminos de bajo volumen tendrd una 
idea bastante precisa de las posibles areas de 
falla del terrapl6n. No se puede evitar una falla XxIX 

nage souterrain pour routes et remblais, 45th 
Annual Tennessee Highway Conference, Uni
versity of Tennessee, 1963). On y discute le
 
probl~me de la rupture des remblais construits
 
sur des terrains d6clives. Comme nous I'avons 
remarqu6 dans les textes choisis no. 6 et 7, il y a 
souvent rupture de remblai (glissement) quand
I'6coulement naturel de I'eau de surface ou sou
terraine est bloqu6, surtout si le remblai est bati 
sur des couches de terrain s6dimentaire. 

L'eau souterraine apparait fr6quemment Ala 
surface du sol en tant que source permanente 
ou intermittente, par exemple seulement Ala 
saison des pluies. Ces sources sont de trois 
sortes: (a) les sources dans les petites crevasses 
des rochers, (b) les sources tubulaires ainsi 
nommdes car leur cours souterrain est de forme 
tubulaire et (c) les sources de percolation ou fil
tration. L'identification de ces diffdrentes sortes 
de sources, et la localisation de leur cours sou
terrain quand le terrain naturel a 6 enlev6 pour 
la construction de remblai, donnera A l'ing6nieur
de routes 6conomiques, de pr6cieuges indica
tions sur les zones de rupture potentielles. Si le 
remblai est construit de matdriaux imperm6a
bles, ou si les mdthodes de mise en oeuvre rk 



Bibliography 

The selected texts are followed by a brief bibli-
ography containing reference data and 
abstracts for 20 publications. The first eight de-
scribe the selected texts. The other 12 describe 
publications related to the selected texts. Al-
though there are many articles, reports, and 
books that could be listed, it is not the purpose 

en el terrapln si 6ste se construye de materia
les impermeables, si el metodo de colocaci6n 
produce un terraplen muy denso, o si no se 
proporciona el drenaje necesario para todas las 
vas de agua interrumpidas.

Si debido a mucha humedad, falla un terra-
plen durante o despues de la construcci6n, se 
vuelve mucho m~s dificil localizar las fuentes del 
agua que contribuyen al problema. No obstante, 
si no se desvla el flujo, el terraplen fallarc otra 
vez despuds de repararse. Este papel habla 

XXX 	 sobre la localizaci6n de agua frectica: (a)antes 
de comenzar con las actividades de construc-
ci6n, (b)'despu6s de que se hayan construldo 
caminos precursores y bancos de pendiente en 
las Areas de relleno, y (c) durante o despues de 
construcci6n. 

sultent en un remblai tr(s dense, i!est imp6ratif 
d'installer un dispositif de drainage pour toutes 
les eaux dont le cours a dtd ddtournd si l'on veut 
6viter la rupture.

'Si, pendant ou aprbs la construction, on a une 
rupture de remblai causde par I'humidit6 exces-
sive du sol, ilest beaucoup plus difficile de loca-
liser la source d'eau qui a contribud Acette rup-
ture. IIy aura de nouveau rupture de ce remblai 
si I'Mcoulement n'est pas d~tourn6 avant la re-
construction. Dans cette communication, on dis-
cute comment localiser I'eau phr(atique:
(a)avant de commencer iaconstruction, (b)au 
stade exploratoire de la construction de [a route 
et des redans dans les zones de remblai et (c)
pendant ou apr~s la construction. 

of this bibliography to contain all possible refer
ences related to the subject of this -compendium. 
The bibliography contains only those publica
tions from which atext has been selected or 
basic publications that would have been 
selected had there been no page limit for this 
compendium. 

Bibliografla 

Al final de los textos seleccionados el lector en
contrarA una breve bibliograffa que contiene los 
datos yabstractos de referencia para 20 publi
caciones. Las primeras-ocho referencias des
criben los textos seleccionados. Las otras 12 
describen publicaciones relacionadas con los 
textos seleccionados. Aunque existen muchos 
artfculos, informes, ', !?)ros que podrfan nom
brarse, no es el propusito de esta bibliografla 
mencionar todas las posibles referencias que se 
relacionen con el tema de este compendio. Con
tiene Onicamente aquellas publicaciones de las 
cuales se ha seleccionado un texto y las publi
caciones b~sicas que se habrfan seleccionado 
si no hubiera un Ifmite al ni~mero de pdginas en 
este compendio. 

Bibllographle 

Les textes choisis sont suivis d'une courte bi
bliographie contenant les r(f6rences et rdsumds 
de 20 publications. Les huit premiers d~crivent 
les textes choisis. Les autres douze d6crivent 
des textes apparentds au sujet des textes choi
sis. Bien qu'iR existe beaucoup d'articles, rap
ports et livres que nous pourrions 6num6rer, 
l'objectif de cette bibliographie n'est pas d'in
clure toute la littdrature publi6 sur le sujet de ce 
recueil. Cette bibliographie contient seulement 
les publications dont nous avons extrait un texte, 
ou des publications de base que nous aurions 
aim6, mais n'avons pO inclure, pour des raisons"' 
6videntes de concision. . :1 



Selected Texts 
This section of the compendium contains 
selected pages from each text that is listed in 
the table of contents. Rectangular frames are 
used to enclose pages that have been 
reproduced from the original publication. Some
of the original pages have been reduced in size 
to fit inside the frames. No other changes have 
been made in the original material except for the
insertion of occasional explanatory notes. Thus, 
any errors that existed in the selected text have 
been reproduced inthe compendium itself, 

Page numbers of the original text appear 

inside the frames. Page numbers for the 


Textos seleccionados 
Esta secci6n del compendio contiene pdginas
seleccionadas de los textos catalogados en la
tabla de materias. Se utilizan recuadros rectan-
gulares para encerrar las p~ginas que han sido 
reproducidas de la publicaci6n original. Algunas
de las p~ginas originales han sido reducidas 
para entrar en los recuadros. No se han hecho
ningunos otros cambios en el material original
exceptuando algunas notas aclaradoras que de 
vez en cuando han sido agregadas. De esta 
forma, cualquier error que hubiera existido en el 
texto seleccionado ha sido reproducido en el
compendio mismo. 

Los nimeros de p~gina del texto original apa-

Textes choisis 
Cette partle du recueil contient les sections ex-
traites des publications indiqutes Ala table des 
matibres. Les pages du texte original qui sont 
reproduites, sont entourees d'un encadrement 
rectangulaire. Certaines pages ont dO 6tre redui-
tes pour pouvoir 6tre plac6es dans I'encadre-
ment. Le texte original n'a pas 6t6 change
sauf pour quelques explications qui ont 6t6
inser6es. Donc, si le texte original contient des 
erreurs, elles sont reproduites dans le recueil. 

La pagination originale apparat Al'intdrieur de 
l'encadrement. La pagination du recueil est A 

compendium are outside the frames and appear
inthe middle left or middle right outside margins
of the pages. Page numbers that are given in the
table of contents and in the index refer to the 
compendium page numbers. 

Each text begins with one or more pages of
introductory material that was contained in the 
original publication. This material generally
includes a title page, or a table of contents, or 
both. Asterisks that have been added to original
tables of contents have the following meanings: 

*Some pages (or parts of pages) inthis part 
of the original document appear in the 

recen dentro de los recuadros. Los ndmeros de 
p~gina para el compendio estdn fuera de los re
cuadros y aparecen en el centro del mdrgen iz
quierdo o derecho de cada plgina. Los nOme
ros de pdgina que se dan en el fndice del com
pendio se refieren a los del compendio.

Cada texto comienza con una o mds p~ginas
de material de introducci6n que contenfa la pu
blicaci6n original. Este material generalmente
incluye una pdgina tftulo, un Indice, o ambos. 
Los asteriscos que han sido agregados al (ndice
original significan lo siguiente:

*Algunas p~ginas (o partes de p~gina) en 
esta parte del documento original aparecen 

I'ext6rieur de I'encadrement, soit Adroite, soit &
gauche de la marge ext6rieure des pages, et est 
celle qui est cit6e dans la table des matieres et 
dans 'index du recueil. 

Chaque texte commence par une ou plusieurs
:ages d'introduction qui 6taient incluses dans le 
:exte original. Ces pages sont generalement le 
'itre, ou la table des matieres, ou les deux. Des
ist6riques ont t6 ajout6s Ala table des matib
'es d'origine, pour les raisons suivantes: 

*Certaines pages, ou portions des pages,
dans cet extrait du document original sont 



selected text, but other pages (or parts of 
pages) in this part of the original publication 
have been omitted. 

**All pages in this part of the original 

document appear in the selected text. 


The selected texts therefore include only those 
parts of the original documents that are 

preceded by asterisks inthe tables of contents 
of the respective publications. 
. Broken lines across any page of selected text 

indicate ,those places where original text has 
been omitted. Ina number of places, the 
selected text contains explanatory notes that 
have been inserted by the project staff. Such 
notes are set off within dashed-line boxes and 
begin with the word NOTE. 

en el texto seleccionado, pero otras paginas 
(o partes de p~gina) en esta parte de la pu-
blicaci6n original han sido omitidas. 

**Todas las p.ginas en esta parte del docu-
rn'ento original tambidn aparecen en el texto 
seleccionado. 

2 	 Por lo tanto, los textos seleccionados Onica-
mente incluyen aquellas partes de lbs documen-
tos originales que est~n precedidas por asteris-

incluses dans les textes choisis, mais d'au-
tres pages (ou portion de pages) de l'ddi-
tion originale ont t6 omises. -" .: .- :-," 

**Toutes les pages dans cet extrait du docu-
ment original sont incluses dans les textes 
choisis. 

Les teXtes choisis, donc, incluent seulement 
ces extraits des documents originaux qul sont 

cos en el Indice de las publicaciones respecti-, 
vas. 

Llneas de guiones crurando cualquier pdgina 
del texto seleccionado significan que en ese 
lugar se ha omitido texto original. En varios luga
resel texto seleccionado contiene notas aclara
doras que han sido introducidas por el personal 
del proyecto. Tales notas estdn insertadas en 
recuadros de guiones y comienzan con la pala
bra NOTE. 

prdc6dds d'un astdrique dans les "tablesdes 
matibres des publications respectives. 

Les lignes brisees sur les pages des textes 
choisis indiquent les endroits oO le texte original 
a 6t: omis. A certains endroits, les textes choisis 
contiennent des explications qui ont 6t6 
ins~r~es par notre personnel. Ces explications 
sont entour~es d'un encadrement en pointill6, et 
commencent toujours par le mot NOTE. 
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Chapter 2 

Slope Movement 
Types and 
Processes 
/rYdJ. Vanes 

This chapter reviews a fairly complete range of dope. 
movement proctses and identifies and classifies them ac-
cording to features that are also to some degree relevant to 
their recognition, avoidance, control, or correction. Al-
though the classification or landslides presented in Special 
Report 29 (2182) has been well received by the profession, 
some deficiencies have become apparent since that report 
was published in 1958; in particuhr, more than two dozen 
partial or complete classifications have appeared in various 
lnguages, and many new data on slope processes have been 
published. 

One obvious change Is the use or the term slope move-
ments, rather than landslides, in the title of this chapler
mad in the classification chart. The term landslide is widely
used and, no doubt, will continue to be used as an all. 
inclusive term for almost all varieties of slope movements, 
including some that involve littlicy no true sliding. Never-
theless, improvements in technical communication require 
s deliberate and sustained effort to Increase the precision
associated with the meaning of words, and therefore the 
term slide will not be used to refer to movements that do 
not include sliding. However, there seems to be no single 
simple term that embraces the range of processes discussed 
here. Geomorphologists will see that this discussion com. 
prises what they refer to as mass wasting or mass move. 
ments, except for subsidence or other forms of pound 
dnking. 

The classification described in Special Report 29 ishere
extended to include extremely dow distributed movements 
of both rock and soil; those movements are designated in 
many clanifications as creep. The classification also in-
dudes the Increasingly recognized overturning or toppling
failures and spreading movements. More attention Ispaid 
so features associated with movements due to freezing and 
thaw ing, although avalanches com posed m ostly of mow 
end ice are, as before, excluded. 

Sope movements may be classified in many ways, mdi 

having some usefulness Inemphasizing features pertinent 
to recognitionavoidancecontrolcorrection,ofotherpur. 
pose for the classification. Among the attributes that have 
been used as criteria for identification iad classification 
are type of movement, kind of material, rate of movement. 
geometry of the area of failure and the resulting deposit, 
age, causes, degree of disruption of the displaced mass, re. 
htion or lack of relation of slide geometry to geologic 
structure, degree of development, geographic location 6f 
type examples, and state of activity. 

The chief criteria used in the classification presented 
here are, as in 1958, type of movement primarily and type
of material secondarily. Types of movement (defined be. 
low) are divided into five main groups: falls, topples, 
slides, spreads, and flows. A sixth group, complex slope 
movements, includes combinations of two or more of the 
other five types. Materials are divided into two classes: 
rock and engineering soi; soil is further divided into de. 
bris and earth. Some ofthe various combinations of move. 
ments and materials are shown by diagrams in Figure 2.1 
(in pocket inback ofbook);an abbreviated version is shown 
InFigure 2.2. Of course. the type of both movement and 
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mateuials may vay from place to place or from time to 
time. and nearly continuous gradation may exist in both;
therefore. a rigid classification isneither practical nor do. 
irable. Our debts to the earlier work of Sharpe (2.146)
remain and are augmented by borrowings from many other 
sources. Including, particularly, Skempton and Hutchirson 
(2,154). NemEok, Paiek, and Rybii (2. 116), de Freitas and 
Watters (237), Ziruba and Mend (2193), and Zischiniky
(2.194). Discussions with D.H. Radbruch-Hall of the U.S. 
Geological Survey have led to significant beneficial changes
in both content and format of the presentation, 

The classification presented here isconcerned leass with
affixing short one. or two-word names to somewhat com-
plicated slope processes and their deposits than with de. 
veloping and attempting to make more precise auseful 
vocabulary of terms by which these processes and deposits 
may be described. For example, the word creep ispartic.
ularly troublesome because it has been used long and 
widely, but with differing meanings, in both the material 
sciences, such as metallurgy, and inthe earth sciences, 
such as geomorphology. As the terminology of physics
and materials science becomes more and more applied to 
the behavior of soil and rock. it becomes necessary to en. 
ure that the word creep conveys in each instance the con. 

cept intended by the author. Similarly, the word flow has 
been used in somewhat different senses by various authors 
to describe the behavior of earth materials. To clarify the 
meaning of the terms used here, verbal definitions and dis-
cussions are employed in conjunction with illustrations of 
both Idealized and actual examples to build up descriptors
of movement, material, morphology, and other attributes 
that may be required to characterize types ofslope move-
ments satisfactorily. 

TERMS RELATING TO 
MOVEMENT 


Kinds of Movement 

Since all movement between bodies isonly relative, ade-
scription of slope movements must necessarily give some 
attention to identifying tie bodies that are in relative mo. 
don. For example, the word slide specifies relative motion 
between stable ground and moving ground in which the 
vectors of relative motion are parallel to the surface of 
separation or rupture; furthermore, the bodies remain In 
contact. The word flow, however, refers not to the mo-
lions of the moving mau ;elative to stable ground, but 
rather to the distribution ancd continuity of relative move. 
ments of particles within the moving mass itself, 

Fall 

In fals, aman of any size is detached from asteep slope or 
cliff,along asurface on which little or no shear displacement
takes place, and descends mostly through the air by free 
faikaping,boundingor rolling. Movements are very rapid 
toextremely rapid (see rate of movement scale, Figure 2.1u)
and may or may not be preceded by minor movements 
leading to progressive separation of the mass from its source,

Rock fail isa fall of newly detached mass from an area 
ofbedrock. An example isshown in Figure 2.3. Debris 
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fall
Isafallof debris, which iscomposed of detrital fa.
 
mnts lIror to failure. Rapp (2.131, p. 104) su ested that
 
fals of newly detached material be called primary and thou
 
involving earlier transported looe debriS, such as that from
 
shelves, be called secondary. Among those termed debris
 
falls
here, Rapp (2.131. p.97) also distinguished pebble falls
 
(size less than 20 mm), cobble falls
(more than 20 mm, but
 
less than 200 mn), and boulder falls (more than 200 nun).

Included within fals would be the raveling of a thin collu.
 
vial layer, as illustrated by Deere and Patton (2.36),and of
 
fractured, steeply dipping weathered rock, as illustrated by
 
Sowers (2.162).


The fallsof loess along bluffs of the lower Mississippi
River valley, described in asection on debris falls by
 
Sharpe (2.146, p. 75), would be called earth falls (or es
 
falls) In the present classification.
 

Topples
 

Topples have been recognized relatively recently as a dis.
 
tinct type of movement. This kind of movement consists
 
cithe forward rotation ofaunit or unitsabout some pivot

point, below or low in the unit, under the action of gravity

and forces exerted by adjacent units or by fluids in cracks.
 
It is tilting without collapse. The most detailed descrip.

tions have been given by de Freitasand Watters(2.37).and
 
some of their drawings are reproduced in Figure 2.ldl and
 
d2. From their studies in the British Isles, they concluded
 
that toppling failures are not unusual, can develop in a va.
 
riety of rock types, and can range in volume from 100 m3
 
to more than I GmS (130 to 1.3 billion yd3). Toppling
 
may or may not culminate ineither falling or sliding, de.
 
pending on the geometry of the failing mass and the orien.
 
tation and extent of the discontinuities. Toppling failure.
 
has been pictured by Hoek (2.61). Alsenstein (Z1, p.375),

andBukovansky, Rodriquez,and Cedrun (2.16) and studied
 
in detail in laboratory experiments with blocks by Hofmann

(2.63). Forward rotation was noted in the Kimbley copper 
pit by Hamel (2.56), analyzed in ahigh rock cut by Piteau 
and others (2.125), and described among the prefailure 
movements at Vaont by Hofmann (2.62). 

Sldes 

Intrue slides, the movement consists of shear strain and 
displacement along one or several surfaces that are visible 
or may reasonably be Inferred, or within a relatively na,. 
tow zone. The movement may be progressive; that Is, 
shear failure may not initially occur simultaneously over 
what eventuaUy becomes adefined surface of rupture,but 
rather It may propagate from an area of local failure. The 
displaced mass may slide be'ond the original surface of 
rupture onto what had been the original ground surface,
which then becomes asurface of separation. 

Slides were subdivided in the classification published in 
1958 (2.182) into (a)those inwhichthe material inmotion 
i not greatly deformed and consists cl one or a few units 
and (b)those in which the material isgreatly deformed or 
consists of many semi-independent units. These subtypes 
were further classed into rotational sides and planar slides. 
In the present classification, emphasis isput on the distinc
ion between rotational and translational slides, for that 
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Figure 2.. Rock al due to undswttng along dore of La 
Va Boy, Lake Med, Nevad tphotograph taken FWbruey 
24,1940) (1.18?). Rock is Muddy Creek formation (Piocene) 
consistinghere of iltlatone overlain by Indurated breoClh 

Figure2A.Sle Z 1.failure inuniform m 
Pgsu A. luThe 

i MAOSHAPID 1WNOTATINALIAN ON 
CVUDIQIWALIUMPAC 

ATTHOESTHRUSTING 

difference is ofat least equal significance In the analysis of 

stability and the design of control methods. An indication 
of degree of disruption Is still available by use of the terms 
block or intact for slides consisting of one or a few mov. 
Ing units and the terms broken or disrupted for those con-
sisting of many units; these terms avoid a possible source 
of confusion, pointed out by D. H. Radbruch-Hall, in the 
use of the term debris slide, which is now meant to indi-
cate only a slide originating in debris material, which may 
either proceed as a relatively unbroken block or lead to dis-
ruption into many units, each consisting of debris, 

RotationalSlides 

The commonest examples of rotational slides are little-
deformed slumps, which are slides along a surface of rup-
ture that is curved concavely upward. Slumps, and slumps 
combined with other types of movement, make up ahigh 
proportion of landslide problems facing the engineer. The 
movement in slumps takes place only along internal slip 
surfaces. The exposed cracks are concentric In plan and 
concave toward the direction of movement. In many 
slumps the underlying surface of rupture, together with 
the exposed scarps, is spoon-shaped (Figure 2.4). If the 
slide extends for a considerable distance along the slope 
perpendicular to the direction of movement, much of the 
rupture surface may approach the shape of a sector of a 
cylinder whose axis is parallel to the slope (Figure 2.4). In 
slumps, the movement is more or less rotational about an 
axis that is parallel to the slope. In the head area, the 
movement may be almost wholly downward and have 
little apparent rotatlon; however, the top surface of each 

unit commonly tilts backward toward the slope (Figures

2.1g, 2.11, 2.4, 2.5, 2.6, and 2.7), but some blocks may

tilt forward.
 

Figure 2.6 shows some of the commoner varieties of 

slump failure in various kinds of materials. Figure 2.7 
shows the backward tilting of strata exposed In a longitu. 
dinal section through asmall slump in lake beds. Although 
the rupture surface of slumps is generally concave upward, 
it is seldom a spherical segment of uniform curvature. Often 
the shape of the surface is greatly influenced by faults, 
joints, bedding, or other preexisting discontinuities of the 
material. The influence of such discontinuitiesmust be con
sldered carefully when the engineer makes a slope-stability 
analysis that assumes a certrain configuration for the surface 
of rupture. Figures 2.7 and 2.8 show how the surface of 
rupture may follow bedding planes for aconsiderable part 
of Its length. Upward thrusting and slickensides along the 
lateral margin of the tueof a slump are shown in Figure 2.9. 

classic purely rotational slump on a surface of 

smnooth curvature isrelatively uncommon among the 
many types of gravitational movement to which geologic 
materials are subject. Since rotational slides occur most 
irequently in fairly homogeneous materials, their incidence 
amongconstructed embankments and fills,andhence their 
interest to engineers, has perhaps been high relative to other 
types of failure, and their methods of analysis have In the 
past been more actively studied. Geologic materials are 
seldom uniform, however, and natural slides tend to be 
complex or at least significantly controlled in their mode
of movement by internal nhomogenclies and discontinu. 

ities. Moreover, deeper and deeper artificial cuts for dam

ites, highways, and other engineering works have Increas 
Intly produced failures not amenable to analysis by the 
methods appropriate to circular arc slides and have made 
necessary the development of new methods of analytical 
design fer prevention or cure of failures in both bedrock 
and engineering soils. 

The scarp a. the head of a slump may be almost vertical. 
If the main mass of the slide moves down very far, the 
steep scarp is left un:supported and the stage isset for a 
new failure (similar to the original slump) at the crown of 
the slide. Occasionally, ,he scarps along the lateral mar
gins of the apper part of the slide may also be so high and 
steep that slump blocksbreak off along the sides and move 
downward and inward towaru the middle of the main slide. 
Figure 2. IG(2.183) shows a plan view of slump units along 
the upper margins of a slide; the longest dimensions of 
these units are parallel with, rather than perpendicular to, 
the direction of movement of the main slide. Any water 
that finds its way into the head of a slump may be ponded 
by the backward tilt of the unit IMocks or by other irregu. 
larities in topography so that the slide is kept wet con
stantly. By the successive creaticn of steep scarps and trap
ping ofwater, slumps often beco.ne self.perpetuating areas 
of instability and may continua to move and enlarge Iiter
mittently until a stable slope of very low gradient is at
tained. 

TnrnsltionalSlides 

In transational sliding the mass piojpesses out or down 
and out along a more or less planamor gently undulatory 
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adfac and has little of the rotary movement or backward twm layersof bedded deposits, or by the contact betwee 
tilting characteristic of slump. Th. moving man com- fim bedrock and overlying detritus (Figure 2.11). Several 
monly slides out an the original ground surface. The dis. examples of block slides are shown in Figures 2.1j2. 2.11, 
tinction between rotational and translational slides Isuse. 2.12,2.13(2.136),2.14(2.107) and 2.15. In many trns-
Ad in planning control measures. The rotary movement of htional slides. the slide mass is greatly deformed or bra 
a slump. if the surface of rupture dips into the hill at the up into many more or less independent units. As deforma. 
toot of the slide, tends to restore equilibrium in the un. lion and dsintegltion continue, and especially as water 
sable mass; the driving moment during movement de- content or velocity or both increase, the broken or dis. 
aeaes and the slide may stop moving. A translational rupted slide mass may change into aflow; however, all 
slide, however. may progress indefinitely if the surface on Fadations exist. Broken translational sides of rock am 
which it rests is sufficiently inclined and as long as the shear shown in Figure 2.1j3 and of debris in Figures 2.1k and 
resistance along this surface remains lower than the more 2.16 (2.83). 
or ku constant driving force. A translational slide inwhich 
the moving mass consists of a single unit that isnot greatly Laterl Spreads 
deformed of a few closely related units may be called a 
block slide. if the mroving mass consists of many semi. In spreads, the dominant mode of movement is blend ex. 
independent units, it is termed a broken or disrupted slide. tension accommodated by shear or tensile fracture. Two 

The movement of translational slides is commonly con- types may be distinguished. 
trolled structurally by surfaces of weakness, such as faults. 
joints, bedding planes, and variations in shear strength be. I. Distributed movements result in overall extension 

FIspM I& Va&etiuofO domp 4d SOI PA LWAI 10IN gI NOIS iAT. if KOM pas a eLnLmOsoslo0llON TshI.LL 
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Figur 26. Eump of fill, o"l- , but without a recognized or well-defined controlling basal 
oontrolled In this anio. shear surface or zone of plastic flow. These appear to occur 

by fell Cal predominantly in bedrock, especially on the crests of ridges
In. s(Figure 2.1ml). The mechanics of movement are not well12 'known. ends 

Flue 2.7. Slump in thinly b nlke depouits of sift and claysdded 
In Columbia River Wiley (note backward tiltingof beds above 
ufe of rupture) 2182. 

0 

II Z,- .4 

Figure ., Sump In bedded deposits similar to thoe sho in 

Figure 2.7 (note that surface of rupture follows horizontal 

bedding plane for part of its length) (2.182). 

S-

" 

4"Idlandf" 
t 

Figure 2.9. SlIckaeidea Infoot ama of shallow lide InPennington 
shale residuum (highly weathered clay shalel along 2-40 in Roane 
County, Tennlesse. 

2. Movements may involve fracturing and extension of 
coherent material, either bedrock or soil, owing to liquefac
tion or plastic flow of subjacent material. The coherent 
upper units may subside, translate, rotate, or disintegrate,
or they may liquefy and flow. The mechanism of failure 
can involve elements not only of rotation and translation 
but also of flow; hence, lateral spreading failures of this 
type may be properly regarded as complex. They form, 

however, such adistinctive and dominant species in certain 
geologic situations that specific recognition seems worth
while. 

Examples of the second type of spread in bedrock are 
shown in Figure 2.1m2 and 2.Im3. In both examples,
taken from actual landslides in the USSR and Libya respec
tively, athick layer of coherent rock overlies soft shale and 

Figure 2.10. Ams slidenearTilurido. Colorado (2.182,2.183). 

This dump-srth flow landulide occurred in glacial till overlying 
Moao side. Repeated slumping took place along upper margins 
after main body of material had moved down. Long axse ofslump 

iocks Band B'are parallel with rather than perpendicular to 
direction of movement of main part of slide. Blocks B and B' 

tow towsr left, rather then towrd obervr. 

A 
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Figure 2.11. Thin layer of residual debris that slid on inclined 
strata of metaslitstone alon 140 InCocke County. Tenneasee. 

Figure 2.12. Block slide at quarry (2.182). 

-°i - l--- fi-.> Z .. 

claystone. The underlying layer became plastic and flowed 
to some exten t, allowing the overlying firmer rock to break 
into strips and blocks that then became separated. The 
cracks between the blocks were filled with either soft ma-
terial squeezed up from below or detritus from above. The 
lateral extent of these slides is remarkable, involving bands 
several to many kilometers wide around the edges of pla. 
teaus and escarpments. The rate of movement of most lat-
eral spreads in bedrock is apparently extremely slow. 

Laterally spreading slope movements also form in fine-
grained earth material on shallow slopes, particularly In 
sensitive silt and clay that loses most or all of its shear 
strength on disturbance or remolding. The failure is usu-
ally progressive; that is, it starts in a local area and spreads. 
Often the initial failure is a slump along a stream bank or 
shore, and the progressive failure extends retrogressively 
back from the initial failure farther and farther into the 
bank. The principal movement is translation rather than 
rotation. If the underlying mobile zone is thick, the blocks 
at the head may sink downward as grabens, not necessarily 
with backward rotation, and there may be upward and out-
ward extrusion and flow at the toe. Movement generally 
begins suddenly, without tppreciable warning, and proceeds
with rapid to very rapid velocity. 

These type3 appear to be members of a gradational series 
of landslide. in surficial materials ranging from block slides 
at one extreme, in which the zone of flow beneath the slid-
ing mass may be absent or very thin, to earth flows or com-
pletely liquefied mud flows at the other extreme, in which 
the zone of flow includes the entire mass. The form that Is 
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Figure 2.13. Development t0) 
of landslides in horizontal 
squence ofclaystone and (D _ 
coal caused by relaxation ( .
 
of horizontal stresses
 
resulting from reduction in
 
thickness of overlying strata Ib)
 
(2.136). 

fill 

{dl
 

(DCLAYaTONE Q COAL 

Figure 2.14. Section view of translational slide 
at Point Fermin, near Los Angela, California 
(see also Figure 2.15) (2.107, 2.182).
Maximum avere rate of movement was
3 cmlweek (1.2 in). 

... _-SEo LVE 

taken depends on local factors. Most of the larger land. 
sides in glacial sediments of northern North America and 
Scandinavia lie somewhere within this series. 

Lateral spreads in surficial deposits have been destructive 
of both life and property and have, therefore, been the sub. 
ject of intensive study. Examples may be cited from Sweden 
(Caldenius and Lundstrom, 2.18), Canada (Mitchell and 
Markel], 2.108), Alaska (Seed and Wilson, 2.144), and 
California (Youd,2.)91). Most of the spreading failures 
in the western United States generally involve less than total 
liquefaction and seem to have been mobilized only by seis
mic shock. For example, there were damaging failures in 
San Fernando Valley, California, during the 1969 earth
quake because of liquefaction of underlying sand and silt 
and spreading of the surficial, firmer material. The spread.
ing failure of Bootlegger Cove clay beneath the Turnagain 
Heights residential district at Anchorage, Alaska, during 
the 1964 great earthquake resulted in some loss oflife and 
extensive damage. In some areas within the city of San 
Francisco, the principal damage due to the 1906 earth
quake resulted from spreading failures that not only did 
direct damage to structures but also severed principal water
supply lines and thereby hindered firefighting.

All investigators would agree that spreading failures In 
glacial and marine sediments of Pleistocene age present 
some common and characteristic features: Movement of. 
ten occurs for no apparent external reason, failure is gen
erally sudden, gentle slopes are often unstable, dominant 
movement is translatory, materials are sensitive, and pore. 
water pressure is important in causing instability. All de. 
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FIgur 2.115. Trusultionl slide at Point Fermin, Califom. 
Photostlat, ie~ vm tken Jauary 17,1965, ndlcat- mkw 
slumpina Int at rear og in nwa ymot and lnunlnet rock falls 

getly dipping star. othentfy US~d dplN~ngetrta, 

Figure .16. Debris ile of dint ng soil 
slip varlety (2.83, 2 182). 

. ",Fows 
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grees of disturbance of the masses have been observed; some 
failures consist almost entirely of one large slab or "flake," 
but others liquefy almost entirely to small chunks or mud. 

Flows 

Many examples of slope movement cannot be classed as 
falls, topples, slides, or spreads. In unconsolidated mate-
rials, these generally take the form of fairly obvious flows, 
either fast or slow, wet or dry. In bedrock, the movements 
most difficult to categorize Include those that are extremely 
slow and distributed amongmany closely spaced, noninter-
connected fractures or those movements within the rock 
mass that result in folding, bending, or bulging. In many 
instances, the distribution ofvelocities resembles that of 
viscous fluids; hence, the movements may be described as 
a form of flow of intact rock. 

Much of what ishere described under flowlike distrib-
uted movements has been classified as creep, both of rock 
and soil. But creep has come to mean different things to 
different persons, and it seems best to avoid the term or to 
use it in a well-defined manner. As used here, creep is con
sidered to have a meaning similar to that used in mechanics 
of materials; that is,creep is simply deformation that con-' 
tinues under constant stress. Some of the creep deforma-

tion may be recoverable over a period of time upon release 
of the stress, but generally most of it Isnot. The move
ment commonly is imperceptible (which is usually one of 

essential attributes of creep as defined Ingeomorphology), but increasingly sophisticated methods of measure

ment make this requirement difficult to apply. Further
more, the usual partition of creep into three stages
primary (decelerating), secondary (steady or nearly so), 
and tertiary (accelerating to failure)-certainly includes 
perceptible deformation in the final stages. Laboratory 
studies show that both soil and rock, as well as metals, can 
exhibit all three stages of creep. Observations in the field, 
such as those reported by MUller (2.112) at Vaiont, em
brace within the term creep perceptiblo movements that 
immediately preceded catastrophic failure. 

There is disagreement also as to whether creep in rock 
and soil should be restricted to those movements that are 
distributed through a mass rather than along a defined 
fracture. Authorities are about equally divided on this 
point but, in keeping with the use of the term in engineer-
Ing mechanics, the acceptance of this restriction is not 
favored. Creep movements can occur in many kinds of 
topples, slides, spreads, and flows, and the term creep 
need not be restricted to slow, spatially continuous defor. 
mation. Therefore, spatially continuous deformations are 
classified as various types of flow in rock, debris,and earth. 

inBedrock 

Flow movements in bedrock include deformations that are 
distributed among many large or small fractures, or even 
microfractures, without concentration of displacement 
along a through-going fracture. The movements are generally 
extremely slow and are apparently more or less steady in 
time, although few data are available. Flow movements 
may result in folding, bending, bulging, or other manifes
tations of plastic behavior, as shown in Figure 2.1pl, 2.1p2, 
2.1 p3, and 2.1 p4. The distribution of velocities may roughly 
simulate that of viscous fluids, as shown in Figure 2.1p5. 

These kinds of movements have come under close study 
only within the last decade or so and are being recognized 
more and more frequently in areas of high relief in many 
parts of the world. They are quite varied in character, and 
several kinds have been described as creep by Nem~ok, 
Pasek, and Rybii (2.116) in a general classification of land
slides and other mass movements, as gravitational slope de
formation by Nem~ok (2.114, 2.115), by the term Sackung 
(approximate translation: sagging) by Zischinsky (Z194, 
2.195), as depth creep of slopes by Ter-Stepanian (2.172), 
and as gravitational faulting by Beck (2.5). In the United 
States, ridge-top depressions due to large-scale creep have 
been described by Tabor (2.166). A review ofgravitational 
creep (mass rock creep) together with descriptions of ex
amples from the United States and other countries has 
been prepared by Radbruch-Hall (2.130). The significance 
of these relatively slow but pervasive movements to human 
works on and within rock slopes is only beginning to be 
appreciated. 

Rows in Debris and Earth 

Distributed movements within debris and earth are often 
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more accurately recognized as flows than those In rocks be-
cause the relative displacements within the mass are com-
monly larger and more closely distributed and the general 
appearane Is more obviously that of a body that has be-
haved like a fluid. Moreover, the fluldlzing effect of water 
Itself Is,asa rule, a part of the process. Slip surfaces within 
the moving mass are usually not visible or are short lived,
and the boundary between moving mass and material in 
place may be a sharp surface of differential movement or 
a zone of distributed shear. 

There is complete gradation from debris slides to debris 
flows, depending on water content, mobility, and character 
of the movement, and from debris slide to debris avalanche 
as movement becomes much more rapid because of lower 
cohesion or higher water content and generally steeper
slopes. Debris slides and, less commonly, debris avalanches 
may have slump blocks at their heads. In debris slides, the 
moving mass breaks up into smaller and smaller parts as it
advances toward the foot, and the movement is usually
slow. In debris avalanches, progressive failure is more 
rapid, and the whole mass, either because it is quite wet 
or because it ison a steep slope, liquefies, at least in part,
flows, and tumbles downward, commonly along a stream 
channel, and may advance well beyond the foot of the 
slope. Debris avalanches are generally long and narrow 
and often leave a serrate or V-shaped scar tapering uphill
at the head, as shown in Figures 2.1q3 and 2.17, in con
trast to the horseshoe-shaped scarp of a slump.

Debris flows, called mud flows in some other classifications, are here distinguished from the latter on the basis 
ofparticle size. That is, the term debris denotes material 
that contains a relatively high percentage of coarse frag
ments, whereas the term mud flow is reserved for an earth 
flow consisting of material that is wet enough to flow rap
idly and that contains at least 50 percent sand-, silt-, andclay-sized particles. Debris flows commonly result from 
unusually heavy precipitation or from thaw of snow or 
frozen soil. The kind of flow shown in Figure 2. 1qI often 
occurs during torrential runoff following cloudbursts. It is 
favored by the presence of soil on steep mountain slopes
from which the vegetative cover has been removed by fire 
or other means, but the absence of vegetation is not a pre-
requisite. Once in motion, a small stream of water heavily
laden with soil has transporting power that is dispropor-
tionate to its size, and, as more material is added to the 
stream by caving of its banks, its size and power increase. 
These flows commonly follow preexisting drainageways,
and they are often of high density, perhaps 60 to 70 per-
cent solids by weight, so that boulders as big as automo-
biles may be rolled along. If such a flow starts on an un-
broken hillside it will quickly cut a V-shaped channel,
Some of the coarser material will be heaped at the site to 
form a natural levee, while the more fluid part moves 
down the channel (Figure 2.17). Flows may extend many
kilometers, until they drop their loads in a valley of lower 
gradient or at the base of a mountain front. Some debris 
flows and mud flows have been reported to proceed by a 
series of pulses in their lower parts; these pulses presumably 
are caused by periodic mobilization ofmaterial in the source 
area or by periodic damming and release ofdebris in the 
lower channel. 

The term avalanche, If unmodified, should refer only to 
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Figure 217. Deis avalmche or very rapid debris flow at 
Franconla Notch, New Hampnphlre, June 24. 148, after veral 
days of heavy rainfall (2.182). Only soil nenmtle 2 to 5rn 17 to 
0 fti thick, which lay over bedrock on aslope of about 1:1,aws Involved. Scar Isabout 450 rn I1500 ft) long; natura levIescan be seen along sdds of flow. U-3 IsInforegound. 

slope movements of snow or ice. Rapp (2.132) and Temple
and Rapp (2.169), with considerable logic, recommend that,
because the term debris avalanche is poolly defined, it should
be abandoned, and that the term avalanche should be used
 
only in connection with mass movements of snow, either
 
pure or mixed with other debris. The term debris avalanche,

however, is fairly well entrenched and in common usage
(Knapp, 2.86); hence, its appearance in the classification 
as a variety of very rapid to extremely rapid debris flow 
seems justified. 

Recent studies have contributed much to a bettez un
derstanding of the rates and duration of rainfall that lead 
to the triggering of debris flows, the physical properties of 
the material in place, the effect ofdope angle, the effect 
of pore-water pressure, the mobilization of material and 
mechanism of movement, and the properties of the result.
ing deposit. The reader is referred especially to the works 
of Campbell (2.20), Daido (2.34), Fisher (Z46), Hutchin
son (2.70), Hutchinson and Bhandari (2.72), Johnson and 
Rahn (2.76), Jones (2.78), Prior, Stephens, and Douglas
(2.129), Rapp (2.131), K. M.Scott (2.141), R. C.Scott 
(2.142), and Williams and Guy (2.188). Flowing move. 
ments of surficial debris, including creep of the mantle of
weathered rock and soil, are shown in Figure 2.1q2, 2.1q4,
and 2.1q5. Soil flow, or solifluction, which in areas of pe
rennially or permanently frozen ground is better termed 
gelifluction, takes many forms and involves a variety of 
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mechanisms that can be treated adequately only in works Figure 2.19. Earth flow near Greensboro, Florida (2.80,2. 82).
devoted to this special field, which is of great significance Materil IIflatIylng, partly Indurated dcey snd of the Hawthorn 
to engineering works at high latitudes and altitudes. The formation (Miocene). Length of slide is 275 m(900 ft) from acairp

to edge of trees Inforeground. Vertical distance isabout 15 m (45reader referred to summaries by Dylik (2.40), Washburn ft)from top to bm of carp and about 20m (60 h)from top of 
(2.187), and Corte (2.27); the proceedings of the Interna- Scrp to toe. Slide occurred InApril 1948 after year of unusually
tional Conference on Permafrost (2.111); and recent work heavirainfall, Including 40 cm (16 In)during 30 dpreceding
by McRoberts and Morgenstern (2.104, 2.105) and Emble- Slid. 

ton and King (2.42).
Subaerial flows in fine-grained materials suchassand, 

silt, or clay are classified here as earth flows. They take a 
variety of forms and range in water content from above o ., 
saturation to essentially dry and in velocity from extremely

rapid to extremely slow. Some examples are shown in Fig- ";
 
ure 2.lrl through 2.1r5. At the wet end of the scale are
 
mud flows, which are soupy end members of the family of
 
predominantly fine-grained earth flows, and subaqueous

flows or flows originating in saturated sand or silt along
 
shores.
 

In a recent paper reviewing Soviet work on mud flows,
 
Kurdin (2.91) recommended aclassification of mud flows
 
based on (a)the nature of the water and solid-material
 
supply; (b)the structural-rheological model, that is,whether
 
the transporting medium islargely water in the free state
 
or is a single viscoplastic mass of water and fine particles;

(c)the composition of the mud flow mass, that is,whether Van Wamelon, and Weinberg, 2.89). When the structure of 
it consists of mud made up of water and particles less than the loose sand breaks down along asection of the bank, the 
1 mm (0.04 in) in size or of mud p!us gravel, rubble, sand flows rapidly along the bottom, and, by repeated
boulders, and rock fragments; and (d)the force of the mud small failures, the slide eats into the bank and enlarges the 
flow as defined by volume, rate of discharge, and observed cavity. Sometimes the scarp produced isan arc, concave

16 	 erosive and destructive power. In the Soviet literature mud toward the water, and sometimes it enlarges greatly, retain. 
flows include not only what are here classified as debris ing anarrow neck or nozzle through which the sand flows. 
flows but also heavily laden flows of water-transported An extensive discussion and classification of subaqueous
sediment. mass-transport processes and the resulting deposits have 

According to Andresen and Bjerrum (2.3), subaqueous been presented by Carter (2.21).
flows are generally of two types: (a)retrogressive flow Rapid earth flows also occur in fine-grained silt, clay,
slide or (b)spontaneous liquefaction, as shown in Figure and clayey sand, asshown in Figures 2.1r2 and 2.19 (2.80).
2.18. The retrogressive flows, as shown in Figure 2.lrl, These flows form acomplete gradation with slidesinvolving 
occur mostly along banks of noncohesive clean sand or failure by lateral spreading, but they involve not only lique
silt. They are especially common along tidal estuaries in faction of the subjacent material but also retrogressive fail. 
the coastal provinces of Holland, where banks of sand are ure and liquefaction of the entire slide mass. They usually
subject to scour and to repeated fluctuations In pore-water take place in sensitive materials, that is,in those materials 
pressure because of the rise and fail of the tide (Koppejan, whose shear strength on remolding at constant water con

tent isdecreased to asmall fraction of its original value. 
Rapid earth flows have caused loss of life and immenseFigure 2.18. Retrogremive flow slide and Spontaneous destruction of property in Scandinavia, the St. Lawrence 

kouefactlon (2.3). 	 River valley in Canada,and Alaska during the 1964 earth

)RETAoRSIvE FLOW SLIDE 	 quake. The properties of the material involved, which is
IeUchalam ftW Kopewen,VanWeton,.and Weinbe, 2.89) usually a marine or estuarine clay of late Pleistocene age,rAFTER WATER LEVEL BEFOREFLOWSLIDE have been thoroughly studied by many investigators duringFLOWSUDE 


-
S .- .. .
 the last 15 years. Summary papers have been written by
-,).Iu Bjerrum and others (2.12) on flows in Norway and by 

.-SCOURED OUT Y TIDAL 	 Mitchell and Markell (2108), and Eden and Mitchell (2.41)CURRENT 


LARGESTRAINVELOCITIES.05to SVERAL kiN 	 on flows in Canada. Shoreline flows produced by the Alas
kan earthquake at Valdez and Seward have been described 

1i6 SPONTANEOuSLIQuEFACTION by Coulter and Migliacco (2.28) and Lemke (2.98). The1,SECONDARY SECONDARV large.failure on the Reed Terrace near Kettle Falls, Wash-SLIDE SLIDE-

_, EOII LIQUEFACTION Lr-AFT"RLIIOUFACTION 
 ington, shown in Figures 2.20 and 2.21 (2.79), resemblesz - .--- =...," in some respects the earth flow at Riviere Blanche,Quebec, 
ST T- shown In Figure 2.1r2 (2.146). 
TAR 

DRIVING 	 The somewhat drier and slower earth flows in plasticEARTHOUAKEINLE 
SMALLSTRAINVELOCITIESI0to 100 Km/h earth are common in many parts of the world wherever 

NO,. I kmm - 0.6,O. there is a combination of clay or weathered clay-bearing 
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rocks, moderate slopes, and adequate moisture; Figure 2.22 
shows a typical example. Acommon elongation of the flow, 
channelization in depression in the slope, and spreading of 
the toe are illustrated in Figure 2.1r3 and also shown in an 
actual debris flow in Figure 2.23. 

The word flow naturally brings water to mind,and some 
content of water is necessary for most types of flow move-
ment. But small dry flows of granular material are common, 
and a surprising number of large and catastrophic flow 
movements have occurred in quite dry materials. There-
fore, the classification of flows indicates the complete 
range of water content-from liquid at the top to dry at 
the bottom. Tongues of rocky debris on steep slopes moving 
extremely slowly and often fed by talus cones at the head 
are called block streams (Figure 2.lq5). Because of rain-
wash, a higher proportion of coarse rocks may be in the sur-
face layers than in the interior. Dry flows of sand are com-
mon along shores or embankments underlain by dry gran
ular material. In form, they may be channelized, as shown 
in Figures 2.1r4 and 2.24, or sheetlike, as shown InFigure
2.25 (2.79). Small flows of dry silt, powered by impact 

Figure 2.20. Reed Terrace oree, right bank of Lake Roosevelt 
reservoir on Columbia River, near Kettle Falls, Washington, May
15,1951 (2.182). Landslide of April 10, 1952, involving about 
11 Mm3 (15 million yd3 

) took plece by progressive dumping, 
liquefaction, and flowing out ofgleciofluvial sediments through 
narrow orifice Into bottom of reervoir. 

Figure 121. Reed Terrae, am, Lake Roosevelt, Washington, 

August 1, 1962, efter landslide of April 10,1952(2.79,2.182). 
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on falling from a cliff, have been recognized, but so far as 
Isknown none has been studied in detail (Figure 2.26). 

Flows of loess mobilized by earthquake shock have been 
more destructive oflife than any other type of slope failure. 
Those that followed the 1920 earthquake in Kansu Province, 
China (Close and McCormick, 2.23), shown in Figure 2.1 r5, 
took about 100 000 lives. Apparently the normal, fairly
coherent internal structure of the porous silt was destroyed 
by earthquake shock, so that, for all practical purposes, the 
loess became a fluid suspension of silt In air and flowed 
down into the valleys, filling them and overwhelming vil. 
lages. The flows were essentially dry, according to the re
port. Extensive flows of loess accompanied the Chait earth
quake of July 10, 1949, in Tadzhikistan, south-central Asia, 
and buried or destroyed 33 villages as the flows covered the 
bottoms of valleys to depths of several tens of meters for 
many kilometers (Gubin, 2.54). 

Complex 

More often than not, slope movements involve a combina-

Figure 222. Earth flow developing from slump neer Berkeley, 
Californie (2.182). 

Figure 223. Old debris flow in altered volcenic rocks wst of 
Pahsimeroi River in south central Idelo. 
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Figure 2.24. Dry sand flow In Columbia Rivet valley (2.192).' 
Materil is andover lake-bedsllt;dryeandfromupperterraceflowed 
like liquid thsrough notch in more sompeot sand and alit blow. 

Figure 2.25. Shallow, dry, and flow along shore of Lake 
Roosevelt, Washington (2.79). Wave erosion or saturation of 
sediment by lake water caused thin'skin of material to lose 
support and ravel off larrece warp. 

Figure 2.26. Dry flow of silt (2.182). Material is lake-bed silt of 
Pleistocene age from high bluff on right bank of Columbia River, 4 
km 12.5 miles) downstream from Belvedere, Washington. Flow ws 
not observed while in motion, but isbelieved to result from blocks 
of silt falling down slope, disintegrating,forming a single high.
density solid.in-air suspension, and flowing out from bas of cliff, 
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tion ofone or more of the principal typesof movement de
scribed above, either within various parts of the moving 
mass or at different stages in development of the movements. 

These are termed complex slope movements, and a few ex
amples of the many possible types are illustrated in Figure 
2.1sl through 2.1s5. 

Of particular interest regarding hazards of landslides to 
life and property are large, extremely rapid rock fall-debris 
flows, referred to as rock-fragment flow (variety rock-fall 
avalanche) in the 1958 classification (2.182). Rock slide
and rock fall-debris flows are most common in rugged 
mountainous regions. The disaster at Elm, Switzerland 
(Heim, 2.58, pp. 84, 109-112), which took 115 lives, 
started with small rock slides at each side of a quarry on 
the mountainside. A few minutes later the entire mass of 
rock above the quarry crashed down and shot across the 
valley. The movement of the rock fragments, which had 
to that moment been that of a rock slide and rock fall, ap
pears to have taken on the character of a flow. The mass 
rushed up the other side of the small valley, turned and 
streamed into the main valley, and flowed for nearly 1.5 
km (I mile) at high velocity before stopping (Figure 2.1sl). 
About 10 Mm3 (13 million yd3) of rock descended an aver
age of 470 m (1540 ft) vertically in a total elapsed time of 
about 55 s. The kinetic energy involved was enormous. 
Asimilar and even larger rock-fall avalanche occurred at 
Frank, Alberta, in 1903 and also caused great loss of life 
and property (McConnell and Brock, 2.103; Cruden and 

TKrahn,2.33). 
These rock fall-debris flows are minor, however, com

pared with the cataclysmic flow that occurred at the time 
of the May 31, 1970, earthquake in Peru, which buried the 
city of Yungay and part of Ranrahirca, causing a loss of 
more than 18 000 lives. According to Plafker, Ericksen, and 
Fernandez Concha (2.126), the movement started high on 
Huascarin Mountain at an altitude of 5500 to 6400 m and 
involved 50 Mm3 to 100 Mm3 (65 million to 130 million 
yd3) of rock, ice, snow, and soil that traveled 14.5 km (9 
miles) from the source to Yungay at a velocity between 
280 and 335 km/h (175 to 210 mph). They reported strong 
evidence that the extremely high velocity and low friction 
of the flow were due, at least in part, to lubrication by a 
cushion of air entrapped beneath the debris. Pautre, 
Sabarly, and Schneider (2.122) suggested that the mass 
may have ridden on a cushion of steam. A sketch of the 
area affected is shown in Figure 2.27, taken from a paper 

by Cluff (224) on engineering geology observations. 
Crandell and Fahnestock (2.29) cited evidence for an air 
cushion beneath one or more rock fall-debris flows that 
occurred in December 1963 at Little Tahoma Peak and 
Emmons Glacier on the east flank of Mt. Rtinier volcano, 
Washington. 

Such flows probably cannot be produced by a few thou
sand or a few hundred thousand cubic meters of material. 
Many millions of megagrams are required; and, when that 
much material is set in motion, perhaps even slowly, pre
dictions of behavior based on past experience with small 
failures become questionable. The mechanics of large,ex
tremely rapid debris flows, many of which appear to have 
been nearly dry when formed, have come under much re
cent study. The large prehistoric Blackhawk landslide 
(Figure 2.28) shows so little gross rearrangement within the 
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sheet ofdebrisofwhich it iscomposed that Shreve (2.148) or ps were available for fluidization.
 
believed the broken material was not fluidized but slid on Getting back to Earth,we note selfexplanatory examples
 
an ephemeral layer of compressed air. He reported. simi. of complex movements in Figure 2-1: dumptopple ia Fig
hrly, that the large landslide that was triggered by the Alaska ure 2.ls2. rock slide-rock fail i rigure 2.13, and the cor.

earthquake of 1964 and fell onto the Sherman Glacier mon combination ofa slump that breaks down into an earth 
showed little large.scale mixing and did not low like a flow in Its lower part in Figure 2.1s5.viscous fluid but instead slid like a flexible sheet (Shreve, The illustration of cambering and vlley bulging inFigure
Z149). On the other hand, Johnson and Ragle (2.77) re- 2.14 isadapted from the classical paper by Holllngworth
ported, and Taylor (2.65) on the Northampton Sand Ironstone in 

England. their earlier paper on the Kettering district (2.64),
MAnyrock.snowsldesthatfollowedfromtheAlaskaearth, and asketch supplied by J.N.Hutchinson. The complex
quakeofMarch 27. 1964. illustrateda variety offlow me- movements were described by Hutchinson (268)as follows: 

kian The form ofsome slidessugietsacomplete turbu
keedt.ringflow, while the form ofothers gives evidenice Camberingand Valey Bulging. These relatedfeaturetwere 
forstesdy-state flow orforcontrolledsherng. firstclearly recogni:edin 1944 by Hollingworth.Taylor,

and Kellaway (see reference in Terzaghl. 1950) in the North. 
From a detailed analysis of the kinematics ot natural rock ampton Ironstonefield ofcentral England wherethey are
fall-debrls flows and from model studies. Hsu (2.66) disputed believed to have aLate Pleistocene origin. The ironstoneoc.
Shreve's hypothesis that some slid as relatively undeformed curs in the new-horizontal and relatively thin Northampton
sheets on compressed air and concluded, rather, that they Sands. whichare the uppermost solid rocks in the neighbor.
flowed. hood These are underlain, conformably,by &gruat thick. 

Obviously, there ismuch yet to be learned about these ness of theLiAs, into which shallow valleys, typikally 1200 
processes, particularly as similar features indicating mass to 1500 meters wide and 45 meters deep, have been eroded 
movements of huge size have been recognized in Mariner 9 Excavationsfor dam trenches in the valley bottoms have
photographs of the surface of Mars (Sharp, 2.145), where shown the Lissthere to be thrust strongly upward and con.
Mis yet uncertain that significanl amounts of either liquid totted, whi*e openestworklngsin theNorthampton Sands 

Flowr 2.27. Arm affected by May 31.1970, Humrln debri avllencho, whid oripnated at pot A (2.24).
Yampy was protected from January 10. 1962. debris avalanche by 180 to 240-n (a00 to 00-fi 1igh ridge
11polnt 91, buta portion of May 31. 1370, debris avalanche diverted from south We of asnyan wo, topped 
'rotective" ridge. nd desmaded o1 Yvngay below. Only *ft place In Yunjoy VoteCemetery Hil Ilpoint Wl. 
Whwe some 93 people managed to rueto before debris aivlandh dmtated surrounding ea. Moving at 
INrap speed qf 320 km 1200 mph). elis arrived at point 0. 14.5 km ( miles) distant and 340 m t12 O0 
"i flowed upstream aonglower. within 3 to 4 mn after taning from north peak of Husown. Doebris pum
d Nis Santa (point 91 epproximetely 25 km 11.5 milee). Debris entinued to fellow courm Rio bit 
dowtroom to Peific Ocee . a•eronlnely 160 km |100 milel. devasating villaos and eropeoeawlagfleadpittn. 

30IN. 

' ,ASAR,"E[II A NY OW40 

~395,uON Pit 501 PlNin 

by avWeDlanudearis encho t 
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occupying the interfluves reveal a general valleyward in-
crease ofdipof "camber" of this stratum, often passing
into dip andfault structure, suggesting corresponding
downward movements along the valley margins. Inadust-
ingto these movements, the rigid cap-rock has been dislo
cated by successive, regularly spaced fissures which paral
lel the valley and are known as "gulls." Similar features 
have been recognized in other parts ofEngland and in Bo
hemia. The mechanisms by which cambering and valley 
bulging have been formed remain to be established. 

Hutchinson (2.70) also pointed out that Sharpe's defi. 
nition of flow (2.146), which requires zero relative dis
placement at the boundary of the flow (flow adheres to 
the stable material), does not fit the observed distribution 
of velocities at Beltinge, where a mud flow developed in a 
temperate climate on a 30-m-high (98-fl) coastal cliff of
stiff, fissured London clay subject to moderate marine ero-
Sion. Here the mud flow was bounded both on the sides 
and on the bottom by discrete surfaces along which shear 
displacements occurred. For these kinds of movements" 
Hutchinson and Bhandari (2.72) proposed the term mud
slides. These can be regarded as complex movements inwhich the internal distribution of velocities within the 

moving mass may or may not resemble that of viscous 
fluids, but the movement relative to stable ground is finite 
discontinuous shear. It would seem that the material of the 
sliding earth flow is behaving as a plastic body in plug flow, 
as suggested by Hutchinson (2.69, pp. 231-232) and as ana
lyzed in detail by Johnson (2.75). 

Sequence or Repetition of Movement 

The term retrogressive has been used almost consistently for 
slides or flow failures that begin at a local area, usually along 
a slope, and enlarge or retreat opposite to the direction of 
movement of the material by spreading of the failure sur-
face, successive rotational slumps, falls, or liquefaction of 
the material. Kojan, Foggin, and Rice (2.87, pp. 127-128) 
used the term for failure spreading downslope.

On the other hand, the term progressive has been used 
to indicate extension of the failure (a) downslope (Blong,
2.13; Kjellman, 2.84; Ter-Stepanian, 2.170,2.171; Thomson 
and Hayley, 2.177), (b) upslope (but not specifically up
slope only) (Seed, 2.143; Tavenas, Chagnon, and La Rochelle, 
2.168), and (c)either upslope or downslope, or unspecified 
(Terzaghi and Peck, 2.176; Bishop, 2.7; Romani, Lovell,
and Harr, 2.135; Lo, 2.100; Fr6lich, 2.51; Ter-Stepanian 
and Goldstein, 2.173,and many others), 

Isuggest that the term progressive be used for failure 
that is either advancing or retreating or both simultaneously,
that the term retrogressive be used only for retreating fail-
ures, and that failures that enlarge in the direction of move. 
ment be referred to simply as advancing failures, 

The terms complex, composite, compound, multiple, 
and successive have been used in different ways by various 
authors. I suggest the following definitions. 

1.Complex refers to slope movements thrt exhibit more 
than one of the major modes of movement. This is the sense 
of the meaning suggested by Blong (2.14). The term is syn-
onymous with composite, as used by Prior, Stephens, and 

Text 1 

Figure 2.28. Blackhawk landslide (2.147). UpslOpe view, 
southward over lobe of dark marble breccla spread beyond mouth 
of Blackhawk Canyoi on north flank of San Bernardino Mountains
insouthern California. Maximum width of lobe Is3.2 km (2miles);height of scmrp about 15 m(50ft).at near edge Is 
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Archer (2.128) to describe sliding mud flows. 
2. Compound refers to movements in which "the failure 

surface is formed of a combination of curved and planar ele
ments and the slide movements have a part-rotational, part
translational character" (Skempton and Hutchinson, 2.154).

3. Multiple refers to manifold development of the same 
mode of movement. As applied to retrogressive rotational 
sliding, the term refers to the production of "two or more 
slipped blocks, each with a curved slip surface tangential to 
a common, generally deep-seated slip sole [Figure 2.291. 
Clearly, as the number of units increases, the overall char
acter of the slip becomes more translational, though in fail
ing, each block itself rotates backwards" (Hutchinson,
2.68). Leighton (2.97) distinguished two types of multiple
slide blocks: superposed, in which each slide block rides 
out on the one below, and juxtaposed, in which adjacent 
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moving units have acommon basal surface or rupture, as 
shown in Figure 2.30. 

4. Successive refers to any type of multiple movements 
that develop successively in time. According to Skempton 
and Hutchinson (2.154). "Successive rotational slips con. 
sist of an assembly of individual shallow rotational slips. 
The rather sparsc data available sugest that successive 
slips generally spread up aslope from its foot." Hutchin. 
son (2.67) states, 

Below a slope Inclinaton of a'- -it 130 fin London Clay), 
rotational slips of t'p'eR are replaced by successiverota. 
tionalslips (type S). These probablydevelop by retrogres, 
sion froma type R slip in'the lower slope. Each component 
slip is usually of considerable lateral extent, forming a step 
across the slope. Irregular successive slips, which form a_ 
mosaic rather than astepped pattern In plan are alsofound. 

Figure 2.31 (2.67) shows the main types of landslides In 
London clay. 

Landslides that develop one on top of another are called 
multistoried by Ter.Stepanian and Goldstein (2.173). Fig-
ure 2.32 shows their illustration of a three-storied landslide 
in Sochi on the coast of the Black Sea. 

Rate of Movement 

The rate.of.movement scale used in this chapter isshown at 
the bottom of the classification chart in Figure 2.1u. Metric 
equivalents to the rate scale shown in the 1958 classiflca. 
tion have been derived by Yemel'ianova (2.190), and these 
should now be regarded as the primary definitions. 

TERMS RELATING TO MATERIAL 

Principal Divisions 

The following four terms have been adopted as descriptions 
of material involved in slope movements. 

I. Bedrock designates hard or firm rock that was intact 
and in its natural place before the initiation of movement. 

2. Engineering soil includes any loose, unconsolidated, 
or poorly cemented aggregate of solid particles, generally 
of natural mineral, rock, or inorganic composition and 
either transported or residual, together with any interstitial 
gas or liquid. Engineering soil isdivided into debris and 
earth, 

a. Debris refers to an engineering soil. generally surficial, 
that contains asignificant proportion of coarse material, 
According to Shroder (2.15O), debris isused to specify ma-
terial in which 20 to 80 percent of the fragments are greater 
than 2mm (0.08 in) in size and the remainder of the frag. 
ments less than 2 mm. 

b. Earth (again according to Shrodcr) connotes material 
inwhich about 80 percent or more of the fragments are 
smaller than 2mm' it includes a range ofmaterials from 
nonplastic sand to highly plastic clay. 

This division of material that iscompletely gradational 
isadmittedly crude; however, it isintended mainly to en. 
able aname to be applied to material involved in aslope 
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movement on the basi of alimited amount offlaroma. 
tion. 

Water Content 

By modifying the suggestions of Radbruch4fall (2.130), 
we may define terms relating to water content simply as 
(a)dry, contains no visible moisture; (b)moist, contain 
some water but no free water and may behave as aplastic. 
solid but not as a liquid;(c) wet. contains enough water to 
behave in part as a liquid, has water flowing from it. or sup. 
ports significant bodies of standing water: and (d)very wet, 
contains enough water to flow as a liquid under low pa
dients. 

Texture, Structure, and Spedal 
Properties 

As amounts of information increase, more definite desW&a
tion can be made about slope movements. For example, a 
bedrock slump may be redesignated as adump in sandutn 
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Figure 2.3Z Three-doled landslide In 
Sochi on coast of Slack Sa, USSR 
o2.73). Boundareof threeoa 
o 	 lidn er hown Insiaon med 
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Figure 2.33. Shallow translational slide that developed on shaly 
dope in Puente Hillsof southern California 12 147). Slide has low 
DIL ratio {note wrinkles in surfae)}. 

over stiff-fissured clay shale, or an earth slide may be given 
more precise definition as ablock slide in moist sensitive 
clay. 

TERMS RELATING TO SIZE 
OR GEOMETRY 

A rather large body of descriptive terms has been built up 
relating to the size, shape, and morphology of slope move-
ments and their deposits. Some of these have already been 
mentioned, such as the relation of rotational slides to 
curved surfaces of rupture and translational slides to planar 
surfaces of rupture. The close association between the mor-
phology of aslope movement and its dominant genetic pro-
cess, which iscvident in aqualitative way from the forego-
ing text and illustrations, has been tested quantitatively 
through the use of refined m=asures of the parts and geo-
metric attributes of landslides by Crozier (2.32) aad by 
Blong (2.14, 215). These authors, t.,gether with Snopko 
(2.157), Klengel and Paick (2.85), Shroder (2.150), and 
Laverdtire (2.94), have made available a terminology that 

Text 

is adequate to describe almost any feature of a slump earth 
flow. In addition, Skempton and Hutchinson (2.154) used 
the ratio of D/L, where D is the maximum thickness of the 
slide and L is the maximum length of the slide upslope. 
From Skempton's figures showing original use of this ratio 

(2.152), it seems probable that the intended length is that 
of a chord of the rupture surface (Lc), rather than the total 
length (L), as shown in Figure 2.1t. Skempton and Hutchinson gave a range of D/Lv values of 0.15 to 0.33 for rota
tional slides in clay and shale, and they stated that slab slides, 

which commonly occur inamantle of weathered or colluvial 
material on clayey slopes, rarely if ever have D/L€ ratios 
greater than 0.1. Figure 2.33 illustrates such ashallow slab 
slide. In astatistical study of the forms of landslides along 
the Columbia River valley, Jones, Embody, and Peterson 
(2.79) made extensive use of the horizontal component 
(HC) or distance from the foot of the landslide to the 
crown, measured ina longitudinal section of the landslide, 
and the vertical component (VC) or difference in altitude 
between the foot and crown, measured in the same section. 

TERMS RELATING TO GEOLOGIC, 
GEOMORPIIC, GEOGRAPHIC, OR 

CLIMATIC SETTING 

The classification of landslides proposed by Savarensky 
(2.140) and followed to some degree in eastern Europe 
makes the primary division of types on the basis of the re
lation of slope movements to the geologic structure of the 
materials involved. Accordingly, asequent slides are those 
in which the surface of rupture forms in homogcneous ma
terial; consequent sildes are those in which the position and 
geometry of the surface of rupture are controlled by preex
isting discontintlitles such as bedding,jointing, or contact 
between weathered and fresh rock; and insequent slides are 
those in which the surface of rupture cuts across bedding 
or other surfaces of inhomogeneity. The Japanese have 
used aclassification of landslides separated into (a) tertiary 
type, involving incompetent tertiary sedimentary strata 
trakada, 2.167); (b)hot-spring-volcanic type, which is in 
highly altered rocks; and (c) fracture.zone type, which oc
curs in fault zones and highly broken metamorphic rocks. 
Sharpe (2.146, pp. 57-61) distinguished three types of mud 
flows: semiarid, alpine, and volcanic, to which Hutchinson 
(2.68) 	has added a fourth variety, temperate. 

Types of landslides are sometimes identified by the geo. 
graphic location at which the type isparticularly well de
veloped. For example, Sokolov (2.159) refers to bleck 
slides of the Angara type (similar to that shown i, Figure 
2.1 m2), of the Tyub-Karagan type (similar to that shown 
in Figure 2.1 m3), and of the Ilim and Crimean lypes, all 
named after localities. Reiche (2.133) applied the term 
Toreva-block (from the village ofToreva on the Hopi Indian 
Reservation in Arizona) to "a landslide consisting essentially 
of asingle large mass of unjostled material which, during 
descent, has undergone backward rotation toward the parent 
cliff about ahorizontal axis ;vhich roughly parallels it" 
(Figure 2.I1g). Shreve (Z 149), it; summarizing data on land
slides that slid on acushion of compressed air, referred to 
these landslides as being of the Blackhawk type, from the 
rock fall-debris slide-debris flow at Blackhawk Mountain in 
southern California (2.148). Although the use of locality 
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Wins may occasionally be aconvenien;, it Isnot rcos, 
mended as a general practice. for the terms themselves are 
not Informative to a reader who lacks knowkdge of the 
locality, 

TERMS RELATING TO AGE OR 
STATE OF ACTIVITY 

Active slopes are those that are either currently moving or 
that are suspended, the latter term implying that they are 
not moving at the present time but have moved within the 
bst cycle of seasons. Active slides are commonly fresh; 
that is, their morphological features, such as scarps and 
ridges, are easily recognizable as being due to gravitational 
movement, and they have not been significanti;'modified 
by surficial processes of weathering and erosion. However, 
in arid regions, slides may retain a fresh appearance for 
imny years. 

Inactive slopes are those for which there is no evidence 
that movement has taken place within the last cycle of sea. 
mots. They may be dormant, in which the causes of failure 
aemain and movement may be renewed, or they may be sta. 
bilized, in which factors essential to movement have been 
removed naturally or by human activity. Slopes that have 
Ionginactive movement ae generally modified by erosion 
and weathering or may be covered with vegetation so that 
the evidence of the last movement is obscure. They are of. 
ten referred to as fossil (Ziruba and Mencl,2.193; Klengel 
and Pasek, 2.85; Nossin, 2.118) or ancient (Popov, 2.127) 
lndslides in that they commonly have developed under dif. 
&rent geomorphological and climatic conditions thousands 
or more years ago and cannot repeat themselves at present. 

FORMING NAMES 

The names applied to slope movements can be made pro-
resively more informative, as more data are obtained.by 

building up a designation from several descriptor words, 
each of which has a defined meaning. For example. a slow, 
moist, translational debris slab slide means material moving 
along a planar surface of a little-disturbed mass of frag. 
mented material having a D/L, ratio of 0.1 or less, contain-
Ing some water but none free. and moving at a rate between 
1.5 m/month and 1.5 m/year (S ft/month or year). Once 
all these particulars are established in the description, the 
movement could be referred to thereafter simply as ade-
bib side. 
CAUSES OF SLIDING SLOPE 
MOVEMENTS 


The processes Involved in slides, as well as in other dope 
movements.vomprise acontinuous series of events from 
muse to effect. An engineer faced with a landslide is pri. 
mantly interested in preventing the harmful effects of the 
dlide. In many instances the principal cause of the slide 
cannot be removed, so it may be mote economical to alle. 
viate the effects continually or intermittently without at. 
ltmptibg to renore the cause. Some slides occur in aunique 
environment and may last only a few seconds. The damage 
an be repaired, and the cause may be of only academic in-
lrest unless legal actions are to be taken. More oiten, how-

ever, landdides take place under the influence of geologic, 
topographic, or climatic factors that are common to largp 
aseas. The causes mutt then be understood if other similar 
dlides are to be avoided or controlled. 

Seldom. Ifever, can a landslide be attributed tp a single 
definite cause. As clearly shown by Zolotarev (2.196), the 
process leading to the development of the slide has its be
ginning with the formation of the rock itself, when its basic 
physical properties are determined, and includes all the sub
sequent events of crustal movements, erosion. and weather. 
Ing. Finally, some action, perhaps trivial, sets amass of 
material in motion downhill. The last action cannot be re. 
orded as the only cause, even though it was necessary in 
thi ,"-n of events. As Sowers and Sowers (2.161, p. 506) 
point out. 

i most cases a number of causes exist simultaneously and 
so attempting to decide which onefinally produced failure 
b not only difficult butalso incorrect. Often the fialefac. 
tar it nothing more than a trigger that set in motion an 
erth mas that wsalready on the verge offailure. Calling 
the fusalfactor the cause is likecalling the match that lit 
the fuse that detonated the dynamite that destroyed the 
building the cause of the disaster. 

In this connection, however, the determination of all the 
geologic causes of a landslide should not be confused with 
determination of legal responsibility. The interrelations of 
landslide causes are lucidly and graphically presented by
Teezaghi (2.175). His work, that of Sharpe (2.146). Ladd 
(292), and Bendel (2.6). and that of more recent researchers, 

such as Ziruba and Mend (2.193). Skempton and Hutchin
son (2.154), Krinitzsky and Kolb (2.90). Rapp (2.131),and 
Legget (2.96) were used in the preparation of this section. 

AU slides involve the failure of earth materials under 
shear stcs. The initiation of the process can therefore be 
reviewed according to (a) the factors that contribute to in
creasd shear stress and (h)the factors that contribute to 
low or reduced shear strength. Although asingle action. 
such as addition ofwater to a slope, may contribute to 
both an increase instress and a decrease in strength. it is 
helpful to separate the various physical results of such an 
action. The principal factors contributing to the sliding 
of slope-forming materials are outlined in the following 
discussion. The operation of many factors is self.evident 
and needs no lengthy description; some factors are only 
discussed briefly, or reference is made to literature that 
gives examples or treats the subject indetail. 

Factors Tut Contribute to 
Ibncased Shear Stres 

Removal of Laterl Support 

The removal of lateral support is the commonest of all fac. 
tots leading to instability, and it includes the following ac. '7 
dons: 

I. Erosion by (a) streams and rivers, which produce 
most natural dopes that are subject to diding (Hutchinson,' 
2.67; Jones, Embody, and Peterson. 2.79 Eyles, 243; 
Fleming, Spencer. and Banks. 2.48; California DWsion of 
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Highways. 2.I9). (b)gl .ers,whih have depy cut 
and oversteepened many valleys in P'ianous lons 
that have been the sites of larip dides and debis flows 
(Pllfer. Erkstn. and Fernandez Concha. 2.126). (c) 
waves and longlhore or tidal currents (Wood.2189; Ward. 
2186; Hutchinson. 2.7; Koppjan. Van Wamelo. and 
Weinberg. 289). and (d) subaetiall weathering. wtling and 

inymg.and frost action; 
2. Previous rock fall. slide (Kenney and Drury. 2.1). 

ubsidenc, or lartgesale faulting that create ntew slopes 

and 


3. Work of human agencies in which (a) cuts. quarries. 
pits, and canals (Van Rensburg. 2.181; Pittau. 2124; 
Patton. 1121;Cording. 226) are established. (b) retaining 
walls and sel pilint are rmoved, and (c) lakes and ref. 
wirsare created and their levels altered (Mkr.2.112; 
Jones. Embody. and Peterson, 2.79; Lane. 293; Duipree 
and Tatcher. 2.39). 

sw p 

Surcharge also results from both natural and humt agn-
dLs The suchare from natural agencies may be 

I. Weight of mln.hal. sow, and waterfrom spriS; 
2. Accumulation of talus overriding landslide materials: 
3. Collapse of accumulated volcanic material, producing 

avalanches and debris flows (Francis and others. 250); 
4. Vegetation (Gray. 2.53;Pain2.120); ad 
s. Sepage pressures of percolating water. 

The surchamre from human agencies may t 

I. Constnucinoffl 
2. Stockpilesof ore or rock; 
3. Waueples(Bishop.Sl:Dovks.235;Smalty.2.56); 
4. Weight of buildingsand other structures and trains; 

and
 
S. Weight of water from leaking pipelines, UiWIn, 

mnl.ad reirvol, 

Trity Ea 

Earthquakes have triggered a glt many landdlide, both 
muall and extremely large and diusrous. Their KU n Is 
complex, involving both an Incman L &hearsres (hor, 
sontal accelerations may peatly modify the state of stre 
within ope.forming materials) and. in som inan. a 
decrese in shear sirength (Seed. 2.143: Moton.2.110; 
Soonenko. 2160; Lawson. 2.95; Hansen,itS; Newmak. 
2117; Simoneit.2.51;Hadley.233;Gubin.l 25). V1 
batntlis f'omt blasting. machinery, traffic, thunder, and ad. 
jaent slope failures also piodu. transitory earth SlresIL 

Aprogressive icrea Inth dope angle thruglh rsea 
lting I suspected a contriting to som badsides 

(Teruat, .175). The slop ma obviously be on th 
pot of fal for such a sml sad slow-ecting cag to 
k efcOtie 

Text 1
 

ItmenD1 lld l S"1411 yU 

Ewuppleusof aoiraottlerlyitgppo halide 

I. Undercullns orbaks by riven (Califonia Divid
 
of Highways. 2.19) and by waves;
 

2. Subaerial veatlhering. welting and drying, aW flog
 
action;
 

3. Sublerrntan erosim in whch soluble maserial.mch 
a cuabonates, salt. or 'pum Is removed and granular ma. 
itrlal beneath firmer material is worked out (Wurd.216 ; 
Terzaghl.Z174); 

4. Muting and similar actions by human &gerda 
S. Lou of sttenlh or failure in underlyin matelal;ad 
6. Squeezing out of underlying plastic material (Zkbr 

and Mend, 2193. pp. 6.75). 

Lat m e 

Lateral prestire may be mused by 

I. Water In cracks and cavernt, 
2. Freezing of water in cracks,,
3. Swelling asa result of bydration ofday w sashydrkt, 

sid 
4. Mobillsion ofrsidual irnm(jernm,Z.Klinbldl 

and Kob,2..90 

Vdchl 
Ss pat ts in voanc efin and crater waare no& 

lied by general dilation due to inflatin or delIlOct of 

mgma chambers, fluctuation in lavalake levels ad i
crease in harrmonic temorsi (Ttlin. Koyanagl.and Hokelalb, 
2178;Moore and Ktivoy. 2.109; Fake and JIacuon2.4). 
IFacton That Conuttle to Low or 
Reduced Sher Strenth 

The factors that coatibuitto lowor reduceddimostt 
of rock or sollmay be divided into twopops. Ih ifbn 
Voup includes factors stemming from the intil *ate w in. 
herent characteristics of the matrial. They are pan ftIh 
pgologIc settuIg that my be favorable to Iaadlids,*Ml 
tl or mo chanp duing the useful life of astrire, ad 

my exist for a lonl period of time without fhail. TIM 
second group includes she chanling or variable faclor that 
Wed to loe the shar strength of the matasbL 

I"ib 

Fcto In the initil st of the mteria that mus ha 
ilalr sarength are composiion. tleassal and grots silmct 
ld lope geometry. 

Materials =rintherenly weak vr my becom week Vast 
cane in wite contem or other chams. bacbd se. 
dally are organi materials, sedimeary chysad dlu, 
decomposd rocks, rocks of vokaic tuffthat my watm 
I clayey mtria. ad mileals osed domwnt Ot 

1tpilty 1n11lS. such asksi.wi, tlc. ipM . 
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Tamv 


The leatture is a loose strucur of individual Paltlds in 
muitle ilb. such as clays. maul,less. sands of low 
denlty,mnd porous orpnicmauer (Aitcuson.322:jerrum 
and Kenny. 2. :Cabrera and Smlley. 2.17). Roundnesa 
o(grain influences strength as compressibility and internalficatiom increase with angularity. 

Grs Socnua d orCGenIY 

"hkddIn poss structure and sope geometry are 

1. Discontinuities. such as faults, bedding planes, rolls. 
doe In chs. cleavage, joints. slickensides. and becciated 
ones (Skempion and Petley,2.15 Fookes and Wdson,

249; Komunltskl, 2.88; St. John, Sowers. and Weaver. 
21.8; Van Rensburl. Z181;Jennlngs and Robertson. 
274; ierrum and Jdrstad. 210): 

2. Madve beds over weak or plastic materials (2irube 
and Men l 2.19i; Nemok. 2113);
 
..Stta incl d toward free face; 

4. Alternation of permeable beds. such as sand or and. 

stone, and weak impermeable beds, such as clyor shale 
(HeidL 259): and 

5. Slop ointation (Rice. Corbett. and Bailey.2134;
Shroder.Z150). 

Chqs Due to Weathering and Other 
flyicochecal Reactions 

1lie following changs can occur because of weathering and 
other physcochemcal reactions: 

I. Softenn|goffluured clays(Skempton.±153; Sngey
lndhul. 139; Eden and Mitchell, .41); 

2. Fhysical disintegration of granular rocks, such as 
Usnite or sandstone, under action of fiost of by thermal
expansion (Rapp. 2131); 

3. Hydration o4clay minerals in which (a)water isab. 
rebd by clay minerals and high water contents decrease 

cohesion of allclayey sDqs.(b)montmorillonitic clays swell
and lose cohesion, and (c) loess markedly consolidates upon
sturation because of destruction of the clay bond betwee 
ilt particle$; 

4. Dae exchange in clays. U*.,influence ofexchangeable
lons on physical properties of clays (Sanlrey and Paul,
2139; lebllns and Ker, 2.99.; Torrance. 2.179);

S. Migration of water to weathering front under etec 
hkal potential (Vedcr. 2 184):

6. Drying of clays that results in cracks and kim of co. 
hesion and allows water to seep In: 

7. Drying of shales that aceates cracksom bedding and 
daar planes and reduces shale to chips. granules. or mUw 

L Removal of cement by solution. 

Chops iNhtratUlar Foree De se 

waerCoateat Sn hLo. INPts 


d FacturAe 
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Text 1 

imae andfictmn. Interpanlrpessure due to capilary

eaNom inmoist olls destroyed upon saturation. Simple


softening due to water and suffusion and slakq are dis.
 
cauedbysamula (2101).


Ch es can ocmur because ofuatural actions, uch a
 
rainfall and snowmelt, and because of ahost o(human K.
 
Uvities. such u diversion of sreams, blockage of draimp.
brription and ponding, and ceaing of vegptatico and de.
 
forestioal.
 

CmzW (2e30,231). Shroder(2.1S0).and§Arek (2.163)

discus the general effect of climate; Temple and Rapp

(2.169) Williams and Guy (2.188). Jones (2.78). and So 
(2S).
catastrophic rainfall; Conway (125). Denness 
(2.M.and Phieau (2.124), effect of goundwater; Gray

(W). Sailey (4). Clevetand (2.22). Rice. Corbet, and
 
Baiky (2.134), and Swanston (2.165), deforestation; Peck
 
(2123) and Hitrao and Okubo (2.60, correlation of rainrall
 
and movenent;and Shreve (±148).Voiht 2 185). Kent
 
(.82).and Goguel and Pachoud (2.52). gaseous entrain.
 
ment or cushion.
 

Chan b Stcmr 

Changes in structure may be caused by fissuril ofdoles 
and preconsolldated clays and fracturing and loosenin3 of 
rock slopis due to release of vsrical or lateral restraints in 
viley wags or ,uts (P.,,-.i. 29; Aisenstein. 21: .rguson.

245;Matheso an?,Thomson.Z102.Mencl.110). Dis.
 
twtrmnce or remoIing can affe:t the sher strength of ma.
 
Iials composed ci fine partic its. such as es. dry or sat.
 
wated loose sand. md sensitive clays (Gubin. 254; Youd. 2
 
2191; Smalley. 2.16; Mitchell and Mar: .3108).
 

MceNheus Cas 

Other caums of low sheat strength ace (a)weakening due 
oprogresve creep (Suklje.Z164;Ter-Ste*anln.172; 

Trolope. 2.180; Piteau, 2.124) and actions of tr roots
(Feld, 244)and burrowing animals. 
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'ART. 35 STABHJTY OF SLOPES 

Ingrodudion 

The failure of a mass of soil locited beneath a slope is called a slide. 
It involves a downward and outward movement of the entire mass of 
soil that participates in the failure. 

Slides may occur in almost every conceivable manner, slowly or 
suddenly, and with or without any apparent provocation. Usually,
slides are due to excavation or to undercutting the foot of an existing
slope. However, in some instances, they are caused by a gradual dis
integration of the structure of the soil, starting at hair cracks which sub
divide the soil into angular fragments. In others, they arc caused by an 
increase of the porewater pressure in a few exceptionull3 permeable
layers, or by a shock that liquefies the soil beneath the slope (Article 49).
Because of the extraordinary variety of factors and processes that may 
lead to slides, the conditions for the stability of slopes usually defy 
theoretical analysis. Stability computations based on test results can be 
relied on only when the conditions specified in the different sections of 
this article are strictly satisfied. Moreover, it should always be remem
bered that iarious undetected discontinuities in the soil, such as systems 
of hair cracks, remnants of old surfaces of sliding, or thin seams of water
bearing sand, may completely invalidate the results of the computations 

Slopes on Dry Cohealonless Sand 

A slope underlain by clean dry sand is stable regardless of its height,
provided the angle 0 between the slope and the horizontal is equal to or 
smaller than the angle of internal friction # for the sand in a loose state. 
The factor of safety of the slope with respect to sliding may be expressed 
by the equation, 

tan (35-1)tan-

No slope on clean sand can exist with a slope angle greater than , 
irrespective of its height.

Since very few natural soils are perfectly cohesionless, the remainder 
of this article deals with slopes underlain by cohesive materials. 

General Character of Slides in Homogeneous Cohesive Soil 

A cohesive material having a shearing resistance 

a - a + ptan* 
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Fig. 35.1. Deformation associated with slope failure. 

can stand with a vertical slope at least for a short time, provided the 
height of the slope is somewhat less than H, (Eq. 28.11). If the height 
of a slope is greater than H, the slope is not stable unless the slope 
angle 0 is less than 900. The greater the height of the slope, the smaller 
must be the angle f. If the height is very great compared to H, the 
slope will fail unless the slope angle f is equal to or less than 0. 

The failure of a slope in a cohesive material is commonly preceded 
by the formation of tension cracks behind the upper edge of the slope, as 
shown in Fig. 35.1. The force which produces the tension cracks behind 
the edge of a vertical slope is represented by the triangle ace in Fig. 
28.3b. Sooner or later, the opening of the cracks is followed by sliding 

"36 	 along a curved surface, indicated by the full line in Fig. 35.1. Usually 
the radius of curvature of the surface of sliding is least at the upper end, 
greatest in the middle, and intermediate at the lower end. The curve, 
therefore, resembles the arc of an ellipse. If the failure occurs along a 
surface of sliding that intersects the slope at or above its toe (Fig. 
35.2a), the slide is known as a alopefailure.On the other hand, if the soil 
beneath the level of the toe of the slope is unable to sustain the weight of 
the overlying material, the failure occurs along a surface that passes at 
some distance below the toe of the slope. A failure of this typb, shown in 
Fig. 35.2b, is known as a basefailure. 

a
(.s)0- a -00L 

t~t~ 

g.35.. Position of critical cirle for (a) sope failure (after W.Fdlmlus 
192). (b) Base failure. 
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In stability computations the curve representing the real surface of 
sliding is usually replaced by an arc of a circle or of a logarithmic spiral.
Either procedure is as legitimate as Coulomb's assumption of a plane 
surface of sliding in connection with retaining wall problems (Article 30). 
In the following discussions only the circle will be used as a substitute 
for the real surface of sliding. 

Purpose of Stability Computations 

In engineering practice, stability computations serve as a basis either 
for the redesign of slopes after a failure or for choosing slope angles in ac
cordance with specified safety requirements in advance of construction. 

Local failures on the slopes of cuts or fills are common during the 
construction period. TLey indicate that the average value of the mini
mum shearing resistance of the soil has been overestimated. Since such 
failures constitute large-scale shear tests, they offer excellent opportun
itiesfor evaluating the real minimum shearing resistance and for avoiding
further accidents on the same job by changing the design in accord
ance with the findings. The general procedure is to determine the posi
tion of the surface of sliding by means of test borings, slope indicators, 
or shafts; to estimate the weights of the various parts of the sliding 
mass that tended to produce or to oppose the slide; and to compute the 
average shearing resistane,: s of the soil necessary to Stisfy the condi-
tions for equilibrium of the mass. 

In order to design a slope in a region where no slides have occurred, 
the average shearing resistance a must be estimated or determined in 
advance of construction. Methods for evaluating the shearing resistance 
are discussed in Articles 17 and 18. After the value of s hds been de
termined, the slope angle can be chosen on the basis of theory in such 
a manner that the slope satisfies the specified safety requirements. It is 
obvious that this method can be used only if the soil conditions permit' 
a fairly reliable determination of 8 on the basis of the results of soil 
testa 

Computation of Shearing Resistance from Slide Data 

The method for determining the average shearing resistance. of soils 
on the basis of slide data is illustrated by Fig. 35.1. The depth z, of the 
tension cracks and the shape of the surface of sliding are ascertained by
field measurements. The line of sliding is then replaced by the arc of a 
circle having a radius r and its center at 0. Equilibrium requires that 

Will - W1th + sr die. 

37 
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from which 
Will - W2ll 

0-% 
r dies 

where W, is the weight of the slice akfc which tends to produce failure, 
and |V2 is the weight of slice kbdi which tends to resist it. 

If the shape of the surface of sliding is such that it cannot be repre
sented even approximately by an arc of a circle, the procedure must be 
modified according to the methods described subsequently in connec
tion with composite surfaces of sliding. 

Procedurefor Investigating Stability of Slope& 

In order to investigate whether or not a slope on soil with known 
shear characteristics will be stable, it is necessary to determine the 
diameter and position of the circle that represents the surface along 
which sliding will occur. This circle, known as the criticalcircle, must 
satisfy the requirement that the ratio between the shearing strength 
of the soil along the surface of sliding ard the shearing force tending to 
produce the sliding must be a minimum. Hence, the investigation be
longs to the category of maximum and minimum problems exemplified
by Coulomb's theory (Article 30) and the theory of passive earth pres
sure (Article 32). 

After the diameter and position of the critical circle have been de
termined, the factor of safety F of the slope with respect to failure 
may be computed by means of the relation (Fig. 35.1) 

F MWill - (35.2) 

wherein rrepresents the radius of the critical circle and dies the length 
of the surface of sliding. 

Like the passive eerth pressure of a mass of soil, the stability of a 
slope may be investigated by trial or, in simple cases, by analytical 
methods. To make the investigation by trial. different circles are 
selected, each representing a potential s-irface of sliding. For each 
circle, the value F (Eq. 35.2) is computed. The minimum value repre
sents the factor of safety of the slope with respect to sliding, and the 
corresponding circle is the critical circle. 

The analytical solutions can rarely be used to compute the factor of 
safety of a slope under actual conditions, because they are based on 
greatly simplified assumptions. They are valuable, however, as a guide
for estimating the position of the center of the critical circle and for 
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ascertaining the probable character of the failure. In addition, they may
 
serve as a means for judging whether a given slope will be unquestion
ably safe, unquestionably unsafe, or of doubtful stability. If the stability

appears doubtful, the factor of safety with respect to failure should
 
be computed according to the procedure described in the preceding

paragraph. 

The analytical solutions are based on the following assumptions:
Down to a given level below the toe of the slope, the soil is perfectly
homogeneous. At this level, the soil rests on the horizontal surface of a 
stiffer stratum, known as the firm base, which s not penetrated by the 
surface of sliding. The slope is considered to be a plane, and it islocated 
between two horizontal plane surfaces, as shown in Fig. 35.2. Finally,
the weakening effect of tension cracks is disregarded, because it is nore 
than compensated by the customary margin of safety. The following
paragraphs contain a summary of the results of the investigations. 

Slwa on Soft CY 
The average shearing resistance s per unit of area of a potential sur

face of sliding in homogeneous clay under undrained (# - 0) conditions 
(Article 18) is roughly equal to one-half the unconfined compressive
strength q.of the clay. This value ofs is referred to briefly as the cohe
sion c.That in, 

8 Cq.=c (18.5) 3-

If c is known, thecritical height H. of aslope having a given slope angle
 
Scan be expressed by the equation,
 

H. - V.£ (35.3) 

In this equation the stability factor N. isapure number. Its value de
pends only on the slope angle 0 and on the depthfactor ni (Fig. 35.2b)
which expresses the depth at which the clay rests on a firm base. If a 
slope failure occurs, the critical circle is usually a toe circle that passes
through the toe bof the slope (Fig. 35.2a). However, if the firm base is 
located at eshort distance below the level of b,the critical circlemay be a
slope circle that is tangent to the firm base and that intersects the slope
above'the toe b.This type of failure isnot shown in Fig. 35.2. If a base 
failure occurs, the critical circle is known as a midpoint circle, because 
its center is located on a vertical line through the midpoint in of the 
slope (Fig. 35.2b). The midpoint circle is tangent to the firm base. 

The position of the critical circle with reference to a given slope de
pends on the slope angle p and the depth factor ni. Figure 35.3 contains a 
summary of the results of pertinent theoretical investigations. According 
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to this figure, the failure of all slopes rising at an angle of more than 53° 

occurs along a toe circle. If # is smaller than 530, the type of failure 
depends on the value of the depth factor nt and, at low values of n1,also 
on the slope angle . If nd is equal to 1.0, failure occurs along a slope 
circle. If n is greater than about 4.0, the slope fails along a midpoint 
circle tangent to the firm base, regardless of the value of P. If nj is inter
mediate in value between 1.0 and 4.0, failure occurs along a slope circle 
if the point representing the values of nd and 0 lies above the shaded area 
in Fig. 35.3. If the point lies within the shaded area, failure occurs along 
a toe circle. If the point is below the shaded area, the slope fails along a 
midpoint circle tangent to the firm base. 

If the slope angle 0 and the depth factor nt are given, the value of the 
corresponding stability factor N. (Eq. 35.3) can be obtained without 
computation from Fig. 35.3. The value of N. determines the critical 
height 11r, of the slope. 

If failure occurs along a toe circle, the center of the critical circle can 
be located by laying off the angles a and 20, as shown in Fig. 35.2a. 

I/I 

, . .. . . . . . . 

re- Lis Cirles 

.* r* 
r& J* 0 

Values of Slope A . 

F M detimaim betw, dop an&%e p and dabfy 
f~b N; for diffret valme d1 dep& faetora, (afte Taylor 1=7). 

datim forvalues 
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Values of a and 9 for different slope angles 0 are given in Fig. 35.4a. If 
failure occurs along a midpoint circle tangent to the firm base, the posi
tion of the critical circle is determined by the horizontal distance nf 
from the toe of the slope to the circle (Fig. 35.2b). Values of n, can be 
estimated for different values of nfd and 0 by means of the chart (Fig. 
35.4b). 

If the clay beneath a slope consists of several layers with different 
average cohesion cl, c2, etc., or if the surface of the ground is irregular 
(Fig. 35.5), the center of the critical circle must be determined by
trial and error. It is obvious that the longest part of the real surface of 
sliding will be located within the softest stratum. Therefore, the trial 
circle should also satisfy this condition. If one of the upper layers is 
relatively soft, the presence of a firm base at considerable depth may not 

e 41 

AA 

e' 

40
of" see Ya" zoo /of ' 

Va'/es of. 

ii 5~4() Relation between slope angle p and parameter a and Dfor oe . 
il ofditical too circte when p Isgreater thian 53% (b) Reation between doe
 

agepand &lpilafactor ad for various values of parameter N. (af ter W. Fellealus
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Fro; Cctours of 

of F 

h CS 

Firm Base 

Fig. 35.5. fe failure In statifed cohesive soiL 

enter into-the problem, because the deepest part of the surface of sliding 
is likely to be located entirely within the softest stratum. For example, 
if the cohesion cs of the second stratum in Fig. 35.5 is much smaller than 
the cohesion c3 of the underlying third layer, the critical circle will be 
tangent to the upper surface of the third stratum instead of the firm 
base. 

For each trial circle we compute the average shearing stress twhich 
42 must act along the surface of sliding to balance the difference between 

the moment Wit, of the driving weight and the resisting moment Wit. 
The value of tis 

Wit -Wtl-W212WI 

rtab ;
 

Then, on the basis of the known values of ci, cs, es, etc., we compute the 
average value of the cohesion cof the soil along the sliding surface. The 
factor of safety of the slope against sliding along the circular trial sur
face is 

F = (35.4) 

The value of F is inscribed at the center of the circle. After values of F 
have been determined for several trial circles, curves of equal values of 
F are plotted (Fig. 35.5). These curves may be considered as contour 
lines of a depression. The center of the critical circle is located at the 
bottom of the depression. The corresponding value F.11 is the factor 
of safety of the slope with respect to sliding. 

If it is not obvious which of two layers may constitute the firm base 
ior the critical circle, trial circles must be investigated separately for 
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each possibility and the corresponding values of Fm.I determined. The
 
smaller of the two values is associated with the firm base that governs
 
the failure and is the factor of safety of the slope.
 
Slopes on Soils with Cohesionand InternalFriction 

If the shearing resistance of the soil can be expressed approximately
 
by the equation
 

8 = c + p tan.0
 

the stability of slopes on the soil can be investigated by the procedure
illustrated by Fig. 35.6a. The forces acting on the sliding mass are its
 
weight W, the resultant cohesion C, and the resultant F of the normal
 
and frictional forces acting along the surface of sliding. The resultant
 
cohesion C acts in a direction parallel to the chord de and is equal to
 
the unit cohesion cmultiplied by the length L of the chord. The distance
 
x from the center of rotation to C is determined by the condition that
 

Cx = cLz = cder 
whence x - do r/L. Therefore, the force C is known. The weight W is
 
also known, Since the forces C, W, and Fare in equilibrium, the force F
 
must pass through the point of intersection of W and C. Hence, the
 
magnitude and line of action of F can be determined by constructing
 
the polygon of forces. 

If the factor of safety against sliding is equal to unity, the slope is on
 
the verge of failure. Under this condition each of the elementary reac
tions dF in Fig. 35.6a must be inclined at the angle # to the normal to
 
the circle of sliding. As a consequence, the line of action of each elemen
tary reaction is tangent to a circle, known as thefrictioncircle, having a
 
radius
 

r, = rsin 
and having its center at the center of the circle of sliding. The line of
 
action of the resultant reaction F is tangent to a circle having a radius
 
slightly greater than r/, but as a convenient approximation we assume
 
that at a factor of safety equal to unity the line of action of F is also
 
tangent to the friction circle. The corresponding error is small and is on
 
the safe side.
 

For a given value of i the critical height of a slope which fails along a
 
toe circle is given by the equation,
 

H. - N.

!which is identical with Eq, 35.3, except that N. depends not only on 
0 but also on #. Figure 35.6b shows the relationship between 0 and N, 

43 
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for different values of 0. At a given value of the slope angle 0, N. in
creases at first slowly and then more rapidly with increasing values of 0.
 
When 0 = P, N. becomes infinite.
 

All the points on the curves shown in Fig. 35.6b correspond to failures
 
along toe circles, because theory has shown that the possibility of a
 
base failure does not exist unless 0 is smaller than approximately 30.
 

Therefore, if a typical base failure has occurred in a fairly homogeneous
 
soil in the field, it can be concluded that with respect to total stresses
 
the value of 0 for the soil at the time of the slide was close to zero.
 

Irregular Slopes on Nonuniform Soils 

If a slope has an irregular surface that cannot be represented oy a
 
straight line, or if the surface of sliding is likely to pass through several
 
materials with different values of c and 0, the stability can be investi
gated conveniently by the method of slices. According to this procedure 
a trial circle is selected (Fig. 35.7a) and the sliding mass subdivided 
into a number of vertical slices 1, 2, 3, etc. Each slice, such as slice 2 
shown in Fig. 35.7b, is acted upon by its weight W, by shear forces T 
and normal forces E on its sides, and by a set of forces on its base. 
These include the shearing force S and the normal force P. The forces 
on each slice, as well as those acting on the sliding mass as a whole, 
must satisfy the conditions of equilibrium. However, the forces T and 
E depend on the deformation and the stress-strain characteristics of 
the slide material and cannot be evaluated rigorously. They can be 
approximated with sufficient accuracy for practical purposes. 

44 

Fg. N7, Metam of for Iav6dtan 4lcese rium o ope loate o 
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The simplest approximation consists of setting these forces equal 
to zero. Under these circumstances, if the entire trial circle is located 
above the water table and there are no excess pore pressures, equilib
rium of the entire sliding mass requires that 

rZW sin a = rZS (35.5) 

If 8 is the shearing strength of the soil along 1, then 

S -I b (35.6)
F Fcosaand 

c,e) F 1 cosa .7) 

S( b/cos a) 
ZW sin a 

Theshe g strength a, however, is determined by 

8 = c + p tan 0 

whre p is the normal stress across the surface of sliding 1. To evaluate 
p we consider the vertical equilibrium of the slice (Fig. 35.7b), whence 

W 8 sina + Pcosa 
and 

P Pcosa W S 

Therefore 
p I b.-b 7 a 

anid 

-6+(W/b)tAft (8&t 
1 + (tan a tan #)/Let 

j.ij + tan a tan) doe=a=i) 

Then 
Z [c+(W/b)..anlb .,:-:, 

F,i ZWi (85.12) 

http:Stop".54
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Equation 35.12, which gives the factor of safety F for the trial circle 
under investigation, contains on the right-hand side the quantity m, 
(Eq. 35.11) which is itself a function of F. Therefore, Eq. 35.12 must 
be solved by successive approximations in which a value of F = F, is 
assumed and used for calculation of m., whereupon Fis then computed. 
If the value of F differs significantly from F1, the calculation is repeated. 
Convergence is very rapid. The calculations are facilitated by the chart 
(Fig. 35.8a) from which values of m. can be taken (Janbu et al. 1956), 
and by a tabular arrangement of the computations (Fig. 35.8b). 

14-
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4n41 W 

de '-" 

i7T,4 

(0d) 

((b) 

Fig. 35.9. Method or slices for circulr surface of sliding If slope Is party sub. 
merged. (a) Geometry pertaining to one surface of slding. (b) Forces acting 
on typical slice, such as sIce 2 in (a). (c) Force polygon for slce 2 if all forces 
are considered. (d) Force polygon for slice 2 if forces T and 1i' on ides of 
slice are considered to be zero. 

Inasmuch as the calculations outlined in Fig. 35.8 refer to only one 
trial circle, they must be repeated for other circles until the minimum 
value of F is found. 

In general, the slope may be partly submerged and there will be pore 
pressures acting along the trial circle (Fig. 35.9a). The magnitudes of 
the pore pressures depend upon the conditions of the problem. In some 
instances they may be estimated by means of a flow net (Article 23), 
by means of soil tests, or on the basis of field observations. If the level 
of the external water surface isdenoted by A - A, the weight W of the 
slice (Fig. 35.9w)may be written as 

W - TV, + WV + zby,, (35.13) 

where . is the weight of that part of the slice above A - A, WV, is 
the submerged weight of the part below A - A, and zb'v is the weight 
of a volume of water equal to the submerged portion of the slice. If 
the entire slice is located beneath water level, as slice t(Fig. 35.9a), the 
Weight of the water above the slice must be included in re ,. The pore 
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pressure at the midpoint 0' of the base of the slice is Zt,, + u, where u 
is the excess pore pressure with respect to the external water level. 
If the external water level A-A is located below 0' on the base of the 
slice (Fig. 35.9b), the pore pressure at 0' is h/y,., where h is the height 
to which the water would rise in a piezometer at 0'. If the pore pres
sure is due to capillarity, h is negative. 

Since the forces acting on the slice are in equilibrium, they may be 
represented by the force polygon (Fig. 35.9c). The normal force P con
sists of an effective component P', the force ul caused by the excess 
pore pressure, and the force zl'y, caused by the hydrostatic pressure of 
the water with respect to A - A.The shearing stress talong the surface 
of sliding is 

t = 	± = 1 (c + p tan (35.14)
 
F F F[ ,U a 0
 

whence 

(a.+4 - &L,,- l tan* -~d Ptan*.)"$in£5-

Eqiiiibtin of the entire slide with tespect to momenta aboit the 
cent of the ttl ci4e6O 49rlieqirsthat 

+Pb via ur ++ tanina 

However, the wate belo" lvel A A;is in eqdibrim wJhence 

Theefore, 

F -Z(c +P' tan) 
Z(W. + W,) sin a ( 

The value of F (Eq. 35.19) depends upon P'which may be determined 
for ch slice from theforce polygon (Fig. 35.9c). If the surface of sliding 
i6 diictiiar, the hiluonice of the forces T and E between the slices is 
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relatively small and P' can usually be evaluated with sufficient accuracy 
on the assumption that the forces T and E tire equal to zero. The force 
polygon then reduces to Fig. 35.9d, whence 

W. + lVa+zb7 = (zl. +? + ul)cos a + (.j- si5)in a 

(35.20) 
and 

cl
W.-+- 'ub--sina , 

Substiwtii of . 35.21 into 35.19 gives 

[cb + (W. + W&- b) tan* I 
F = ~m. 3.) 

F - Z(W. + W.) sin a (35.22) 

Equation 35.22, like Eq. 35.12, must be solved by successive approxi
mations because the factor of safety P is contained in m. which appears 
on the right-hand side. It may be noted that the influence of the ex
ternal water level is fully taken into account by the use of the sub
merged weight Wb, and that the excess pore pressure t is calculated for 
the base of each slice as explained in connection with Eq. 35.13. 

The procedure described in the preceding paragraphs may be modified 
to take into account the forces T and E between the slices (Bishop 1955, 
Janbu 1954a). If the surface of sliding is circular, however, the improve
ment in accuracy is not likely to exceed 10 to 15% and the additional 
effort is not usually justified. On the other hand, if the surface of sliding 
is not circular the error may be significant. These circumstances wil 
be considered in the next section. The procedures that will be developed 
may, if desired, be used to take into account the forces between slices 
for a circular surface of sliding as well. 

Composite Surface of Sliding 

In many instances the geometric or geologic conditions of the problem 
are such that the surface of sliding may not be even approximately 
circular. For these conditions, the method of slices can be extended 
(Janbu 1954a, Nonveiller 1965). 

A sliding mass with a noncircular surface of sliding is shown in Fig. 
35.10. The forces acting on any slice n are represented in the same 
manner as those shown in Fig. 35.9b, and the polygon of forces is identi
cal to that in Fig. 35.9c. 
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Ig. 3510. Geometry of method of slices for investigating equilibrium of slope 
If iface of sliding Is not circular. 

The equilibrium of the entire sliding mass with respect to moments 

about the arbitrary pole 0 requires that 

ZWz - Z(Sa + PJ) + 1I7.dai (35.23) 

whence,'from Eq. 35.15 

M -W i+ Y.)z =- i+ P'tan)a+ Pf+ 

I 

F 'Z(cl+PPtan#)a 
-d '(M4)Z(W.+ W,+ zr.)z-ZP 

However, the water below levelA - A is in equilibrium, wheno-ol 

.Zzfry.. - ,,,'y,.- =.Zul,J = - - P,)' .(3,5.25) 

where. 

Equation 35.24 then becomes 

Z(cl+ P' tan #)a
Z(W. + Wb): - ZPf(35.26) 

This expression can be evaluated if P' and P1 are known. These quanti
ties may be determined from the force polygon (Fig. 35.9c). Summation 
of vertical components leads to 

W. + W&+ AT. + zb-. - zly. cosa + (P l)cos'a 

+-(cl+P'tan*)sina 

51 

http:ZPf(35.26
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whence
 
W. + W, -4AT. - ub -(/F)b tan a 

m. 

Moreover, 
P1 - P + U1 - W. + Wi + AT. + (/F)(ub tan - cb) tan a 

m. 

(35.28) 

By substituting Eqs. 35.27 and 35.28 in 35.26 and combining terms, 
we find 

- ub) tan #](a/m,)
F - Z[cb + (W. + W, + AT.

2(W. + W)z - Z [I.+W6+ AT. 
+ (ub tan# - cb) _ 1lm.) 

(35.29) 

this equation must be solved by successive approximations becauce 
the factor of safety F occurs on the right-hand side explicitly as well as 
in the quantity ma. Furthermore, the value of F depends on AT.. As a 
first approximation, AT. may be set equal to zero. The calculations are 
facilitated by the chart (Fig. 35.8a) and a tabular arrangement (Fig. 
35.11). Inasmuch as the value of F determined in this manner refers 
to only one trial surface, the calculations must be repeated for other 
surfaces until the minimum value of F is found. 

For most practical problems involving anoncircular surface of slidnig, 
the assumption that AT. is equal to zero leads to sufficiently accurate 
results. If the cross section of the surface of sliding departs significantly 
from a circular shape, the use of Eq. 35.29 with AT. = 0 is preferable 
to the assumption of a circular cross section and the use of Eq. 35.22. 
However, if grepter refinement is justified, values of AT. may be inserted 
in Eq. 35.29 and the factor of safety recalculated. The calculations are 
laborious. 

If the values of T and Eare not zero, they must satisfy the conditions 
for equilibrium of the entire sliding mass in vertical and horizontal 
directions. That is 

ZAT. - 0 (35.30) 

ZAE. + 17.d2 - 0 (35-31) 

Fukthermore, for each slice, AT. and AE, are related in accordance 
with the requiremeats of the force polygon (Fig. 35.9c). By resolving 
the forces in the direction of 8, we obtain 

S - AE. cos a + ( + Wi,+ AT + tu) hin a 
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whence 

AE. - S sec a- (W. + W, + AT.) tan a - zbT, tan a (35.32) 

However, it may also be seen from the force polygon that 

S = [fcl + (P - zly. - u) tan ) - 1 [d + P tan 1 (35.33) 

By substituting Eq. 35.27 into 35.33, we obtain 

1cb+(W.+WVa+AT.-ub)tan* M (35.3. 

and, by using Eq. 35.32 and summing for all the slices, 

t[aR. + Ay. tan all - [~aam - (W. + W + AT.) taniaz 

Bu sc 
Zzb7,, tan a MNAP4 

Eq. 3531 riiiies the left-hand side of Eq. 35.35 to be zero. 6nce th 
foicu AT iiiust satisfy not only Eq. 25.30, but also 

[Seca - (W. +W + AT.) tana] - 0 (5.38) 

Because the problem is statically indeterminate, any set of values 
T satisfying Eqs. 35.30 and 35.36 will assure compliance with all con
ditions for equilibrium of the slide as a whole and for the horizontal and 
vertical equilibrium of each slice. However, not all such sets of values 
are reasonable or possible. For example, the values of T. must not 
exceed the shearing strength of the sol along the vertical boundary 
of the corresponding slice under the influence of the normal force E.. 
Moreover, tensile stresses should not occur across a significant portion 
of any vertical boundary between slices. In most instances it will prove 
satisfactory and expedient to assign arbitrary but reasonable values to 
the earth pressure E., and on the basis of these values and Eq. 16.5 to 
calculate approximate upper limiting values for T.. By trial and error, 
smaller values of T. are established that satisfy Eqs. 35.30 and 35.36. 
A systematic tabular arrangement (Fig. 35.12) is helpful. Values so 
obtained are substituted into Eq. 35.29. If F differs appreciably from 
the value determined previously, a revision by successive approxima
tions is indicated. The revision may require alteration of the quantities 
Ti. because of the dependence of M (Eq. 35.34) on F.. 
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There is, of course, no assurance that the value of F finally deter
mined by this procedure is correct, because other consistent sets of 
T-values lead to other factors of safety. However, the values of F for 
different but reasonable sets of forces between the slices are not likely 
to differ to a great extent. 

It may also be noted that the force polygon (Fig. 35.9c) presupposes 
that each slice is in equilibrium with respect to moments, whereas this 
condition will not generally be satisfied by the forces derived from the 
solution. This requirement can li added to those represented by Eqs. 
35.30 and 35.36 but the difficulties of calculation are increased sub
stantially. The use of electronic computation is virtually mandatory 
(Morgenstern and Price 1965). 

If the subsoil contains one or more thin exceptionally weak strata, 
the surface of sliding is likely to consist of three or more sections that do 
not merge smoothly one into another. In stability computations such a 
surface cannot be replaced by a continuous curve without the intro
duction of an error on the unsafe side. 

Figure 35.13 represents a slope underlain by a thin layer of very soft 
clay with cohesion c. If such a slope fails, the slip occurs along some 
composite surface abcd. In the right-hand part of the sliding mass, 
represented by the area abf, active failure must be expected because 

the earth stretches horizontally under the influence of its own weight. 
The central part bce moves to the left under the influence of the active 
pressure on bf. The left-hand part of the sliding mass cde experiences 
passive failure due to the thrust of the advancing central part beef. 

The first step in investigating the conditions for the stability of the 
slope is to compute the passive earth pressure Pp of the soil located on 
the left side of a tentatively selected vertical section ec located near the 
toe of the slope. It is conservative to assume that Pp acts in the hori
zontal direction. The next step is to estimate the position of the right
hand boundary b of the horizontal part cb of the potential surface of 
sliding and to compute the active earth pressure PA on a vertical 
section fb through b. The tendency for the mass beef to move to the left 

f a 

Wi •3 .1 slp adrl yti a otdVa'nt lyro 
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is resisted by the passive earth pressure Pp and the total cohesion C 
along be. If the slope is stable, the sum of these resisting forces must be 
greater than the active earth pressure PA which is assumed to act in a 
horizontal direction. The factor of safety against sliding is equal to the 
ratio between the sum of the resisting forces and the force PA. The 
investigation must be repeated for different positions of the points cand 
b until the surface of least resistance to sliding is found that corresponds 
to the least factor of safety. 

Problems 

1. A wide cut was made in a stratum of soft clay that had a level surface.
The sides of the cut rose at 30° to the horizontal. Bedrock was located 
at a depth of 40 ft below the original ground surface. When the cut reached 
a depth of 25 ft, failure occurred. If the unit weight of the clay was 120
lb/fte, what was its average cohesive strength? What was the character 
of the surface of sliding? At what distance from the foot of the ,lope did 
the surface of sliding intersect the bottom of the excavation? 

Ans. 500 lb/ft'; midpoint circle; 18 ft. 
2. The rock surface referred to in problem 1 was located at a depth

of 30 ft below the original ground surface. What were the average cohesive
strength of the clay and the character of the surface of sliding? 

Amt. 450 lb/ft; toe circle. 
8. A cut is to be excavated in soft clay to a depth of 30 ft. The material 

has a unit weight of 114 lb/ft' and a cohesion of 700 lb/ft'. A hard layer
underlies the soft layer at a depth of 40 ft below the original ground surface. 
What is the slope angle at which failure is likely to occur? 

Am. P - 69". 
4. A trench with sides rising at 80' to the horizontal is excavated in 

a soft clay which weighs 120 lb/ft' and has a cohesion of 250 lb/ft. To
what depth can the excavation be carried before the sides cave in? At what 
distance from the upper edge of the slope will the surface of sliding interect 
the ground surface? 
An. Oft; 8 ft. 
S. A bed of clay consists of three horizontal strata, each 15 ft thick. 

The values for c for the upper, middle, and lower strata are, respectively,
600, 400, and 3000 lb/ft'. The unit weight is 115 lb/ft'. A cut is excavated 
with side slopes of I (vertical) to 3 (horizontal) to a depth of 20 ft. What 
is the factor of safety of the slope against failure? 

An. 12. 
6. To what depth can the trench in problem 4 be excavated without

bracing if the soil has, in addition to its cohesion, an angle of Internal 
friction of 20'? 

An#. 142 ft. 

Text 2
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Selected Reading 

A detailed discussion of the method of slices and the assumptions on 
which it is based may be found in Taylor, D. W. (1948): Fundamentale 
of soil mechanics, New York, John Wiley and Sons, pp. 432-441. A condensh. 
summary of the method from the point of view of effective stress and the 
use of pore-pressure coefficients iL given in Bishop, A. W. (1955): "The 
use of the slip circle in the stability analysis of slopes," Giot., 5, pp. 7-17. 

Charts for the solution of many cases of practical importance are contained 
in Bishop, A. W. and N. R. Morgenstern (1960): "Stability coefficients for 
earth slopes," Gjot., 10, pp. 129-150. Solutions for many other cases are 
given by Janbu, N. (1954b): "Stability analysis of slopes with dimensionless 
parameters," HarvardSoil Mech. Series No. 46, 81 pp. 

The most general analysis available, not restricted to a circular surface 
of sliding and considering the forces between slices, is developed mathemati
cally by Morgenstern, N. R. and V. E. Price (1965): "The analysis of 
the stability of general slip surfaces," Giot., 15, pp. 79-93. An electronio 
computer is needed for the solution. 
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CHART SOLUTIONS FOR ANALYSIS OF EARTH SLOPES 
John I. Hunter, Department of Civil Engineering, Virginia Polytechnic Institute and 

State University; and 
Robert L. Schuster, Department of Civil Engineering, University of Idaho 

This paper compiles practical chart solutions for the slope stability prob
lem and is concerned with the use of the solutions rather than with their 
derivations. Authors introduced are Taylor, Bishop and Morgenstern, 
Morgenstern, Spencer, Hunter, and Hunter and Schuster. Many of the solu
tions introduced appeared originally in publications not commonly used by 
highway engineers. In addition to the working assumptions and param
eter definitions of each writer, the working charts are introduced, and 
example problems are included. The chart solutions cover a wide variety 
of conditions. They may be used to rapidly investigate preliminary de
signs and to obtain reasonable estimates of parameters for more detailed 
packaged computer solutions; in some cases, they may be used in the final 
design process. 

@THE FIRST to make a valid slope stability analysis possible through use of simple
charts and simple equations was Taylor (9). With the advent of high-speed electronic 
computers, other generalized solutions with different basic assumptions have been 
obtained and published. Unfortunately, these chart solutions have been published in 
several different sources, some of which are not commonly used by highway engineers 
in this country. This paper introduces several of these solutions that may prove useul 
and deals with how to use these solutions rather than with their derivations. 

These chart solutions provide the engineer with a rapid means of determining the 
factor of safety during the early stages of a project when several alternative schemes 
are being investigated. In some cases they can be used in the final design procedure. 
Chart solutions such as these may very well serve as pre!iminary solutions for more 
detailed packaged computer software programs that are widely available (12). 

Those chart solutions that appear to be most applicable to highway engineering prob
lems involving stability of embankment slopes and cut slopes are presented here. In 
addition to introducing some solutions that may be unfamiliar, this compilation pro
vides a quick means of locating various solutions so that rapid comparisons of advantages 
and disadvantages of each solution can be made. 

The presentation of each solution includes pertinent references and contains sections 
on calculation techniques, working assumptions and definitions, limitations of the ap
proach, and an example problem. In each case only a sufficient number of curves have 
been shown to indicate the scope of the charts and to illustrate the solutions. The 
reader should refer to the appropriate references for greater detail 

TAYLOR SOLUTION 

The solution found by Taylor (U 10) isbased on the friction circle (0 circle) metod 
of analysis and his resulting charts are based on total stresses. Taylor made-the fol
lowing assumptions for his solution: 

1. A p)Ane slope intersects horizontal planes at top and bottom. This Is called a 
simple slope. 

Sponsored by Committee on Embankmets and Earth Slopm Wnd presnted at the 50th Annual Meting. 
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2. The charts assume a circular trace I ) 
for the failure surface. 

3. The soil is an unlayered homoge- urend Serfage 
neous, isotropic material. 

4. The shear strength follows Cou- srt,. 
lomb's Law so that s = c + ptan. 

5. The cohesion, c, is constant with
 
depth as is shown in Figure 1(a).
 

6. Pore pressures are accounted for Z 
in the total stress asstunption; therefore, (b) 
seepage need not be considered. 

7. If the cross section investigated -*,, j 6 
holds for a running length of roughly two 
or more times the trace of the potential \ i i d 
rupture surface, it is probable that this, a 4- ... ,.j ,ii,,, 
two-dimensional analysi,3, is valid. " wit,d,,i. 

8. The stability number in the charts 
is that used by Terzaghi and Peck (11) in 
presenting Taylor's solution. The sta
bility number, N, is yHc/c. Figure 1. Comparison of assumptions for 

9. The depth factor, D, as shown in cohesion,c,asmaebyvariousinvestigators 
Figure 2, is the depth to a firm stratum 
divided by the height of the slope. 

The following limitations should be
 
observed in using Taylor's solution:
 

1. It is not applicable to cohesionless
,02 soils. O 

2. It may not be applied to the partial
 
submergence case.
 

3. Tension cracks are ignored. 
4. According to Taylor, his analysis, Fgure 2. Elm of a simple slope. 

does not apply to stiff, fissured clays. 

The charts presented by Terzaghi and 
Peck for Taylor's solution consist of the 
following: -

1. A chart for soils with 0 = 0 deg with--
depth factors, D, varying from 1.0 to co
 
and slope angles, P, varying from 0 to *
 
90 deg (Fg.3),
 

2. A chart for materials having cohe- J! 
sion and friction with 0 varying from 0 to . 
25 deg and P varyLng from Oto 90 deg 
(Fg. 4), and 

3. A chart for locating the critical ,,, 

circle of a slope failure (not presented in a 

this paper). . 

Examples of use of Taylor's solution 
follow: i 

L A cut Is to be excavated in soft clay 
to a depth of 30 ft. The soil has a unit W Is. W W W W UuW W 
weightof 11l5pcf and acohesion of 550 paf. VaIm af Slpo ANSI, s 
A h rd layer underlies the soft layer at a 
depth of 40 ft below the original ground Figure 3. Rflations between dope angle, 0,and st 
surface. What is the slope angle, if any, bility. number, N,for diffet vlues of depth.factor, 
at which failure is likely to occur? ... D (after Twzaghl end Peck (11)1. 
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Solution: Because the soil Is a soft -

clay, 0 Isassumed to bezero and the chart 
-

-
of Figuro 3 Isapplicable: i / -. 


D= 40/30= L33 - . 

U failure is to occur, the critical I I

height, He, is30 ft: 
 -

N = (yvHc)/c = (115) (30)550 U38 , 

From Figure 3,for D = 1.33 and N= - 
6.28, P may be read aE 30 deg, which is ooo
 
the unknown that was to have been de- 
termined. K 

2. A cut is to be excavated in a ma
terial that has a cohesion of 250 psf, 
 a ' e Ir e
unit weight of an115 pcf, and angle of oalse Anafe, S
 
shearing resistance of 10 deg. The de
sign calls for a slope angle of 60 deg. Figure 4. Relations between slope aile, , nd ta
 
What is the maximum depth of cut that can b number, f r. h i s a
be made and still maintain a factor of bility number, N, for .mateials having cohesion and

safety of 1.5 with respect to the height of friction, for various values of 0 (ater Terughi and
 
the slope? Peck (1.


Solution: Because the soil hasboth co
hesion and angle of shearing resistance,

the chart of Figure 4 is applicable. The 

factor of safety (with respect to height) of
1.5 is the critical height, He, divided by the actual height, H, The depth factor, DT does 
not enter into the solution if the soil is a c, 0 type of soil.
 

From Figure 4, for 0 = 10 deg and P= 60 deg, N maybe read a 7.2L I From the
 
definition of stability number,
 

N = (y) (Hc)/c 
or Hc = (c) (N)/, = (250) (7.25)/115 - 16.75 ft
 

H - Hc/L5 = 15.75/1.5 10.5 ft
 
Thus, it would be possible to make a 60-deg cut at any depth up to 10.5 ft and still
 

maintain a factor of safety that is equal to or greater than 1.5.
 

BISHOP AND MORGENSTERN SOLUTION
 
Bishop's adaptation of the Swedish slice method (1)
was used by Bishop and Morgen

stern (2) for their solution. Their charts are based on effective stresses rather than

total stresses. Consequently, it is necessary to take pore pressures into consideration.
 

Bishop and Morgenstern made the following assumptions:
 
1. The geometry of the slope is simple, as was the cpse for Taylor's solution. Thepotential sliding rurface Is assumed to be cylindrical; the trace of the sliding surface 

is assumed to be a portion of a circle. 
2. The pore oressure Is accounted fo7 by use of the pore pressure ratio, ru. This

ratio is defined as being equal to u/(Vh), whereh = depth of point in soil mass below the
soil surface, y =unit weight of the soil (bulk density), and u =pore pressure of water
In the soil. The pore pressure ratio is assumed to be constant throughout the cross
section; this is called a homogeneous pore pressure distribution. H there are minor
variations in ru throughout the cross section, an average value of ru can be used.

3. For steady-state seepage, use a weighted average of ru over the section.
4. The factor of safety, FS, is defined as m - (n) (ru), where m and n are determined 

by using charts in Figures 5 through 7. 
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5. Depth factors, D, of 1.0, L25, and 
1.5 are used in this solution where the 
depth factor is defined as Taylor defined 
it: The depth to a hard stratum is the 
depth factor multiplied by the embankment Ge. 

height. 
6. The solution implies that the cohe- .2 

0 4 
' 

sion is constant with depth as shown in 
Figure l(a). An interesting feature of , 
this solution is that pore pressures can 
5e changed to see what effect this will ! W 

have on the stability of the slope. . 

Bishop and Morgenstern's 
has the following limitations: 

solution W 

1. There Is no provision for inter- -
mediate water table levels. 

2. The averaging technique for pore 
pressure ratio tends to give an overesti-
mation of the factor of safety. In an ex-

all all 
slope cat 

411 211 

slope tot a 
treme case, this overestimation will be 
on the order of 7 percent. Figure 5. Stability coefficients. m and n. for 

In using this chart solution it is con-
venient to select the critical depth factor 

-
VH 

0.06 and D 1 1.00 lafter BI1o) 
Mo rn 12)]. 

and 

by use ofthe lines of equal pore pressure 
64 
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ratio, rue, on the charts of Figures 5 and 6. The ratio, rue, is defined as (ma - m)/
(ha - na)where na and ma are values for a higher depth factor, D, and n and m, cor
respond to a lower value of the depth factor, Di. 

If the design value of pore pressure ratio is higher than rue for the given section 
and strength parameters, then the factor of safety determined with the higher depth fac
tor, Do, has a lower vrlue than the factor of safety determined with the lower depth fac
tor, D,. This is useful to know when no hard stratum exists or when checking to see if 
a more critical circle exists not in contact with a hard stratum. The example problem
will clarify this concept.

To determine the minimum factor of safety for sections not located directly on a
hard stratutn, enter the appropriate chart for the given c '/(,H) and, initially, for D = 
1.00. Note that c 'is the effective stress value of cohesion and H is the height of the 
slope while y is the unit weight of the soil The values of 0 and 0' define a point on the 
curves of n with which is associated a value of rue given by the dashed lines. If that 
value is less than the design value of ru, the next depth factor, D= 1.25, will yield a 
more critical value of the factor of safety. If, from the chart for D = 1.25, the values 
are checked and rue is still less than the design value for ru, move to the chart for 
D = 1.50 with the same value of c '/(VH).

Bishop and Morgenstern (2)show charts for values of c'/(,H) of 0.00, 0.025, and
0.05 with depth factor, D, values of 1.00, 1.25, and 1.50. Only enough charts are shown 
here to illustrate the solution. 

An example of Bishop and Morgenstern's solution follows:
 
A slope is cut so that the cotangent of the slope angle, P,Is 4.0. The cut is 140 ft


deep. Ahard stratum exists at a depth of 60 ft below the bottom of the cut. The soil 
has an effective angle of shearing resistance, 0', of 30 deg. The effective cohesion, c,
is 770psf. The unit weight is 110 pef, and it is estimated that the pore pressure ratio, 
ru, Is 0.50 for the slope. 

From the given conditions, c'/(yH) = 770/(110)(140) = 0.050. From Figure 5, for 
D = 1.00 with c/(yH) = 0.050, 0'= 30 deg, and cot P = 4.0, It is seen that rue < 0.5. 
Therefore, D = 1.25 is the more critical value for depth factor. Using Figure 6, with 
the same value of c'/(YH) and with D= 125, it is found that rue > 0.5. In this case the
maximum value that D could have is (140 + 60)/140 = 1.43. Therefore, within the lim
itations of the charts, D = 1.25 is the critical depth factor. From Figure 6 it is seen 
that m = 3.22 and n = 2.82 for the given values of c'/(VH), 0', and cot A Accordingly,
the following factor of safety is obtained: 

FS = m - (n) (ru) = 3.22 - 2.82(0.50) = 181 

The chart for D = 1.50 for c'/(H) = 0.050 (Fig. 7) Is not necessary for the solution 
to this example problem, but It is given to indicate the range in this particular sequence
of charts. 

MORGENSTERN SOLUTION 
Morgenstern (6) used Bishop's adaptation of the Swedish slice method of analysis (Q)

to develop a solution to the slope stability problem that is cometihat different from the 
one he developed with Bishop. His solution Is, again, based on effective stresses rather 
than total stresses. His solution is primarily for earth dams, but there are highway cuts 
and fills that nearly fulfill his assumptions. Morgenstern made the following assump
tions: 

1. The slope is a simple slope of homogeneous material resting on a rigid imper
meable layer at the toe of the slope.

2. The soil composing the slope has effective stress parameters c' (cohesion) and 
0*' (angle of shearing resistance), brth of which remain constant with depth.

3. The slope is completely flooded prior to drawdown; a full submergence condition 
exists. 

http:2.82(0.50
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4. The pore pressure ratio , which Is Au/Asa, is assumed to be unity during draw
down, and no dissipation of pore pressure occurs during drawdown. 

5. The unit weight of the soil (bulk density), y, is assumed to be constant at twice 
the unit weight of water of 124.8 pcf. 

6. The pore pressure can be approximated by the product of the height of soil above 
a given point and the unit weight of water. 

7. The drawdown ratio is defined as I/H where L is the amount of drawdown and H 
is the original height of the slope. 

8. To be consistent, all assumed potential sliding circles must be tangent to the base 
of the section. This means that the value of H in the stability number, c'/(yH), and in 
L/H must be adjusted for intermediate levels of tangency (see the ixample problem for 
clarification). 

Morgenstern's solution is particularly good for small lams and consequently might 
be particularly applicable where a highway embankment is used as an earth dam or for 
flooding that might occur behind a highway fill. Another important attribute of the 
method is that it permits partial drawdown conditions. 

This method is somewhat limited by its strong orientation toward earth dams. If a 
core exists, it is noted that this violates the assumption of a homogeneous material. 
Another limitation is the assumption that the unit weight is fixed at 124.8 pcf. Atten
tion is also called to the assumption of an impermeable base. 

Morgenstern's charts cover a range of stability numbers, c'/(yH), from 0.0125 to 
0.050 and slopes of 2:1 to 5:1. The maximum value of 0' shown on his charts Is 40 deg. 
Following are some example problems using Morgenstern's method: 

1. An embankment has a height, H, of 100 ft. It is composed of a soil with an effec
tive cohesion, c', of 312 psf and an effective angle of shearing resistance, 0', of 30 deg. 

66 The unit weight of the soil must be assumed to be equal to 124.8 pcf. The embankment 
is to have a slope so that the cotangent of the slope angle is 3.0. What Is the minimum 
factor of safety for the complete drawdown condition? 

Solution: The stability number, c'/(yH) =312/[(124.8)(100)] = 0.025. Withthis value 
and with cot P = 3.0, 0' = 30 deg, and the drawdown ratio L/H = 10, the factor of safety 
Is directly obtainable from Figure 9 as FS = 1.20. By examining the charts in Figures 
8 through 10, it can be seen that the critical circle Is tangent to the base of the slope; 

4 4 
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if any other tagency is assumed, H would have to be reduced. if H is reduced, then
the stability number is increased and this will, in all cases, result in a higher factor 
Of safety.


2. It is now required to find the minimum factor of safety for a drawdown to mid34*soheight of the section in the prior"example.
Solution a: Considering slip circles tangential to the base of the slope, the effective

height of the section, He, is equl to its actual height and the stability number remains 

41. 
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unchanged as 0.024. With this value of stability number and L/He = 0.50, and with other 
conditions remaining the same, the factor of safety may be read from FIgure 9 as FS = 
152. 

Solution b: Considering slip circles tangential to mid-height of the slope, the effec
tive height is equal to one-half the actual height so that He = H/2 = 100/2 = 50 ft. Thus 
c'/(yHe) is twice that of the previous solution or 0.05, and L/He = 1.00. The minimum 
factor of safety, as determined by Morgenstern's solution, can be read directly from 
Figure 10 as FS = 1.48. 

Solution c: Considering slip circles tangential to a level H/4 above the base of the 
slope, He becomoo 3H/4 = 75 ft. Thus the stability number c'/( He) = 0.033, and L/He=
0.67. The minimum factor of safety for this family must be obtained by interpolation.
From Figure 9 with c'/(vHe) = 0.025, the factor of safety is 1.31, and from Figure 10 
with c'/(yHe) = 0.05, the factor of safety is 1.61. Interpolating linearly for c'/(yHe) = 
0.033, the mvi.mum factor of safety for this family is 1.31 + 0.30/3 = 1.41. 

These ex. . ples demonstrate that for partial drawdown the critical circle may often 
lie above the base of the slope, and it is important to investigate several levels of tan
gency for the maximum drawdown level. In the case of complete drawdown, the mini
mum factor of safety is always associated with circles tangent to the base of the slope 
and the factor of safety at intermediate levels of drawdown need not be investigated.
This may not be the case if the pore pressure distribution during drawdown differs sig
nificantly from that assumed by Morgenstern. 

SPENCER SOLUTION 
Bishop's adaptation of the Swedish slice method has been used by Spencer (8) to find 

a generalized solution to the slope stability problem. Spencer assumed parallel inter
p slice forces. His solution is based on effective stresses. Spencer defines the factor 

of safety, FS, as the quotient of shear strength available divided by the shoar strength 
mobilized. 

Spencer made the following additional assumptions and definitions for his solution: 

L The soils in the cut or embankment and underneath the slope ace uniform and 
have similar properties. 

2. The slope is simple and the potential slip surface is circular in profile.
3. A hard or firm stratum is at a great depth, or the depth factor, D, is very large. 
4. The effects of tension cracks, If any, are ignored.
5. A homogeneous pore pressure distribution is assumed with the pore pressure

coefficient, ru, equal to u/(yh), where u = mean pore water pressure on base of slice, 
y = unit weight of the soil (bulk density), and h = mean height of a slice. 

6. The stability number N is defined as c'/C(FS)yH3. 
7. The mobilized angle of shearing resistance, 0'm, is the angle whose tangent is(tan 0')/FS. 
Spencer's method does not prohibit the slip surface from extending below the toe. 

His solution permits the safe slope for an embankment of a given height to be found 
rapidly. 

Although the limitations of Spencer's method are few, it is noted that a simple trial 
and error solution is required to find the factor of safety with the slope and soil prop
erties known. In addition, it is difficult to use his method for intermediate levels of 
the water table. Spencer provides charts for a range of stability number, N, from 0.00 
to 0.12 with mobilized angle of shearing resittance varying from 10 to 40 deg and slope
angles up to 34 deg. Charts are provided for pore pressure ratio, ru, with values of 
0.0, 0.025, and 0.50. Only one of these charts (Fig. 11) is shown for use in the example 
problem. Spencer furnishes charts for locating the critical surface. 

An example of Spencer's solution follew-: 

An embankment is to be formed with a factor of safety of 1. 5 and a height of 100 ft. 
The soil has an effective cchesion of 870 psf andaneffecive angle of shearing resistance 
of 26 deg. The unit weight of the soil in 120 pci ard the pore pressure ratio is 0.50. 
Find the slope that corresponds to this factor of safety. 
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Solution: The stability number, 

N - c'/C(FS)yH] = 870/[(1.5)(120X100)J = 0.048 
, I = 

tan0 = (tan 0')/FS = tan 26 deg/L5 ' 0.488/L5 

tan 0, = 0.325 or 0n 18 deg 

Referring to Figure 11 for ru = 0.50, the slope corresponding to a stability number
 
of 0.48 and 06 = 18 deg Is P = 18.4 deg. Thie,'corresponds approximately to a slope of
 
3:L. 

Linear interpolation between charts for slopes for ru vslues falling between the chart
 
values is probably sufficiently accurate.
 

HUNTER SOLUTION
 
In 1968, Hunter (3) approached the slope stability problem with two assumptions that
 

are different from the solutions previously presented In this paper. He assumed that
 
the trace of the potential slip surface is a logarithmic spiral and the cohesion varies
 
with depth. His charts are based on total stresses. Hunter's working assumptions
 
and definitions follow:
 

1. The section of a cut is simple with constant slope, and top and bottom surfaces
 
are horizontal.
 

2. The soil is saturated to the surface through capillarity. 
3. The soil is normally consolidated, unfissured clay. 
4. The problem is two-dimensional. 
5. The shear strength can be described as S = c + p tan 0 where c varies linearly with

depth, as is shown in Figure 1(b). It is assumed that the ratio c/p' is a constant, where 
p' is the effective vertical stress. Note that p'increases with depth.

6. If 0 > 0 deg, the potential slip surface is a logarithmic spiral. If 0 = 0 deg, the 
potential failure surface is a circle because the logarithmic spiral degenerates into a 
circle for this case. 

6 
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7. The effective stresses immediately after excavation are the same as those before 
excavation. This describes the end-of-construction case. 

. The water table ratio, M, is defined as (h/H) (yw/y'), where h = depth from top 
of slope to the water table during consolidation, H = height of cut, Vw = unit weight of 
water, and y' = submerged or buoyant unit weight of soil. 

9. While c Increases linearly with depth, the angle of shearing resistance, 0, Is con
stant with depth. 

10. 	A stability number, N, i obtained so that the factor of safety, 

c 

where 

z z-+ h h . ) 

and £ =depth below the original ground surface of cut to pointwhere cohesion, c, inde
termined.A 

An equivalent and perhaps more convenient relationship Is.). 

because often (c/p) can be estimated from Skempton's (L)formula, 

(0 0.11 + 0.0037(P1) 

where PI =plasticity index of the soil in percent. 
11. The depth ratio, D, is defined the same as in the description of Taylor's work. 

If 0 > 0 deg, the effects of a firm layer at any depth are negligible. If 0 = 0 deg, the 
depth factor can have a significant but small influence on the factor of safety, as is 
shown in Hunter's (3) work and also by Hunter and Schuster (4). Only when the stability 
number, N, is greater than about 25 and the slope angle, P, is less than about 15 deg is 
the small reduction in N important enough to be taken Into account. 

Hunter's solution permits realistic variation in the values of cohesion, c, for normally 
consolidated soils. It can easily handle the situation for the water table at any of a 
wide range of elevations. This solution should be used only for normally consolidated 
materials. 

Numerous charts are furnished by Hunter. The charts showthe slope angle, 0, vary
ing from 5 to 90 deg, and the angle of shearing resistance 0 varying from 0 to 35 deg 
in steps of 5 deg. The water table ratio, M, is varied from 0.00 to 2.00 in steps of 
0.25. In addition, many tables and graphs are shown that are useful in locating the 
critical failure surface. In this paper only one chart (Fig. 12) is shown to illustrate 
Hunter's solution. An example of Hunter's solution follows: 

A 25-ft slope of 30 deg is to be cut in normally consolidated material with a unit 
weight of 112 pcf and the water table at a depth of 10 ft. The material has been tested 
(on a total stress basis) and found to have a 0 of 10 deg with a plasticity index of 25 
percent. 	 It is required to estimate tb'a factor of safety cf this slope.
 

Solution: Using Skempton's relationship,
 

c/p'= 0.11 + 0.0037(PI)= 0.11 + 0.0037(25) = 0.2025 

M=( )Yw = (Y 	 Y ( - 0.502 
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Using M = 0.50, =30 dog, and 0 = 10deg, 

find the stability number from the chart in Fig
ure I. ReadN= 17.L Thus, th factor of
 
safety, u4"5-

PS = (0.2025) (17.1) L52 1 
- /-

HUNTER AND SCHUSTER SOLUTION 

Based on some of Hunter's originaX work(3), - -. 
Hunter and Schuster (4) published a solution W.
 

for the special case of 0 = 0 deg in normally - , /
 
consolidated clays. This solution is a total -s
 
stress solution.
 

The assumptions are the same as those made
 
by Hunter in the previous section, except that
 

Aas.)the potential sliding surface is a circular arc 68 A 

rather than a logarithmic spiral. In particular, Slope Angle A (eg.) 

this solution permits the cohesion, c, to in
crease linearly with depth, and the saturated Figure 12. Relationhip between slope 
soil may have a water table that can be any- anrli and stability number, N,for M= 0.50 
where within a wide range. The depth factor, and unlimited depth of soil, for various 

is taken into account. The method ignores surf and dashed lines indicate deep
tension cracks.[from Hunte W] 

The charts furnished by Hunter and Schuster 
show the water table ratio varying from 0.00 to 
2.00 in steps of 0.25, and the depth ratio, D,
 
varying from 0 to 4. Only those charts (Figs. 13 and 14) necessary to illustrate
 
the example problem are shown. Some example problems using Hunter and Schuster's
 
solution follow:
 

1. A cut 15 ft deep is to be made in a normally consolidated clay with a slope angle 
of 30 deg. The water table is 5 ft below the original ground surface. The soil weighs 
104 pcf, and the c/p' ratio is 0.24 for the soil What is the factor of safety for this 
cut? 

Solution: The water table ratio M is 

IhpAw (I5 1(e2.4 1 
MW 5 45/ 0.50L6/ 


In Figure 13, with M = 0.50 and Pa 30 deg, N= 8.9 (a possible shallow falure). Cal
culate the factor of safety, FS, as 

S C N = (0.24) ( 8.9) = 0.855 < L00 

It can therefore be concluded that this cut is impossible without failure occurring.
2. A cut at a slope angle of 10 deg is to be made 15 ft deep in a normally consolidated 

clay with the water table 15 ft from the surface. Underneath the clay at a depth of 30 ft 
is at harder, stronger stratum. When tested, the soil showed 0 = 0 deg on a total stress 
basis. The ratio c/p'for this soil is 0.24, and its unit weight is 104 pcL Find the fac
tor of safety for this proposed cut. 
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Solution: 

H Y5'1\,'k\4L I
Mot o (11 12. 1~1.L50 

From Figure 13, with P - 10 deg and M - L50, the value: of N plots up inthe deep
failure zone with a value of approximately 23.9. Because It Is In the deep failure zone, 
D m 30/15 = 2.0 may be important.

From Figure 14, for M a L 50, D t 2.0, and Pa 10 deg, it Isseen that N reduces 
slightly to 23.2. Thus, the factor of safety Is 

P ) =(0.24) (1 )(23.2)N m2.23 

Note that the depth factor, in general, has only a negligible or quite small effect on 
the factor of safety. 

One set of generalized solutions that should be mentioned i& that developed by Janbu 
). His solutions are extensive and do not lend themselves to simple presentations as 

has been the case with the other solutions. Janbu's solutions are useful in analyzing 
the influence of drawdown conditions and the effect of water-filled tension cracks and 
surcharge. Janbu implies that both the cohesion, c, and the angle of shearing resistance, 
0, are constant with depth. Although not reviewed here, Janbue solutions are recom
mended to the engineer who frequently deals with stability analyses of slopes. 
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SUMMARY
 

The chart solutions developed by Taylor, Bishop and Morgenstern, Morgenstern,
Spencer, Hunter, and Hunter and Schuster can be applied to a number of types of slope
stability analyses. Some of the methods presented were originally developed only for 
cuts; some were developed especially for embankments or fills such as earth dams. 
Each solution presented, however, is applicable to some highway engineering situation. 
References have been given indicating more complex chart solutions not illustrated 
here, and an entry into the literature on computerized solutions has been given. Of the 
solutions introduced, those of Taylor, Hunter, and Hunter and Schuster are best suited 
to the short-term (end-of-construction) cases where pore pressures are not known and 
total stress parameters apply. The other methods are intended for use in long-term 
stability (steady seepage) cases with known effective stress parameters. 

The methods make similar assumptions regarding slope geometry, two-dimensional 
failure, and the angle of shearing resistance being constant with depth. However, they 
vary considerably in assumptions regarding variation of cohesion, c, with depth, posi
tion of the water table, base conditions, drawdown conditions, and shape of the failure 
surface. Altogether, a wide range of conditions can be approximated by these available 
generalized solutions. 

Each author has attempted to reduce the calculation time required to solve stability 
problems. The chart solutions alone may be sufficient for many highway problems; in 
other 	cases, chart solutions may save expensive computer time by providing a reason
able estimate as a starting point for computer programs that solve slope stability 
problems. 
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0-10- MATERIALS ENGIIIEERING
 

1. Slope Design Guide. This guide provides general
 
values for maximum excavation and embankment oloperatios
.'.based on 
a combination of boneral field description and
 
the Unified Soil Classification of the material. Standard
 
penetration test values (AASHO T 206) and in-place density
 
(relative compaction) are used to further define the ma
terials.
 

Explanation of common field conditions and the appropriate
 
use of the folloving sectiopi, together with sample problems
 

-are.- described in the- folloving sections:
 

Section 1 -1 Homogeneous soils 

Section 2 - Stratified deposits 

Section 3- Residual soils' -

Section14 - Cemented and Special soils 

Section 5 - Embankments,(Tablel) 
78' 

Section 6 Benching 

Design charts and tables are given for the folloving

materials:
 

:tion 7 - Coarse grained'soils (less. thiihn 50 percent 
passing the #200'sieve)., 

a. 	Sands and gravels vith nonplastic'. fineis (PI 3
 

or less)
 

Table II
 

Unified Soil Classification:
 
GW, GP. SW, SP, K 'and: S14.
 

b. 	Sands and gravels,vith plasic finesi(P1 greaer 

than 3) 

Charts'I and II 

r
Unif.ied Soil Cl'asisificaton:y
 
014mSB, GC SC and u l'a of these and abote.

,' e -Se i4 e+k 4idboOk- '-February 1973 
RI.6Supplement So. 19-0 
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e. Section 8 - Fine grained soils (greater than 5G percen 
passing the #200 sieve) 

Charts III and IV
 

Unified Soil Classification:
 
-ML, MR, CL and CH.
 

Section 9 - Unweathered rock (Table III) 

1. Guidelines for Use and Limitations
 

a. General. The folloving preliminary steps are
 
necessary in order to most effectively use this guide.
 
First, all published and file sources of soils, geologic,

hydrologic and climatic information pertaining to the
 
area 'should be reviewed. Certain of these reports 
are
 
frequently quite specific in identifying, describing
 
and characterizing the various kinds and properties of
 
materials in that area. 
Maps are often available indi
cating general or specific location of troublesome or
 
trouble-free areas. This information will greatly help
 
in the next step of identifying and describing, the
 
various soil, geolojic and'bedrock conditions in detail
 
in the field. 
Caution must be exercised to characterize
 
the entire cross 
section of cut or fill area--surface
 
.samples are generally not representative. In addition,

the depth to water table and locations of seeps and
 
springs and possibility of ponding water against or
 
above slopes should be noted since water is one of the
 
major factors relating to stability. Such study should
 
also recognize seasonal changes in ground vater and
 
runoff patterns. 
This study in most cases would benefit
 
from multi-discipline review including engineering,
 
geologic, poil and hydrologic backgrounds.
 

Any guide such as this should not be followed indis
criminately as a precise answer to all situations that
 
will be encountered in the field. 
 It is offered as a
 
guide to be used in connection with engineering judgment

and analysis. Too many variables and unusual conditions
 
exist that cannot be properly accounted for by this
 
guide. This guide must be used in connection with local
 
experience to arrive at reasonable values for slope

ratios. Additional information and discussions of un
usual situations can be found in many of the publica
-tions listed in the References.
 

b. Special Limitations. The higher the cut or
 
fill the more critical the need becomes for accurate
 
investigation.. The folloving .limitations for cuts 
or
 
fills apply to 
the charts and tables of this guide:-*
 

*,FebruarY1973' Forest Service Handbook 
R-6 Suppiement No. 19-" 
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*-o to 50 feet in vertical height-only a minimal in
vestigation is necessary in noncritical areas. This
 
would include soil classification, some excavation
 
by hand or backhoe, seismic information, and obser
vation of nearby slopes of similar material to ident
ify various soil layers and existing stability condi
tions. This range in height is indicated by the solid
 
lines on the charts.
 

50 to 100 feet in vertical height'a more intensive
 
investigation is necessary. This would include all
 
of the requirements listed in the 0 to 50 feet situ
ation and may also require test borings in the form
 
of auger or drill holes to definitely identify
 
various layers and the location of water. In most
 
cases an experienced technician or engineer would
 
be required for interpretation of the results.
 
This range in height is indicated by dashed lines
 
on the charts.
 

Over 100 feet in vertical height the slope should be
 
designed by specialists in soil mechanics using more
 
refined,methods than are indicated in this design
 

so 	 guide. If specialist assistance is not available 
at the Forest level, the Regional Office should be 
consulted. In no case should this design guide be 
used for slopes over 100 	feet in vertical height.
 

-Special investigation is essential where serious loss
 
of property, extensive,resource damage, or loss of life
 
,might result from the'slope failure or when crossing
 
known areas of slope instability such as existing slides.
 

Some especially troublesome soils may also require
 
special investigation, these would include organic
 
material and soils, swelling clays, layers of weathered
 
schists or shales, talus deposits, pockets of loose,
 
water-bearing sands and silts, fissured clays, and
 
layered geologic deposits where subsurface conditions
 
are impossible to 'determinefrom visual or seismic in

'formation.
 

c. Application. Once the soil types havebeen de
scribed, ,the water sources located, anA the limitations
 
of the :guide observed, then refer to the appropriate
 

explanation section of the guide (Sections 1 to 6).
 
These sections will indicate how to use the various
 
chirts'and tables in Sections 7 to 9. Once the proper
 
jchart.or table is',indicated'then the maximum height-slope
 

relationship an 'be determined. In most cases the depth-*
 

'Foiedt 'Service 	 *-February 1973wHandbook 
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of cut or fill will be known, thus the chart or table
 
will give the maximum slope ratio (horizontal to ver
tical) that can be-used under the given conditions.
 
This may requiri a trial and error solution in the case
 
of sloping original ground. If the maximum slope ratio
 
is fixed then the highest cut or fill that can be con
structed will be determined from the charts. Obviously
 
the slope ratio will not apply if the recommended slope
 
is equal to or 1latter than the slope of the natural
 
ground. ThIs situation would require special investi
gation as to possible modifications of the ratio or
 
alternate schemes such as structures or relocation.
 

Revegetation problems are also a necessary consider
•ation 	in the selection of slope ratios. Normally it
 
is very difficult or impossible to revegetate slopes
 
steeper than 1:1. Generally the steeper the cutbank,
 
the more intensive will be the measures needed to ade
quately revegetate the slope and protect it from surface
 
erosion. Leaving cut slopes rough will improve the op
portunities for seed, mulch and fertilizer to catch.
 
This can improve the-chances for erosion control while
 
reducing planting costs.
 

d. Factor of Safety. The factor of safety is 61
 
generally expressed as a dimensionless number, with
 
a value greater than one being safe and a value less
 
than one indicating failure. Typical design factors
 
of safety against slope failure are between 1.1 and
 
2.0, with the lover values used for inexpensive and
 
less pcrmanent construction. The following values
 
are used in the design guide:
 

(1) Table II, sands and gravels with non
plastic fines, is based on the factor of safety
 
with respect to sliding (translation) of approx
imately 1.1. This factor is proportional to the
 
tangent of the slope angle for a given soil density.
 

(2) Charts I, II, III and IV, plastic soils, 
are based on a factor of safety with respect to 
rotation of 1.5. This assumes the natural ground 
at the top of the cut to be horizontal. Since 
this is normally not the case, the factor will be 
less than 1.5 depending upon the steepness of the 
natural slope but still above 1.1. The factor of 
safety is dependent upon the cohesion, height of
 
cut,.soil density and slope angle. In Charts I
 
and II it is -also dependent upon the angle of
 

*-February 19T3 	 Forest Service Handbook
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0. 	 -internalfriction.and-in Charts III and IV upon the 
depth:oto a~dense layer. 

1. Section 1--homogeneous Soils. lomogeneous soils are 
those:-that do-not exhibit layering or stratification of 
-various 	materials. They have the same properties (gradation,
 
strenSth,,.etc.) throughout, though there may be aslight in
crease in density with depth due to the weight af the over
lying material.
 

If the soil fits this category, then the description can be
 
matched with the appropriate chart or table in Sections 7
 
to 9, and the answer used directly, tempered only with engi
neering Judgment and local experience.
 

Problem soils would be loose, saturated sands and-soft clays.
 
Loose, saturated sand will liquefy and flow. Shock,, vibra
tion from 	construction equipment or a rapid change in the
 
water table will cause a liquefaction failure. Densifying
 
the sand prior to construction will'often solve this-problem.
 

!82 	 Soft clays will often fail in very shallow cuts, thus their
 
maximum height is limited as indicated by soils #4 and #5
 
in Charts III and IV. Clays underlain by seams of.fine-water
bearing sand will -often fail by lateral spreading, even though
 
the slope in the clay has beenstable for long periods of
 
time. Special investigation is required in this case.
 

Example Problem 1.
 

Field conditions. A proposed cut through an old stream
 
deposit consisting of a well graded sandy gravel (non-.
 
-plastic). The in-place natural density is,115pcf which
 
is ajproximately 95 percent of maximum density as deter
mined by AASILO T 99. The. cut is to be 40 feet deep with
 
ground water expected to be one fourth the way up tho
 
cut during the wettest period.
 

.Recommended slobe. The material is best described by
 
- Section TA, soil #1 of Table II., The density is some

what in between the loose and dense state. By inter
polation this would give a slope of 1:1 for low ground 
water and 	2-1/3:1 for high ground water conditions.
 
Since the 	ground water will be only a quarter of the way
 
'4p the final slope (actually'the final seepage path will
 
vary), a value of 1.3:1 would normally be recommended
 
(graphical solution, table. II), however a value of 1.4:1
 
should be used to account for the lover unit weight of
 
the granular soil.-*
 

Foiest Se'rvice' Handbook 	 *-February 19T3
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*.Example Problem 2..
 

Field conditions. A proposed cut in a transported
 
clayey s'and (SC) with a plasticity index of 15 and
 
a liquid limit of 20. The soil is of intermediate
 
density (90 percent relative compaction weighing
 
approximately 125 pcf) and can be dug fairly easy
 
with a shovel. The cut is to be 4O feet deep with
 
the water table estimated at 20 feet below the surface.
 
No evidence of stratification is present.
 

Recommended slope. The soil is best described in.
 
Section 7B, soil #3. Chart I gives a maximum slope
 
of~l.5:l and Chart II a value of 3.2:1. By interpola-.
 
tion a value of 2.3:1 is recommended as the water table
 
is approximately half way up the proposed slope..
 

2. Section 2--Stratified Deposits.. These are, deposits
 
that consist of layers of various materials usually trans

..ported by water or wind action and deposited in horizontal
 
or dipping layers. They may consist. of alternate layers.
 
of.clay and sand or silt and underlain by bedrock, and are
 
typical .in former lake basins, stream valleys, glacial
 
regions, etc. ,
 

The sand.or silt layers in many cases are sources of water,
 
resulting in seepage on the face of the.final cut. These
 
layers are likely to wash out and are affected by frost
 
action resulting in sloughing. They may also.bring about
 
hydrostatic pressure from water that is trapped in them
 
during wet weather, resulting in failure of the entire
 
slope. Horizontal drains by means of perforated pipes.
 
are a possible solution to this problem. Spacing and the
 

location of these should be based on more extensive in
vestigation and'analysis by specialists..
 

Soft or fissured clay layers will alsocause stability
 
problems due to their low strength. Special investigation
 
-is also warranted in this situation.,
 

The design height of stable slopes instratified deposit.
 
using the design guide are based on the height from the
 
top of the cut to the bottom of the exposed layer in
 
jquestion. Thus in the-case ,of .a sand-layer over .aclay,.
 
layeri, the clay slope willbe based not on the thickness
 
of: clayexposed, but on the total height of the cut.,
 
Refer to.:example~problem.I,3 in .Section 3 on residual soils
 
for specific calculations of a similar situation.-*
 

,
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.	 Stratified deposits that dip more than 200 to 300 to
ward the cut vil present additional vtability problems
 
•asn:they'tay fail along the boundaries between layers.
 
These silopes vill require special stabilization tech
niques such as drainage, or retaining valls-of rock,
 
vood or metal.
 

3. Section 3--Residual Soils. Residual soils have been
 
Sformed by rock veathering in place thus retaining much of the
 
original structural and bedding plane orientation of-the
 
parent rock. They are usually composed of three fairly well
 
defined'layers: . ,
 

Layer 1: 	 Residual soil (A,and B horizon material).
 

Layer 2: 	 Weathered rocka(C horizon iaterial).
 

*Layer 3: Unveathered ,rock. (D,:horizon, material).
 

Cuts in residual,material':are often stable vith siopes steeper
than transported soils'and thus''can'be as steep as 450 to 800 
(there are exceptions). The main requirement is that'the dip 
of bedding planes towards-the proposed cut be less -thanthe 
residual angle of shearing resistance. This is approximately 
200 to 300 for veathered rock and 300 to 45 for unveathered 
roack. For rock dipping at steeper angles the shearing re
sistknce along the contacts becomes the controlling factor.
 

For most cases the folloving guidelines are suggested:,
 

Layer 1:. 	Use the descriptions that apply to Charts I
 
and II for coarse grained soils in Sectioni:TB,
 
or Charts III and IV for fine grained soils
 
in Sect-ion8..
 

Layer 2: Use soil #1 on Charts I and II if the material
 
-is dense vith no complete Joint system. :Use
 
soils #2,or..#3 for all'other cases. (The de
scriptionstln'Section T, 'item b. may not apply).
 

+
Layer'3: Use'theappropriaterock type in Table III 

Section 9. ......
 

Bi'sure to -account'for highvater table:'or poor Internal drain
age,- nt he coarse grained soils by'using Chart II 'Section TB.
 
In any.case 'the heightof cut for any layer,.is.measured from
 

'thetop
of theyexcavation'and not just the-thickness of the
 
Individual layer.-', ,. . . .
 

aService ,Handbo 
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,-Some material such as decomposed granite will ravel contin
*uously due to weathering, filling ditch lines. Flattening
 
'the slope usually does not control this problem unless vege
'tation can be established. A successful solution is to step
 
the slope in small benches, say two feet wide and with height
 
determined by the slope. The material will then ravel,
 
filling the benches and at the same time protecting the
 
underlying material, aiding plant growth to start and pre
venting further raveling. This procedure can be applied to
 
many types of material (references 9 and 10).
 

In badly jointed or weathered rock some means of removing
 
the hazard:must be provided. This can;be done by:
 

Rock bolting.
 

, Groutingof' fissures.
 

- lorizontaal.berns or -a;-wide ditch.to catch.failling
 
rock.
 

- Fences, wire mesh, orwalls' to catch:falling rock. 

- Pneumatically applied motar to-prevent raveling. !' 

In addition, the.prevention of Vater pressureobuildup in..
 
seams must be prevented by theproper drainage or sealing
 
of the entrances. Any design must start with a complete
 
picture of the joints, fissures, and,bedding planes of the
 
area of concern.
 

Example Problem 3.
 

Field conditions: A residuai soil on the west side of
 
the Cascades has an A and B horizon-of 25 feet ofr
 

'plastic clay of firm cnsistehicy (less than 10 percent
 
rock particles are evident in this layer); aC horizon
 
of weathered shale 20 feet thick and then unweathered
 
shale bedrock. The bedding planes in the weathered
 
and unweathered shale dip approximately 5o toward the
 
proposed cut. No ground water Is evident; however,,
 
the clay soil is moist. The shale is somewhat frac
tured. The proposed cut is to be 55 feet deep.
 

Recommended slope. First the appropriate soil charts
 
must'be determined. Sections 8, Chart III, soil 13
 
described the clay A and B horizon soil; Section 7B,
 

-Chart I, soil #2 applies to the weathered shale (even
 
thoughthe description in Section 7, item b. does not
 
apply) and the unweathered rock values in Section 9,
 
Table III, applies to the shale bedrock.-*
 

-Feoruaty1 -Forest Service Handbook
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: .From.Chart III,.soil #3 a slope of 1:1 is recommended
 
for-,the 25 foot clay portion. The total depth to the
 
bottom of the weathered shale portion of the cut is
 
4, feet, thus C slope of 0.85:1 is recommended from
 
Chart,I, soil #2. Table III recommends a slope between 
"1/2:1and 3/4:1 for'shale bedrock. Since the bedrock 
is fractured and the dip angle is flat, a slope of 
3/4:1 a chosen. 

A compound slope of 3/4:1 - 0.85:1 - 1:1 may be con
structed, however since the three slopes are relatively
 
close.to the same,value, a total slope ratio of 1:1 may
 
be selected for construction ease. In the case of com
pound slopes, benches at each soil change are sometimes
 
recommended. Extreme care is essential if a lover layer
 
is to be constructed at a slope ratio flatter than an
 
overlying layer. Such designs should be reviewed by
 
a materials engineer due to the danger of overloading
 
the lover layer.
 

4. Section 4 --Cemented and Special Soils. Soils such
 
as cemented loess (wind blown silt), gloving avalanche pumice
 
(nuee ardente), volcanic tuff, caliche, etc., will often
 
stand near vertical (1/4:1). Sloughing results when water
 

86. 	 (rain or surface runoff) dissolves or softens the cementing
 
agent or weathering dislodges individual particles. Near
 
vertical cuts will minimize this problem. Local experience
 
is the best indicator.
 

Do not place partially saturated sands or silts in this
 
category (noncemented) as they will slough and eventually
 
stabilize with slopes indicated in the section on granular
 
material with nonplastic fines (Table I)0. This condition
 
can be identified by drying a sample of the soil and ob
serving iT the structure collapses when slightly disturbed.
 

5.. Section 5--Embankments. Embankment strength can
 
be defined with a reasonable degree of certainty when they
 
are placed with moisture and density control. Those with
 
no compaction control (an undesirable procedure) should be
 
placed to eliminate potential failure planes, seepage chan
nels, large voids and other stability hazards.
 

The following table is based on Section 7 and 8. Slopes
 
subject to periods of inundation are those that might pond
 
water, act as reservoir -slopes or back up water around a
 
culvert entrance. The table indicates maximum allowable
slopes.-' ",*J . :.;,
 

,Forest.Service..Handbook *-February 1973 
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*-TABLE I 

Unified Clars Slope not subject Slope subject to Hinfrum percent 
or to, inundation inundation compaction

Description (AASHO T 99) 

Mard an.ular 
blasted or
 
rip ed rock 1.2:1 . l15" .
 

CU2 	 1.:11..1 9 
CP,.SU 	 1: 2:1911 

SH, Chart I,.i 3 3ha II:soil. 99.1 
Chrt II,, soil.3 90 

Chart 1, soil 4. Chr , soil 4 no"contol 

-ILS CLV 	 Chart 1, soil 4 Chart UI,soil 4 90 
Chart l, soil 5 .hart 1, soil 5 no control

'i, 	 Chart .111, soil 3 Chart. iI, soil 4 90 87. 
Chart 11I,soil 4 Chart II,..soil 5 nocontrol 

In certain cascs the displacement or sattlecent of the' foundation material 
upon i0hich the e ban:Pment is to be built ill be the critical design
considcratio.. Ii those si.uations the alope of the enbankment may be 
based on the allowable bearin- capacity og the foundation material. Soft 
or organic laye:s should be cnalyzed to .6revnt these feilures. A materials 
cninceor aould o 'consulted in these cases. 

;i no compacti~nJ1_t 	 control' flatten. slopes approximctely +25,percent. 

2/ Do not use ny slope steeper than 1 l/2: U,for- these soil, types. * 

*-February 1973 	 Forest Service Handbook
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*-Example Problem 4. 

Field conditions. A fill is to be constructed from a
 
silty soil with liquid limit of 40 (ML). ,The final fill
 

.may impound water due to a critical culvert placed under
 
the middle of the fill. At this point the fill vill be
 
30!feet high. Ninety percent relative compaction (AASHO
 
T 99) is proposed for construction.
 

Recommended slope. Section 7B, Chart II, Soil 14 is the' 
appropriate chart since the soil will be subject to in-'
 
undation due to the culvert entrance conditions. A slope
 
of 3:.8:1 is recommended for this critical'condition at''
 
90 percent rolative compaction, if water will be im- .
 
pounded to the top of the fill.
 

Under normal conditions (no impoundmei of vater) th'e 
recommended fill slope vould be 1.8:l (Chart I, Sbii1.), 
If the water was only expected to'be impounded halfvay'. 
='up'the slope, then an interpolated valui:of 2.8:1 could
 
be used.
 

6. Section 6-Benching. Benching of cut'slopes is done 
to reduce erosion, catch ravel, provide a berm to install 

"
drainage, 'etc. They generally haveno advantage over flat-'
 
tening the slope innproviding slope stability. The quantity
 
of earthvork and the factor of safety for stability are ap
proximately-the same 'if the location of the top of the cut
 
is the same.
 

a. Noncohesive soils. Since stability of slope is
 
not height dependent, it is not possible to use benches
 
vithout increasing earthvork volume since the'slope of
 
each section cannot be steeper than the maximum allowable
 
for the composite slope. It is possible to reduce
 
erosion because velocity of flow is reduced by shortening
 
the flow path, hovever ravel can generally be handled
 
-cheaper by using a widened ditch section. Since these
 
soils are free-draining, midslope drainage for stability
 
is seldom required unless layering or stratification
 
exists causing concentration of water in alayer.
 

b. Cohesive soils. The stabIlity of slopes in these
 
soils are height dependent. The height of each bench must
 
be designed individually for stability. The composite
 
slope must also be checked. This can be done by using
 
the appropriate chart to determine the required slope
 
for each bench section individually and then checking
 
the overall composite slope measured along a line from
 
ditch to catch point.-*
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Benching in cohesive soils may be done for any of the
 
reasons discussed in the previous sections. Since earth
work quantities do not increase as ccmpared to flat
*tening the slope, it is easier to Justify than with
 
noncohesive soils. In erosion control it should be
 

!kept in mind that steepening the slope makes revegetation
 
more difficult.
 

c. Rock. Benches in rock'slopes should be designed
 
by a specialist. If not properly designed benches will
 

,not 
catch rock fall but cause them to bounce into the
 
roadway, creating a hazard for traffic.
 

d. Maintenance. Benches, particularly insloped :
 
benches, require maintenance. Designed access for
 
equipment is mandatory for insloped benches. If yearly

maintenance is not feasible, benches should alvays be
 
outsloped. Outsloping is important where impounded
 
water may cause stability problems in fine grained or
 
.plastic material.
 

e. Design. Vertical spacing between benches depends
 
upon the material, lvith 20 to 50 feet a minimum spacing.
 
Minimum width should be 8 to 10 feet to allow room for
 
equipment to operate effectively for maintenance. A
 
more detailed discussion appears in references #3,
 
pages i22-124, 162-169 and #il, pages 11-36 to 11-0o.'
 

7. Section 7--Coarse Grained Soils. 

a. Sands and Gravels with Nonplastic Fines.
 
These are soils with less than 50 percent passing the
 
#200 sieve and nonplastic (PI 3 or less). Slopes in

these materials are determined by the angularity and
 
interlock between grains, and thus are independent of
 
height. Low ground water conditions will probably be
 
most common, however springs, heavy rainfall, etc.,
 
will cause the high ground water condition..*
 

-'-. - - -I- -. - - - . .. "-

NOTE: Use Table IIin Graphical Form for 
solution of slopes in Section 7a. materlals. 

I cc H 
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*..TABLE II 
, ," :' . ,:,., 

" 	 Maximum Slope Rat (h:v) 

-ow ground rater Hig ground water 
(below bottom of (Seepage from entire 
excavation) slope)
 

-loose -2/: dense. -6s dens J/ 

1'. 'S y'ravels ,:" .85:1. 3:1.' 

2.1 	 Sand, angular grains,
 
Wel grde (SO) I.X: 11 
 321 2:1
 

3.Silty' gravels' (G);
~'uniform sands (SP);, and 

4'sil t y sa n d s (SM ) " 	 1: . . . : 1 " 3:1
 

/ Based on material of saturated density approximately- 12r pf..':
Flatter slopes should be used for lower density material and steeper,


,slopes can .be.used for :higher, density material. "For every 5% change
-indensity change the ratio by approximately'5%- . 

i2/pproxiatey 85 percent of maximum density relative, to AASHO
.	 

T.99., 

.3jpproximately
ioo percent of maximum density relative toAASHO T,99. -1 

(Cont'd on next printed page) 

Forest Service, handbook *-February 1973 
R-6 Supplement No. 19-' 
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'..Homogeneous Soils 

.TABLE fIN GRA3'HICAL FORM 

COARSE GRAINED SOILS.
(nonp'astic)
t:.. . .Slope, Ratio (combined) 

_1.0 2.0 3.0 . 

I " ".: ; : .,I!+  . .i • :+ ! : . 

*-erur. 1973 
+res040 Handbook 

R '- . p" p' e'i' - •7•; 

-. - - - .- ,

- 99).(,%o.f'- T• 

:'*.February 1973 .:" '.: 
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Zlaterial withintermediate density and/or ground water
 
conaition,can use iiterpolated values for the slope
 
ratio.
 

The standard penetration test blow.count per foot is 
a good indicator for t~e above slope ratios. Coarse 
grained so1ls (+3/.").v'ill give high reading, especially 
if large gravel or boulders are encountered, be sure
 
to allow for these variations. The following ranges
 
from loose to dense for each soil type can.be expected
 
(generally*independent of moisture content):
 

Soil #Range of blows (No' perifoot)
 

Loose Dense
 

1. 25 to 60 (refusal).blows*'per foot
 

2.'0 t'6.50, blows per foot.
 

3. 5 to 25 blows per foot
 

%_ b, 'Sands and Gravels with Plastic Fines. Theseare
 
soils vith plastic binder (PI greater than 3), thus making

the: factor of safety height,dependent (i.e. theihigher
 

the cut, the flatter the maximum stable slope). Five
 
general soil types have been selected. Based on these
 
descriptions, Charts I.and II are then used to'determine
 
the maximum height-slope relationship. Soils.that do
 

not directly fit these five types should bi based on An
 
interpolated value.
 

Chart I is based on low water table (below-the bottom
 
of the final excavation) even though the'soil may be
 
moist from capillary rise.
 

Chart II is based onhigh water table ora completely
 
saturated condition-.which imay occur during periods of
 
heavy rainfall:or wherewater is ponded bqhind the slope
 
(typical of rapid construction where no'drainage'has,
 
taken place).
 

Soils with intermediate vater table or with steady:+';,,,. 
seepage such as from springs and seeps should'use 
values interpolated betveen the two tables. . 

Soil classification•+will be M01CC, S1, SC and dual e ,

W-CC, SP-SC, etc.classes inciuding'these such' as 


Forest"Service Handbook *.Feiuary' 1973 

a
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*-$o0i number and.description: 
 1/, 2/ Use vith Charts I and 11.
 

1. Well-graded material with agular granular particles.

Extreme1y dense and compact (in 
excess of 100 percent of 
AASHO T 99 relative compaction).vith fines that cannot be
molded byhand when moist. Difficult if not impossible to
.dig vith.a shovel. 
 May need to be ripped during construc
tion. Standard penetration test blow count greater than
 
i-O blows per foot.
 

-2. Poorly graded material with rounded or lovpercentage

of granular particles. Dense'and compact (approximately

.100 percent of AASHO T 99 relative'compaction) with'fines

being difficult to'mold by hand when moist. 
Difficult to


.dig with a shovel. Standard penetration'test approximately

30 blows per foot.
 

3. Fairly well graded material vith subangular granular,.

particles. Intermediate density and compactness (approxi
mately 90 to 95 percent of AASHO T 99 relative compaction)

vith''fines that can easily be molded by hand when moist
 
(PI greater than 10). Easy to dig'with.a shovel. Standard
 
penetration test blow count approximately 20 blows per foot.
 

4. Well graded material with angular granular particles.

Loose to intermediate density (approximately 85 to 90 per-;

cent of AASHO T 99 relative compaction). Low plasticity

fines (PI less than 10). Extremely easy to dig. Standard
 
penetration test blow count less than 10 blows per foot.
 

5. Poorly graded material with rounded or low percentage
(50-60 percent) of granular particles. Loose density (less'
than 85 percedt of AASHO T 99 relative compaction),.

plasticity fines (PI less than 10). 

Low
 
Extremely easy to digi


even with the hands. Standard penetration test blow count-! 
'
 
below 5 blows per foot.
 

1/ Based on material with a moist density of 125 pcf. 
 "
 
Flatter slopes should be used with heavier sois.- For
 
every 5 percent increase in density reduce the Islope

ratio or height approximately 10 percent.
 

/ Large gravel and boulders will give misleadingiresults'I
i .. asto the._ease of digging and standard penetration test 

results.-' 7., 

*-February 19T3 Forest. Service Handbook 
.B-6.Supplement ,lb. 19-'* 
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*-CHART I 

Coarse Grained Soils with Plastic Fines 
(Low Water Conditions) 

Each curve indicates the maximum height or the steepest slope
 

that.can"be used for the given soil type.
 

Height iiitations:
 

0-50. feOt: minimal investigation.
 

50 -00 feet: nwensive investiation,
 

Sover,.100 feet: investiqationbl6 y 	 c 

specialist. 
Nortarl LimL: for succesaful 

____ _____ ____ revegetation -~__100
 

~.
 

00 

4.4 

140V 

>26 

•~~ ...... 	 : j: 

4:1 	 -3• . 2:1 1:1 0.s:1 
loeRi.tio "'(h:v),-

Forest 	Service Handbook: *-February 1973 
R-6 Supplement No. 19-* 
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.CHART r 

Coarse Grained Soils with Plastic Fines
 
(High Water Conditions)
 

Each curve indicates the maximum cut height or the steepest slope
 

that can be used for the given soil type.
 

Height limitations:
 

0-50 feet: minimal investigation.
 

50-100 feet: ztiensive ihvestigation.. 
 P 

over"100 feet: iS etato bycu
specialist 

Normal Unit. for successful 
I• 
 reveCetatlon -- "
 

4A80 - - 

0 

SI ... .. .. .. -. .. . . .. .... . . . .. . . . . _ 
-A 
00
 

:use 

.3/4: 

3l% 
 2
21 181 0.5:1
 

-6February 1973 - Forest Service Handbook
R-6.Supplement No. 19_i*, 
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e. 8. Section 8--Fine-Grained Soils. These are soils. 
with grQ.ter'than 50 percent passing the #200 sieve. Soil
 
classification will be ML, MH, CL.and Ch. l/
 

Five soil types have been selected based on consistency or
 
(field conditions).
,the ability to be molded when moist 


Complete saturation with no drainage during construction
 

is assumed. Under these conditions the main variable to
 

be considered is the depth to a hard underlying layer such
 

as bedrock or an unweathered residual material. Charts III
 

and IV are used to determine the maximum'height-slope rela-


Solutions for stability analysis for soils that
tionship. 

do not directly fit these types or'bedrock depth should be
 

based on an interpolated values.
 

a hard layer exists in-a cut, the"
 In generai,.the deeper 


flatter the maximum allowable slope in the overlying material.
 

A hard layer is identified as one having at least one soil
 

number lower on the chart than the overlying material. A
 
rock-ledge is always considered a hard layer.
 

Chart III assumes a hard layer at the bottom of the proposed
 

excavation. 2/ This chart can also be used for a hard layer'
 

part way up the slope. See section 2 for more information.
 

Chart IV assumes a hard layer, at great depth belowthe bottom
96 


of the proposed excavation (at a depth greater than three i
 

times the depth of excavation as measured'from the bottom of
 

the eicavation). For intermediate depths to a hard layer,
 

interpolate-between the two charts.
 

Soil number and description:..3/
 

"
 
1. 'Very stiff consistency. The soil can be dented
 

only slightly by finger pressure. Ripping may,.bei'necessary
 
"
 

during construction. Standard penetration'!"test blow :eunt 


greater than 25 blows per foot..
 

2. Stiff consistency. The soil can be dented by strong
 

pressure,of fingers. Might-be removed by spading. Standard 

penetration test blow count approximately 20. blovsI.perfoot' 

1/For.ML-soils "'with PI 3 or less,"use slopes as defined byk
i !
soilr13in'Table ii. 


Bsedon mmaterial with a moit density of 125 pcf; flatter. 

slopes should be used with heavier soils. For every 5 
percent change in density change the slope ratio or height 

approximately 5 percent. 

'I Moisture should not be adjusted when checking consistency.
 
a depth great
An undisturbed sample shall be used taken at 


enough to represent constant moisture content throughout
 

the various seasons.-'
 

Forest Service Handbook #-February 1973
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e -3. Firm consistency. The soil can Le Aolded by strong
 
pressure of fingers. Standard penetration test blow count
 
approximately 10 blovs per foot.
 

. Soft consistency. The soil can easily be molded by
.,,fingers. Standard penetration test blow count approximately 

5 blows per foot. 

.. Very soft consistency. The soil squeezes between
 
fingers vhen fist is closed. Standard penetration test
 
blov,count.rless than 2 blows per:.foot.-*
 

.-February 1973. 
 lorest Service Handbook
 
R-6 Supplement No. 19-*
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..CHART I11 

Fine Grained Soils
 
(Dense Layer at Bottom of Cut)
 

Each curve ,indicates the maximum vertical cut ,height_ or the~steepest 
slope that-can be used for the given soil type. -

Height:> limitations z J. 

0-50 feet; minimal investigation..;. ,
 

50-100 feet: Intensive investigation.
 

over 100 feet: 	investigation by 
specialist., &dn a"%dense laver
 

r~orral it tfor 
sug.sjo revegetation-

1.
J .	 . - ..
060 

60 

40
 

ooi
 

• /4:1
 

0 

Forest Service Handbook. *'February 1973 
-R-6 Supplement No. 19-* 
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*-CHART IV 

Fine Grained Soils
 
(Dense Layer at Great Depth)
 

- Hei 11 

preater.'tban I 
3 times height 

dense layer
 

Soil Tne aximum Height Slope Ratio (h:v) 

1 so 0.5:1 

2 2/40 *0.5:1 

3 -_2/ 20 
 0.5:1
 

43/ 10 i".1* 

55 :
 

L/ If ic is necessary to exceed this heiight consult ith a materias engineer.
Benchin- w111 nct improve 3tability as thee.slopes are"practically
independent* of the slope ratio. 

2/ If the slope of the natural ground exceeds 200, then' the natural slope
may.beunstable. 'A detailed field investigation is,necessa -to-check 
this condition prior to any design or construction. 

/o rIf .the. slope of the natural 4-ground -exceeds 160 then the natural- slope
may be unstable. A detailed field investigation is necessary tockeck 
this condition prior to any design or construction..* 

*-February 1973 Forest Service Handbook 
R-6 Supplement No. l9-* 
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e.9. Section 9--Unveathered Rock. The stability of rock
 

slopes is dependent upon the material type, the dip of the
 

bedding planes, Join.ts, fractures or faults towards the
 
proposed cut, the type and condition of material in these
 
openings, and the weathering of newly exposed-material. If
 

these planes of weakness dip greater than approximately 300
 
towards the excavation, then the shearing resistance along
 
these planeu becomes the critical factor. The exception is
 
when the dip is steeper than the cut slope. If this is the
 

case use the table values. The excavation method can also
 
cause stability problems, especially excessive blasting.
 

Average values for bedrock excavation with planes of weakness
 
dipping less than 300 are given below. Use the guidelines
 

listed'under residual material for weathered rock (Section 3).
 
'Consult with a materials engineer for a special investigation
 
when the' dip exceeds 300 tovards the excavation or if the
 
contact between layers contains plastic or clayer material.
 

TABLE II 

Average Slope Values for Bedrock Excavation 

Description 	 Mximum Slope Rag:.100 	 Massive Fractured 

1. 	 Igneous 
Granite, trap, basalt, and. 
volcanic tuff 1/4:1 to 1/2:1 

See Section 7.

2. 	 Sedimentary
Massive sandstone and limestone 1..o ./2:1 
Interbedded sandstone, shale'end li e-. 
stone 1/2't+.3/l$.:".v 
Massive clay stone silt stone 3/61 dt1:1 

3. 	 Metamorphic 
Oneiss, schist and marble, 114:1,to 1/2:1 
Slate - . I.2:/.to 3/.4:1 
Serpentine Speciai investigation-* 

Forest-Service Handbook, *-February 1973
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Art. 17. Shearing Resistance of Cohesionless Soils 
Art. 18. Shearing Resistance of Cohesive Soils 
Art. 35. Stability of Slopes 
Art. 49. Stability of Hillsides and Slbpes in Open Cuts 
Art. 52. Stability of Base of Embankments 

2. Taylor, Donald W., Fundamentals of Sail Mechanics, John Wiley & 

:Sons, Inc., New York, 194W. 

Chapter 16. Stability of Slopes (especially pp. i63-473) 

3. Highway Research Board, "Landslides and Engineering Practice," 
Special Report 29, Washington, D.C., 1958.
 

4. Department of Navy, Bureau of Yards and Docks, Design Manual 
(Navdocks, D-7), "Soil Mechanics, Foundations and Earth 
Structures", Washington, D.C., February 1962. 

Chapter 7. Stability Analysis 

5. 	 Schuster, Robert L., "Selection of Shear Strength Parameters 
for Slope Stability Analysis", Proceedingd of the Fifth Annual 
Engineering Geology and Soils Engineering Symposium, Pocatello,
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way Research Board Record No. 223, 1968, pp. 1-3. 

6. 	 Hunter, John H. and Robert L. Schuster, "Chart Solutions for 
Analysis of Parth Slopes", Highway Research Board Record No.
 
345, 	 Washington, D.C., 1971, pp. 77-89. 
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Determining Corrective Action for 
Highway Landslide Problems, 

R. F. BAKER, Egineer of Soil Mechanics 
State Road Commission of West Virginia 

THE PROBLEM of landslides has plagued
highway departments throughout the 
countryfor manyyears. Forsomestates, 
and particularly West Virginia, the dam-
age caused by earth movements represents 
a major expenditure, one that involves 
hundreds of thousands of dollars annually. 
Over 80 percent of the area of West 
Virginia is located in a landslide-sus-
ceptible area. The total number of 
landslides on the state highways has 
never been established. However, the 
writer estimates that this total will 
approach 1,000 on the 31,000 miles of 
primary and secondary roads in the 
state. 

The complexities of the landslide prob-
lem have very few parallels in highway 
engineering. The literature on the subject 
carries numerous references to case 
histories, but none outlines a systematic, 
complete approach to the solution of a 
given problem. The recent bibliography 
published by the Highway Research Board 
(1) offers a complete summary of the 
publications relative to mass movements, 
The work of geologists on landslides has 
been and is of considerable value. The 
classification systems suggested by 
Sharpe (2) and Ladd (3) assist tremen-
dously in understanding the complicated 
variety of movements that occur. From 
the viewpoint of corrective actions, the 
report by Ladd is perhaps the most com-
prehensive contained in the landslide 
literature. Numerous engineers (4, 5, 
6,7,8,9, 10, 11, 15) have discussed the 
application of the theories of Soil Me-
chanics to the analysis of the stability 
of a landslide, but there are few details 
concerning the determination of the effect 
of a corrective action in terms of stability. 

The study that led to the following 
theory was designed to prepare an ap-
proach to the analysis and correction of 

highway problems, dealing with land
slides in unconsolidated materials. The 
primary emphasis was to be towards the 
correction of existing problems. How
ever, it was felt that the principles 
should be applicable to the problem of 
design. 

The basis for the study was the writ
er's experiences in West Virginia, com
bined with general theories from geology, 
soil mechanics, and highway engineering. 
The analysis as advanced is for consider
ation in the study of ail landslides in 
unconsolidated material, with the ex
ception of those of the nature of fluvial 
transported material, I. e., the water 
present is far in excess of normal soil 
moisture, and the debris is a "relatively 
small proportion of the flowing mass" 
(2). 

Since one of the primary aims of the 
study was to consider the applicability 
of the various corrective measures, the 
investigation could have been accomplish
ed by a study of existing landslides that 
have been treated. Such an approach 
was used by Price and Lilly (12) in 1942. 
However, a direct study was impossible 
since as a routine department function 
there were requests to investigate over 
100 landslides during the past three 
years. Due to a personnel shortage, 
the demand iecessitated superficial 
analyses but it was decided that the 
program lent itself to the development 
of aprocedureto evaluate the movements. 
In addition, it became possible to study 
the applicability and usefulness of various 
corrective methods. The theories ad
vanced in the following are not complete 
for three vital factors remain in the 
evaluation: (1) observation of those 
landslides that have been corrected by 
the methods outlined herein; (2) a more 
comprehensive study of flow movements, 
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Figure 1. Differentiation between slide 
and flow (after Sharpe). A slide is a 
movement 'of a block of material, whereas 
flow is entirely internal deformation, 

and (3) investigation of less costly meth-
ods for correcting landslide problems.The writer. is aware that the analysis 
is an over-simplification. Extensive 
study and evaluation is still very nec-
essary, but for the immediate future a 
working tool is available. 

DEFINITIONS 

The following definitions will be used 
throughout. Some of the terms may be 
argumentative and general, but it is the 
opinion of the writer that the following 

106 are most applicable to the engineering 
phases of the landslide problem. 

Landslides have been defined by 
Terzaghi (3) as follows: "The term 
landslides refers to a rapid displace-
ment of a mass of rock, residual soil, 
or settlement adjoinirg a slope in which 

the center of gravity of the moving mass 
advances in a downward and outward 
direction." It will be noted that the time 
element is involved in the definition only 
by the term "rapid displacement. "' 

The terms slip-plane, slip-surface, 
and surface of failure will be synonymous 
and will refer to the surface that sepa
rates the mass in motion from the under
lying stable material. 

Permanent solutions will be defined 
as corrections with an anticipated life 
of at least 50 years. *An expedient solu
tion will be considered adequate for a 
period of a few months to 5 to 10 years. 

All corrective actions will be classed 
as one of two types, elimination or con
trol. The actions involving elimination 
depend generally upon avoiding or re
moving the landslide. Control methods 
are defined as corrections which produce 
a static condition of the landslide for a 
finite period of time. 

While there have been many classifica
tion systems proposed, the bases for the 
classifications have most generally been 
related to cause and effect of the move
ment rather than the mechanics. One 
notable exception is the system proposed 
byHennes (7). For a quantitativeanalysis 
of a design or correction for a given 
landslide, the most satisfactory classifi-

Figure 2. A definite slip-plane, identifying the movement as a slide. 
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cation is one which differentiates on a stressed beyond their "fundamental 
basis of the effect of the forces and strengths," and as a, result, slow but 
resistances at work. Thus, the major constant internal deformations -occur. 
primary classification would appear to 
be landslides in consolidated materials, BASIC FUNDAMENTALS 
and those in unconsolidated materials. IN LANDSLIDE ANALYSES 
A second primary differentiation would 
divide the movements into those with a From the observation of landslides 
slip-surface and those without a slip- in West Virginia, and from a review of 
surface. This latter grouping was out- the literature on landslides and soil 
lined by Sharpe (2), who termed the mechanics, the following statements 
former as slides and the latter as flows, have been outlined by the writer (13) as 
The principle is pictured in Figure 1. being fundamental to the analysis of a 
The movements in flow conditions are landslide relative to its correction as a 
the result of internal deformations. highway problem. It should be empha-

Figure 3. Typical flow movement. Note the characteristic roll of the material at the
 
toe. Some movements originate as a flow and develop into a slide.
 

For the purpose of the following sized that the statements apply prima
analyses, the term slide (Fig. 2) will be rily to highway problems and may not be 
defined as all landslides which involve of value from an academic viewpoint or 
unconsolidated material in which the for landslide analyses for other purposes. 
movement is along a slip-surface. The 1. There are numerous instances 
terms flow and creep will be defined as where the control of the landslide will 
those movements which do not have a not be the best solution. For instances 
slip-surface, the movement resulting that involve the use of an elimination 
from internal deformation. A flow (Fig. corrective action that avoids the land
3) will be further defined as being caused slide, halting the movement is not gen
primarily by excessive water. The term erally a factor in the solution (Fig. 4). 
creep will be differentiated in accordance 2. Determination of "the" cause of 
with Terzaghi's concept (3) that failure a landslide is not always essential to an 
occurs at a considerable depth due to accurate solution to a highway landslide 
the load of the overlying material. The problem, and is always secondary in 
layers at the deeper elevations are importance to an understanding of the 
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Figure 4. The slide involved in the pictured location is at the right. The problem
 
was solved by shifting the roadway into the stable bedrock at the left of the picture.
 

108 mechanics of the movement. The surface become of primary interest 
cause of a landslide is often argumenta- (Fig. 5). 
tive even after all the available facts 5. For a given landslide problem
have been determined. In many cases, there is more than one method of cor
one cause or another may have been the rection that can be successfully applied. 
straw that broke the camel's back. Of A common misconception that should be 
more importance than the cause, is the clearly dispelled is that for a given land
realization that increased stability will slide there is one and only one solution. 
result by eliminating or minimizing the The inference that i undoubtedly intended 
effect of any contributing factor, par- is that for any given landslide, one meth
ticularly that of the effect of the force od is the most desirable from a considera
of gravity. tion of economics, appearance, construc

3. The works of man can measurably tion problems, etc. 
accelerate or decelerate the rate of 6. The decision as to the corrective 
movement of a landslide toward the action to be used for a given highway
topographic bottom of the area. Land- landslide problem is eventually reduced 
slides are recognized by geomorpholo- to a problem of economics. This is a 
gists as being a major landforming proc- statement of an obvious fact, but it is too 
ess. The most permanent solutions to often subjugated to other considerations. 
control the mass movement will be those An example that illustrates the point in 
of a type thatpermanently (from a geologic question would be the case of retaining
viewpoint) assist nature's resistance. walis. A wall can be designed sufficiently

4. Failure occurs in the soil when large to withstand any given landslide. 
the slip-plane is at the contact with the However, a wall design that will be 
underlying stable bedrock. This obser- successful may be outside a reasonable 
vation is valid for all of the instances range of the economics for a given land
studied in West Virginia, and was men- slide. 
tioned by Forbes (14) as having been 7. Water is a contributing factor in 
noted in California. Thus, the shear practicaily all landslides, particularly 
characteristics of the soil at the slip- those involving unconsolidated materials. 
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Aside from the force of gravity, no 
factor is more generally present as a 
contributing factor. The damaging ac-
tion results from the added weight to the 
mass, the reduction of shear charac-
teristics of the soil and underlying bed-
rock (14). Some investigators also state 
that water produces a lubricating action 
on the slip-plane. This latter would 
appear to be a rather unlikely explana-
tion, at least insofar as the mechanics of 
lubrication are generally accepted.

8. The force of gravity is the sole 
contributing factor that is common to 
all landslides. The most obvious basis 
for a rational analysis is the fact that the 
force of gravity is the source of all forces 
tending to cause movement. Until these 
forces are understood and evaluated, 
empirical methods are the only available 
approach. 

9. In all mass movements, and just 
prior to movement, the reactions tending 
to resist movement are for all practical 
purposes equal to the forces tending to 
cause movement. The foregoing state
ment is an irrefutable fact if the laws of 

mechanics are valid. Failure to satis
factorily apply a theoretical formula 
merely means that the method for eval
uating the force and the resistance is 
inadequate. This fact is important since 
it clearly defines the troublesome fea
tures in a rational approach to the me
chanics of landslides. 

10. The determination of the location 
of the slip-surface is the most critical 
factor in the use of a rational or semi
rational approach. Experience has 
shown that one of the principal limita
tions on the use of a theoretical approach
is the accurate determination of the 
location of the slip-surface. The prob
lem is involved in both a theoretical 
office approach and in field examina
tions. The latter problems are largely
due to the lack of a reliable tool that will 
rapidly, accurately and inexpensively 
produce the desired subsurface data. 

CLASSIFICATION OF
 
CORRECTIVE MEASURES
 

In order to clarify the analysis, a 

"-A 

4I 

Figure S. "[he slip-plane developed pproximtely I in. boe a lyer of stble shle.The scr t the left of the picture developed as the thin lyer of ly dried and 
crock~ed. 
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classification was suggested for various 
corrective measures commonly used in 
highway landslideproblems. It will bere-
called that the fundamental difference lies 
in whether the method involves elimination 
or control The following is a detailed 
classification of the most common cor-
rective measures currently in use. The 
basis of the classification is the similarity 
of the analyses within a given group. 
More details on the methods are given 
in Appendixes B, C, and D. 

I. 	 Elimination methods 
A. 	 Relocation of structure 

complete 
B. 	 Removal of the landslide 

1: 	 Entire 
2. 	 Partial at toe 

C. 	 Bridging 
D. 	 Cementation of loose material 

entire 
11. 	 Control methods 

A. 	 Retaining devices 
1. 	 Buttresses 

a. 	 Rock
b. 	 Cementation of loose 

material at toe 
c. 	 Chemical treatment 

flocculation - at toe 
d. 	 Excavate, drain and 

backfill at toe 
e. 	 Relocation - raise grade 

at toe 
f. 	 Drainage of the toe 

2. 	 Cribbing - concrete, steel or 
timber 

3. 	 Retaining wall - masonry or 
concrete 

4. 	 Piling - steel, concrete or 
timber 

a. 	 Floating 
b. 	 Fixed - no provision for 

preventing extrusion 
c. 	 Fixed - provision for 

preventing extrusion 
- 5. Tie-rodding slopes 
S. Direct rebalance of the ratio 

between resistance and force 
1. 	 Drainage 

a. 	 Surface 
(1) 	Reshaping landslide 

surface 
(2) 	 Slope treatment 

b. 	 Subsurface (French drain 
type) 
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c. 	 JTacked-in-place or drilled 
-in-place pipe

d. 	 Tunnelling 
e. 	 Blasting 
f. 	 Sealing joint planes and 

open fissures 
2. 	 Removal of material 

partially at top 
3. 	 Lightweight fill 
4. 	 Relocation - lower grade at 

top 
5. 	 Excavate, drain, and backfill 

- entire 
6. 	 Chemical treatment 

flocculation - entire 

PRELIMINARY ANALYSIS
 
OF A LANDSLIDE
 

The foregoing is a lengthy list of 
methods that have been used success
fully incontrollingor avoiding landslides. 
Ladd (3) suggested most of those that 
appear In the classification. The com
plete list of possibilities should be con
sidered for each landslide at the start of 
the analysis. 

Four factors are required before one 
can obtain an understanding of the me
chanics of the stability of a landslide. 
These are: 

1. The type, character, and topo
graphic description of the underlying, 
stable bedrock or soil. 

2. The location of any seepage strata 
that are leading into the landslide area. 

3. The topography of the ground 
surface on and adjacent to the land
slide. This would include the accurate 
locationing of the moving area. 

4. The types, characteristics, and 
condition of the soil in and adjacent to 
the moving area. 

Before beginning a detailed field study, 
a preliminary analysis will be helpful. 
The principal objectiyes of these initial 
field and office studies are to classify the 
movement, to determine the extent of the 
movement, to determine the need and 
scope of additional study, and to deter
mine the probable methods of correction 
that will be feasible. 

Fortunately for the highway engineer, 
numerous landslides can be handled by 
elimination methods, i. e., the landslide 
can be avoided or removed. In such 
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Figure 6. Drilling will occasionally pro-
duce excellent evidence of the location of 


the slip-plane. 


cases, a rapid estimate of the costs 
involved will show clearly the relative 
economics and general desirability of an 
elimination method. For those landslides 
that cannot be typed as one to be elim-
inated, an estimate is necessary as to 
what types of control methods are within 
reason. With experience, it will become 
increasingly easier to estimate the cor-
rective methods that will be most eco-
nomical andotherwise desirable. A study 
of the appendixes that follow will give 
some indication of the most desirable set 
of conditions for the various types of 
corrective measures. The advantage to 
this initial estimate lies in the savings 
that can be realized in future field and 
office analyses. 

FIELD STUDY 

Where the situation permits, the 
field study should extend over several 
months and, in some cases, years. 
Unfortunately, many highway problems
will require an early decision, and ex-
treme effort will be required to delay
action until even a superficial analysis 
can be made. A study that extends over 
several months differs primarily from 
a short study in that continuous obser
vations are made of the direction and 
the extent of the movement, and of the 
fluctuation of the ground-water table. 

The details to be obtained from the
field study will depend upon whether a 
complete analysis has been deemed 
necessary. For instance, for certain 
types of landslides and retaining de-
vices, only the foundation conditions of 
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the retaining device will be needed. As
 
a general rule, however, if a stability

analysis is necessary, it will be desir
able to obtain the complete information
 
-.indicated in the preliminary analysis.


In obtaining data concerning the sub
surface conditions within the moving
 
ma3s, various types of drilling as well
 
as geophysical surveys have been used.
 
The most important data to be obtained
 
from this subsurface work are: (1)
evidence of the location of the slip-sur
face (Fig. 6); (2) the condition of thesoil as to moisture, density, and struc
ture (for future shear tests); and (3)

information that indicates direction and
 
type of movement.
 

STABILITY ANALYSIS
 

The following stability analysis is a 
composite of numerous methods that 
appear in the literature, and is proposed
for use in all landslides involving un
consolidated material. It should be 
pointed out, however, that applicability
of the stability computations to flow and 
creep movements will require more 1' 
study, particularly with regard to the 
location of the potential slip surface. 
However, by increasing the over-all 
stability (as indicated by a stability
analysis), the actual tendency for flow 
movement should be lessened. 

It is relatively easy to select a cor
rective measure that will produce a
beneficial effect on the landslide area. 
The purpose of the following analysis is 
to estimate the degree of stability pro
duced by a given method. In addition, 
the relative merits and costs of several 

61 r 

0- ,s.,-.-M ,OW 

Figurewas 7. SlideCre-drilling located undertoe cut. that developed when the 
lying bed-rock. Curves Iand 2 were estab
lished by theoretical formulae. Curves 3, 
4, and 5 were adjusted due to layers of 

underlying stable material. 
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methods are studied. It is assumed 
that the resistance to movement equals 
the force causing movement at the in
stant of failure. Formulas developed 
for use in the theoretical soil mechanics 
are used in the evaluation. Since all of 
the corrective measures which are 
considered are analyzed by the same 
method, the same relative stability 
should be obtained. The major point ofconcern is whether the analysis pro-

duces an over-design or occasionally 
an under-design. 

Stability analyses of landslides have 
been applied in two principal ways. If 
the shear characteristics of the soil are 
determined, it is possible to estimate 
the safety factor of the slope. A second 
procedure is the determination of the 
average cohesion, or c of the soil at the 
slip-surface. With the latter method, 
laboratory tests are not used to deter-
mine the shear characteristics of the 
soil. In either method, it is most de-
sirable to evaluate the landslide under 
the conditions which existed before the 

12 most recent movement. After the de-
termination of the safety factor or the 
estimation of the shear characteristics 
of the soil mass, sufficient data are 
available to estimate the influence of the 
corrective action. 

The method used in West Virginia con-
sists of the procedure involving the 
estimateof the averagec and the following 
discussion deals primarily with this type 
analysis. The first step in the stability 

mand 
I 

,
: 


Figure 8.With homogeneous soil, the slip-
plane would tend to develop along Curve A. 
If'-the area is underlaid by bedrock (as
shown in the shaded area) the slip-surface
 
would tend to be as indicated by Curve B. 

JIf the bed-rock lies as shown in the solid 

line, the, slip-plane will lie approximately 

in the position of Crve C. 
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Figure 9. The presence of a weak soil lay
er will tend to produce a failure within
 
its limits. On occasions, the actual slip
surface will beasclose to the theoretical 
position indicated, and the circle can be
 

used in the computations.
 

computations is to prepare typical cross
sections parallel to the direction of 
movement (Fig. 7). The sections should 
be continued above and below the land
slide. On these sections should be plotted 
all drill information, results of labora
tory soil tests, data concerning seepage 
strata, location of underlying bedrock, 
surface cracks, structures, and any in
formation considered descriptive of the 
slide movement. The ground lines both 
before and after recent movements are 
very desirable. If the before-movement 
ground surface is not known, a reason
able estimate will be helpful. The most 
dangerous sections should then be se
lected for the initial study. This section 
will generally be near the middle of the 
slide, will have the greatest over-all 
slope (from toe to top), and the greatest 
mass of unconsolidated material. 

The next step is the most troublesome, 
perhaps the most vital. The slip

plane must be drawn in its most probable 
location. The top and bottom of the slide 
are generally easily identified, but the 
intermediate portion will call for careful 
interpretation of the drill data. Observa
tions throughout the past years have led 
soil engineers to the conclusion that 
slopes in homogeneous soils fail along 
surfaces that can be approximated by a 
circle (in a two-dimensional analysis). 
Having the top and bottom of the land
slide, two points near or on the slip
surface are known. The third, and con

trolling, point must be estimated. The
oretical formulas (5) suggest a method 
for the initial approximation. These 
formulas are for slopes without sur
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Figure 10. Solution by graphical integra-
tion. Tie total area is divided into in-'crem'ents of the same width as ABCD. Weight 
of the soil is computed and graphically
resolved into its tangential and normal 

components. 
charge and for homogenous materials, 
However, for the initial approximation, 
the formulas will be of assistance. The 
presence of an underlying, firm layer 
may effect a change in the location of the 
slip-surface. The change might result 
in a circle tangent to the layer, two 
circles connected by a third circle, or 
two circles connected by a straight line 
(Fig. 8). The shape of the slip-surface 

• ," ?.* I. -
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will also be affected by the presence of 
layers (Fig. 9). Taylor (8) has 

suggested that a circle that approximates 
a series of curves will be sufficiently 
accurate. 

drill data will indicate the pres
ence of underlying bedrock or stable soil 
layers that are in a position to affect the 
slip-surface. In addition, layers of 
particularly weak soil can be identified. 
If there is a question as to the position of 
the slip-surface, a complete design 
should be made for each possibility, and
the slip-surface that produces the most 
conservative result should be used. 

When the landslide is extensive, slip
planes must be checked for various points 
up and down the slope (Fig. 7), in addi
tion to the over-all stability. In some 
cases, several slip-planes will appear 
reasonable. Each of these should be 
checked as outlined in the following. 

With a reasonable estimate as to the 
location of the slip-surface, the cross
section of the landslide should be divided 
into increments, parallel to the direc
tion of movement. Referring to Figure 

. 

W

5
 

Figure 11. Photograph of roadway inKanawha County near Charleston, Went Virginia.
 
Note break at right edge of picture.
 

113 
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10, ABCD is a typical incremenL The 
width of the increment is dependent upon 
the irregularities of the ground surface, 
Generally, an increment width of 10 to 
30 ft. will produce results well within 
the accuracy of the remainder of the 
analysis. The weight of the soil in the 
increment is computed, keeping in mind 
that the section is assumed to be 1 ft. in 
width (perpendicular to direction of 
movement). The weight should be corn-
puted for both the original ground surface 
and the ground surface after movement. 

The weight may then be represented 
by a vector, i. e., a scaled length rep-
resenting the weight (Line EG). Graph-
ical resolution of this force is accom-
plished by drawing a line tangent to the 
centerpoint of the segment of the slip-
surface (Line EF). Another line is 
drawn perpendicular to the tangent at 
the midpoint of the slip-surface (Line 
FG). 

The intersection of the two lines de-
fines their length. The parallel force 
is the shear, and the perpendicular force 

114 is termed the normal. The resolution 

of the forces is accomplished for each 
increment of weight, and the sums of the 
shear forces (YT) and the normal forces 
(EN) are computed. 

The forces tending to hold the soil 
mass in place are (1) the frictional corn
ponents of the normal forces and (2) the 
cohesion c of the soil. The forces 
tending to cause movement are those of 
shear, seepage, and hydrostatic pres
sures. There is a diversity of opinion 
as to the validity of neglecting these 
latter two forces. Under certain con
ditions, the hydrostatic forces can be 
very significant, particularly in cases 
where cohesionless layers or pockets 
are present. The effect of the hydro
static pressure is to reduce the normal 
forces, and in cohesive soils with a low 
0 value, the change may be insignificant. 
The seepage forces tend to decrease the 
normal force as well as to increase the 
shearing force and the result is signifi
cant in the opinion of Taylor (8). In the 
initial stability analysis, that follows, 
hydrostatic and seepage forces are neg
lected, except in their combined effect at 

Figure 12. Sane slide as that in Figure 11. the toe of the movement iu in the middle 
of the picture.
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the time of failure. IO I b a f ,*.
 
A formula that has been proposed for
 

estimating the stability of a slope is the"" 
following: 

Safety factor =Itan 0 +cL 

whereYN 1 the summation of the normal 
forces in pounds
IT = the summation of the shear forces 
in pounds 

= cohe angle Ofinternalpefrictionot
L len 

Slength of 
INSPhf 

11 gId SM m oh.w OIlW.o 
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the slip-surface In feet 
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Figure 13. Cross-section of the slide
pictured in Figures 11 and 12. he slide
has been divided into increments and the
computation of IT and MN 1.is given in Talile 

Assuming the landslide is at the point
of equilibrium between movement and 
stability (safety factor = 1.0), the follow-
Ing form of the equation is useful 

Shearing force = shearing resistance 
or 

IT =IN tan 0 + cL (2) 

It will be noted that the left side of 
Equation2 represents the shearing forces 
causing movement, and the right side is 
the shearing resistance to movement. 

Thus far, the method for obtaining T 
and IN have been indicated. The values 
of 0 and c can be determined by shear 
or unconfined compression tests In the 
laboratory if desired. Except in rare 
instances, the laboratory values will not 
produce a value of 1.0 for the safety
factor (Equation 1). This will be true due 
to irregularities in the soil, to the diffi-
culties in obtaining undisturbed samples, 
to the problems of laboratory technique, 

-

% " 4 * " 
-Or so. 

Figure 14. Method for computing the forcesat a given point in a slide. The
 
valueof T and N is determined for the area
 
desired (from X-X to top in this sketch).
 
The difference between the forces Chusing
 
movement (1T) and the resistance to move
ment (IN tan 0 + cL) is designated as RA.
 

4 The resistance that will produce a safety
factor of 1.5 is designated as RD. 

and probably to the effect of hydrostatic

and seepage forces. Slopes in nature
 
have been known to be stable even though
 
the safety factor was computed as 0. 75.
 
This latter figure would indicate that the

shearing resistance was only 75 percent 11 
of the shearing force. If the safety factor
 
for a stable slope is less than 1. 0, or if
 
greater than 1. 0 for an unstable slope,

it appears certain that some factor has 
been disregarded. Numerous examina
tions have been made of landslide areas,

and the computed safety factor was great
er than 1. 0. Indications were that such
 
computations were based on conditions
 
after the movement. Quite obviously, an 
area that has moved to a temporarily
 
stable position will show a higher safety

factor than 1.0 in its new position. It
 
would appear to be practically impossible
 
to measure the conditions that exist at
 
time of failure. However, if the start
ing point for the analysis is the ground

line prior to movement and Equation 2 is
 
used, the effects of these troublesom
 
variables are accounted for as a part of
 
0 or c.
 

For the following analysis of the sta
bility an estimate is made of the value of
 
0. From Equation 2 it is then possible 
to compute the average c value needed
 
to obtain an equality between the shear
ing forces and the shearing resistance.
 
If possible, computations should be
 
carried out for the ground surface co,
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Figure 15. Resistance offered by a rock 
buttress. 1he design resultant indicated 
in Figure 14 must be produced by the shear-
ing resistance of the rock. If the base 
of the buttressis not bed-rock, a possible
shear failure under the buttress must be
investigated. 

ditions that existed prior to recent move-
ment. From these calculations, the 
average c value is determined for use in 
the estimate of the effect of the various 
corrective measures. The assumption 
of the 0 should not lead to serious dif-

6 ficulties. While the c value is very 
susceptible to varying conditions, the 0 
is relatively constant for a given mate-
rial. Some investigators have recom-
mended the assumption of 0 = 0 for 
saturated clay soils. This would lead to 
a more conservative design, since the 
resistance offered by the normal forces 
would not be included. 

At times it will be necessary to get 
the range of values for the average c. 
This will result due to the possibility 
of various slip-surfaces, and to a range 
of 0 values. 

APPLICATION OF RESULTS 

At the conclusion of the stability a-
nalysis the nelt step is to estimate the 
change in the safety factor (or in the 
ratio represented by Equation 2) that is 
affected by various corrective measures. 
The definition of the permanency of a 
correction was made on the basis of the 
life of the structure. The importance of 
a differentiation is in the estimate of the 
economics involved, I. e., whether or not 
the structure may have to be replaced. 
Therefore, to be apermanent correction, 
the safety factor should be increased by 
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0. 5. This increase can be accomplished 
increasing the resistance or decreas-

Ing the force. The type of correction 
governs which of the two (or both) should 

changed. Increasing resistance is 
illustrated in Figure 14 for a retaining 
device. Unless a significant change can 
be made in the safety factor, the method 
is not likely to be helpful on a permanent 
basis. The use of a corrective action 
that produces a change of less than 0. 5 
in the safety factor must be classed as a 
calculated risk or an expedient. On the 
basis of Equation 2, a permanent correc
tion should result in the shearing resist
ance being 1. 5 times as great as the 
shearing force for a permanent correc
tion. If the ratio is less than 1. 5, the 
solution should be considered as an
expedient. 

The principal difficulty in the follow
up of the stability analysis is the esti
mate of (1) the additional resistance or 
(2) the reduction in force that is derived 
from a specific correction. For elim
ination methods there are, of course, 
no problems. Recommended procedures 
to be used for the control measures are 
included in the Appendixes C and D. The 
results thus obtained should not be class
ed as anything more than an estimate. 
The degree of accuracy is dependent 
upon many variables thusfar not too well 
evaluated. In lieu of no other quantita
tive method, however, the values will be 
helpful and on the conservative side. 
In Figure 15, the resistance offered 
by a rock buttress is illustrated. 

In the method involving an estimate 
of c, it will be interesting to note the 
relative sizes of the corrections re
quired by applying the upper and lower 
limits of the range of c values. In many 
instances, there will be a rather insig
nificant change in the size of the cor
rective action needed. For example, 
a range of 10 deg. in the value of 4, 
made a difference of only 8 percent in 
the size of a rock buttress. (See Ap
pendix C). 

For a given landslide if more than 
one corrective measure has been in
dicated as a permanent solution, the 
final step is an estimate of the costs 
involved. The decision as to the cor
rective measure to be employed will be 
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made on the basis of economy, appear-
ancep, effect of the change on driver-
safety, or by such other means as es-
tablished as the policy of the organiza-
tion concerned, 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

(1) For highway engineers, the basis 
for the clasoififation of landslides should 
be on the mechanics of the movement 
rather than on cause and effect. 

(2) For a given highway-landslide 
problem there are numerous solutions 
that can be satisfactorily applied, and 
the problem can be reduced to a prob
lem in economics. 

(3) While the detrimental effect of 
water has been repeatedly emphasized, 
the fact that has not been sufficiently 
emphasized is that the force of gravity 
is always present as a contributing 
factor. 


(4) By classifying the types of cor-
rective measures in common use, it 
is possible to clarify the method of 
analysis of a given landslide. 

(5) A preliminary analysis of a land-
slide should lead to an estimate of the 
types of corrections to be used. This 
should reduce the cost of investigating 
some problems.

(6) The field work should produce all 
possible data on the location of the slip-
surface.. The critical factor in the office 
analysis is the accuracy of the delinea-
tion of the slip-surface. 

(7) At the moment just before failure, 
the force tending to cause movement is 
equal to the resistance to movement. 
The problem is to determine these forces. 

(8) The analyses of a landslide should 
be governed by the basic principle of 
obtaining a more stable slope than ex-
isted prior to failure. At the present 
time, the best method for estimating 
quantitatively the relative stability is 
the formula: 

IT =ZN tan 0 +cL (2). 
.. 	 .
 

(9) The forces acting against a re-
taining device can be estimated as can 
the resistance offered by the retaining 
device. 

(10) The beneficial effect of any cor-

Text 5 

rective action can be estimated in terms
 
of Equation 2.
 

(11) The procedure suggested may be
 
an over-simplification in its present
 
form. Observations and evaluation of
 
the corrective measures thus far effect
ed will be necessary.


(12) Considerable research work is
 
necessary to better determine the actual
 
shearing forces and shearing resistances
 
at work in a landslide. 

(13) Extensive research is needed to 
determine an inexpensive method for
 
solving highway landslide problems.
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APPENDIX A 

TYPICAL STABILITY ANALYSIS 

To present an example of the typical computations in a stability analysis, a landslide 
in Kanawha County, near Charleston, West Virginia, was selected. Two photographs of 
the area are included as Figures 11 and 12. The area was core-drilled and cross-sec

11 tions were taken. The slip-surface was relatively easy to locate. The core shown in118 Figure 6 was taken from this slide. The underlying bedrock and the obvious extent at
 
the top and at the toe limited the possible position of the slip-plane.


After locating the slip-plane, the area was divided into increments. Referring to
 
Figure 13, the slide area was divided into 16 increments. The width of the increments
 
from lines 1 to 15, inclusive, was ten feet. The two end increments were not an estab
lished length. These latter two division lines were set so that the weight of one incre
ment (between lines 1 and 2) would not require a resolution of forces.
 

The areas of the increments were determined by planimeter. The predetermined unit
 
weight of the soil was multiplied by the area and the total weight of the increment com
puted. It will be recalled that the cross-section is considered to be 1 ft. in width (per
pendicular to the direction of the movement). 

The weight of each increment was graphically resolved into a component parallel and 
another perpendicular to the slip-surface at the midpoint of the width (parallel to the 
movement) of the increment. Table 1 is a summary of the areas, weights, tangentials,
and normals for each of the increments. The IT and IN for the entire slide area are 
also shown in Table 1. 

The length of the slip-surface was determined to be 180 ft. The range of 0 values that 
was considered reasonable was 0 to 10 deg. Referring to Equation 2, all of the variables 
are now available except the cohesion of the soil. The following summarizes the computa
tions involved in determining c. 

ZT =IN tan 0 +cL, or (2) 

c =aT -I tan 0 

"Assuming = 0 deg.-" 

c= 5S,800; (285,000 x0.0) 299 lb. per ft. 
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The relatively low c value for this silty-clay soil indicates that 1 is probably smaller 
than 10 deg. , or that there were strong hydrostatic or seepage forces existing at the time 
of movement. 

For the particular slide in question, assume that the ground water lies as shown In 
Figure 13. The equation which can be used to account for the hydrostatic pressure is as 
follows: 

IT= I(N - A)tan 6 + cL, or (4) 

c = IT -Z(N -,u) tan (5)L()
 

Where /,: h7 w1 : water pressure in lb. at the slip-plane
 
h = depth in feet from ground water line to slip-plane
 

- = unit weight of water 62.4 lb. per cu. ft.
 
.' , = length of increment in feet along slip-plane
 

The values for (N - iA)are listed in Table 1 as intergranular forces.
 
For 0 = 0 deg. , there is no change in c due to hydrostatic pressures since
 

tan q = 0.0 

For 0 = 10 deg., the following is indicated: 

c = 53. 800 - (155. 530 x 0. 1763) 
180 

c = 147 lb. per ft. 
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APPENDIX B 

ELIMINATION METHODS 

The five methods included in this classification are: 
1. Relocation of structure - complete
2. Removal of landslide 

a. Entire 
b. Partial at toe 

3. Bridging 
4. Cementation of loose material - entire 
Fhe factor common to these methods is the lack of a requirement for a stability anal

ysiS. All of the methods depend upon complete avoidance of the landslide or a complete 
change of the landslide area. The exception may appear to be the partial removal of the 
landslide at the toe. Ultimately this will lead to near complete removal. In any event,
when carried on as an expedient, no stability analysis is used. 

As a very general guide, the following is a list of the elimination methods in order of 
Increasing costs. 

1. Removal of landslide - partial at toe 
2. Relocation of structure - complete 
3. Removal of landslide - entire 
4. Cementation of loose material - entire 
5. Bridging 

:!120 I. RELOCATION OF STRUCTURE - COMPLETE 

Description - The structure is moved to a location where the foundation is of known sta
bility, either bedrock or stable soil. The grade may or may not be changed, depending 
upon existing conditions. 

Principle Involved - A firm foundation is obtained for the structure. 

Best 4pplication - The method fs readily applicable to every type of mass-movement. In 
many cases, the method may prove prohibitive due to excessive cost. The ideal applica
tions are those cases where movements have undermined the structure, and bedrock is 
located immediately adjacent on the uphill side. 

Disadvantages - The cost is usually high if the pavement is of permanent type. Further
more, the line change may result in poor and unsatisfactory alignment, and finally, the 
movement is not controlled in event liability is involved. 

Method of Analysis - Routine location problem, except.particular care should be taken to 
Insure that adequate foundations are available. A complete cost estimate should be made 
for comparison purposes. 

Principle Items in Cost Estimates 
1. Excavation 
2. Pavement replacement
3. Right-of-way damages 

IL REMOVAL OF THE LANDSLIDE - ENTIRE 

Description - Al of the slide material is excavated and wasted. This solution applies 
primarily to movements coming down onto the structure. 
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Principle Involved'- The moving mass that is causing the problem is completely removed. 

Best Application - Ideally suited to shallow soil profiles (10 to 20 ft. )and small moving 
areas (100 to 150 ft. from structure to top of slide). The area above the slide should 
be stable or worthless, or the question of additional failures should be considered. 

Disadvantages - May be too costly for extensive movements. Design care must be taken 
to insure against undermining the area above, particularly with regard to rockfalls. 

Method of Analysis - Normally, the only analyses necessary are for the computations of 
quantities involved. In cases of questionable stability above the slide area, a stability 
analysis of the slope above may be required. 

Principle Items in Cost Estimate 
1. Excavation 
2. Right-of-way damages 

III REMOVAL OF LANDSLIDE - PARTIAL AT TOE 

Description - The debris is moved from the area affecting the structure in order to re
lieve pressure, remove obstacle, 'etc. Since part of the toe is removed continued move
ment is inevitable. The method should rarely be used except as an emergency measure. 
An immediate follow-up with a permanent solution is necessary to prevent future movement. 

Principle Involved - The moving mass is excavated so as to permit passage of vehicles, 
to temporarily relieve pressure against a structure, etc. 

Best Application - Very rarely applicable except when movement is down onto structure 
from above. The method will most often be necessary in instances where the mass has 
moved against a structure or has blocked a roadway. In instances involving valueless 
land above, removal of the toe with space provided for future movement may be an eco
nomical solution. 

Disadvantages - This expedient method does not produce a permanent solution. 

Method of Analysis - No analysis is necessary except for quantities involved in a cost 
estimate. For determining follow-up or permanent correction, a stability analysis of 
the type required for the permanent solution will be necessary. 

Principle Items in Cost Estimate 
1. Excavation 
2. Right-of-way damages 

IV. CEMENTATION OF LOOSE MATERIAL - ENTIRE 

Description - In order to obtain stable material, cement grout is injected into the moving 
area. This produces a material that has higher shear resistance. In cohesive soils 
vertical columns are obtained and their effect is that of a system of piling. The same 
principle is applied when only a portion of the moving mass near the toe is stabilized 
to produce a buttress. 

Principle Involved - The shearing resistance is increased by improving the shear char
acteristics of the moving mass. In cohesive soils the resisting forces are increased by
a transference of load from the moving mass to the underlying stable materiaL 
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Best Application - Complete stabilization of the area will not be possible unless the mov
ing mass consists entirely of granular material. 

Disadvantages - The principle disadvantage lies in the fact that the method is still ex
perimental and relatively expensive. There is no clear-cut method of estimating the 
amount of cementing material that will be required. I. areas of extensive subsurface 
seepage, hydrostatic heads may produce flow of entire area unless the pressure is 
relieved. 

Method of Analysis - From a viewpoint of a buttress at the toe, the tone of resistance 
required can be estimated from a stability analysis. The advantages produced by the 
cementation will consist of increased shearing characteristics of the soil. The latter 
values can be estimated by laboratory tests. In instances where hydrostatic heads are 
involved, the uplift would be a factor In the stability analysis. 

The cementation of an entire moving mass is in the category of an elimination method 
and no analysis is necessary. From a viewpoint of a column action in cohesive soils, 
the resistance offered by each column can be estimated. Knowing the tons of resistance 
required for stabilization, it is possible to compute the number of columns required. 

Principle Items in Cost Estimate 
1. Equipmental rental 
2. Drilling
3. Cement 

122 V. BRIDGING 

Description - The slide area is avoided by a bridge between the two solid extremities 
of the moving area. Generally, no direct effortis made to control the movement., 

.Principle Involved - The moving area will not provide a stable foundation for even a . 
part of the roadway or structure. Therefore, firm', unyielding foundations are selected 
and the area completely bridged. 

Best Application - The method is applicable to all types of mass movements. It is par
ticularly suited to steep hillside locations with deep soil profiles, or with bedrock or 
stable soil at a considerable depth below the desired grade line. 

Disadvantages - The main disadvantage is the relatively high cost of the corrective 
action. In addition, the movement is not controlled in the event liability is involved. 

Method of Analysis - Standard bridge design is followed. In most instances, a single 
span will be desirable due to the lateral thrust that would be applied to a pier construct
ed within the moving area. Particularly thorough foundation examinations will be 
necessary to avoid placing the abutments on material that may move in the future. 

Principle Items in Cost Estimate 
1. Bridging 
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APPENDIX C 

DESCRIPTION OF CONTROL METHODS - RETAINING DEVICES 

The corrective measures included in this classification are. 
1. Buttresses 

a. Rock 
b. Cementation of loose material at the toe 
c. Chemical treatment - flocculation - at toe 
d. Excavate, drain, and backfill - at toe 
e. Relocation - raise grade at toe 
f. Drainage of the toe 

2. Cribbing - concrete, steel, or timber 
3. Retaining wall - masonry or concrete 
4. Piling - steel, concrete or timber 

a. Floating 
b. Fixed - no provisions for preventing extrusion 
c. Fixed - provision for preventing extrusion 

5. Tie-rodding slopes 

Further details are available on the following:
Cementation of loose material - Appendix B 
Chemical treatment - flocculation - Appendix D
 
Excavate, drain, and backfill - Appendix D
 
Relocation - Appendix B

Drainage - Appendix D 

Description ' - A resistance is placed in the path of the movingmass . Thedresistance 
is placed somewhere between the structure, or area to be piotte ed,,n d the toe of 
the slide. 

Principles Involved - Since all retaining devices produce adclitlonal resistance to move
ment, the benefit derived is resisting force that will be added to the shearing xrc-1stance 
(Equation 2). 

Advantages - Retaining devices will often permit correction with the least amount of
right-of-way damages. In certain cases, only a part of the landslide is brought under
control, and a savings is realized over an attempt to control the entire movement.
When the area is exposed to stream erosion, the retainer can be designed as a slope
protection device. 

Disadvantages - Except for floating piles, most retaining devices represent a relatively
expensive solution. In addition, except for cribbing, failure of the method will result
in a complete loss of the investment inv-alvee in the corrective action. 

Method of Analysis - Having completed a stability analysis, the point at which the re
tainer is to be used is selected. The assumed value of q and the average c as com
puted in the stability analysis are used to obtain the summation of the shearing forcesand shearing resistances for the area between the loeaticn of the retainer and the top
of the slide. This is shown diagrammatically in Figure 14. The summation of shear
ing forces (ET) is multiplied by 1. 5. This product will represent the summation of the
required shearing resistance for a permanent solution. The 2,ctual shearing resistance
of the soil is subtracted from the required shearing resistance, and the difference is 
the force that the retainer must be able to resist without failure. 
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For all retaining devices, the type and location of stable foundations is a critical 
factor. In the event bedrock is close, tle retainer should be anchored into bedrock. 
In the event the retainer is placed on soil, the foundation must be below the sup-surface
(except for the tie-rodding solutions) and a stability analysis must be made assuming
that the slip-surface is diverted to a location below the retainer. In this latter case, 
the primary benefits of the retainer will rpsult from lengthening the slip-surface, and 
Increased normal forces for 4 > 0 deg. 

The resistance offered by a retaining device will be the minimum value obtained 
from the following: (1) friction or shear between the base and the underlying bedrock 
or soil; (2) increase of normal forces on a slip-surface extending beneath the retaining
device (for 0 > 0 deg.) and the lengthening of the slip-surface with a corresponding
increase in total cohesion resistance; and (3) resistance to shear or to overturning of 
the retaining device. 

The only other factor not considered is the bearing capacity of a soil under a retain
ing wall. However, there will be few cases where the size or dimensions of the retain
ing wall will be governed by this factor. 

In determining the actual resistance offered by the retairng device, each of the ap
plicable factors mentioned above must be investigated. The original design will be 
based on the factor that usually controls that particular type of device. The design or 
location of the correction device must be changed until the minimum resistance offered 
by one of the three factors is approximately equal to the required shearing resistance. 

1. Friction between the base and the underlying bedrock or soil - With the exception
of piling, one of the sources of resistance for a retaining device is the frictionor shear 
between its base and the underlying bedrock or soil. The formula for estimating this4 value is: 

s=c+ptan , where (6) 

a s shearing resistance of soil in lb.
 
c - cohesion of the soil at location of slip-plane (lb. per ft.)
 
p a the weight (direction perpendicular to movement) of the retaining device (lb. per ft.)

0 = angle of internal friction between the retaining device and the bedrock (0 of the
 

foundation soil). 

In cases where the foundation is bedrock, the failure will be at the surface between 
the bedrock and the base of the retaining device. Thus, for bedrock or granular soil 
foundations, c - 0 and Equation 3 becomes: 

s - p tan 0 (7) 

For bedrock or granular soil, 0 will range between 25 and 35 deg. A conservative 
assumption can be made or laboratory tests can be used to determine the value of 0. 

For cohesive soils within a buttress or under any retaining device, the cohesion will 
not be the average c determined for the slide itself. The value for c refers to the 
material beneath or within the retainer and should be obtained from laboratory tests of 
undisturbed soil samples. 

2. Increase of Normal Forces and of Cohesion Forces on a Slip-Surface Extending
Beneath the Retaining Device - This factor will apply only to those retaining devices 
not founded on bedrock. In addition, for piling the cohesion effects apply but not the 
increase in normal forces. Another qualification, f the device is placed at a higher
elevation than the center of gravity of the slide, the load of the retainer will Increase 
the shearing forces on the over-all slope stability. . Thus, full advantages of increas
ing We normal forces and the total cohesion will rarely be realized unless the retaining
device Is placed at a lower elevation than the center of gravity of the sliding mass. 
Finally, an increase of the normal forces will not benefit slides in which 0 = 0 deg. 
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The computation of this factor is accomplished by dividing the cross-section into
increments similar to those used in the original stability analysis. For the new slip
surface (recalling that the foundations of the device must be placed below the original
slip-surface) the summation of the normal forces will be increased and the length will
be greater with a corresponding increase of cohesion resistance. 

3. Resistance to shear or to overturning of the retaining device - In order to esti
mate the resistance to shear or to overturning of the retaining device, it is necessary

to know the magnitude, distribution, point and direction of application of the forces

acting on the retainer. A suggested method for determining these factors is pictured

in Figure 15. From the stability analysis, the required shearing resistance can be
determined. The horizontal component of the force can be evaluated by graphical reso
lution. It is then a reasonable assumption that the force decreases uniformly to a value

of zero at the ground surface. There is a vertical component of the required tangential

force but the vertical force can be neglected unless the retaining device is placed over
 a steep portion of the slip-plane. This force does change the direction of the resultant. 
However, it can be assumed that the resultant acts parallel to the slip-surface. See
 
Figure 15.
 

DETAILS ON INDIVIDUAL METHODS 

1. Buttresses - all types - In each instance, the slip-plane should be assumed to be
extending through the buttress. For rock and cementation of loose material "%tthe toe,
the slip-surface through the buttress can be assumed to be a straight line extension
(Fig. 15). The resistance can be computed from Equation 7. The resistance required
at this point is the required tangential force obtained in the stability analysis. Theoretically, a rock buttress should be a triangle that is sufficiently large so as to resist 
the shear at any point. As a practical consideration, however, the top of the buttress
is normally built horizontal for 5 to 10 ft. In Figure 15, a line shows the theoretical
limits within which the edge of the buttress should fall. The horizontal widths at various
levels are defined by the uniform reduction from the maximum at the slip-plane to zero 
at the ground surface. 

For the buttresses involving soil materials, the resistance of the buttress to shear
is computed by Equation 6. The 0 and c of the material in the buttress should be de
termined by laboratory tests. For the drainage solution, laboratory permeability tests 
or field well points should be used to determine the feasibility of drainage. Further
more, the 0 and c va'.aes should be those obtained from laboratory tests on a sample
of the soil under the reduced moisture conditions. 

Referring to the example used in Appendix A and to Figures 14 and 15, the following
is a typical example of the computations for a rock buttress: 

For 0 = 0 deg., c = 299 lb. per ft., L = 144 ft. for buttress at line 3. 
IT = 54,900 lb. (from line 3 to 16, inclusive)
.N= 247,400 lb. (from line 3 to 16, inclusive)
1.5 x IT = 82,350 lb.
 
cL = 144 x 299 = 43,000 lb.

INtan 0 + cL = 0 + 43,000 = 43,000 lb.
 

RD = 82,350 - 43,000 = 39,350 lb.
 
RD = (R xArea ABCD) tan OB
 
^R 100 lb. per cu. ft.
 
B= 30 deg.


Area ABCD = 39,350 = 680 sq. ft.
 
57. 54 

F60,16deg., c=181b. perft. 
1.5 T = 82,350 lb. 
I N tan 0 + cL = (2 4 7,4 00 x 0. 1763) -(18 x 144) = 46,140 lb.
 

RD = 82,350 - 46,140 = 36,210 lb.
 
3 6
 Area ABCD= ,2 10 = 632 sq. ft.
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From the foregoing, the condition of € = 0 deg. gives an 8 percent more conservative 
figure than that of 0 - 10 deg., therefore, design the buttress with at least 680 sq. ft. 
Assuming that the exposed slope of the buttress is on a 1 1/2: 1 slope (Horizontal: 
Vertical). and the backslope is verticalb 

Bases of buttress = Area + I. 5h 

Ifh =16 ft' 

Top width = 680 - 12 = 30.5 ft. 

1Base width = 680 + 12 = 54.5. 

stNot al 'wi e 

The Principle Items of cost in a buttress are as follows. N l the itemsi 
required in every buttress. 

(a) Excavation 
(b) Backfill (Rock or Soil)Ch... 
(c) Admixture (Cement or Chemical) 
(d) Drainage Pipe 
(e) Drilling (for Admixtures) 
(f) Equipment Rental (for Admixtures) 

2. Cribbing and Retaining Walls - Use' is m'ade ofstaindard design methods for the' 

126 type of wall under consideration. Cribbing should be considered as a gravity-type waIl. 

The magnitude, point of application, and direction of the stresses against the wall will 
be as indicated in Figure 14. 

3. Piling - In order to be fully effective,' the piling should extend one-third of its 
length below the slip-surface. The following is a formula for resistance to shear of the 
piles (7): Apxfvi where (8) 

s = shearing resistance offered by a pile,' in lb. per inch (in a direction perpendicu
lar to the movement) 

Ap= cross-section area of the pile in square inches 
f = allowable stress in shear for the pile, pounds per square inch, 

- center-to-center spacing of the piles in inches 

A pile should also be checked for the resistance to the soil shearing along each side 

of the pile. A formula has been suggested by Hennes (7)" 

s =2 chd (9) 

s = shearing resistance per pile in lb.
 
c = cohesion of the soil, lb. per sq. ft.
 
h - height from slip-surface to ground surface in fee
 
d = diameter pf the pile in feet
 

A sufficient number of piles must be available so that the soil shearing resistance 
or the sum of the shearing resistance of the piles are equal to or greater than the re
quired resultant of the horizontal forces (Fig. 15). The piling will not be subjected to 
cantilever action until movement has occurred Due to partial restraint offered by the 
surrounding material, it should not be necessary to compute the stability of the piles 
from a cantilever viewpoint unless there is a possibility " 
the piling. 
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Referring to the example used in Appendix A, no experienced engineer or geologist 
would be likely to recommend piling at the location selected for the buttress (Line 3). 
The computations verify this opinion: 

Assuming a 12 in. diameter, Umber pile with a cross-section area of 113. 1 sq.. in., 
and =0deg., c =299 lb. per ft. 

s Ap XfV 	 (8) 

= 100 lb. per sq. in.
 
s =39,3501b. perin.
 
v 

D..=113. 	lx10Oxl2 = 3.45 iL 
T",00 

s2chd' 	 (9).8970bper , 2x299'x15 xl pile,. 

,"-:39 350= 4. 4 piles per ft
8970-

D= 12 =2.7in. 

For = 10 deg., c 18 lb.- persq.,ft.: ' 

s =2 x 18 x 15 x1 540 lb. per pile 

39,350 = 73 piles per ft. 

D = 12 = 0. 16 in. 

The obviously low value of 18 pounds per ft. for the cohesion is not a legitimate 
figure to use unless the material is very fluid. It will be recalled that the average c 
of 18 lb. 	per ft. represents the material at the slip-plane. It is not unreasonable to 
expect a much weaker material at the slip-plane. A more legitimate value for c in 
Equation 9 is a representative c for the material from the slip-surface to the ground 
surface at the location of the piles. This could be adequately determined from labora
tory tests. 

A more reasonable location of piling would beat Line 10 (Fig. 13). The computa
tions follow, 

For 0 = 0 deg., c = 299, 12 in. diameter timber piling 

IT - 29, 600 lb. (lines 10 to 16,"inclusive) 
L - 66 ft. 
1. 5 T - 44,400 
cL = 19,734 -
RD= 24,666 
D=135,800- 5.-5 in. 

For average c 400 lb. per sq. ft. (above slip-plane) 

s=Zx 400 x 16 x 1= 12, 00 lb. per pile
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24 600-1 7pileperift. 

D-2 - 6.71in. 

The use of steel or concrete piles would permit wider spacing. The computations 
would be sipilar to those for timber piling. However, even a location near the road
way would require very close pile-spacing for a permanent solution. 

4. Tie-Rodding Slopes - Resistance will be offered by the piling, cribbing or other 
retaining device. The remainder of the required resultant must come from the anchor
age system. The required resultant (Fig. 15) must be equalled or exceeded by the 
combined resistance of the retainer and anchorage. The resisting force obtained from 
the tensile strength of a number of steel bars of a given dimension. 

Relative Cost - As a very general guide, the following is a list of the retaining devices 
in order of increasing costs: 

1. Piles - floating
.2. Buttress - rock 

3. Buttress - excavate, drain and backfill at toe 
4. Buttress - relocation - raising grade at toe 
5. (a) Buttress - cementation of loose material at toe 

(b) Chemical treatment - flocculation - at toe 
6. (a) Cribbing 

1 (b) Piling - fixed - no provision for preventing extrusion 
7. (a) Tie-rodding slopes 

(b) Piling - fixed - provision for preventing extrusion 
8. Retaining wall 

APPENDIX D 

CONTROL METHODS - DIRECT. REBALANCE OF RATIO.!. 
BETWEEN RESISTANCE AND FORCE, 

The corrective measures included in this classification are: 
1. Drainage 

a. Surface 
(1) Reshaping landslide surface 
(2) Slope treatment 

b. Sub-surface (French drain type) 
c. Tacked-in-place or drilied-in-place pipe 
d. runnelling 
e. Blasting 
f. Sealing Joint planes and open fissures 

2. Removal of material - partially at tope 
3. Light-weight fill 
4. Relocation - lower grade at top
5. Excavate, drain, and backfill - entire 
6. Chemical treatment - flocculation - entire 

Further details are available on the following.
 
Relocation - Appendix B
 
Removal of Material - Appendix C
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Chemical Treatment - Flocculation - Appendix C
 
Excavate, Drain and Backfill - Appendix C
 
Drainage - Appendix C
 

Description - The forces that are contributing to the movement are decreased or the
natural sources of the resistance to movement are increased. There is no artificial 
treatment with the exception of chemical treatment. 

Principles Involved - The drainage solutions may depend upon the reduction of the shear
ing forces by the elimination of part of the weight of the moving mass. Drainage may
also increase the shearing resistance by increasing c or increasing the intergranular
forces (normals) by eliminating hydrostatic pressures. Methods other than drainage
either reduce the shearing stresses to a greater extent than the reduction of the normal
forces or increase the c value of the soil by increased densities or by treatment of thesoil. Chemical treatment may also reduce the water-holding capacity of the soil, whichwould tend to reduce the shearing forces. Blasting combines the advantages of drain
age and the permanent displacement (vertically, upward) of the slip-surface. The slip
plane dispacement by blasting tends to reduce the shearing forces by decreasing the
weight of the moving mass, while the beneficial effects of drainage are probably 
temporary. 

Disadvantages - Most of the drainage methods are rather costly, as are excavating,
draining and backfilling and chemical treatment. Also, the estimate of the value to be
obtained from a drainage solution is extremely difficult. For sealing joint planes, thereis a problem of determining whether or not the seepage will deveTop in another location.

There may be construction problems in installing drainage below the slip-surface
in the moving mass. Furthermore, the advantages from drainage of cohesive soil masses may be delayed or may never develop due to low permeability. 

Method of Analysis - Having completed the basic stability analysis and having the average c value to be used, the reduction in shearing forces is estimated: for the drainage
solution by estimating probable reduction of unit weight of the moving mass, and for
removal of material at top, relocation by lowering grade at top, and the light-weight
fill The increase of shearing resistance results from the increase of c value for thefollowing: all drainage solutions (except blasting); excavating, draining, and back
filling; and for chemical treatment. There is an increase of normal force due to elim
inating hydrostatic pressures for all drainage solutions, and for excavation, drain and 
backfill. 

The method of analyzing for hydrostatic pressures is a complex field problem of
measuring existing ground-water levels (or excess hydrostatic pressures) and estimating probable maximum height. In computations, the effect is shown by Equation 5 or
Appendix A. If hydrostatic pressures are to be considered, Equation 5 should be used
instead of Equation 1 or 2, in the original stability analysis.

The excess hydrostatic pressures will be particularly troublesome in landslides that
contain pockets or layers of free-draining material. It is probable that such pressuresare also troublesome in areas where water is relatively free to move down the slip
plane.


Terzaghi (4) points out that in impermeable soils, flash pressures may develop due 
to heavy rains. Such pressures are relieved before a significant change can be brought
about in the water table. He, therefore, recommends a form of piezometric tube to 
observe these phenomena in the field. 

It should be emphasized that the effort to check the effect of hydrostatic pressures is necessary in the procedure outlined herein In order to determine the degree of improve
ment brought about by drainage solutions. The values obtained by Equations 1 and 2will be misleading from an academic consideration. Howevrjr, it is assumed that the 
most serious condition has been accounted for in the compufation of the average c. The 
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TAllLE 2 

WWiLS M10117-lf.WGlf MIL,+ :: 

' 
+ • """' '+ 9-10 10-11 I111 S " ,15.14++ k .14I 1S".1~612-,1'3L 

Weight of originl soil (lb.) 19.700 23,800 32,000 31,200 18,500 "15,850 1,650 

(eq. it.) 25 7,S 0' , 105 405• lOS IM5Imcr.ente +' 
. . . ! "+ '- : ,' , + . ,.'+ " -.Incrment moight•" . 

.12,700(eit weight = 110 lb. per. eu. ft) 2,750 8,250 11,SS0: 11.550 .11,50 .11,50 

Weight of soil (lb.) 16,950 15103 10,450". ;. 9,650 6,950,. 4,300. -,; 950 

ight of L.I. fill " . "" 
ft.) 1,000 4O '4,300ri' 9200o ;, 5,92043000 4,300(wit eight = 40 lb. per cm. 

otal wight of soil " " 
+ LW. fill 011.) +it0950D 'lmj0 

' ,650 13,850, .li,.ISO -G 8 N..'+ 6,870 

17,501855 14.6506 13,1M '11,150 eu 6,70 

rual. fore (lb.) * 17,500 I, 6,.., *63o0, 

2,920Tamntial fores (b.) 3,930 3,900 - 3,200 3.,260 2,720 2,410 ,j. 

For are between lines 9 and 16. inclusive. with light-milght fill: 

N 
= 89, 3D0 lb. 
= ZT 22,33D lb. 

For entire area with light-mighL fillt 
= IN 89,300 + IS4,600 = 244,100 lb. 
= 

IN 22,330 + 19,900 = 42,23D lb. 

relief of hydrostatic pressure by the installation of a drainage-system is not reflected 
in the stability computations using Equations I and 2. 

Referring to the example used in Appendix A, for the case of 4 = 10 deg., the aver
age c was computed to be 147 lb. per ft., using Equation 5. If a drain were installed 
at Line 16, below the slip-plane, and in a position to lower the groundwater table so 
that it coincided with the position of the slip-plane, the following computations indicate 
the improvement in stability:. 

S.F. = (N - )tan 0 +cL (5)T 
= (285, 800 - 0)x 0. 1763 + (180 x 147) 

53, 800 

= 1.43 

Thus, the installation of the drain would increase the safety factor by 0.43, ,which 
would be sufficient to be termed a permanent solution. 

TABIE + 

LONEING FMD AT lOP OFDETAILS FOR ELACATION - GMADE I "1. 

lucreeet 

1.14 14-15 15-169-10 10-11 11-12 12-13 

15,550 10,450 9,650 6,950 4,300Weight of soil (lb.) 16,950 

1,690 1.23 405 14,4Tss iisl faore (lb.)V 3.700 3,370 g s.o 2,2 

Norma Lotce (lb.) .,. . *. 1,0. 15,100 10,400 9,550 E,750 4,10 670 63,5 

For Oris betweem lim'9 end 16,', Imlesive: 

= 
IT 14,645 lb. 

950 
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Referring to the same example the value to be obtained from a light-weight fill can 
be estimated as follows. 

Assume that the area between Lines 9 and 16, inclusive, and above the elevation
90. 0 is to be removed and replaced with a light-weight material that weighs 40. 0 lb. 
per cu. ft. (unit weight of original soil = 110 lb. per cu. ft.). Table 2 summarizes the 
change in normal and tangential forces between Lines 9 and 16, inclusive.
 

Assuming 0 0 deg., c 299 lb. per ft.
 

S.F. =INtan 0 + cL 

(244,100 x 0) + (299 x 180) 
42,300 

= 1.27
 
Assuming =10 deg., c =18 lb. per ft.
 

S. F. = (244, 100 x 0. 1763) + (18 x 180) 
4 ,300 

-1.1 

Thus, the light-weight fill increases the safety factor by 0. 1 to 0.27. This would 
not be sufficient to be considered a permanent correction. 

If the grade of the road were lowered to an elevation of 90. 0, the following S. F. in
obtained (data in Table 3): 131

Assuming 0= 0 deg., c 299 131 

S.F. IN tan 0 + cL "Ol 

04 (29X2 -'1. 55 
10 deg., c = 18Assuming 

S.F. - (218,150 0. 1763) + (18x 80) 

= 1.20 
Therefore, loweripg the grade would fall slightly short of being a permanent solution. 

The degree of importance to attach to the 0 • 10 deg. assumption would be the controll
ing factor. 

Relative Cost - As a very general guide, the following is the list of the methods that 
modify the shearing resistance or shearing force. This list Is in order of increasing 
cost: 

1. Surface drainage - reshaping landslide surface 
2. Surface drainage - slope treatment 
3. Blasting 
4. Light-weight fill 
5. Removal of material - partially at top
6. Relocation - lowering grade at top 
7. lacked-in-place or dilled-in-place pipe
8. Subsurface (French drain type) 
9. Tunnelling

10. Sealing Joint planes or open fissures 
11. Excavate - drain - backfill - entire 
12. Chemical treatment - flocculation - entire 
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Project Correspondent Jorge daureguiCanevaro., Director, Servicio 
Nacional de Cadinos, Bolivia (photo courtesy cf International Road 
Federation, Washington, D.C.) 
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Chapter 	 SLOPE DESIGN INBED ROCK CUTS
 

Field investigation and examination ofrock samples should be conducted with a view 
to determining the resistance of rocks to weathering and the probability of a rock fall as a
result of discontinuities in the rock strata. A field examination of outcrops of the bed rock
will generally provide some kind of a general answer. It may also indicate the possibilities
of irregularities in rock likely to exist subsequent to the blasting required for excavation.
If there are such indications, rock falls should be regarded as a potential danger and accord
ingly the slope angle of the cut should be chosen judiciously. As a rule, a slope should be
fitted to the material and not the material to the slope. The concept that all the rocks are
brothers under the skin and should be cut on J to 1is faulty. There are all sorts ofrocks and
what is agood slope for one type in one situation may be an extremely poor slope for a different 
rock in the same situation. Table 4 is meant as a guide for general use.

In situations demanding high rock cuts, rock fall whether incidental or continuous,
threatens road safety considerably. The approach to the rock fall problem should be 
one of trying to restrain the rockr from falling by resorting to methods such as benching
of slopes, flattening of slopes, pinning down loose rocks, covering the area with wire mesh 
etc. (See Chapter 6). Although certain designs are taking into consideration the fall out 
zones, they do not keep the rocks off highways. Recent researches have shown that the
above relationship is arbitrary and unrealistic. The 	correct approach must recognise

(a) 	 Minimum width of fall out zone as determined by the frequency of stones 
making impact at a maximum distance from the base of the cliff.

(b) 	 Destroying the angular velocity of falling stones as a result of impact.
(c) 	 Physical and chemical properties of rock. I I_

As a result of study on hard basaltic rocks of all sizes, a relationship between widthoffall out versus height and angle of slopes has been established, Table 5. Since softer rocks 

TABLE 4. AVERAGE SLOPE VALUES FOR BED ROCK EXCAVATIONS 

horizontal -vertcal 
(I)igneous
 

granite, trap, basalt and lave ... ... 1/4 : Ito 1/2 :1
 
(II) Sedimentary

maive sandstone and limstone ...... /4: 1to 1 :'V!
Interbedded sandstones,
shales and limestone ... ... !/2:!toS$4l 
matve clay stone and 
siltstone 	 ... ... 9/4:1Ito 1:I,,: 

(111) 	 Metamorphic
 
g•el, and marble .. ..... .blst I/4:1to/2.l

dlate 

...- 1./2 1to 3/4: 

E
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TABLE-5, REATIONSIP OF VARIABLES IN DUCH DESIGN FOR 
ROC. FALL AREAS 

--ROCK SLOPE NILR VNRTI 
14 W 0 

IS -50 I O5O-5 I 5 54 
OVIR So 4 

ROCK 6LOPE: O'05:1o. :1 

14 W 0
ROK EXISTING GROUND isI 4 

tooUE LERN s o - to0 as1o0 1 IVARIABLE ROCK SLOE. : IROCK %% ROCA_ S__OP_. 1 0 
• o tIs 4O0.5Is 30 to 

60 ISo4 60
OVE10 as 61 U 
A FCAK L LOPE C.S I 

USE ALTERNATE -UAL SR .I.IDESIGN SHOWN IN VARIABLE, ROCK 5 LOPDI I 

DASHED LINES IN "S - O 
IOH AREAS WHERE s-6 0j 

EXISTING GROUND ov o 0of. rABOVE CUT PRODUCE RO0CK1 SLOPE. Is:__I 
NSE ROCK FENCE ON S4OULIDLR

"5ROCK FALL 
UABLE SHOULDER 
IDTH 

''WEDGE OF PAEMENT 

are less resilient and do hardly havc rebound characteristics, they are less violent on hipaL 
Also, with 4:1 off-shoulder slopes, many rocks roll as much as 80'or 90, ft. from the base of 
the cliff. Nearly all rocks make their initial impact within a 20 ft. fall out zone. Eventually,
the attempt to dampen the rolling velocity or to deflect the falling stones back towards the 
cliff seems to be an obvious solution in reducing the width offall out necessary to conta!n the 
rock fall. 

It has been observed on the basis of field investigations that the use of a 'rock fence' 
to decelerate a rolling stone and to retard its angular velocity would prove really effective in 
controlling rock falls. The installation is mounted on the slope above the ditch line or on 
the back side of guard rail posts on the shoulder of the road, Fig. 19. The fence, nearly 6 ft. 
high, is suspended like a curtain, from a cable. The cable, in turn, pulls on a compressive
sprbq to absorb the shocks of the rocks and is supported by fence posts at intervals of 50 ft, 
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LOCATION FOR ROCK FENCE 

SuTrTUTE CHICK FENCES 6" 
LONG 	 SLOPES IF DESIRD 

J;o 

FALL 
" O u 4' WHEN usED Vrrn4 

Rlot*,FiNfts 

F4g. 19 	 Potoso t-llationofrockfenceuedeitherascheck fence on slope or u protection on hlghwa-!. 
Though ditch design for :1 and j:1 for a 100 f&high slope is same, yet rockj: slopemust covera 
greter distance before encountering same fence 

In rock fall areas, gentle offshoulder slopes provide the ramps for stones to come up 
on the highway and therefore steeper shoulder design should be preferred in place of the 
gentle one; for what was thought to be a feature contributing to the overall safety of high
way has now been proved to be a detriment and a hazard in rock fall areas. Alternatively, 
after the factors ofweathering and discontinuities have been analysed, an appropriate choice 

137 
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SURMCE DRAIN 

BEDROCK IEDROCK 
LII IUW S4 fWMX HARD 

wimm asim.£531 UU p WEAK&&3efW
ATU CV' , S C 3fUT51$ 

HARD 

(i) UiFORM SLOPE ()VARIABLE ANGLE 

(6) PERMANEN BEM ~SA 

Fig. 20 TWya of biiock 66t s!cpci 

of the type of slope to be adopted should be made, viz., uniform, variable angle, permanent 
berm or temporary berm (see Fig. 20). If discontinuities exist, one of the berm solutions 
should be adopted in order to intercept the anticipated fragments from a rock fall. If no 
discontinuides exist, a suitable type of s!ope has to be selected on the basis of the resistance 
ofrock to weathering, vertical height of the cut and economic consideration. 

Table 6 indicates the conditions of suitability for each type of slope. 

The design of benches should include important considerations such as longitudinal 
and transver.slopes, minimum width and location with respect to strong or weak strata. 
For wftk strt. Ahe longitudinal slope should be. paraileL-to the grade line from both con. 
s,-ctional and aethetc coidiiatiam;-(see.-Fi. 21(aY). For hard rock stratum, however, 
longitudinal slope may be permitted to follow the surface of the layer as shown in Fig. 21 (b). 
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TALE 6. 

So u 

) U~ormdop 

(() VI 

( 

(a) Pe manent berm 

(b) Temporary berm 

(IV) Bech 
(a) Singleibinch 

(b) Midi* al t 

Text 6 

coNItIoNO1 foF OrTAZACK TYPE OF SLOPE 

Suitability 

(I) Verticalheight of cut is is 
than 20 to 25 ft. 
(2) Uniform cros section is Invol. 
ved and uniform weathering is an. 
tielpated. 
(3) No discontinuities exist. 

(I) Nodiscontinuities exist in the 
rock strata. 
(2) Differential weathering isanti-
cipated. 
(3) Fairly accurate data on the wea-
theuing properties of individual rock 
stratum are available. 

(1) Recommended for stratified 
sedimentary deposits. 
(2) Where discontinuities exist in 

rockstratum. 

(3) Where rocks are liable to dis-
integrate on exposure for any reao-
nable slope angle. 
(4) Where data on the type, thick
ne, elevation and the weathering 
properties or the bed rock are mea
gre. 
Where the angle which the rock 
will tend to weather is known. 
(I) Where very little data on dis. 
continuities and weathering are 
available. 
(2) Under all conditions for which 
permanent berm may be a solution. 

Remarks 

For heights grater than 50 t.,
uniform slopes should not be used. 
Between heights 25 and 50 ft., 
uniform slopes may be used if the 
rock strata exhibit uniform wea
thering characteristics and contain 
no discontinuities. 

When a deep cut of 100ft. ormorc 
is to be made with steep natural 
slopes, an elaborate investigation 
may be justified and variable 
angle slopes may be adopted with
out bernn. Variable angle design 
for use in cuts exceeding a height 
of 30-50 ft., the general data given 
in Table 4, should be regrded as 
not very reliable. 

Although berms increase the initial 
cost of construction, subsequent 
maintenance expenditures are cut 
down, th=eby more than offsetting 
the increased cost of capital in. 13 
vestment. 

Debris on the berms is not desirable. 

(I) Debris on the berm is desired 
so that part of the slope is protected 
from exposure to air or moisture. 
(2). The appearance of the slope 
(irregular and disfigured) gives an 

(3) Where economy is a major con- Impresion of an incomplete design. 
sideration. 

Where good weathering data is 
available 

() we rock stum contains 
d itin. 

S i edatais either 
vhc tacruzidequate. 

(I) It serves as a protection against
 
fall or fragments over the road.
 
Berm should be cleaned off period.
 
ically.

(2) Should not be used if disconti.
 
nuities are located more than 30 0t.
 
above the berm.
 
For general guidance, heights and
 
widths are included in Table 7 and
 
Fg. 35 of Chapter 6.
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LONITUDINAL GRADE
OF BERMS \jj 

(a) WEAK BEDROCK 

-LONGITUDINAL GNAbE
-ii \OF BERMS UAE
 

-\ GR WF-ACE 

(b)HARD BEDROCK 

Fig. 21 Longitudinal grade for bedrock ben 

At places where soft material is encountered and thin inttrbedded strata require blasting, 
iheminimum recommended width of bench should be 20 ft. The first bench should be made 
still wider, say 25 to 35 ft., to receive anticipated fragments of rockfall. As an interceptor 
for the w athered miteaial, chstruction ofa m bench of 5 to 10 ft. is also desirable at the 
road level. 
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CHARACTERISTIC FEATURES OF
 
Chapter 4 LANDSLIDES PECULIAR TO
 

DIFFERENT SOIL TYPES
 

4.1 SLIDES IN DETRITUS 

'Detritus' is a term referring to a loose accumulation of relatively intact pieces of
 
rock intermingled with completely weathered ones. Usually, detritus constitutes a blanket
 
soil covering a gentle rock slope for a thickness of about 20 or 30 ft. Whenever such a soil
 
occurs at the foot ofa steep rock cliff, it is called "talus". Whereas in the dry or permanently
 
drained state, detritus can be stable with standard slopes, they are rendered totally unstable
 
as soon as they get saturated, so much so that they start to flow even on gentle slopes. Parti.
 
cularly, detritus slides on gentle slopes occur only in material composed of weak, brittle or
 
partly decomposed fragments of chlorite-talc or mica-schists. The Nashri slide along the
 
Jammu Srinagar Road, by and large, fits the pattern of detritus slides, although the clays
 
partake of the characteristics of stiff fissured clays in isolated patches.
 

4.2 SLIDES IN SAND 
Sand of any kind, permanently situated above the water table can be considered to 

be generally stable in cuts with standard slopes. Dense and medium sands located below
 
the water table are also equally stable but slides occur mostly in loose saturated sands. Since
 
slides occur only if a sand is very loose, the tendency towards sliding can be cut down by 

increasing the density ofsand. The densification can be achieved by several different means,
 
such as by pile driving or by vibrations induced by explosive charges.
 

4.3 	 SLIDES IN LOESS 
Loess is a wind-blown deposit having an effective grain size between 0.01 and 

0.05 mm. It can easily be mistaken for a ntrmal silt. Although it consists generally of 
silt-sized particles, the soil grains are cemented together by calcium carbonate or clay. The 
soil is invariably characterised by its ability to stand vertical or almost vertical slopes, when 
dry. When a loess deposit has not had an opportunity to get completely saturated, it proves 
to be a stable soil, but for the fact that it is readily attacked by erosion. On the other hand, 
when the loess deposit gets submerged or saturated, it is rendered very unstable, acquiring 
the charactcristics of a thick viscous liquid. This happens because leaching removes most 
of the cementing material, thereby transforming the loess into a cohesionless and unstable 
mam. 

The sudden subsidence of a road in some situations can be attributed to the collapse 
of the structure ofa loess or a loew-like soil upon saturation. 

4.4 SLIDES IN STIFF CLAY 
By an large stiff clays are generally caradteid by g hetwork of B* idc 

Fig. 22. When the surface of weakness subdivides the dEy into siil ~ j0 

14 
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Fig. 22 Cracks in stiff fissured clay 

42 

Fig. 23 Development or tension cracks 
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or less in size, it is likely that the slope may become unstable during the cut or shortly there
after. On the other hand, if the spacing of the joint is greater, it is likely that the failure may
 
not occur until many years after construction.
 

The stiff clays have gonc through a process of consolidation. The overburden
 
pressure which caused this consolidation had subsequently got removed, resulting in what is
 
called "over-consolidation". When cuts are made in such over-consolidated clays, such as
 
shales, the soil swells due to relief of ;trcss. Consequently, some of the fissures in the clay
 
open out. Water then enters and sofiens the clay adjoining the fissures. Unequal or non
uniform swelling produces new fissurez and the process of disintegration continues with the
 
result that sliding occurs as soon as the shearing strength of the clay becomes too small
 
to resist the forcc: of gravity. Most slides of this nature occur along toe circles, involving a
 
relatively shallow body of soil, because the shearing resistance of the clay increases rapidly
 
with increasing depth below the exposed surface. Certain clay shales in U.P. and Kashmir
 
represent some of the most troublesome types of stiff fissured clays encountered in India.
 
Fig. 23 shows the development of tension cracks.
 

4.5 	 SLIDES IN CLAY CONTAINING LENSES OR POCKETS OF WATER
 
BEARING SAND OR SILT
 

If a cut is made in a clay slope which is underlain by a layer or by even a seam of 
sand or silt, it is conceivable that excessive pore pressures may develop in the pervious layers,
 
when the entire slope may fail by spreading out horizontally along the pervious stratum.
 
Invariably, failures in such a soil occur suddenly. It is also characteristic of this type of
 
failure that a gentle clay slope which may have been stable for many decades or centuries, 

moves out suddenly along a broad front. At the same time, the soil in front of the slide
 
flows for a considerable distance beyond the toe of the original slope.
 

Catastrophic slides of this type are known to occur very suddenly and the surface
 
of failure often tends to lie mostly at or near the interface between the clay layer and the sand
 
parting.
 

Consider a section through a valley located above a thick stratum of soft clay merging
 
into the sand as shown in Fig. 24 (a). Assuming that some thin horizontal layers of fine
 
sand or coarse silt, such as S-S, occur within the clay stratum, it can be seen that the pore
 
water in layer S-S communicates with the water in the Jarge body of sand. Ad and Be 
respectively, represent the positions of the water table in the sand during a dry and during 
an exceptionally wet season, respectively. Ab and Be, respectively, represent the corres
ponding piezometric levels for pore water in S-S and ab represents a cut made into the clay to 
a depth H. Every horizontal section beneath the cut including that through S-S is acted 
on by shearing stresses, because of the tendency of overlying clay to settle vertically and 
spread horizontally under the influence of self weight. If the porewater pressure in the layer 
S-S is low, corresponding to the piezometric line Ab, the shearing resistance along S-S is 
likely to be considerably greater than the sum of the shearing stresses. When this is true, the 
stability of the slope merely depends upon the cohesion value of clay. For any slope angle 
less than 53 degrees, the critical height Hc of the slope is given by 

5.52cHc 	= 

he Y is the ditwelght of the tlay. It may.be noted that.ift firm base underlie&the clay
 
iatum. at a shallow depth below the bottom- of the excavation, the critical -height
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PIEZOMETRIC LEVELS IN S-S 
DURING EXCEPTIONLLY 

A ..... * CA WET SEASON 

" ~: :: '...C.E / Z.1'. " .. .. /p MY - SESN' 

'BE6, RO0C K 

I H 

S n 01LWATER BEARING SEAM bi , 
S 

, 

OF FINE SAND 
'i44 

Fig. 24 (a)Geological conditlon involving danger ofslope failure by spreading.
(b)Diagram of force which act on soil beneath slope ab 

is even greater and it increases with decreasing slope angle upto a value o?" 9 for slope 

angles of 20 degrees. 
Now, if the piezometric levels for the stratum S-S rises to the position indicated by 

line Bg, due to exceptionally heavy rainfall or floods, the pore water pressure u, would 
increase. Since the layer S-S is made up of a cohesionless soil, its shearing resistance ii 
determined by the equation 

S=(p-uw) tan 0 
Hence, the shearing resistance on any horizontal section through the layer decreases with 
an increase in piezometric levels. When the available shearing resistance decreases to the 
value of shearing stresses, the slope above S-S fails by spreading, inspite of the fact that 
it may have an adequate factor of safety with respect to rotational failure. 

When the pore water pressure. in the layer equals p, the shearing resistance along S-S 
becomes zero. The implications of this condition are illustrated by Fig. 24(b). 

If PA and PP denote the active and passive earth pressures on the vertical sectilms 
aa. and bb&respede arid If the sbdaring resistance on.a, bs, i zerg the dope wilbe on thb 
verge of Iailure when PA equah P,. 
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The active earth prisure on aa, is 
PA=I/2 ' (H+H)-2c(H+H), and tie passive earth pressure on bbL is Pip=I/2 

7H21+2 cH1 if the slope is on the verge of failure, PA=Pr. If PA=P, then it can be shown 

that H=Hc which value is more or less equal to the critical heights for a vertical 
3.85c
slope, given by the expression - . It can, therefore, be seen that the development of 

excessive pore pressures in seam S-S reduces the critical height of the slope to a little more 
than the critical height for a vertical slope, regardless of what the actual slope angle may be. 

The danger of instability by this mode of failure cannot be, therefore, very much 
reduced or eliminated merely by flattening the slopes of the cut. The correction has to 
be in the direction of preventing the possibility of the sand or silt layer becoming the seat of 
excess hydrostatic pressure. This can sometimes be accomplished by the use of relief 
wells or by vertical drains or by horizontal drains. 

4.6 For the choice of the most appropriate corrective measure, for such landslide 
types, see Chapter 6. 
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Chapter 5 	 FIELD AND LABORATORY 
INVESTIGATIONS 

Many minor landslides probably will deserve no more than a cursory inspection by the 
landslide specialist who will be interested in merely classifying the slide before prescribing the 
corrective measures. Very often, landslides are contributed by more than one factor and 
it becomes necessary to assess the importance of various factors involved. Any attempt 
towards the attenuation of even one of the several factors, can provide the needed stability 
to the slope. For actual methods of analysis concerning stability of slope, please see 
Chapter 2. 

The purpose of the field investigation is very often to map a landslide, to obtain and 
record in a graphic form such data as can be observed in the field, to facilitate significant 
inferences to be drawn relative to the cause, mechanism or potentiality of movement, beha
viour ofslopes in the past and in the present. The map scale should be decided upon after 
studying the extent and economic importance of the slide under consideration. A scale of 
5 to 10 ft. to an inch may be suitable for small slides whereas a slide covering several hundreds 
of acres may have to be mapped on a scale of 50 to 100 ft. to an inch. However, impor. 
tant structures of slide area might be selected for mapping on a much larger and a more 
revealing scale. 

The preparation of contour map may be often desirable to map topography of the 
area. The absolute necessity of such a map and choice of suitable contour interval is gene. 
rally left to the judgement of the engineer. 

The field methods employed in mapping the slide area are selected according to the 
importance of the work and the degree of accuracy required. Plan and profile illustrations 
are necessary to exhibit complete graphic portrayal of the slide. The accuracy of this mapping 
becomes more important if continuing ground movement exists or is anticipated. 

Regular surveying methods may be adopted for preparing contour maps and for 
determining the positions of reference points within and outside the slide area. 

It should be borne in mind that survey and mapping of affected ground alone 
is not adequate, but its relationship to the associated terrain etc., is especially important. 
The area to be included in mapping is a function of topographic features but the following 
may serve as thumb-rules to help. the judgement of the investigator. 

(1) 	 Along or parallel to contours, the map should extend about twice the width 
of the slide on both sides of the slide area. 

(2) 	 Across the contours, or up and down the slide, the minimum distance that 
the map should illustrate is the first sharp break in the i, .e above the slide 
crown and below the slide toe. 

The mapping should indicate all sources of water in the area adjacent to the slide 
aid& 

Complete description of thickness, classification of soil, texture and structure, re& 
tlve",pe AUty etc., should be recorded. The bed rock shodd be mapped according t6 
noril. geologic methods to thaw the t .f rock and its situctrei -including beddin& 
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cleavage, joints, folds, faults or any other geologic features of significance to the 
slide. 

The purpose of subsurface investigation is to determine the physical, geologic and 
mineralogic characteristics of the slide, the location of the surface and depth of the slide. 

Bore holes, test pits and test trenches are most commonly used means of subsurface 
exploration. The shear tests, standard penetration tests or soundings may be particularly
useful for determining approximate locations of weak strata, and by inference, the slip surface. 
For homogeneous, deep, soft clay deposits, the vane shcar tests should be particularly helpful 
in obtaining reliable values for shearing resistance. 

Recovery of undisturbed samples whenever necessary should be made by a rotary
drilling rig. The nature of laboratory tests generally depend on the problem in hand. 
These tests mali be routine identification tests such as field moisture content, Atterberg limits, 
mechanical analysis etc., and/or shear tests such as the direct shear, the triaxial or the 
unconfined compression tests, or they may involve mineralogic or weathering tests. 

E 147 

SLIP CIRCLE METHOD 

Fig. 25(a) Slip circle method for estimating depth of sdump lide 

DIternahsatlon of the Depth of Rotationa1 SUdes 
A reasonable estimate of the maximum depth of a slide is often helpful in deciding 

upon the depth ofsubsurface exploration and to get an idea about the magnitude of the slide 
etc. Consider a slump block as shown in Fig. 25 (a). Only the field measurements relating 
to the position of the crown A and the foot B and the profile of the ground between A and B 
are required. Make a plot of points A and B and the ground line on a graph. Locate point
O at the intersection of the perpendicular bisector OC of line AB and the horizontal line 
OA. With OA as radius describe an arc, defining the maximum depth of the slide material 
at point D. 

Alternatively, if there has been an appreciable offset ofsome distinct reference points,
uh as the edge ofa pavement, an idea of the position of the centre ofrotation and therefore 
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CONCENTRIC CIRCLE METHOD 

:Fig. 25(b) Cottcentric drde method for estimating depth eta dump slide 

the maximum depth of the slide, can be determined as shown in Fig. 25 (b). Positions of 
points C, D and the crown A can easily be determined. The foot B can also be determined 
or estimated. Points A, B, C and D are plotted on a graph. Draw lines AB and CD and 
bisect each line. The bisectors will intersect at point 0, which represents the centre of 
rotatign of a unit slump block. By scaling the distance FE directly from the graph, the maxi
-mum thickness of the slide is determined. 

Any of the above two methods can be applied to a slump made up ofseveral individual 
blocks. This is done by.having the geometry of the lowest block in the series analysed, 
because invariably it happens that the rupture surfaces of individual slump blocks of a multi
ple block slide tend to lie tangent to a common shear plane. 
Computation of Shearing Resistance from SUde Data 

A field study of landslides in A particular area yields valuable information regarding 
the average value of shear strength of soil, s, in that area. On the basis of on the spot 
study, the shape of surface of sliding should first be ascertained. The surface of sliding is 
then replaced by the arc of a circle having radius 'R' and centre '0' as shown in the Fig. 26. 

Referring to figure 26 

WjL1 - WLg+ sR d
 
from which
 

W, L, -W914 

Where W, is the weight of slice a k fe wh tedds to produce failure, and We is the weight 
of dice k b di which tends to resit it. 
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Fig. 26 Deforrt-ia amoated withsloe filure 

Significance of Cracks 

It is very necessary on the part of the landslide investigator to cultivate the faculty 
of observing small cracks and displacements in the surface soils and to interpret their 
significance or meaning. This ability to read into the significance of cracks can add to the 
understanding of the causes and character of movements, that is very often a prerequisite to 
correction. For instance, tiny cracks observed at or near a boulder or root of a tree should 
be regarded as evidence of stretching of the ground surface. Soil creep and stretching of the 
ground surface are generally regarded as two separate things. 'Stretching' is to be distin
guished from 'soil creep' inasmuch as it indicates a comparatively deep seated movement, 
whereas soil creep is more of a superficial origin. Very often, stretching is observed in 
granular materials that cannot form or retain minor cracks readily. Invariably, small 
cracks that surround or emanate from a rigid body, such as a tree-trunk or a root or a boulder 
in an otherwise homogeneous soil, constitute evidences of stretching. Since tensional forces 
tend to concentrate at or near rigid boundaries, these cracks are found in association with 
objects like trec-trunks, roots or boulders. Fig. 27 shows small en-echelon cracks which are 
discernible in the surface ioil of the affected area. These cracks generally form long before 
other signs of rupture manifest. Therefore, they should be regarded as particularly useful 
tools for the recognition of potential landslides. It can generally be said that in many a 
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TENSION CRACKS AND STEPS 

ROOT OF 
/DEPRES\ SUDE 

, SION 

/ i-EN ECHELON CRACKS 

BULGE 
~4~m4ONGUE 

' Ide Idn' idv"' iiwFig. 27 Pin orteal ,At 

i.28 Generalloritatlon of treesona slump landslide. BecausealAionrthe treesonthebloeae 
bowed uphill, a result of the tree tope tending to grow vertically while the stump partion chne 
with the rotating land Mrface 
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Fig. 29 Tilting of trees indicating surifcial creep 

151 
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situation, the map of the en-chelon cracks will delimit the slide area more or len accurately, 
despite the absence of any physical movement. 

Also, cracks can be of help in determining the landslide type with which one is 
dealing. In a ;'otational slide, the walls of cracks are somewhat curved in the vertical plane 
and are concave towards the direction of movement. For the rotational slump block with a 
sizeable vertical offset, the cracks wedge shut in depth. In the case of a block slide, the 
cracks arc found to be more or less equal in width from top to bottom and there isno narrowing 
of width in the opening with increasing depth below the surface. This feature isaccountd for 
by the fact that in the case of a block glide, failue begins from the bottom of the block and 
proceeds upward, towards the surface. The distinguishing feature between a block glide 
and a lateral spreading, is that lateral spreading is often charactcrised by a maze of inter. 
secting cracks, whereas block glide shows only a few major cracks in the upper part of the 
sliding material. Also in a block glide ini clay, the cracks are almost vertical regardless of the 
depth of the sliding plane. On the other hand, in the case of a block glide in rock, the incli
nation of the cracks would depend on the joint system in the rock. 

It is significant to note that by studying the pattern of cracks, a distinction can be 
made between incipient block glides and rotational slumps. Very often, a pattern of cracks 
resembling a horse-shoe in place with or without cracks within it, is a sure indication of a 
rotational failure. On the other hand, if there are cracks parallel to the slope or the rock 
face, it heralds the development of a block glide. 

Yet another feature that is ofhelp to the landslide analyst isthe occasional clue given 
by the general orientation to trees on rotational slumps where, invariably, the trees are bowed 
uphill, because of the trees tending to grow vertically whereas the stump portion ofthe trees 
tend to change or rotate with the rotating land surface as shown in Fig. 28. Fig 29 shows 
tilting of trees which is indicative of surficial creep. 

A de3cription of the surface features of the various parts of active or recently active 
slides, as an aid toward the identification of different landslide types is given in Table 9 
included in Chapter 8. 
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Chapter 6 	 TECHNIQUES OF PREVENTION 
AND CORRECTION 

6.l LIST OF CORRECTIVE T QLUES AND PRINCIPLES INVOLVED 
Different types of corrective measures are listed below and details regarding the 

limits of their application and the principles involved and other remarks are set forth for 
each of the types listed. 
Corrective measure Application 

(I) 	 Relocation All types of 
landslides 

(2) Excavatedraln 	 In shallow soil 
and backfill 

(3) Drainage. 
surface, 
subsurface; 
tunnels 

or deep soil in 
combination 
with light 
weight back-
fill. 

Subsurface 
drainage h 
good for shal. 
low soil. 
Tunnel can 
be used for 
deep soil when 
water source 
is deep. Sur-
face drainage 
should be used 
for all types 
preferably. 

Principles involved 

Structure moved to 
location where mass 
movement is not pre-
sent. A permanent 
solution. 

The sliding mass is 
removed and the area 
stabilized by improv-
ing foundation condi-
tions. A permanent 
solution, 

Removal ofwater re-
suitsin (i) lower den-
sity of the soil, (li) 
higher sol cohesion, 
(iii) elimination of 
lubrication of slip 
plane, (iv) removal 
of excess hydrostatic 
pressure, (v) removal 
of seepage forces. A 
permanent solution. 

Remarks 

Because of the degree of perma
nency, a very desirable solution. 
Very often this is the most econo
mical solution. Its use will de
pend on obtaining a satisfactory 
line and grade. 
All slide material should be ex
cavated to solid rock, drains plac. 
ed to intercept seepage, and the 
area backfilled. Unless highly 
organic, the same soil can be 
used for backfill. Good constru
ction methods must be usei. 153 
Where bedrock is not encounte
red, stability estimates based on 
shear values of reworked soil 
should be made, and a 2 ft. deep 
granular course should be placed 
at the bottom. 
Surface drainage should be assu. 
red for all types of corrective 
measures. Generally, drainage 
should be designed to intercept 
water before it enters the slide. 
In an impervious soil, the water 
source must be reached so as to 
be effective in controlling move. 
ment Subsurface drainage may 
not be feasible due to the under
mining of slide material above 
the excavation. Subsurface dra
inage can best be achieved by the 
use of horizontal drains, Fig. SO. 
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VUITAL 	SOWAFD 

I. 	 30 Slide treatment conuisting or hodacal da and vu 
Divido of Highways) 

Corrective measure Application Principles Involved 

(4) 	Removal of 
material. 
Entirely Is applicable Entire gide man Is 

4 for shallow removed. A perma-
soil. neat solution. 

Partial at toe Is applicable The condition rellev, 
to clear road ed temporarily. An 
for traffic. expedient solution, 

Partial at top Is applicable A large part of the 
to deep soil. main sourceof shear-

ing force Is removed. 

A permanent solution, 

(5) 	Buttress at toe When good Large man blocks 
foundation is the movement and 
available at any fArther move-
toe In shallow ment involves dipla-
or deep soil. cmentofthebuttress. 
Buttress Apermanentsolution. 
should extend 
below the slip 

plane. 

drain wells. (CuMy of Caliandi 

Remarks 

For shallow oi profiles, conside. 
ration should be given to a solu
tion involving the entire remo
val of the slide. For deep soil 
proles, the removal of materi 
at the top of the slide will increase 
stability. For correction by 
removal, undermining of areas 
should 	be considered. The re
moval of the material at the t4 
of a slide is rarely desirable, al. 
though at times necessaryin order 
to open aroad for traffic. If the 
only corrective action applied 
is the removal from the toe, the 
slide will continue. 
An excellent method of correc
tion when the situation at the toe 
permits-action is that of a 
retaining device. Much leas ex. 
pesivethancribbingora retain. 
ing wall. The buttress should be 
founded below the slip muface, 
for unless the sliding material has 

angle of internal ftiction 
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Corrective measure-Appicio 

(6) Bid 

(7) Cribbhig 
timber, con-
crete or metal 

(8) 	Retaining 
wall of stone 
or concrete 

(9) Piling. 
Floating 

Fixed with no 
provision for 

S p hillside 
locations with 
a narrow fail-
ure parallel to 
road in deep 
soil. 
Suitable for 
shallow soil 
foundations. 

Shallow soil 
where good 
foundations 
are available, 

Used In she.-
how soil to 
hold 'the slide 
miss tim-
porarily. 

Suitable In 
shallow soil 

Principles Iolvedl 

The troublesome area 
i bridged and future 
movement passes 
under the structure. 
A permanent solu-
tion. 
A retaining mass, 
with or without 
additional Jateral 
restraint, placed in 
path of the mass 
movement - furthur 
movement involves 
displacement of the 
retaining mass. A 
permanent solution, 
A retaining mass 
with lateral restraint, 
placed in path 
of the mass 
movement - further 
movement involves 
displacement of the 
refidnlng wall. A 
"permanentsolution, 

Piling offers a re-
taining influence, 
For soil masses, the 
piling may tend to 
'pi the moving 

and stable materials 
and bring about a 

Text 6
 

Ramr 

greater than 15 degrees, the 
added normal force of a buttress 
has little influence on the safety 
factor, Figs. 31 and 32. 
Very satisfactory solution. The 
foundations must be in bed rock 
that is not subject to movement 
or erosion. Too costly for general 
application. 

Good method where applicable 
but relatively costly. Less 
stable foundation required than 
for retaining wall as shifting is 
permissible before cribbing. In 
slide areas, the resistance requi. 
red can be estimated by using 
the fozmula for the safety factor. 
Not recommended in creep 
and flow areas. 
The applications are similar to 
to those of cribbing. The cost 
is a deterrent. Walls are 
advantageous in urban area. 
A wall requires a foundation 
in bed rock or good soil below 
the slip surface. Standard prac. 
tice is to include weep holes in 
designing the wall. The formula 
for the safety factor may be 
used to estimate resistance 
required to lateral thrust. 
Retaining walls in creep and 
flow movements may take full 
weight of soil. 

Floating piles do not appreciably 
penetrate bedrock or the slip. 
surface. Such methods have 
lasted from one to 10 yt.;s. 
With a slip surface at bedrock, 

the fixed piling penetration for 
a distance of 3 to0 ft. into 

extrialon with numb- more lengthy dip. the bedrock offers resistance 
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16 Fig. 31 Drop channel with buttress wall 

P5I9YlUS BACKFILL 

ORIGINAL GaROUND 

LINiT OF ; / 

EXCAVATION 

Fig. 32 Modified buttres Pervious blanket of gravel or rock prevents sliding of Wet cut 
slope by providing drainage of slope and also by incressing strength of aloe by 
buttrms action. (Courteay of California Division of Highways) Oil! 
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Corrective measure Application 

ro large 
rocks. 

Fixed with Suitable in 
provision for shallow soil. 
irevnting 
extrusion 

(10) 	 Saiig Dep iotirc 
joint planes of*Mt . 
and open 
seams 

(11) 	Cementation Permeable 
of loose material only. 
material 

(12) 	 Cliifial Permeable 
treatment. mateial, 
&iclation 

(13) Tietkodding Shallow soil 
slopes 	 with large rock 

fragments. 

(14) Blitting ShaUow 4pil 

Principles involved 

surface with.a corres-
ponding increase in 
shearing .resistance. 
Floating piles are ex-
pedient. All others 
arm pernmi ent solu-
tions. 

Thesane benefits are 
sought as for drain-
age.olution. A per-
manent solution. 

An atteimpt to im-
prove the shear 
characteristics of 
the soil. 

Same principles as 
above, except that 
chemicals are used. A 
permanent solution. 
The retaining device 
insufficient to with
stand movement is 
anchored to bedrock. 
A permanent solution. 
An a .mptis"
made 

develop a drainae 

Text E 

Pemarks 

equal to the fore-, required to
 
bend thepiling. Ifthesoil is wet
 
and fine grained, movement in
 
tbe area is likely to be due to
 
extrusion between the piles, for
 
piling in deep soil where the
 
base 	of the pile penetrates 5 ft. 
past the slip surface, the 
recommendation is to estimate 
the 	forces on slip surface curv
ing 	under the pi!ing. Stabiliiy 
can 	be estimated by obtaining
safety factor. For piling with 
provision for preventing extrusion 
(such as I-beam and cribbing 
combinations) 	 the principles of 
retaining wall apply.
It is essential to locate the source 
ofwater and to block its entrance 
by grouting. Difficult to achie
ve and to estimate quantities. 
The effect of blocking the water 
should be studied for the area 
above and around the slide. 
This method of correction is 
still experimental.
Stability is achieved by cement. 
ing the slide material. In order 
to produce deep soil stabili
zation, a permeable material is 
essential.
This is essentially the same as 
cemejitation, except that the 
chemicals are used. 

157 
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Corrective measure Application Principles involved 	 Remarks 

system. An xped
dient solution. 

(15) Reshaping Used where See item No. 3. Area improved by sealing zurface 
slide material 	 face to slide Method generally so as to prevent the entrance of 

has open used in combination water. 
fissures Ben- with other actions. 
ching likely to 
cause ponding 
of water. 

(id) Slope 
tietment 

Shallow soil 
in combina-

See item 
Method 

No. 3. Area improved by sealing sur
generally face so as to prevent the entrance 

tion with used in combination of water and to minimise erosion. 
other methods with other actions. Use seeding or sodding, blan
or any erosion 
problems 

keting with cinders, guniting or 
sealing of surface. Use asphalt 
mulch technique. 

(17) I*t weight 
O1where 

In cases 
loading 

iscritical. 

Reducing of the 
weight causing move-
ment. Rarely a 

The heavier soil is replaced 
with a lighter permeable mate
rial. Often helpful when it Is 

solution in itself. desirable to hold a given grade. 

N'OTE: 	 There are a few other miscellaneous methods available but most of them 
are yet to pass into routine use in the field. 

6.2 REMEDIAL MEASURES GENERALLY RECOMMENDED FOR TiHE LAND-

SLIDKE TYPES DISCUSED IN CHAPE 4 

Detritus Slides 
The most effective means of preventing the danger of detritus slides along gentle slopes 

is adequate drainage. Since the layer ofdetritus is commonly shallow (not more than 20 &t 
deep) detritus flows can sometimes be stopped by driving piles through the moving material 
into the firm base. Normally, several rows are driven at right angles to the direction of 
movement. 

Since no slides in detritus can take place withot an abundance of water, the possibility 
of such slides can be eliminated by preventing temporary saturation. This is best done by 
means of a catch water drain running along the upper boundary of the area to be protected 
and covering the surface of the dope by means of an impermeable material, or by providing 
a vegetative cover. 

Side Is Se1d 
Since flow sldes in sad occur osid whea the mnd'frirv loose, the tendency towards 

liding can be mitigted by deaM6*in the.mML This. can be accomplished by different 
=eans suc as by cirAnguand Ple1M byujpbdg mahchaa" of Ib1atin.powderI h 
Interior of the loom sandmau. 

L 	 , 
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Slies In Loes 
Slides in this type of deposlt, It ii'belleved, can be-correc*ed by preserving the strength

or the loess by means of suitable bituminous treatment previntig the ingress of water into 
the rail mass. 

Slides In Stiff Clay 
Since stiff clays are known to suffer a decrease of strength over a period of many many 

years, from a high initial value at the time of the cut to a low value at the time of the slide, 
It would seem uneconomical to select the slope angle ofa cut in such soils on the basis of 
the ultimate value of the shearing resistance. However, it is desirable to delay the deter
loration of the clay as much as possible by draining the strip of land adjoining the upper
edge of the cut for a width equal to the depth of the cut and to treat ground surface of the 
cut area to reduce the permeability. If local slides occur, they are to be subsequently co
rrected by local repairs. If delayed slides would endanger life or cause excessive damage
to property, the slopes should be provided with reference points to enable periodic level 
observations to be made, in order to detect possible movements in advance of failure so 
that the slopes in the danger sections may be flattened. 

In similar circumstances, there have been instances where stone rubble drains have 
been successfully used to prevent movements at danger sections. These drains are built 
up of dry stone masonry or rubble. These drains run up and down the slope at a spacing 
of about 20 ft. The drains are constructcd in trenches dug out to a depth equal to that to 
which the clay has been softened. A concrete foot-wall supports the lower ends of all the
ribs. The beneficial effect of this type of construction is often attributed to tht function of 
the ribs as drains, but it seems more plausible that the principal function of the ribs is to 
transfer part of the weight of the unstable mass of clay through side friction to the footwall. 

Slides in Clays, Slopes Underlain by Layers or Seams of Sand or Slt 
The solution In such circumstances would be to prevent the building up of excess hydros

tatic pressure in the sand or silt wam or layer. This can be accomplished in different ways,
such as by the use ofrelief wells, vertical sand drains or horizontal drains as the case may be. 
6.3 DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS AND DISCUSSION ON CHOICE OF CORREC6 

TIVE AND PREVENTIVE TECHNIQUE& 

Avoidance of Potential Landslides by Relocation, Bridging etc. 
It is not often practicable to avoid a potential landslide by changing the location of a 

proposed highway but the possibility should not be overlooked. In some cases it may be 
shifted into stable ground by a slight change in alignment. 

Where the proposed excavation will cross formations that are susceptible to bedding
plane slides, the slide hazard can sometimes be reduced by adjusting the alignment so that 
the cut slopes intercept the beds at a more favourable angle to the bedding planes. In some,
places, for example, it may be possible to choose the opposite side of a valley or hill where 
the bedding planes of the rock will dip away from the cut slope rather than dip towards the 
cut, Fig. 33. 

While loting tiew li'f*t.iurtatio, it isworth keepiigi aId'some ofthe typical
situations conddrive to landsiding, Indtced by proposed cdts b fills. Thede are: 

6
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(I) 	 Restriction of ground water flow by sidehill fill. 
(2) Overloading of relativly weak underlying soil layer by fill. 
(3) 	 Overloading u sloping bedding planes by heavy sidehill fill. 
(4) Overstecpenirg of cuts in unstable rock or fill. 
(5) 	Removal of cuts of thick mantle or pervious soil if such pervious soil happens 

to be a natural restra['.ing blanket over a softer core. 
(6) 	Increase in seepagc pressure caused by cut or fill that changes direction or 

character of ground water flow. 
(7) Exposure by cut of stiff fissured clay that is liable to soften and swell when 

exposed to surface w.ter. 
(8) 	Removal of mantle of wet soil by sidehill cut. Such a cut may remove toe 

support causing soil above cut to slide along its contact with stable bed rock' 
(9) 	Increase in hydrostatic pressure below surface of a cut In silt or permeable 

clay. 
All these factors should be carefully considered when evaluating the probable effects 

of new construction. 
Recognition and consideration of these factors are essential in determining whether or 

not an attempt should be made to forestall a potential landslide by avoidance. 
Prevention of landslides by avoidance does not always require a change in alignment 

or location of a road. In some situations, a mere revision in the grade line of the proposed 
highway may prove effective in preventng slide movement. For instance, where the most 
desirable grade line for a new highway construction requires undercutting of an unstable 
slope, it may be possible to adjust the profile grade of the road so as to avoid any excavation 
at the toe of the hill and instead, to provide additional support by construction of an embank
ment which will act as toe support or 'strut'. 

If there is no way to avoid a potential landslide and if preventive treatment will not 
assure stability, it will sometimes be necessary to construct a bridge across the unstable area. 
Since the cost of a bridge is usually prohibitive, extreme care must be exercised in designing 
a structure that will not itself be damaged by moderate slide movement. 

Thus, due to the degree of permanency involved, relocation should be regarded as a 
desirable solution. Very often it is the moit economical solution although its use will depend 
on obtaining a satisfactory line and grade. 

6.4 EXCAVATION METHOD 
Excavation methods invariably contribute to increased stablity of the soil mass beneath 

a slope. The principal methods, Fig. 34, used for prevention or correction are: 
(1) Removal of head of slide. 
(2) 	 Lowering of the grade line. 
(3) 	Flattening of slopes including benching .ofslopes." 
(4) Complete removal of all unstable material. 

Remval of Head of a Slide 

from the had"d a lahdsllde, thereby reducing the'ctivatingforce.. 
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Fig. 33 Dip favourable for the road and unfavourable for the same road beyond 
the turning 
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'EXCAVATEEXCAVATE 

J. REDCES 	 RDUCES 
FORCE.': 	 FORCE 

( REMOVALOF HEAD 	 (6) SL,;L FLATTENING 

EXCAVATE. 

CES 	 REMOVES 
FORCE. 

FORCE 

(C) BENCHING SLOPE (d) COMPLETE REMOVAL 
162 

TENSION CRACK MOVES ON TO 

EXCAVATE ERM 

- REDUCES REDUCES 
FORCE RFSISTANC 

(e)- UNIFORN REMOVAL 	 (f) PARTIAL. AT TOE 

Fig. 34 Excavation techniques . 

Prevention of landslides 

This method is seldom applicable to prevent landslides alth6ugh itCaas been occa
sionally used in controlling potential slides i- talus material. The- method. is essentially 
applicable to treatment of an existing slide. 

Correction of landslides 
The method is suitable. 

Situations whele *h 	meahos will Prove pvomisX. 
(1) The method is a.vry practicable dne prde..tieqatky to .c rmyed 

is not excessive. 
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(2) The method is best adapted for distinctly rotational slides. In slides with
curved slip planes, the gravitational force in the upper part of the slide is 
particularly large and therefore unloading of the material is apt to give tan. 
gible corrective benefits. 

Situations where the meod will be of qestionable benfit 
(1) The method is inapplicable for flows. 
(2) 	The method is not suited for correcting planar slides with straight surfaces 

of rupture. 

Design considerations 
(i) 	Methods ofstability analysis involving application of soil mechanics principles 

can be advantageously used to evaluate the benefits of removal and also the 
quantities to be removed. 2 

(2) The quantity to be removed from the head generally works out to be 1 to 20 
times the quantity removed or to be removed from the toe of the landslide. 
This will give a relatively flat surface (15 : 1) at the head. 

(3) 	 In situations where there is little or no indication that removal of toe material 
has been or will be accomplished by man or nature, approximately 0.15 to 
0.25 times the moving mass represents the quantity to be removed from the head,

(4) Removal of head should not in its turn cause movements above the excavation. 

Flattening of Slopes including Benching of Slopes 	 1 
Preventive measures in excavation areas consist primarily of proper slope design and 

drainage. 
It is generally more economical to design the excavation with slopes that will minimite 

sliding rather than to excavate steepslopes and subsequently to flatten them after sliding 
has occurred. 

In using this method as a preventive measure, a study of existing cut slopes of similar 
material in the locality is helpful but the comparison should take into account whether the 
heights and the materials involved in the existing and in the proposed cuts are at all compa
rable. For example, 1 : 1 slope in a given formation may be stable for a 30 ft. high cut but 
the same slope might prove too steep for the same type of soil in a cut 100 ft. high.

In homogeneous soils, the strength can be reliably determined by laboratory testing
and slopes can be designed on the basis of principles of soil mechanics. However, this is 
not a reliable method in non-homogeneous soils and rock formations where the strength
cannot be determined with any degree of accuracy. Even in such cases, a knowledge of 
the character of the material, subsurface water conditions and a rough stability analysis 
can combine to help decide upon the proper slope angle. This can be supplemented by a 
study of existing cut slopes.

It should be recognised that flattening ofroulopes may not be a lasting benefit because 
the geologic stiucture of the rock causes it to assume steeper slopes with the flux of time.

'Excavation' is economical and practicable as a preventive measure, whereas it costs 
relatively much more in the correction of landslides. This is because, unit costs for the
relctivly large quantities of earthwork involved are generaly lower en new construction 
projects than on repair jobs. 
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For purpo.es of correction, excavation tochniques are frequently used in all clames of 
landslides. They are best suited to slides moving downslope towards a road and not for 
slides that undermine a road on its downward slope. Before a particulAr method of excava
tion is decided upon, one should know whether the failure is to be classified as a fall, a slide 
or a flow and whether the slip-surface is curved or straight. It is also essential to know if 
the failure developed at the toe of an excavation and thereafter proceeded upslope or the 
movement developed simultaneously in the whole slide area. The need for such information 
will be better illustrated ir the succeeding chapters. 

There are three types of slope designs possible, namely, the uniform slope, the variable 
slope and the benched slope. 

Uniform Slope aid Slope with Varying Angles 

A uniform slope is adopted from ditch-line to the top of the slope. For most small 
cuts less than '.'Oft.high, uniform slopes are probably the cheapest solution. For large cuts, 
the geology of the region should be taken into account in deciding on the angle of a uniform 
slope. If different kinds of rocks are interlayered, a uniform slope may result in improper 
design for one or more of the layers. 

Slope angle isrelated to the height of the cut and the geologic structure of the material. 
In every locality, one should observe the maximum height at which the weaker rock 

materials tend to maintain stability on a given slope. This observition will be very helpful 
in determining the proper slope angle. 

If the slope conbists of straight sections with varying slope angles, it permits the use of 
164 	 proper and most economical slopes for each of the geologically varying sections besides re

ducing erosion along long slopes. This method however will entail a detailed geological 
investigation and occasionally it may prove to be economical to over design or to adopt a 
uniform slope based on less detailed investigations. 

In soil slopes, such methods including benching are rarely suited to flows or to slide, 
with straight slip-surfaces. 

The method is usable on embankments and in cuts which have caused small slides 
above the top of the cut due to undercutting of the slope. Large slides are better tackled by 
the 'removal of head' method. Most talus soils are likely to be stable on 2:1 slopes for a 
cut upto 20 ft. in height but may require 3:1 slopes for cuts greater than 30 ft. in hdght. 

Benching of slope 
This method involves straight slopes separated by near-horizontal benches. 
Generally, slopes constructed with benches or 'berms' are considered preferable to 

equivalent uniform straight slopes. 
Benching produces increased stability by dividing the long slope into segments of 

smaller slopes connected by benches. The proper width of bench can be estimated by ana
jysis of stability of slopes for a given soil. It is generally observed that the width of benches 
should be equal to atleast 25 ft. to enable the slope segmrats to act independently. 

The choice ofa benched slope assumes the inevitabiity ofa certain amount of disintegra
tion in newly exposed rock faces. The dope angle between the benches caneither be tiform 
ervariable. The width of benches, the vertical height between benches =n4 te SIPpe angle 
ShOJdbe determined. The main advantages of this method ar 

(a) If the geologic characteristics of the bed rock cannot be detarminea readilk, this 

http:purpo.es
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method comes in handy compared to the other excavation methods. 
(b) 	In .hales and in similar rocks, susceptibility to erosion is cut eown since benches 

reduce the velocity of water running down the slope.
(c) 	 Construction is easier since steeper slopes are feasible 'ith benches. 
(d) 	 The weathering products are intercepted by the benches and the benches serve 

as clean-off areas. The debris falling on the benches can be removed periodically
making room for additional weathered material. But it may be preferable in 
some cases to let the debris remain as insulation against continued -;,eathering 
of bed rock and ultimately to seed the surface. 

(e) 	 For most materials, the slopes between the benches can be steeper than the ul
timate. 

Principles of Design 
Benches can either slope away from the roadway or slope tow.ard the road.
 
A roadward slope permits immediate run off of stuface water. Consequent upon


improved drainage, the tendency to sliding in clayey debris accumulating on the roadward
 
sloping benches is reduced. On the other hand, in a bench sloping towards the road, the
 
run-off can induce serious erosion of the slopes lyi'.? below it.
 

In the case of a bench sloping away from th. road, the accumulating clayey debris-on 
the bench can hold water, remain plastic and may eventually slide. But where rock is
 
involked, a bench that slopes into the hill will resist sliding of rock debris whereas a road
ward slopc may include movement of debris on to the underlying slopes.


As a guiding rule, it can be stated therefore, that the bench should slope away from the 

toad where there is no clayey material involved, preferably with a provision for longitudinal

drains along the inner edge of the bench. Whenever clayey soil or debris is involved, the
 
slope should be towards the road.
 

A typical multiple-benching in bed rock is shown in Fig. 35. Likely values of height

and width of benches and slope angles for different types of rock is set out in Table 7 to serve
 
as a guide.
 

TABLE 7. LIKELY VALUES OF HEIGHT AND WIDTH OF BENCHES AND SLOPE ANGLES
FOR DIFFERENT TYMS OF ROCKS (REFER TO FIG.5) 

Height between ben- Width of benches ft.Backaopa (oril. 

chein, ft. zontal: vertical)
 

Type crock Hs Hb, He,etc. Ws Wb, We,etc. S& Sb,So, etc.
 

(1),MbNrcutinsha"ewithinterbedded 5-200 20.30 0-30 2035 to:lJ:!lsandstone. 
(2) 	Majornndtonecut. 10-30 30-40 0.20 20-30 1:1 J:1 
(3) 	Mof*rcutinsandstoneundedainby 104 20-40 0.25 20-35 J:l J:1 to 1:1 
(4) 	 Moderate cuts in andstone and 10-40' 20-40 0.20 20-30 J:l 1:1
 

dhale
 
(5) 	 244jorcutisdhae 10.in' .20.0 0.30 20.30 1:1 j1"t6"2:1 

'U 	 nidmum. if W&M 0.°
Suc '-3ML0W1.:S, w
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.b
 

35-Fig.	Critera fir bed rock slope 'design as used by Wst Virginia State Road Cor,.
mission. This technique employs a combination of benches and relative steep 
back dopes (Refer to Table 7) 

The geologic structure, such as the attitude of bedding planes or joints has a very imt. 
portant effect on slope stability. In a given case the quantity of weathered products to 
be expected on the benches is the deciding criterion for fixing various dimensions. Local 
experience and observation are essential guides to design. 

The benches should be constructed with a V or gutter section with a longitudinal
drainage grade and with suitable catch basins to carry the water down the slopes. Occasion
ally, paving of the ditch may be necessary to reduce crosion or to prevent percolation of 
water into pervious areas -on the benches. 

In the case of soils which are fairy homogeneos, the width of benches can be evaluated 
on the basis of the principles of soil mechanics. 
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6.5 	DRAINAGE METHODS 

Sagam Drnage 

All precautions should be taken to prevent the surface runoff water from entering a 
potentially unstable area. 

Whenever a new construction crosses an old landslide, its surface should be reshaped 
as necessary, to provide good surface drainage. It has been commonly observed that the 
culverts get clogged up due to poor maintenance as shown in Fig. 36. 

Excessive or unnecessary removal of vegetation will promote surface erosion. 
Sealing of cracks on the surface of the slope in any type of landslide will prove bene

ficial since it will prevent the ingress of rurface water into the slide mass and mitigate frost 
action. 

For potential landslides, surface drainage measures represent a good investment com
pared to any other type of preventive trciaraent although surface drainage may have to 
be used invariably in conjunction with bther types of treatment. 

Methods of surface drainage include (a) reshaping of slopes, (b) construction of paved 
ditches, (c) installation of drain pipes, (d) paving or bituminous treatment of slopes. 

Conecios 
Surface drainage will prove quite usefu and can be used at little extra cost in conjunc

tion with other corrective methods. 
Use ofsurface drains along the outer periphery of the moving area is particularly 

desirable. The surface drains help to intercept the runoff from higher ground.
If sick surface drains are likely to be clogged by debris from above, a pipe should be 

plhced in the ditcktt ensure that the water will not be trapped. The ditch should be sloped so 
as to drauroffthe water quickly or else the base of the ditcht should be sealed with an imper. 
meable material. If this is not done, the ditch may prove detrimental inasmuch as it will 
serve to feed water into the slide area. 

Seeding or sodding or vegetative turfing by means of the asphalt mulch technique 
can be used. Surface drainage techniques such as these are not adequate by themselves 
for providing correction except in conjunction with other corrective procedures. 

Sealing of cracks can be done by regrading the surface. Occasional!y, individual 
cracks may be sealed more economically and rapidly by hand-filling with clay, bitumi
nous materials etc. Immediate attention to crack-sealing seldom goes profitless in correc. 
ting a slide although additional corrective measures will be desirable in many instances. 

Subdralnage 
The dlrainage of subsurface water tends to produce a more stable slope for the following 

reasons 
(1) 	 Seepage forces are reduced. 
(2) 	 Shear strength of thesoil is increased. 
(3) 	 The excess hydrostatic pressure within the soil mass is reduced. 
(4) 	 The unit weight of the soil is reduced which under particular situations may 

result in reducing the slide inducing forces. 
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Fig. 36 Culverts clogged up due to poor maintenance practice 

05£D ROADWAY EMSANAIM7' 

PILL TV PROVDE DRAINAGE 

" ....... tFIRM M.4TSRIALT...L 

OmTLET PROVIDED ArTLOW POT 

Fig. 37 Strippig as aside prevention measure-a typical croiconthighway I ofS1IOIs 
unstable material before constructing embankment " . 
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...........LaWOUND . ........ 
RANDOM RACKPILL 7JTO/GfAtOOIND, f 4-.OFRA 

"T' S C" -FLTR M4TERAL f .. 
XCAVATION PIPE UNDER DRAW

TYPICAL CROSS SECTION 

OF DRAINAGE DITCH PLAN OF ORAINAGE TRENCH 
' "' .,.PROPOSED 

OhJGINAL GROUND SURFACE 

Fag. 38 Slide prevention by combina~tion of stripping and drainage trench. Plan and cram-section ofl 
preventive treatment consisting of stripping unsuitable soil and constructing draiage trencha. 
(Source --Sketch furnished by C.P. Sweet : courtey of California Division of Highways) 

. 
1-9 

Fg. 39 imberAcibbing for slYde contr 
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Prevention In Emliashment Areas by Subdralnage 

Two factors require consideration in the investigation of possible slipouts (a) weak 
zones in the foundation soil which are likely to be overloaded by the proposed embankment 
load, and (b) subsurface water which is liable to result in the development of hydrostatic 
pressure or reduce the shear strength of the soil to the extent of initiating a slide. 

Methods of Preventing Highway Slipouts 

(1) If a surface layer of weak soil is relatively shallow and is underlain by stiff or 
dense soil, the unstable material may be stripped, as illustrated by Fig. 37. If there is 
possibility for seepage to develop during wet seasons, a layer of pervious material may be 
placed before the embankment is constructed. Clean gravel, free-draining sand or other 
suitable local materials may be used. It may be necessary to use a drain pipe if springs or 
concentrated flows are encountered. 

(2) If stripping the unstable material proves to be uneconomical, deep drainage or 
stabilization trenches are sometimes excavated with power equipment with the steepest side 
slopes that will remain stable during the construction period. The trenches should extend 
below any water bearing strata and irto the firm base. After placing a layer of pervious 
backfill material on the bottom and side slopes, together with an underdrain pipe at the 
bottom, the trench is backfilled and the embankment constructed, Fig. 38. If the area 
to be treated is small, one trench normal to the centre-line of the road may suffice. If 
the area is large, a herringbone pattern of drains would prove suitable. Besides providing 

170 	 subdrainage, the trenches add to the structural strength of the foundation. 
Although the cost of this method increases rapidly with depth, this method of slipout 

prevention is likely to prove more economical than any other type of treatment which might 
be equally effective. 

(3) If the depth to subsurface water is so great that the cost of ztripping or drainage 
trenches proves prohibitive, horizontal drains are recommended. 

(4) Vertical drain wells may be used in conjunction with horizontal drains, if there 
is need to provide a drainage path between lenses or strata of water-bearing material which 
are separated by impervious strata. If installed tinder an embankment an outlet for 
vertical drain can be provided by means of a horizontal drain, Fig. 30. 

(5) Vertical drain wells are also recommended for use under embankments for purposes 
of accelerating consolidation, through drainage of water from weak compressible foundation 
soil. For design details, please refer to CRRI Road Research Paper No. 54. 

Prevention by Subdralnage in Cuts 

All of the subdrainage methods discussed in the preceing paragraphs could as well 
be applied to prevention of slides in cuttings. However, the success of methods such as 
drainage trenches etc., can be ratner dubious and costly, ifdeep trenches are required. 

The most successful method of subdrainage for preventing slides in cut slopes is likely 
to be the horizontal drain treatment. The drains are installed, as the cuts are excavated, 
often from one or more benches in the cut slope. There have been many instances of cut 
slopes drained by this method which have remained stable despite unfavourable soil forma. 
tions and the presence of large amounts of subsurface water. 
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Correction by Subdralnage 
(1) Horizontal drains provide the most promising type of subdrainage for correcting 

a slide. For details of the technique, please refer to Article 6.8. 
(2) Drairage trenches or intercepter drains can be used for the same purpose as

horizontal drains. Trench type drains are generally limited by practical consideration to
those places where water can be iltercepted at depths less than 10 to 15 ft. It is most im. 
portant that the drain pipe be based on unyielding material which generally means that it 
must be below the slip plane, lest subsequent movement should tend to break or bend the pipe
and disrupt drainage before the benefits of drainage could be availed of. 

(3) Vertical sand drains are generally to be recommended for use in conjunction
with horizontal drains so that lenses of permeable material are connected vertically by thesand drain to remove the water. This approach is specially best suited to correcting land
slides that contain lenses of permeable sand within less permeable material. 

6.6 COMWLIETE REMOVAL OF ALL UNSTABLE MATERIAL 
As a preventive measure, the removal of all unstable material is usually not necessary

and is seldom economical except for very small masses. 
As a corrective measure, this method is usable in all types of slides but its practical

limitation will be based on the size of the moving mass. For most slides, this technique may 
prove prohibitive in cost. 

The method is best adapted to situations where the road to be protected is at the toeof the slide. If the road is located in any other part relative to the landslide, this mcthod will
be of no avail. 17 

6.7 RESTRAINING STRUCTURES (RETAINING WALLS ETC.) 
Restraining structures like retaining walls, cribs, sausage walls, rock buttresses are 

very often used to correct a landslide. It is found that they have been used with varying
degrees of effectiveness, ranging from partial success to total failure Ln many cases. Those
situations in which restraining structures are likely to be both practicable and economical,

and particular situations in which such structures 
are likely to be unsuitable, are set out
 
below:
 

(1) Retaining devices are seldom applicable for correction of falls and flows.
(2) Rock or earth buttresses, cribs and retaining walls, can be used to correct 

small slides especially rotational ones, but are not, generally speaking,
effective on large slides. Fig. 39 shows timber cribbing for slide control.(3) Retaining walls and cribs are, however, always usefl for purposes of under
pinning foundations ofstrucLure, in any type of slide.
 

The indiscriminate use 
of retaining walls or their misuse is attributable to the failure
 
on: the part of the investigator to distinguish between slides and flows. 
 In the case of slides,
the retaining wall provides a significant amount of shearing resistance to sliding, besides
 
contributing to improved drainage 
near to toe of the slide mass. 

Retaining devices placed in the path of a flow slide receive the entire force of the moving

mass because of the fact that there is little inherent resistance of the soil involved in the flow.
 
Fig. 40 shows the use of retaining wall to-protect a highway.


Fig. 41 illustrates 
a method for reducing damage from rock fall by protection with
 
steel wire mesh.
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172 Fig. 40 Retaining wall as a protection of the road 

Fig. 41 Wire mesh covering the slope to protect
 
the highway from damage agaimt
 
rockfall (Courtesy of American Hoist
 
and Derrick Company, St. Paul, Minn.) 
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Fig. 42 Installation of horizontal drains 
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6.8 HORIZONTAL DRAINS 

The use of horizontal drains represents a relatively new approach in the control of 
landslides' 

Basically, horizontal drains are holes or borings that are drilled into an embankment 
or a cut face. They are made usually on a slight plus grade and cased with perforated or 
porous liners. 

Experience has shown that the horizontal drains are effective under a wide variety of 
soils and geologic, topographic, climatic and ground water conditions. They are to be inva. 
riably used in combination with other measures to prevent or correct slides and slipouts. 

Purpose
 
The principal function of horizontal drains is to remove excess subsurface water from 

hillsides, cut slopes and fills. They provide channels for drainage of subsurface water either 
from the mass of sliding soil or from its source in the adjacent area. 
Benefits 

The removal of subsurface water tends to produce a more stable condition in several 
ways: 

(a) 	 Seepage forces are reduced. These forces are not necessarily in the direction 
of sliding, but by and large, they happen to be often detrimental rather than 
beneficial. 

(b), Shear strength of the soil is increased. The removal of water in cohesive 
7soils increases its strength, which otherwise have almost negligible shear 

strength in a saturated condition. 
(c) 	 There is reduction in excess hydrostatic pressure. Removal of subsurface 

water reduces any excess hydrostatic pressure that may develop. Excess 
hydrostatic pressure is associated with a loss in normal forces and hence 
a loss in frictional shear strength. Thus subsurface drainage would tend to 
:restore or increase the frictional shear strength of the soil mass. 

Investlgation : • 
A field rview of the site should-be made by competent engineers or geologists who are 

familiar with the causes of slides and slipouts and the various methods of evaluating these 
causes. They should also have a knowledge of various, techniques of correction that might 
be used for landslide correction. 

The field review should then be followed up by geologic investigations and/or explora
tory borings, either vertical or horizontal. The exploration should also provide information 
on ground water conditions. 

Phning of Installation 
The location and depth of ground water together with topography will determine the 

locations from which the drains will be started. Since the drains remove water by gravity, 
the starting point for a drain must be below the elevation of the point where the water is to 
be intercepted. The spacing 'f the drains depends on the drainage characteristics of the 
soil, the quantity ofwater inrercepted, and the character and magnitude of the slide involved. 
Usually drains arc planned at intervals of25 to 100 ft, Drains art often installed from morc 
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than one level if the terrain permits and the distances are such that the subsurface water 
can be reached from various levels. 

Depths to which drains are placed can vary between 50 and 300 ft. The average 
figures for depth of penetration vary.between 100 and 200 ft. This depth is usually control
led by the depth to which the drains will have to extend to contact the water-bearing strata 
and to properly drain the area and produce a stable condition in the slide. Other factors 
involved are difficulty of drilling, quantity of water drained, the economy versus effective
ness of a greater number of shorter drains as compared with fewer but longer dains etc. 

The drains are usually istalled on grades ranging from 3 to 20 per cent, 10 per cent 
being the best working grade. 

A system of collection pipes should also be provided to carry intercepted water out of 
the critical area. If the outlet of the drains discharges into an existing gutter drain, then 
no other arrangements are necessary. If such a roadside drain is not readily available, 
6 to 8 in. galvanised corrugated metal pipes can be used to carry out the drain water to 
any deiired location outside the slide area. 

Equipments 

The equipment, see Fig. 42, consists of a rotary drill, which is capable ofadvancing 
a drill bit into theslope. Standard perforated 2 in. iron pipe with the following specification 
is used for casing0 

"Standard 2 in. black steel pipe perforated with I in. diameter holes on 3 in. spacing 
drilled in 3 rows at quarter points, to be furnished in random lengths of 16 to 24 ft. without 
threads or touplings. Pipe to be vertically dipped in a standard pipe dipping asphalt sub
sequent to drilling." 

Maintenance of horizontal drain installatira is necessary if they are to continue to be 
effective for long periods of time. It is important that they should be cleaned at intervals 
of 3 to 10 years to remove root growths, corrosion and soil from drains. 
Effectiveness 

Drain installations are most effective in areas where subsurface water could be inter
cepted in well defined aquifers or layers, where the soil is sufficiently permeable to permit 
ready removal ofwater and where the water could be rcached with holes not more than 300 
ft. long on 5 to 15 per cent grades through formations that can be drilled successfully and 
where the borings do not cave in. 

Two types of formations in which a successful installation is rather difficult to mal'e are 
(i) silty fine sands, and (2) hard broken formations. In the silty fine sands, caving presents 
a major difficulty and in the hard broken formations, it is difficult to drill r.nd there is loss 
of circulating fluid during drilling and casing operations. 

The quantity of water that is produced at the time of installationis not necessarily a 
good index of the flow that will occur later or of the effectivencss of the installation. Some 
drains may produce large flows during the rainy season or during and after actual periods 
ofrainfall, and remain dry or produce little water at other times. Other drains may produce 
flows that vary somewhat with the seasons. It should be noted that in some instances the 
remov,'A ofa small quantity of subsurface water will produce a stable soil condition whereas 
other instances way require the removal of very large quantities of water to produce the 
Oiesircd results, 
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Concluslim 

Horizontal drains have a definite place in the correction and prevention of slides in 
embankments and in cuts and when properly planned, installed and maintained they arc 
effective. The C.R.R.I. has conducted field trials to gain first-hand experience with such 
installations. 

6.9 	 SLOPE TREATMENT BY ASPHALT MULCH TECHNIQUE OF VEGETATIVE 
TURFING SPONSORED BY C.R.R.I. 

The Central Road Research Institute, on the basis of recent field trials, has found the 
asphalt mulch technique effective in the control of erosion on hillslopes by providing suitable 
vegetative turfing. This method of slope treatment -is considered promising especially as 
an adjunct to be used in combination with other techniques of prevention or correction. 

Brief details of the technique and the reasoning behind it are given below. 

Firstly, the slope area proposed to be treated is demarcated and fenced by local prickly
bushes or barbed wiring. The slopes are then prepared into vast seed beds by rounding off 
the tops, regrading or reshaping and by finally raking the top soil about 1 in. thick. If 
the slopes are entirely rAw and infertile and if the soil happens to be slightly acidic, (as in 
Northern U.P.), calcium ammonium nitrate is applied at the rate of 100 lbs. per 5000 sq. ft. 

176 The root slips of the most promising types of locally available grasses are dibbled, 6 to 9 in.
176 apart, root to root, and row to row, taking care to see that no turfs or clumbs are dibbled. 

An asphalt mulch of a specified grade is then spread by a suitable sprayer. Fig. 43 shows 
the spraying operation. The sprayer should be capable of easy handling, and one that is de
veloped especially for the purpose, enabling quick tr,'atment to be undertaken over vast areas. 
The optimum rate of application of the cmulsion shall be 0.15 to 0.20 gal. per sq. yard.
The thickness of *heemulsion coating is to be an optimum, because thicker application would 
tend to retard the growth of plants and seeds, whervas application thinner than optimum 
would not be effective in controlling erosion. 

The advantages resulting from the applicatkin of asphalt are (i) susceptibility to 
erosion iscut down, (ii) the moisture content as w0l as the nutrients in the soil mantle are 
conserved, (iii) the soil temperature is raised by absorbing the light rays, promoting the 
emergence of tiny saplings.

The asphaltic film gradually disintegrates, it place being gradually taken up by a 
carpet of green vegetation. The carpet of grass, flat supplants the asphaltic film, acts as 
an immediate cover for the slopes till the more deep-rooted species ofshrubs and trees, develop 
and take root.

The method proves particularly successful if it is o timed that advzntage is taken of the 
increased moisture content in the soil resulting from the first coupie of monsoon showers. 
However, neither continuous heavy downpour nor a long spell of dry weather occurring
immediately after the completed treatment is desirable since in such an eventuality, the 
process might perhaps have to be repeated partially or fully. 

A comparison between Fig. 44 showing the untreated slope and Fig. 45 showing the same 
ilope after treatment speaks for itself as far as the ben:fits of asphalt mulch technique are 
concerned. Fig. 46 shows a slope partly treated and partly untreated. 
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Equipmut Required for Asphalt Mulch Technique 

(I) 	Sprayers (Fig. 47) 

(a) Knapsack sprayer. 2 to 4 gals. capacities. Wt. 61 to 16 lbs. Being port
able, it is particularly suitable for steep slopes above the highway. 

(b) 	Gator rocking sprayer. Wt. 20 to 40 lbs. Capacity of pressure upto 
200 psi. Can be used on upslopes with the provision of ramps. 

(c) 	Hand compression sprayers. Capacity 3 to 4 gals. Wt. 13 to 20 lbs. 
(d) 	Charge pump with spray tanks. 

(II) Spray guns and lances and boom. 
(III) 	Spray nozzles 

(a) Three action adjustable nozzle. 
(b) 	Circular mist type nozzle. 
(c)Flat fan type nozzle. 

(IV) 	Hose connections and pressure plastic tubing In. or suiting to hose connection. 
Enough length with connectors. 

V) 12 in. adjustable wrench, screw driver and a plier. 
(VI) Strainer 30"to 50 mesh. 

(VII) Kerosene. 
(VIII) 	Bitumen emulsion or cut backs. 

(IX) Rope ladders and other equipment for facilitating spraying job on steep high-up 
slopes. 

(X) Cotton waste. 
(XI) 	Drum opener. 

(XII) Buckets and trays. 

The equipment should be cleaned thoroughly with kerosene or some other solvent at 
the close of each day's work. Failure'to do so.would result in clogging and jamming of the 
equipment thereby making delayed cleaning somewhat more difficult. After the bituminous 
emulsion is filled in the container, it ispressurised by means ofa pump upto 60 to 70 psi and 
maintained constant subsequently. The use of higher pressure is avoided because higher 
pressures generally give rise to uneven spray pattern. 

6.10 	 SLOPE TREATMENT FOR EROSION CONTROL USING JUTE MESH 
OR NETTING 

It has been found that if a heavy mesh ofjute abric isfirmly laid on loose earth and 
sown with suitable grass seeds, it gives maximum protection to the soil until the grass takes 
root and furnishes a permanent coverage. After the soil isstabilised, the nettings decompose 
and provide nourishment to the grass growing on a soil medium which hardly possesses any 
nutrient. A typical netting has one in. openings between the threads giving the grass plenty

of room to grow and at the same time providing a large number of 'check dams' per sq. yard
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Fig. 43 Spraying or 
bituminousemulon 
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Fig. 44 Slope before treatment t 
(asphalt mulch technique) 0 
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Fig. 45 	 Condition ofslope after treatm -.at (asphalt mulch technique) 

Fig. 46 	 Slope partly treated and
 
partly untreated
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(a) 	 (b) (c) 

Fig. 47 	 (a) Hand compression sprayer with 3-action adjustable nozzle (b) Gator rocking sprayer with circular 
mist type nozzle (c) Knapsack sprayer with flat fan type nozzle 

Fig. 48 	 Tunbcr piles as a protection to-the road 
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Fig. 49 Steel rails used to hold a slide 

Fig. :a Steel sheet piling to hold the-embankment. 
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Fig. 51 Boulders placed at toe ofsliding mass to supplement piling 
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of the material. The nettings are available in rolls, 48 in. wide. The netting is just rolled out 
on the area to be .treated and is properly secured over the ground where a concentrated 
flow ofwater is liable to occur and where there is danger of undercutting of the soil. The
netting is firmly secured on to the sloping surface by means of special staples at specified
intervals. Control of erosion is effected immediately after the netting is laid. One half
of the normal rate of seeding is broadcast prior to the placement of the netting and the other 
half is broadcast after the netting is ii' place. 

The Central Road Research Institute in collaboration with the Indian jute Industries
Research Association, Calcutta have conducted field trials using such jute scrims for erosion
control and the results have been very promising. It is generally believed that the use of
jute netting for erosion control may be resorted to especially where the erosion problem is 
very serious and the kinetic energy of the flowing water is considerable and where other
conventional methods of erosion control prove to bc of no avail. For further details con
cerning specifications, enquiries may be addressd to the Central Road Research Institute 
or the Indian Jute Industries Research Association, Taratola Road, Calcutta 53. 

6.11 USE OF TIMBER PILES 
Timber piles can be used to stabilise small potential slides. 
In.order to stabilise a potential slide, the timber piles are driven into the ground at

the edge or shoulder of a cut. Fig. 48 shows closely spaced piling to hold the road in place.
In effect, the driving of piles helps to compact the mass especially in sandy or silty soils and 
thus increase the shearing resistance in the potential slide area. 

More than one row of these timber piles may be required to be driven depending on
the extent of the slide mass to be controlled. For best results, the piles should be driven 
to a firm soil strata, such as firm shale. Piles should not, of course, be driven in soil which 
may liquefy due to vibration. The timber used for piles can be square or round and of-good
quality, preferably locally available. Untreated timber piles can be used, but it should be
noted that their life is short. Timber piles treated with a preservative such as creosote last 
longer.

In any given slide area, the chances of timber piles becoming ineffective because of the
potential failure surface passing below the tip of the piles must be guarded against. This may
require a stability analysis to be carried out. Piles may become ineffective if a flow occurs,
the soil flowing out around and between the piles. Other possible modes of failure are
(i) the piles themselves may fail in shear, (ii) piles may fail by overturning.

Rows of steel rails, as shown in Fig. 49, have occasionally beenused for control of slides.
Attempts have also been made to use sheet piling to retain the fill as illustrated by Fig. 50. 
Sometimes a load of boulders is used to supplement piling. The boulders massed along thetoe of a fill as shown in Fig. 51, probably do exert some restraining effect, but on the whole 
their use is of little value. 

6.12 BLASTING 
J The basic principle of blasting, in simplest terms, is to disrupt a volume of virgin rock

in such a way that the desired stability of the slope is achieved. Preparation for the blast is 
a vital factor which must be meticulously planned with the fullest regard to all the known
characteristics-oftlhe rock to be removed. Details ofdrilling pattern, depth ofholes, quantity
of explosives, sequence of detonation etc., must be vworked out for the success of the-Work. 

183 
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As a gcneral principle, charges should be so placed that the line of least resistance to the thrust 
will be towards a free or open face. 

The benefits ofblasting as a method for slope correction is rather controversial. Accor
ding to one school of thought 'blasting' is no solution to produce a long range correction 
while the opposing school of thought believes that many an installation have given satisfac
tory performance for many years. 

The benefits of blasting may be listed as follows. 
(1) 	 It can produce better drainage beneath the surface of rupture thereby provi

ding a release to the excess hydrostatic pressure. 
(2) 	 It can disrupt and relocate the critical surface of sliding. This relocation of slip 

surface in changed soil conditions improves the shearing resistance. 
Wlasting as a method of slope correction is generally recommended wherc tlide failures 

are imminent. For flow types of movement, it is considered not suitable. The method is 
limited by operational and long range economic factors to masses of less than 50,000 cubic 
yards in size. 

The reason for preference of this method over the others is the initial economy of ins
tallation. Experience with blasting and other methods of slope correction has been that 
where applicable, the former will usually cost one fifth to one tenth of the cost of the latter. 
It should be note4 that a couple of blasts over a period of several years can be more economical 
than a single correction by other possible methods. 

The points against blasting are unpredictability of success and the possibilities of 
damage due to the dynamic effects of the blast and the dangers ofovershooting. It should 
be remembered that this method cannot be a success unless a relatively firm bed rock under
lies the surface of rupture. 
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BASIC RULES ON ANALYSIS FOR 
Chapter 8. (1) PREVENTION, AND (2) COR-

RECTION OF LANDSLIDES 

Some of the basic rules to be followed concerning the steps that arc to be taken to 
prevent or control potential or incipient landslides whenever hill roads have to pass through 
troublesome ground and also the steps that are to be taken in correcting a landslide that has 
already occured are set forth in this Chapter. The rules, more or less, represent an outline 
of a step-by-step procedure which can be usefully followed for purposes of field investi
gation of actual landslides. The rules have been formulated solely from the criterion of 
either reducing landslide susceptibility or correcting actual landslides. As such, general 
rules pertaining to alignment, grade, design, speed on hill roads etc., are considered to fall 
outside the scope of the Handbook and are not included in this Chapter. 

A. 	 Rules Relating to Location of New Lines of Transportation in Hills from the 
View Point of Landslide Prevention 

(1) In locating new lines of transportation, avoid 'troublesome' ground. 'The 
following types of soil constitute troublesome ground and should be avoided as far as possible: 

(a) 	 Sand below water table. 
(b) 	 Homogeneous soft clay formations. 
(c) 	 Stiff fissured'clays like over-consolidated clay shales., 
(d) *Loess or loessial formations. 	 .185 

(2) Certain types of landforms such as those listed below in whihali des most 
susceptible should be avoided as far as possible: 

(i) Basaltic lava. 
(ii) 	 Serpentine. 
(iii) 	 Soft clay shales. 
(iv) 	 Tilted sedimentary rock. 
(v) 	 Weathered rocks containing chlorite-talc or mica-schist. 

(vi) 	 Detritus and talus materials. 
(3) The construction of cuts in favourable ground, such as cohesive, sandy or cohesion

less soil in a moist or dry state, is a fairly well standardised procedure. Experience shows 
that slopes of l horizontal to I vertical, are commonly stable. As a mnuer of fact, the 
height of some of the highway cuts less than20 ft. rise at that slope, as do the height ofmany 
deeper stable cuts. Therefore, for a cut, a slope of I j horizontal to 1 vertical, is considered 
the standard for highway construction. The standard slopes for flooded cuts such as those 
for canals, range between 2:1 and 3:1. Steeper than standard slopes should be established 
only on rock and dense sandy slopes interspersed with boulders, and on true loess soils. 

(4) If the cut is to be made in troublesome ground, the engineer responsible for the 
alignment should consider the combined soil and -hydraulic onditions that axe obtaining 
along the proposed alignment, so that he may make the required:dcparture from the cuq
mory standards of safety. The engineer-in-charge of the location must be caspble of identi
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fying favourable, troublesome and very troublesome ground on the basis of surface indications
and occasional borings. He must also be able to visualize the worst construction difficulties
that may arise at the various places and, to evaluate the corresponding expenses or delays.

(5) If troublesome ground cannot be avoided, the following tasks must be performed:
(a) Locate the most critical site and explore the site by sampling and testing.
(b) Select the slope angles on the basis of a reasonable compromise between 

economy and safety.
(c) 	 Design the drai.nage system (such as road side ditches, catch water drains,I drop channels and cross drainage works) whenever necessary.
(d) Programme the observations that must be made during construction to 

remove the uncertainties in the knowledge of the site conditions and elimi
nate the risk of accidents. 

(e) Stabilise those slopes that begin to move out at a minimum of expense and 
delay.

Whenever the analysis of the landslide does not lend itself to simple classification on
the basis of visual observations and whenever the landslide defies correction on 	 the basis
of simple corrective measures, the problem may be referred to an expert or a research organi
sation dealing with the subject.

(6) By means of a personal visit and inspection of the hill slopes, try to identify
and recognise potential or incipient landslides by watching out for evidences of 'stretching'
of the ground surface. 'Stretching' is distinguished from 'soil creep' inasmuch as it indicates 
a comparatively deep-seated movement, whereas 'soil creep' is 	 of superficial origin.,186 Usually, stretching is most commonly observed in relatively cohesionless materials that 
cannot form or retain minor cracks readily. One of the prominent evidences of stretching
would consist of small cracks that surround or touch some rigid body, such as a root or a
boulder, in an otherwise homogeneous material. These cracks form because the tensional
forces tend to concentrate at or near the rigid bodies. Evidences of creep can be had 
from the fact that certain trees have got tilted invariably toward the direction of soil creep.

(7) Look out for visible signs ofground movement such as a settlement of the highway
or depending on the road's location within the moving mass, an upbulge of the pavement.
In some cases, it is possible to find evidences of landslide movement that has not yet affected 
a highway but that may do so any time. Thus, minor failure in the embankment, materials
that fall on the roadway from the upper slope or even the progressive failure of the region
below a fill may well presage a larger landslide that will endanger the road itself.

(8) Collect other evidences of movement such as can be found in broken pipe or 
power lines, spalling or other signs of distress in concrete structures, closure of expansion
joints -in bridge plates or rigid pavements, or loss of alignment of building foundations. In 
many cases, arcuate cracks and minor scarps in the soil give advance notice ofserious failure. 

.(9) Cultivate the ability to recognise small cracks and displacements in the surface
soils and understand their significance. Understanding the meaning of cracks is a faculty
which can help produce an accurate knowledge -of the causes and charactcer.-of movement
that is a prerequisite to correction. Small 'en echelon' cracks commonly-develop, in the
surface soil before other signs of rupture take place, Fig 27. They are thus-particularly
-valuable tools in. the xecognition of potential or Indpien't slides .-- I 13MSmy-v&5es., a map
of en-ech-.1n.-crackswill delineate the slide.accurately,.evea dlou& keastaelvlsiblb m6ve 
meat hias-taken place..._ 
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(10) Making use of the data collected and by studying the cracks in the surface soil(see Chapter 5) determine the typcs of slide with which you are dealing. For examplein a slump, the walls of cracks are slightly curved in the vertical plane and are concave towardsthe direction of movement; if the rotating slump block has an appreciable vertical offsetthe curved cracks wedge shut in depth. In block glides, on the other hand, the cracks arenearly equal in width from top to bottom and do not wedge out in depth. This is because,failure in block glides begins with tension at the base of the block and progresses upwardtowards the surface. Block glide can be.distinguishcd from lateral spreading by the presenceofa few major breaks in the upper parts of a block glide whereas lateral spreading is chrac

terised by a maze of intersecting cracks. 
Cracks in block glides in cohesive soils are commonly almost vertical, regardless ofthe dip of the slip-plane, whereas in block glides of rock, the inclination of the cracks depend

on the joint systems in the rock..
One of the most helpful applications of the study of cracks, lies in the distinctionbetween Incipient block glides and slumps. If the outline of the crack pattern is horseshoeshaped in plan, with or without concentric cracks within it, a slump is almost certainlyindicated. If, on the other hand, most of the surface cracks are essentially parallel to theslope or cliff face, a block glide is probably in the making. In either case, additional cracks may develop as major movement gets under way, but these will generally conform to the 

earlier crack pattern.
* (11) Using Table 8 as a guide, ident'fy the type of landslide. Table 8 summarisesthe surface features of the various parts of a slide and could serve as a guide for the indentificaion of different landslide types.

(12) Once the fact of land movement has been established, the next essential: 'step 
187 

is to identify the type of landslide as suggested in rule 11 above. Having identified thelandslide type, make an appropriate choice of the preventive measures on the basis of reason. 
ing given in Chapter 6. 

(13) For purposes of slope design in soil cuts and in bed cuts, please see Chapter
2 and 3 respectively.

(14) If the formation through which the road passes constitutes troublesomeground such as detritus, loose sand, soft homogeneous clay, stiff fissured clay or loess,' pleasesee Chapter 4 and Chapter 6 for further information. 
The following represent other basic rules concerning alignment and drainage in hillroads passing through areas of potential landslides:
(15) Where the proposed excavation will cross formations that are susceptible tobedding plane slides, the slide hazard can sometimes be reduced by adjusting the alignmentso that the cut slopes intercept the beds at a more favourable angle to the bedding planes.The alignment should be so adjusted that the bedding plane of the rock tends to dip away


from the cut slopes rather than towards them.

(16) In locating an alignment, consideration should be given to some of the typical
situations conducive to landsliding, Lnduced by proposed cuts or fills. 
 These are: 

(a) Restriction ofground water flow by side hill fill. 
() Overloading of relatively weak underlying 6il layer, by fill. 
(c) Ovek6bading of sloping-bedding p1anes by heavy-sideiillflU: 
(d) Ove eepening. of.uts n.ustabl.o.c.fil. 
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rABL 8, 
The following rcprea a descript4 n o the featur that will ai recognition of active or recently 

actwe lanlds. 

L YAL 
(i) 	 R=an
 

OQmm
 
Lome rock: probale cracsd behind scap; irregular shape controlled by local joint systeM. 

Usually almost vertical: irregular, bare, fresh. Usually conists ofjoint or fault surface 

Mosty bare edges of rock 
Hea 
Usually no well-defined head. Fallen material forms a heap ofrock next to scarp. 

Irregular face ofjumhled rock, sloping away from scarp. If very large and if trees or materia; of 
contrasting colour are included, the material may show direction of movement radil f'rom scarp. May 
contain depresiom 
Fol-

Foot commonly bufied. If visible, the foot generally shtms evidence ofreason for filurem ch uundnr 
lying weak rock or ban undercut by water. 
TOe 
Irregular pile ofdebrb or talus if smalL If the rockfall is larg the, toe may have a rounded outline and 
const of a broad, curved tran se ridg.. 

188 	 (ii) sofa 

*tacm behind scarp.. 

Nearly vetcl0reh cie pf 1~onsrae 
Hooks 

Oftenearly veuiial 

zUynow efnedhead. Fallmnmaterial forms a heap.neat tozcarp.1' 

''Foot- : ; -; 
Same featur aper 'Rodkf" denibd ibie.-

Too 
_Jrreglar. 5 

Numerous cracl, mint of them curved concave towardslide. 

Step are, co CAve towasd sle, comtmonly high. May showstriae and furrow on surface running
from crown to had. Upper part of scarp may be vrtical. 

Strise on flank scarps have strong vertical component near he strong horizontal component near 
foot. Iie*hc OiN* scar dea toward fot. Flank of"id my bejNowe than ojigina ground

fce betw= foot and .oc. En chelon cracks outlin slide in.early sts. 
Had 

Remnants of land sufc.fats barga%* even tiiaJ~tbJap~r hilreeing &re*=& tfo6of 
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main scarp in which perimeter ponds fom. Transverse acks, minor scarps, pabers, and flt blocs 
may be aoticcale. Attitude of bedding diffes from surounding area. Treas lan uroL'5* 
Orignal dump blocks generally broken into smaller mases: longitudinal amacts, prmm uid^ 
o cconal ove-thrusting. Conunonly develops a small pond just above foot.

Foot
 
Transverse pressure ridges and cracks commonly developed over the foot: zone of uplift, abence of
largc individual blocks, tres lean downhill. 

TOP 
Often a zone of earthflow, lobate form, material rolled over and buried: trees le flat or at various 
angles mixed into toe material. 

(i) S-p (Ro) 
Crom 

-Cracks tend to follow fracture pattern in original, ro. 
Main ftarp 

Same features as per 'Slump (Soil)' described above,
Kws 

Same features as per 'Slump (Soil)' described above. 

Same features aspe'Sup(o)'dsrbdave 

Same features as per'Slump (Soil)' descibe above, but material does not breakup as mucho deorform plastically. 
. ...
 

Foot
 
Same features as per 'Slump (Sol)!desr. above.,
 

'Little or no eartlulow: toe often nearly straight'and close to foot: toe may have sep Aw' "L 
(90,) BockGlide (Rock or Sail) 

Gain 
Most crcks are nearly vertical and tend. to follow-contour of soe 

Main w 
Nearly vertical in Upper part, nearly plane and,gently to steepy inclined in lovier part. 

Flank scarp very low, cracks -vert . flak cracks usually diverge downhill. 
Head 

Relatively undisturbed. No rtation. "
 
Bodv. 'hf 

Body usually composed of a single or a few units, undisturbed ascept for common'ten"s cracbts..
Cracks show little or no vetical displacmnent. 

No foot, no zone of uplift. 

Plowing or overriding of gound race. 

(iv) Roelk!u . .. 
Crom
 

Loose rock, cracks betwm bloc . 
Main&earp

Usually stepped according to the spacing of Joints or bedding plan=,. Surace rglar in upper
Part, and gently to steeply ilndined in lower part; may be nearly planar conposed orroc dauda. 

Imuar. 
Hold 

Many block of rock. 
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Rouh uface of many block. Some blocks may be in approximately their original atitude, bun 
lower down, if movement was slow translation. 

FOP&
 
Usually no true foot.


Toe 

Accumulation of rock lragments. 

3. FLOWS 

( Reek Fragment Flow (Dry) 

Same freature as per 'Rockfal' described above. 
Ma. 	&op 

Same features as per 'Rocka' descnbed above. 
F/MU
 

Same features as per 'Rockaf' described above. 
HoeS 

No head.By
 
Irregular snace ofjumbled rock fragments doping down from source region and g ynerany.etending
for out on vaUy foo. Shows lobate transverse ridge and valleys. 

Fowl
 
No foot.
 

ToO
 
Composed of tongues. May override low ridges in valley.
 

P90i)Saw,it (Dry)
 
Our-


No cracks. 
Md &arP 

Funnel-shaped at angle o rpoe 

Continuous curve nomanscarp. 
Bind
 

Usually no head.
 

Conical heap of mnd, equal in volume to head region. 
Fot 

(i) 	 Dabris Avalanche or Debr. Flw (Wet)
OWNS 

Few cracks, 

Upper part My serrate or V.ahaped. Long and arrow bare, commonly striate& 

Steep 	 irreglar in upper part. Levee may be built up along lower parts of ank 

My bq,uo3e .d. 

Wet to very wet. Large blocks may be pushed along in a matrix of finer materiaL Flow lins.Folom 
draimae lines and can make sharp turs. Very long compae to bread& 

Foot alonn or buried in debris. 
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To 
Spreads laterally inlobeL Dry toe may have a steep front a few feet high. 

(iv) 	Eardflow (Wet) 

May 	be a few cracks. 
Man Sarp

Concave toward slide. In some types,scarp isnearly circular, slide ihuing through a narrow orifice. 
Fanks 

Curved, steep sides. 
Head 

Commonly cc nusts of a slump block. 
Bod 

Broken into many small pieces. Wet. Shows flow structure 
Fool 

No foot. 

Spreading, lobate. See above -undier '-Slump.: 

(v) S.nd orSt low(Wet) 
Crown 

Few cracks. 
Malin &ap'

Steep, concave toward slid;, may be variety of -shapesin outlie-nearly straight, genle arc, 

-or bottle-shaped. 

Commonly flanks converge in'direction of movem nt. 
Had 191 

Generally under water. 
BodY 

Spreads out on underwater floor. 
Foog 
- No foot. 
Too
 

Spreading, lobate. 

(e) 	 Removal by cuts of thick mantle or pervious soil if such pervious soil heppens 
to be a natural restraining blanket over a softer core. 

(f) 	 Increase in seepage pressure caused by cut or fill 'that changes direction 
and character of ground water flow. 

(g) 	 Exposure by cut of stiff fissured clay that is liable to soften and swell when 
exposed to surface water. 

(h) 	 Removal of mantle of wet soil by sidehill cut. Such a cut may remove toe 
support causing soil above cut to slide along its contact with stable bed 
rock. 

(i) 	 Increase in hydrostatic pressure below surface of a cut in silt or permeable 
soils. 

(17) The surface drainage of steep hills should be meticulously planned so that the 
potential danger of landslide by the high velocity of flow in storm periods is obviated, ensuring 

i 	 roads safety. It is customary to have a drain on either side when a road traverses through 
a plain country but on hills, normally, there should be two drains on oue side only-one 
along the side of the road to drin-off water from the road surface and the other higher up 
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the hill in order to intercept the run-off from the hll slope and draining into the culverts. 
Fi . 57 shows the plan and the section of a typical drainage system. 

(18) Catch water drains require special attention and on ocassions it may be nece
sary to build two or more catch water drains, one above the other, on the hill side discharg
ing into a main drain, leading directly to culverts or to one of the adjoining drainage crossings 
on the road. A catch water drain of suitable cross-section, preferably lined along its wetted 
perimeter, laid at a longitudinal gradient of say I in 50, helps considerably towards surface 
drainage. 

(19) When the road traverses through a hilly country, the width available is restricted 
and as such any drain placed by the side of the road is bound to reduce the availableeffective 
width of the road. It is, therefore, desirable to build the drain in such a way that besides 
functioning as a drain it may also act as a part of the road surface in an emergency when 
fast moving vehicles are compelled to move to the extreme edge of the road to aviod road 
accidents. To attain this objective, 'angle', 'saucer' or 'kerb' and 'channel' drains would 
be helpful, Fig. 58. 

(20) The efficacy of catch water drains is somewhat questionable unless they are 
lined with bitumen or cement plaster in order to minimise percolation of storm water but 
lining in most cases may become impracticable for want of funds. 

(21) For unimportant roads, stone or timber culverts, built of locally available stone 
or timber may prove adequate. 

(22) To prevent a shallow road side drain from flooding the road surface, culverts 
or cross-drains should be provided at suitable intervals thereby guiding the discharge from 
the road side down to the valley. 

(23) For proper maintenance of the drainage system of the hill road, the drains and
culverts should be kept perfectly clean before the monsoon sets in and later on inspected
after each shower ofrain. Any blockage of the drain should be cleared off immediately.

(24) Whenever frequent choking of drains is inevitable, tile drains maybeused. These
consist of porous fire clay pipes placed in trenches and surrounded with stones and sand. 
This material should be suitably graded and, if need be, placed in layers ofdecreasing grain
sizes. The aim is to present a minimum of resistance to the passage of water, and at the 
same time to prevent soil particles from being washed through into the drain. 

(25) It is generally preferable to take a road as much as practicable along the ridge
of the hill with a view to limit the number of drainage crossings to the minimum. Fig. 59 
clearly illustrates that an alignment ABC should be preferred to the alignment AC for the 
only reason that alignment ABC avoids the requirements of drainage although the length
of the road in this case will be somewhat longer. 

(26) In cuttings through unfavourable ground, the hill sides get freshly exposed and 
are rendered particularly susceptible to serious erosion hazards. In fact, any soil slope

denuded of vegetation should be regarded positively as a potential seat of landslide. In all
these cases, vegetative turfing using the locally available species ofgrass and deep-rooted plants
should be resorted to. Invariably, the appropriate time for taking up the work of seeding
the slopes is just prior to the onset of monsoon or alternatively at the time of withdrawal of 
monsoon. However, in the case ofsteep slopes and in situations in which the erosion problem
is serious, all the painstaking effort involved in the seding of the slopes would prove futile 
if thefirstcoupleof monsoon showers should wash away the seeds whichhave been broadcast.
Furthermore, the job of turfing cannot normally be undertaken during any other eumo 

6
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'4.0 PAVEMENT 

ANGLE DRAIN 

1946-

SAUCER DRAIN 

I~4 ;i PAV EMENT 

STONE OR CONCRETE SLAB 

KERB AND CHANNEL DRAIN 

Fig.58 T pa ofda 

due to the inadequate moisture content of the soil dopes. In order to obviate the risk of 
erosion taking place immediately after seeding has been done, the asphalt mulch technique 
should bcresorted to. The detailI and principle of the techique are given in Article 6.'9. 
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Fig. 59 Alignment ABC should be preferred to alignment AC 

Under particular site and climatic situations, vegetative turfing without the use of 
asphalt mulch can be resorted to, provided it is ensured that (i) the moisture conditions 
under the treated slopes are favourable for the germination of the seeds, and (ii) the risk of 
erosion or washing away of the seeds is not imminent. 

B. 	 Rules Relating to Field Investigation of Actual Landslides with a View to 195 
Planning Control and Corrective Measures 

The following rules are meant to guide the engineer as to the steps he should take and 
the manner in which he should go about with regard to field investigation when a landslide 
has actually occurred, with a view to planning the appropriate measures for repair and te
construction. 

(1) One of the foremost and important steps in the field investigation of an actual 
landslide is to visit the affected area and to bring oneself to climb up the hill slope so as to 
look out for visual evidences of the character of movement and the probable causes of the 
slide. The investigator should inspect the crown of the landslide and look out for the pre
sence of cracks and fissures in the ground which will be of significance to him in the analysis 
of the landslide. 

(2) The investigator, by means ofa personal visit to the site, should obtain a knowledge 
of the general setting. By setting is meant all the factors that make up the physical environ
ment-geology, soils topography etc. Accompanying such a procedure, he should try~to 
obtain the necessary background knowledge by studying availabl- aerial photographs and 
all topographic, geologic and soil maps of the locality, if possible. By a personal survey of 
the affected area combined with such facilities, the trained observer can obtain a great deal 
of information on the character of the slopes, of surface and subsurface drainage, and on the 
character and distribution of the different kinds of rock and soils that cover them. He should 
collect all relevant information and try to provide answers for the questions contained in the 
'Questionnaire' appended to the Handbook. Most of the answers could be collected by -a 
visit to the site of the landslide and by examining the physical conditions obtaining at the 
site, by local inquiries and from maintenance records. 
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(3) Study the site of the landslide from a distance, for the forest is more easily recog
nised than are the trees. Give special attention to the slopes, changes in slope and their 
relationship to the different materials involved. 

(4) Map the landslide so as to obtain and record in graphic form such data as may 
be observed in the field from which significant inferences and facts relating to the cause, 
mechanics and potentialities of movement, pa.t, present and future, may be drawn. The 
mapping procedure is classified into (a) general or areal, and (b) geographic. The purpose 
of the general or aerial mapping procedure is to fix th-. slide area in space so that there can 
be no doubt as to its geographic position. It isdesirable, though not essential to locate the 
slide with reference to the mean sea level. For this purpose, some point near or associated 
with the slide area must be referenced to an acceptable benchmark. Such benchmarks may 
be available on bridge abutments or on easily recognised topographic features. For details, 
see Chapter 5. 

(5) The map scale to be used is largely a function of the areal extent and economic 
importance of the slide in question, and in some cases it may also depend to some extent on 
the use to which the map is put. A small slope of only a few hundred feet, but involving 
extensive property damage or physical injury to the public may justify mapping on a scale 
such as 1 in. on the map to 5 or 10 ft. on the slide area. On the other hand, a slide 
covering several hundred or thousands of acres may be mapped on the scale of 1 in. on map 
to 50 or 100 ft. on the ground. However, some smaller portions of the same slide might 
be selected for mapping on a much larger and more revealing scale. 

(6) It is often desirable to map not only the areal limits of the slide and the position 
16 	 of significant features within it, but also the physical configuration or topography. In this 

case, a contour map may be prepared. Here again, the judgement of the analyst must 
be exercised, first to decide whether a contour map is essential, and second, in the choice 
of the most desirable contour interval to illustrate the surface featum. z2 the slide. Whereas 
2-feet contour intervals may be required in one slide study, a 10 or 20 or even 50 ft. contour 
interval may be satisfactory in another. 

(7) The field methods employed in mapping the slide area are flexible and the choice 
would vary with the importance and degree ofaccuracy required. The accuracy ofmapping 
becomes more important if continuing ground movement exists or is anticipated. In order 
to ensure high accuracy, trimigulation stations should be established on stable ground, out
side the slope area. From -.ese, baseline points in the slide area may be established and 
checked periodically for movement. 

(8) It may be desirable to survey and set up a grid system over the slide region. In 
such a case, the grid squares may be on 25 or 100 ft. centres, or any other distance that 
seems applicable to the problem at hand. The grid corners, once determined, may be used 
to check both horizontal and vertical movements. Sections, or topographic profiles, may be 
prepared along the grid lines, and overlays representing various time intervals often 
reveal striking changes in the slide surface that otherwise might go unnoticed. Regular 
checks may indicate changes in the movement rate such that resurgent acceleration may be 
indicated in time to forestall a catastrophe. 

(9) Use either a plane table or regular surveying methods for preparing planimetric 
at contour maps and for determining the positions of reference points within and 
outside the slide area. Either method is applicable to mapping of small areas, bu. level 
and tranitmethods are perhaps to be prefcrrd for larger ones. Accurate maps also ran 
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be made, of course, by special methods from aerial or even terrestrial photogrmphs. It is 
doubtful, however, whether such methods can be applied satisfactorily and.economically to 
most ordinary landslide problems. 

; (10) Across the contours, or up and down theslopes, the following principles may be 
applied. The minimum distance upward should be atleast to the first sharp break in slope
above the slide crown. The maximum distance needed would beupto the top of the slope.
Intermediate distances can be chosen, depending on the physical features of the terrain and 
the judgement of the analyst. The minimum downward distances that the map should 
illustrate is to the first sharp break in the slope below the slide toe. The maximum dnwnward 
distance is the bottom of the slope. Again, intermediate distances depend on the terrain 
and the analyst's judgement. 

(II) The final map should show the slide proper, associated water conditions, and 
its geologic framework. The limits of the slide can be mapped first so as to depict its shape 
and size. The limits defined below are illustrated graphically at the bottom ofFig. 2 showing 
the 'Classification of Landslides.' 

The upper part ofthe slide is the crown, o. that point where the slide mass breaks away
from the original ground slope. The cliff.like face below the crown is the main scarp. The 
contact of the mass of slide debris with the main scarp is the head of th • slide. Theie 
together mark the upper limit of the slide. The lower limit of the slide is the toe, which is 
the margin of the disturbed material most distant from the main scarp. The tip is that point 
on the toe most distant from the crown of the slide, or the flanks. Displacement and the 
slide mass with reference to the crown and flanks should be mapped. Displacement at 
the toe may not be measurable because the foot (the line of intersection between the 197 
lower part of the surface of rupture and the original ground surface), may be buried. This 
displacement at the toe, however, may be inferred by interpolation and projection. Slopes 
on the main scarp below the crown and on the flanks should be deterrained, because they 
may aid in determining the depth and character of the slide mass. The surface of separa
tion is the basal limit, or else the surface of rupture. 

(12) The surface of rupture is easily recognisable at the crown and on the flanks, 
where it is the limit ofdisplacement and where it may, in fact, be marked by a cliff or scarp.
Underground, however, where it forms the bottom of the slide, no such striking expression
calls attention to its presence and it can only be determined by means of subsurface explo
ration. In dealing with slides in which the slide mass and frame are composed of the same 
homogeneous materials, the recognition of the slide plane or surface of rupture may have to 
be based only on the striations or slickensides developed by motion of the slide mass 
on the 'plane offailure'. Commonly, this plane of failure is a series of closely spaced 
subparallel surfaces in and between which detrital rock fragments, if present, will be 
oriented in parallel with the plane of failure. The materials in this zone of failure are 
usually softer than in the overlying slide mass or in the underly:ng stable ground. The 
water content of the material in this zone is generally higher than in the disturbed and 
undisturbed materials above and below, because. of higher permeability of the fractured 
material and in many cases, of a rather direct connection to a source of moisture. Relatively
higher water content and lesser resistance to penetration may oftem prove more reliable 
indications of the location of the surface of rupture in borings and samples than are 
slickensides and striations. In many cases the surface of rupture is to be determined finally
by correlating zones ofhigh water content and low penetration resistance in several borings. 
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(13) It iroften nesate My estimam-themaimum depth,of slide-ft. the gralmm 
tface to the surface of rupture-and itisof great snifcante as.aguide to determining the 
piagnitude of the slide and to the depth to which subsurftce exploration will have to be 
carried out Adopt a quick method-which permits a firly reliable estimate for preliminary 
purposes which is based. on:a minimut.t of required observational-data such as methods like 
(a) slip'circle thethod' and-(b) concentric circle method, discusked in Chapter 5. 

(14) Tables 8'sunimarifs the surface features of the various parts of active or recently 
seict' sHdef: ai they aid in the identifcation, of different landslide types. On the basis of 
dath already collected' and uing the above table as a guide, identify the type of slide that 
you ite dealing with, 

(Ifa landslide develops as a slump and over a period of time- turns into aflow, the 
original report orithe nature of the slide would. not be valid as Abasis.for planning the 
correction of the slide at a later date Therefore, the identification of the type of slide should 
l* niade at.the same time as it is to be caorectbdt. Even whew a landslide that stars a" a 
slump but later changes into a flow, is corrected as a flow, this does not necessarily mean 
thar the adjoining area which'may, still be- aluiwp block) or yet another am that has not 
moved at all, should require the game kind, of correction, Each slide should be classified 
aeeordingtb its own. characteristics at the time it is to-be corrected. If this not done; time 

y: cksteroy the valeof ideAttilkatloat work and z: corrective procedure based on the previous 
chartacteristics of the slide; is lliely re be a wrong one)'.. 

(15) Fbradescrptioitofthesalient features offalls'slidesandflowgplease see Chapter.L 
(16)' Otboe the fact of land movenim,has bee" established the~natz eaentiALstep is 

198 	 *. ideatiF/ the type"of landslide: as suggested in rule No, 14. above; Having identified the 
laidide type tbgether witiv the!necsuty data (collected; int tfe shape of answen th the 
OjiestionAire appended to the HundbWoA), make an appropriat choice of the-corrective 
leaurutW o* tie basis of rehsouting giveW in,Chaptew 6, 

(11) 	 Fnputposes oslbpedesigh insoitcManttin bed rokci pleaes Chapter 2 
and 	Chapter 3 respectively. 

(18)- Ifthe typesofsoildalfWtb loue wis ebaitlally dettus sand, sof homogeneous 
&IF,stiff Aurod clay otloe, pleam see Chaptat 4 and Chaptar 6 fMY seecting the appropriate
iibcect1e" dzeauras, 
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SUMMARY 

CONSTRUCTION OF EMBANKMENTS 

Highway embankment failures may result from a variety of causes. The satisfactory 
performance of an embankment is dependent on its own stability and that of the 
underlying foundation. Currently, more embankment problems are the result of 
poor foundations than of faulty placement of the embankment itself. This points 
out the need for an adequate subsurface investigation of the foundation conditions 
at embankment sites. 

The route location phase should include provisions for considering sites where 
subsurface conditions could cause embankment problems. Examples of these sites 
Include areas of potential landslides, sidehill cuts and fills, abandoned mining opera
tions, soft foundations, buried stream channels, and sanitary landfills. Soil surveys 
provide detailed information of specific. conditions along the selected route. In 
many agencies, there isa need to increase the depth of exploration in cmbankment 

areas to sample the materials affected significantly by embankment loads. 
Embankment construction begins with the preparation of the foundation. Any 

unusual condition likely to cause problems during construction or during the life 
of the embankment should have been identified and corrective measures prescried 
prior to start of construction. Consolidation of soft foundation material is a wide
spread problem. The difficulties associated with sidehill fills and cut-to-fill transi
ions are also classified as critical by many agencies. Benching and adequate 
drainage provisions are the most widely accepted solutions for correcting both 
sidehill fills transitions.and cut-to-fill 

In the design of embankments, geometric design criteria and safety standards 
usually have precedence over other considerations such as soft foundation and 
poor materials. The design of high embankments should consider the quality of the 
fill materials because the weight of the embankment is critical. 

Standard specifications of highway agencies continue to require fill material 
to be placed in relatively thin lifts and compacted by rolling with suitable equip
ment There is, however, a trend toward minimizing procedural specifications and 
placing greater reliance on density requirements. Moisture content is a continuing 
problem, particularly with silty soils and swelling clays. Current procedures for 
building rock embankments are generally satisfactory. A move to thicker lifts may 
be justified with vibratory compactors.

Sand-cone and balloon methods are the two most prevalent test methods used 
to determine in-place density. Both are time consumihg. The use of nuclear equip. 
ment to perform nondestructive density and moisture measureminents is increasing. 
in-place densities are most commonly evaluated in relation to the AASHO T-99 
maximum density. The most common procedures for the field evaluation of maxi
mum dry density involve the use of a one-point compaction test with a family of 
moisture-denrIty curves. 

Density requirements, except specifications based on statistical quality control, 
are considered to be minimum standards that must be exceeded by allfield test 
results. Statistical conccpts for density requirements help to evaluate the significance 
of an occasional bad test. 

Problems with expansive clays are more common in cut sections than in 
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embankments. It is usually possible to use these'soils in the fill so that they do not
 
represent a major problem to the completed construction. However, special methods
 
and controls may be required.
 

Frozen soils cannot be compacted satisfactorily. Unless the frozen layer of
 
material can be removed from both the embankment and the cut or borrow area,
 
operations should be suspended.


Although construction practices directed toward protecting the environment
 
have always been encouraged, improved practices are being introduced that will
 
have a significant impact on highway construction. Waste disposal and erosion
 
control are areas that are receiving much attention.
 

For successful earthwork construction, it is important to integrate design,

construction, and soils considerations, beginning with the initial 
 route location
 
studies and continuing through the completion of construction..
 

CHAPTER ONE 

INTRODUCTION 

Geometric design and oter route location considerations 
often require modem highways to be constructed at eleva-
dons above existing ground. Although such conditions 
have long been faced at water crossings and in moun. 
tainous or hilly terrain, the limited access and more strin-
gent geometric design requirements of the Interstate High. 
way System have introduced the problem of supporting
pavement systems above ground in areas of fiat topography. 
When a pavement is to be supported above existing ground, 
a bridge structure or an earth embankment is required. At 
water crossings, narrow ravines, and some sites of ex-
tremely poor foundation conditions, bridging usually will 
be the most satisfactory solution. In some other cases, 
strong consideration should be given to adjustment of the 
center line or the grade so as to place the pavement system 
at or below natural ground. However, in the vast majority
of situations, an earth embankment will provide the most 

practical and economical road support system. As a con-

sequence, embankment construction is a major component

of modem highway construction, 


EMBANKMENT FAILURES 

The function of a highway embankment is to provide suP-
port for a pavement system above natural ground. An 
embankment has failed when it causes roughness or damage 
to the roadway. The failure may be spectacular and catas.trophic, as in the case of slides resulting from instability
of the embankment or the underlying foundation ma-
terials. A total loss of the pavement section and portions
of the embankment itself may result (Fig. 1). However, 
the failure is usually more subtle. Creep and/or consolida. 

don of the embankment or the underlying foundation ma
terials may produce failure by the gradual development of
 
excessive differential settlements of the pavement surface,
 
causing rutting, dips, 
or cracks (Fig. 2). Thus, embank.
 
ment performance is associated with the stability and the
 
deformation of both the embankment and the underlying
 
foundation materials.
 

There are many 
 reasons for unstable embankments.
 
Failures within the foundation may be the result of in
adequate site investigations, insufficient consideration of
 
foundation conditions in design, or improper implementa
tion of the design solutions during construction. Failures
 
originating within the embankment itself may be taused by
 
poor materials, unsatisfactory construction methods, or in
effective quality control procedures. Currently, more em
bankment problems are the result of poor foundation con
ditions than of faulty 
 tlacement of the embankment itself.
 
These foundation problems are taused primarily by in
adequate consideration of soft foundation soils, sidehill
 
locations, cut-fill transitions, and groundwater conditions. 
Relatively few problems result from poor placement of fills,
because generally good construction practices and quality 

control procedures for placement of fills have been de
veloped throughout the past 30 year. 
EMBANKMENT LOAD
 

Highway embankments are major structures that produce
significant loads on the underlying foundation soils. The 
weigh! of each foot of fill is roughly equivalent to the 
weight of one story of a conventional office or apartment
building. In other words, a 20-ft-high earth embankment 

J
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will weigh as much as a 20-story office builiing occupying 
an equivalent contact area. Furthermore, the rate at which 
the contact pressure is dissipated with depth beneath the .
 

natural ground surface depends on the least dimension of 
the loadea area. Because of the great width of many em
bankments, the stress beneath t,-center of the embank
ment usually decreases very slowly with depth. The com- d? 

that large stress increasesbination of these factors means 
can be produced at significant depths beneath an earth 
embankment. 

The preceding principles are illustrated by the example 
shown in Figure 3, in which the stresses produced by a 
20-ft-high earth embankment are compared to those pro
duced by a bridge pier foundation. Although the contact 
pressures are much higher for the bridge foundation, the 

depths ofstresses decrease very rapidly with depth. At 
more than 10 ft, the stresses caused by the embankment 
loading exceed those of the bridge foundation. At a depth 
of 80 ft,the stresses caused by the embankment loading 
are still more than 80 percent of the surface contact pres- Figure 2. Visual Indicationof embankment faiure. 
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sure and are more than eight times greater than those undei" 
the bridge foundation. The differences are even more 
dramatic for the stresses beneath a 40-ft-high embankment, 
also plotted in Figure 3. Hence, an adequate subsurface 
investigation of the foundation conditions beneath embank. 
ment sites becomes an essential prerequisite for satisfactory 
embankment design and construction. 

SCOP£ OF SYNTHESIS 

For earthwork construction to be successful, materials, de. 
sign and construction considerations must be intermeshed 
from the initiation of the sith investigation through the 
completion of construction. Consequently, construction 
practices cannot properly he separated from design and 
materials considerations. For this reason, the synthesis
Includes. 

1. Subsurface Investigational practices for embankment 
areas. 

+205 
2. Design and construction procedures for the treatment 

of embankment foundations, 
3.' Design criteria, specifications, and construction prac-' 

tices for embankments. 
4. Quality control procedures for placement of embak. 

ment materials. 

Both good practices for normal conditions and special prac
tices for handling unusual conditions are presented. 

Cut zones are not considered except as they affect ern
bankment construction (e.g., as sources of embankment 
materials or special procedures at cut-fill transitions). Spe.
cial treatments or procedures applied to the upper surface 
of an embankment are regarded as pait of the pavement
construction and have been excluded. Furthepnore, the 
special problems associated with the design and construe. 
tion of bridge approaches have been presented in NCHRP 
Synthesis 2. so are not discussed in detail herein. 

I
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CKAPIt TWO 

SUBSURFACE INVESTIGATIONS 

Adequate knowledge of subsurface conditions often is the 
key to successful earthwork construction. Most agencies 
have long recognized the need for comprehensive sub-
surface Investigations at bridge sites. Currently, there is a 
growing awareness of the potential effects of the extremely 
heavy loads imposed on the sebscs by embankments and, 
as a consequence, the investigational programs for em-
bankment foundations are being upgraded. 

Subsurface information can be used at several stages 
in the development of a highway project. First, subsurface 
conditions can be an important and sometimes decisive 
factor In route location. Second, after specific lines and 
grades are established, detailed subsurface investigations 
are required for the design of embankment sections. 

ROUTE LOCATION 

Subsurface conditions can significantly affect the cot of 
206 highway construction and hence should be one of the 
206 considerations in highway location studies. Although other 

factors often will outweigh the influence of the subsurface 
conditions, many examples can be cited of locations where 
te subsurface conditions were or should have been the 
decisive factor. These examples include locations in areas 
or'potential landslides. sidehill cuts and fills, abandoned 
mining operations, limestone cavities, and various soft 
foundation conditions, such as peat bogs, marshes, buried 
stream channels, and sanitary landfills, 

The expertise of the geologists and soil engineers who 
are responsible for the detailed soil surveys, conducted 
after the location has been established, should be used 
in the preliminary investigations. When the preliminary 
Investigation is conducted by special reconnaissance per-
sonnel, trained to consider a variety of route location fac-
tors, it is essential that these personnel also have sufficient 
training and experience to recognize potential geotechnical 
problem areas for which the advice of the specialists should 
be sought. 

Several agencies have successfully instituted a policy of 
preparing preliminary geotc,,mical reports for major route 
location studies. These reports are prepared by geotechni-
cal specialists in advance of public hearings so that sub-
surface conditions can be considered fully together with 
other route location factors. Preliminary geotechnical re-
ports generally are prepared from existing information and 
from limited field reconnaissance. Sources of information 
Include published and unpublished geological surveys and 
maps. groundwater and hydrologic surveys, topographic 
maps, soil conservation reports, agricultural soil maps. air 
photos, and existing detailed soil surveys frcm previous 
highway projects in the vicinity of the proposcd route. 
Field reconnaissance commonly is limited to recollections 
of past personal experience or to walking the line of each 

proposed route. Occasionally, geophysical exploration tech
niques. such as seismic and resistivity surveys, are used; arid 
in a very few instances, when extremely critical conditions 
are identified, probe borings and/or samples may be justi. 
f&d. The preliminary geotechnical report includes general 
descriptions of the topography, the geology, and the soil 
conditions along each proposed alignment. Typical profiles 
or geologic cross sections are desirable. This information 
is used to identify potential problem areas, including con
sideration of the potential for landslides, stability of cut and 
fill slopes, extent of rock excavation, groundwater condi
tions, potential foundation conditions for bridge structures 
and embankments, and availability and quality of construc
tion materials. The potential need for sperial foundation 
treatments may be noted. 

The potential of air photos for the preparation of pre
liminary geotechnical reports deserves special considers
don. Almost all highway agencies currently are obtaining 
air photos of proposed route locations for photogrammetric 
purposes: i.e.. preparation of topographic maps, right-of
way acquisition, and earthwork calculations. These same 
air photos also can provide qualitative information on the 
soil and rock conditions. 

SOIL SURVEYS 

After the line and the grade for a proposed route have been 
established, a detailed soil survey is made. It includes a 
field exploration program, laboratory testing, and, usually. 
some soil mechanics analyses. The report of the soil sur
vey generally includes detailed descriptions of the soil and 
rock materials encountered along the right-of-way, a plot 
of the soil profile, and a summary of all laboratory test 
results. Problem areas are identified and design solutions 
proposed. Also, the quality and quantity of materials 
sources for embankments, subgrades. and pavement com
ponents are reported. Several agencies (e.g.. Kentucky) 
have prepared extensive specifications for the preparation 
of a soil survey. These manuals are excellent sources of 
C:tailed information on the requirements of a satisfactory 
soil survey. 

The findings and recommendations of the soil survey 
must be adequately reported to the engineers responsible 
for both the design and the construction of the embank
ment. It is highly desirable for the boring lop an soil 
profiles to be plotted on the construction plans. 

F isloratlon Procedures 
Typically, both geophysical and sol boring techniques are 
employed for the soil survey. The most common geo. 
physical methods are seismic refraction and electrical re
sistivity. These techniques are most useful in determining 
the position of the groundwater table, the depth to roc. 
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and the delineation of various rock strata. They are less
effective in differentiating among soil types and do not 
provide for visual identification of the subsurface materials. 
Thus, when these procedures are used. they are almost 
always supplemented by some sort of boring program.

Current good practice for embankment foundation i 
vestigations includes the use of disturbed borings and 
samples supplemented with undisturbed sampling in criti. 
cal areas. The use of a hand or power auger to obtain 
disturbed samples is by far the most common soil explora. 
tion technique. In addition, split-barrel samplers (stan-
dard penetration tests), which provide undisturbed samples, 
or static cone penetrometers sometimes also are used. When 
soft deposits of cohesive soils are encountered in embank-
ment areas, undisturbed samples commonly are obtained 
with hydraulically operated thin-walled samplers. Most 
borings for embankment foundations are terminated when 
rock is encountered. In some instances, rotary or diamond 
core borings are used to investigate the soundness of bed-
rock or to obtain samples of soft weathered rock. Forroic reon, indt samplgeconomic reasons, undisturbed sampling techniques gen-
erally are limited to critical problem areas that previously 
have been identified from disturbed borings. 

The spacing between borings will depend on the specific 
geologic conditions along the right-of-way and the need for 
exact data by the designer for specific locations on the high.
way. Because the critical areas commonly represent only 
asmall percentage of the total investigation, heavy reliance 
must be placed on the judgment and experience of field 
personnel to obtain adequate borings in all potential prob-
lem areas. At least one boring should be made beteath 
each fill. For long embankments the maximum inierval 
between borings can range from 250 to 1.000 ft, with 
spadings of 300 to 500 ft most common. In problem areas 
the spacing between borings will be significantly reduced 
and may approach 50 ft when defining the extent of soft 
deposits. Typically. borings are located along the center 
line of the pavement, except when defining the limits of 
soft deposits or investigating sidehill locations, 

Many agencies continue to specify inadequate minimum 
depths for borings in embankment areas. The required 
depth of borings should be related to the width and height
of the proposed embankment. On the basis of the depth 
to which significant stresses are produced by embankment 
loads, borings ought to extend to depths equal to the half. 
width (i.e., the distance from the center line to the toe of 
the slope) or to twice the height of the embankment. The 
width criterion is fundamentally more correct, but the 
height criterion is easier to use in practice. These criteria 
may bn tempered by experience with local geologic condi-
alons. Also, borings may be terminated at shallower depths
when Arm bedrock is encountered. Conversely, borings 
never should be terminated In a soft deposit, but should 
continue until firm material islocated, 

Laboratory Invutlptms
Routine laboratory investigations include mechanical analy.
 
seo and Atterberg Limits tests for classification of all soils
 
encountered along the right-of-way. Depending on the soil
 
classification system used within a specific agency. addi.
 
tional tests, such as volume change, swell potential, sand
 
equivalent, resilience, or compacton tests, may be required

of all samples. In addition, field densities and moisture
 
contents are determined. Procedures for conducting all
 
tests aredetailed in each agency's test manual or by

reference t A n or agny stanards.
 
reference to AASHO or ASTM standards.
 

Wheon the strength or the compressibility of the fun
dation soiltobe determined undisturbed thinwall samis 

ples are essential. Reletively conventional consolidation
tests are required when soft compressible foundation materts are ienied an setlementanle aredto ma 
terials and settlement analyses are to be made.
are identified 

If the stability of a soft foundation or asidehill is of con
cern, the shear strengths of the subsoils are determined
 
from laboratory unconfined compression, direct shear, or
triaxial compression tests. The type of test may be relatedtotemhdofsaitynlssadtefcorofaey 

to the method of stability
analysis and the factors of safety
 
that willbe employed. Carefully performed simple tests
 
can be more meaningful than poorly conducted sophisti.

cated tests.
 

EMBANKMENT SOILS 

The field investigation of soils to be used In embankments
 
generally is limited to auger borings. The laboratory test.
 
ing of these soils includes the gradation, plasticity, and
 
miscellaneous tests required for classification. Some type

of compaction test is performed to determine a standard 
maximum density and the optimum moisture content at 
which it is obtained. Frequently, a stiffness test, such as 
a CBR or stabilometer test, is conducted on the compacted
material for use as asubgradr. property in pavement design. 
Shrink-swell factors may also be estimated for use in earth
work computations. 

Currently, there is only an occasional need foc strength
and consolidation tests of embankment soils. Laboratory 
and fielddata indicate that the compression of an embank. 
ment that has been compacted to current density require. 
ments is usually negligible. Similarly, for the current 
standard design slope, the strength of an embankment 
generally is not critical. Exceptions may occur in embank. 
ments exceeding 50 ft in height or when extremely poor
quality soils must be used. In these instances, strength and 
consolidation tests should be conoutted on the compacted 
embankment soils. Although there isminimal need for these 
tests today, it is likely that their use Will become more 
common in the future as righer embankments are con
structed and lower qualiy soils must be used morw 
frequently. 
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FOUNDATION PREPARATION 

The construction of an embankment begins with the prepa-
ration of the foundation. When good foundation condi-
dons are encountered, only simple straightforward pro-
cedures are required. However, when poor foundation 
conditions are involved, complex and expensive treatments 
mny become necessary to prevent poor performance or 
embankment failure. Soft foundation soils, sidehill loca-
dons, cut-fill transitions, and groundwater problems are 
examples of conditions that generally require special treat-
menL The occurrence of these four conditions is suffi
ciently widespread that their treatments are discussed in 
detail. 

•Because special foundation treatments can be very ex-
pensive, it is extremely important that the need for specialtreatments be identified in the soil survey and adequately
considered in 	 the preparation of design drawings and 

consderd intheprepratondeigndrawngsandf 
specificatitens. When unanticipated problem areas are en-
cunteduringWhnsrutioncorrective meaiures not 

only delay construction but also inevitably cost more than 
ioanticipated inthe design. Thus, planning for treatment 


of poor foundation conditions becomes an important aspect 
of embankment design. Recognition and analysis of poor 
foundation conditioi-s and recommendations for corrective 
treatments generally are the responsibility of the geologists, 
and soils or materials engineers who prepare the soil survey. 

MINIMAL PREPARATION 


Clearing and grubbing are the first steps in the preparation 
of an embankment site. The topsoil usually is removed. In 
many instances, all stumps also are removed from the right. 
of-way. However, because of increasing costs of removal 
and problems of disposal, it is becoming increasingly com- 
mon to allow stumps to remain in place when they are a 
sufficient distance below the subgrade. Typically, trees may 
be cut within 3 or 4 in. of natural ground and the stumps 
left In place when the embankment height is greater than 
$or6 ft. 

For very low embankments, the foundation material may 
be undercut to improve the uniformity within the subgrade 
zone and to eliminate some cut.fill transitions. Generally, 
the depth of undercutting is specified so as to produce a 
minimum embankment height of approximately 3 ft. At 
least one agency is undercutting most foundation materials 
to the ditch line and constructing low embankments, even 
in cut zones. More commonly, the natural ground below 
shallow fills is proof rolled or compacted in place. If soft 
spots are encountered, undercutting may be required. In 
some instances 	 the excavated material can be dried and 
then recompacted: in others the excavated material must 
be wasted and replaced by acceptable matenal. 
U satisfactory 	 foundation conditions are encountered, 

7 

the preceding procedures are all that are normally required 
and the construction of the embankment itself can be 
started. If unanticipated foundation problems are exposed 
during these preliminary operations, geologists or soil 
specialists should be consulted for recommendations of 
additional treatments. If the poor conditions were an
ticipated in the aesign, additional corrective treatments 
already will have been prescribed in the plans or 
specifications. 

SOFr FOUNDATIONS 
Soft foundation soils include a variety of peats, marls, and 
organic and inorganic silts and clays. These deposits may 

a pet bogbeolocalized,ai z a in ororaa river crossing,crosi t or hyass in a peat bog Tie they 
may encompass vast areas, such as tidal marshes or glaciallake beds. The compressible material may occur at the 
laebd.Tecmrsiemtralayocrtte
surface (e.g., marshes and some peat bogs), or it may be 
buried beneath a mantle of satisfactory soil. Examples of 
the latter case 	 include abandoned stream channels, lake 

beds and peat bogs, which may be covered by adessicated
 
crust or amore recent soil
deposit.
 
When soft are discovered, both the strength and the
soils 


compressibility testing, and analysis, will depend on the 
magnitude of the project and also the types of treatment 
being considered. For example, if it isplanned to excavate 
the soft material, extensive knowledge of its properties
usually is not required. On the other hand, if a sand drain 

installation is contemplated, a very extensive investigation 
is necessary. 

Soft foundations create several types of embankmet. 
problems. The foundation soil may displace laterally under 
the weight of the fill, causing major movements and disrup
tions of the embankment, as shown in Figures 4a and 4b. 
If the lateral displacement is prevented, the foundation soil 
still will compress and cause settlement ot the embankment 
and the pavement, as shown in Figure 4c. Some settlement 
is to be anticipated in almost all embankment foundations: 
it Is detrimental only if it.produces fracture or excessive 
roughness of the pavement. 

The total or differential settlement that can be tolerated 
by a p-:i'ement rarely is specified except in the case of 
bridge approaches, for which the tolerable settlement com
monly is specified as & to I in. For roadway embank
ments, the allowable settlement after paving depends on 
the length of the fill and the rate at which settlements 
develop. Experience has indicated that 6 to 12 in. of settle
ment can be tolerated in long embankments. if any varia
tions in the settlement are uniformly distributed along the 
length of the embankment. At least one agency permits A 
differential settlement of 2 in. per 100 ft. In some instances. 
predicted settlements of several feet can be acepted If the 
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1 itig - *...." .;Fi,' . waIti|g period or surcharging with or without sand drains 
an berms. Another procedure is the use of lightweightNembankment materizis, perhaps in combination with one 
of the preceding treatments. 

Removal 

Removal by excavation Is perhaps the most commonSOFT MATERIAL method for treating soft foundation conditions. Excava.

FIRM MATERIAL ion usually is the most economical and satisfactory solu.
 

don when the unsuitable material does not extend to depths
a) EiEbafkment Failure Over Soft Foundation of more than 15 or 20 ft. Beyond this depth, alternate 
solutions may be more effective than excavation. Of course,
the depth beyond which excavation ceases to be the most 

-economical treatment for a specific site will depend on the 
soil type and groundwater conditions at the site. Examples 
can be cited in which as much as 40 ft of soft material have

IR CRbeen successfully excavated. 
When excavation is employed, the depth of excavation 

shiould extend to firm soil. However, the required lateral

SOFT MATERIAL extent of excavation is less clearly defined. Four typical

FIRM .methods for defining the zone of excavation are shown in
 

Figure 5. In examples (a) and (b) the width of the zone

b) Embankment Failure - Soft Material of excavation depends only on the height and slope of the


Overlain by Firm Crust embankment, whereas in examples (c) and (d) it also 
depends on thickness of the unsuitable material. The use 
"of the section in Figure 5 is restricted to deposits that are 

- -- - less than 5 ft thick. Wide zones of excavation reduce the 
danger of lateral creep of the embankment. 

/ N The chief advantage of complete removal by excavation- - - -is the certainty that the potential foundation problems will 

be eliminated. The method is most effective for relatively 
shallow surface eeposits of limited extent (for example.

SOFT MATERIAL peat bogs and marshes). It becomes costly and impractical
for extensive deposits of compressible clays or deposits thatF;IRM MATERIAL are buried beneath a mantle of suitable material. Also, 
every cubic yard of excavated material must be replaced
by an equivalent quantity of good fill. Thus. the availabilityc) Settlement of Embankment of sufficient quantities of suitable fill material becomes one


Over Soft Foundation. criterion for the effective use of the excavation method.
 
Figure4. Typlcal embankment problems oversiltfoundations. Furthermore. if unsuitable material is excavated below the
 

groundwater table, special placement procedures may be
 
required to dewater the excavation or to place the fill under
 
water.
 

Removal by displacement is an old techntque that has
settlement develops very slowly over long periods of time been used effectively on peat and marsh deposits. Today,
(e.g., 25 to S0 years). In general, however, the amount of however, displacement methods are used infrequently and
settlement that can be tolerated by a pavement system is with much caution because of tfie'uncertainty of complete
not well deflned and requires further study. removal. Displacement is accomplished by.controlling the 

When long.term settlement is anticipated, flexible pave. re oval placement s a o pl eh e. usut able
 
ments often are used to facilitate future maintenance. Also, position of fill placement so as to dieplace the unsuitable
Interim or stage construction of the pavement sometimes material laterally and ahead of the embankment construc
ts employed. These procedures may be more economical tion. Usually the displacement force is produced by the 
than attempting to improve the soft foundation conditions weight of fill. but occasionally it is supplemented by blast
prior to construction of the pavements. In some critical ing. jetting, or surcharge. The filling operation must be
situations, these procedures may be necessary in addition controlled very carefully to prevent entrapment of pockets
to some initial partial treatment of poor foundation of unsuitable material. Because of these uncertainties, de
conditions. tailed specifications and careful field inspection are neces.

Several treatments commonly are used to improve soft sary when displacement procedures are employed. Core
foundations. They include (a) removal by excavation or samples of the completed embankment are desirable to
displacement and (b) consolidation by preloading with a verify that no pockets of unsuitable material remain. 
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Other treatments involve the consolidation of the soft foun-
dation materials prior to finished grading and construction 
of the pavement section. Because consolidation is a time. 
dependent process, these techniques generally require a 
delay or waiting p.riod between completion of th,-embank. 
ment and construction of the pavement section. 

When the consolidation of soft materials is considered, 
it is necessary to estimate both the magnitude and the time 
required for development of the ultimate consolidation of 
the soft foundation under the loads imposed by the em-
bankment and pavement system. Also, the stability should 
be investigated to ensure that the stresses produced by the 
embankment loads do not exceed the strength of the sub
soil and produce massive slides and uncontrolled lateral 
displacement of the foundation soils. These analyses, to
gether with the related consolidation and strength tests of 
the foundation soils, must be included in the soil survey 
whenever consolidation procedures are recommended. 

If the predicted settlement is more than can be tolerated 
by the roadway, first consideration is given to constructing 
the embankment to subgrade elevation and waiting for 
completion of the consolidation due to the embankment 
loading prior to final grading and construction of the pave-
ment section. In this case, the predicted magnitude of 
settlement isused only to estimate the additional quantities 
of fill required and thus is of secondary importance. How
ever, when settlements of several feet are produced, the 
additional fill required to compensate for the settlement can 
become a significant percentage of the total earthwork. 
Tbe primary consideration when delaying pavement con
struction is the time required for completion of the con
solidation process. One year usually is the maximum 
acceptable delay period. Occasionally, when soft founda-
don problems are recognized far enough in advance, 
scheduling can be arranged to allow as long as two years 
for consolidation. More commonly, however, when the 
predicted delay periods are longer than a year alternate 
methods are considered to accelerate the rate of settlement. 
Because the primary consolidation time is related to the 
square of the drainage distance within the compressible 
soil, the necessity of additional treatments becomes in-
creasingly probable with increasing thickness of the soft
layer. 

The most common procedure for accelerating the rate 
ofpsettlemu ent is applicationiM of a surcharge load, which ise b 	o t 

produced by constructing the embankment to a height in 
excess of the design height. Settlements will occur more 
rapidly under the combination of the design and the sur-
charge loads than under the design load only. hence, the 
waiting period will be decreased. Sufficient fill must be 
available to develop the surcharge. Also. the addition of 
asurcharge load increases the prospects for stability prob-
lems and may require additional adjustments in the em-
bankment design (for example, flattening of slopes or 
construction of berms) to compensate for this. 

The rate of settlement also can be accelerated by im-
proving the drainage of the compressible layer with sand 
blankets or vertical sand drains. Placement of a thick 
granular layer over the compressible stratum prior to con-
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structing the embankment insures free drainage of the 
upper surface of the compressible layer. It does not,how
ever, appreciably shorten the drainage path in the com
pressible layer; hence, its effectiveness is limited to rela
lively thin surface deposits of compressible material. On 
the other hand. installation of vertical sand columns 
t'rough the compressible stratum can appreciably reduce 
the drainage path by developing radial flow to the pervious 
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sand columns. The radial drainage distance, hence the 
time required for consolidation, are controlled by the 
spacing between drain wells. Thus, the primary consolida-
tion time can be reduced from many years to several
months by the installation of a properly designed vertical 
sand drain system. Surcharges commonly are employed in 
conjunction with sand drains and the benefits of both tech. 
niques are combined. Surcharging also will decrease the 
amount of posi-construction secondary compression, 

Theories and design procedures for sand drain systems 
now are readily available in the soil mechanics literature,
Moreover, because the initial installation by an agency
often has been treated as a research project, an increasing
number of well-documented case studies of instrumented 
sand drain installations are becoming available. Although 
many good case studies remain unpublished, excellent 
reviews of the design and installation of sand drains are 
found in Moore and Grosert (1968), Johnson (1970), and 
Moran, Proctor, Mueser and Rutledge (1958).

As effective as the sand drain method may appear, it is 
used infrequently in highway construction. The foremost 
reason is that sand drain installations are relatively expen-
sive and should be considered only when other methods are 
not adequate. Also, sand drains may not be suitable for 
certain very soft deposits. For example, invery soft marsh 
deposits, lateral movements under the embankment may
tend to disrupt the vertical sand column and eliminate its 
effectiveness, 

Considerable controversy remains in regard to various 
methods for installing sand drains. The driven closed-end 
mandrel procedure is most common because it is rapid,
efficient, and the least expensive installation method. How. 
ever, it is also the most criticized method because large
volumes of soil are displaced and the resulting soil dis-
turbance may reduce stability and increase compressibility.

Nondisplacement installation methods, such as jetted
mandrel or hollow-stem auger methods, are believed to 
reduce soil disturbance effects but are more expensive than 
driven mandrel installations. Some agencies now ban the 
use of the driven closed mandrel and require more expen-
sive nondisplacement installations; others believe that the 
advantages of nondisplacement methods have not been suf-
kcienty documented to justify their higher cost. Few field 
studies of the relative effects of various installation methods 
are available, Two excellent unpublished field studies in 
New Hampshire and Maine have led to the recommenda. 
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lion of jetted nondisplacement methods for sand drain 
installations in sensitive soils in these states. The installa
lion method was less significant in relatively 'insensitive 
soils. 

In all preloading methods, with or without surcharges
and/or sand drains, the stability of the embankment and 
foundation system must be ccnsidered. The danger of 
lateral instability generally is increased by the use of a 
surcharge and sometimes by the installation of sand drains. 
A factor of safety against sliding of at least 1.5 usually is 
required. If lower factors of safety are calculated, the 
embankment section may be redesigned by either flatten
ing the slopes or adding berms. The choice between these 
two methods is based on consideration of right-of-way
limitations and ease of construction and maintenance 
When berms are used, it is important that they be suffi
ciently wide to be effective. This must be evaluated by
additional stability analyses of the revised embankment 
section. Frequently, the berm must extend laterally to 
intersect the original critical stability circle. A typical
embankment section with berm is shown in Figure 6. 

In a relatively few instances, stage construction of the 
embankment is used to overcome stability problems. Be
cause the foundation soils become stronger as they con
solidate with time, the factor of safety against sliding is 
most critical initially. The rate of construction is con
trolled so as to take advantage of the increases in strength
with consolidation. Construction rates may be controlled 
by specifying an incremental construction height to be 
followed by a waiting period with no construction prior to 
starting the next incremental height, or by specifying a 
continual maximum rate of construction (e.g., 5 ft per
week). Stage construction should be avoided whenever 
possible, because of the close construction supervision that 

is required for it to be successful. 
In all instances where soft foundation materials are being 

consolidated, field instrumentation and close construction 
supervision are imperative. Because of the many un
certainties involved in predicting field settlement rates from 
laboratory tests, field measurements commonly ate used as 
guides to control the rate of construction or the duration 
of waiting periods. The extent of the field instrumentation 
will depend on the complexity of the project. On simple
projects, only measurement of the settlement of the em
bankment surface may be necessary. However, often it is 

also desirable to measure the settlement at points within or 
at the base of the embankment. As the projects become 
more complex and stability becomes amajor consideration, 
the pore pressures within the soft material and the lateral 
movements of the embankment and the foundation also 
may be measured. These measurements are needed par
ticularly in projects involving sand drains, berms, or stageconstruction. A discussion of the types of instrumentation 
h presented in Chapter Seven. 

Stability and settlement problems also can be reduced 
the use of lightweight embankment materials. 

However, applications of this technique are extremely rare,
primarily because of the limited availability or the pro
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hibitive cost of lightweight aggregates. Also, experiments' 
with various methods for deep lime stabilization of soft 

have been ineffective or prohibitively expensive.soils 

SIDENILL FILLS 

Sidehill fills are cited by many agencies as their most trit
cal embankment problem. Instability and sliding generally 
are associated with two geologic factors common to sidehill 
locations. First. in many locations bedding planes or boun-
daries between weathered and unweathered matcrial tend 
to slope downhill. The addition of a sidehill fill often 
produces a tendency for sliding along these natural planes 
of weakness. Second. the construction of a sidehill fill dis-
rupts the natural movements of surface water and ground-
water. The accumulation of water within the embankment 
zone Increases the tendency for sliding by increasing the 
weight of the sliding mass and at the same time decreasing 
the soil's resistance to sliding. Even when water does not 
appear on the surface, the accumulation of groundwater 
along the sloping bedding planes within the hill can pro-
duce a slippery plane along which sliding is likely to 
develop. Thus, groundwater control becomes a major 
consideration in the construction of satisfactory sidehill 
fills. However, before the groundwater can be controlled. 
its presence must be identified. This is often difficult dur-
ing field surveys because the groundwater conditions are 
likely to fluctuate throughout the year, and the most critical 
conditions may not exist when the field survey is made. 

Because of the difficulties in identifying and correcting 
sidehill problems, strong consideration should be given to 
adjusting alignments so as to avoid hills. However, adjust-
ment often will not be possible and the sidehill site must 
be used. In these cases, special construction practices will 
consist of some type of. beaching to key the embankment 
to a firm foundation and special drainage provisions to 
prevent the accumulation of surface water and ground-
water. 

Benching consists of excavating into the sidehill to estab-

lish a horizontal platform upon which to construct the 
embankment. Benching is usually required when the 

natural slope exceeds 4:1 or 6:1. The specific dimensions 
of the benches may be given on the design drawings or in 
special provisions for each project. Sometimes the actual 
sizes of the benches on specific jobs are established in the 
field during construction. Often the minimum width of a 
bench is established on the basis of the width of construc-

tion equipment. There is a tendency to make benches too 

narrow. To be effective, they must be wide enough to allow 

the embankment to be anchored in firm material. This 
means, for example, that benches should intercept the tran-
sition zone between weathered soil and the unweathered 
parent material. Typical longitudinal benches are shown 

in Figure 7. 
A variety of drainage control procedures can be used for 

different groundwater conditions. Many of these, not par
ticularly limited to sidehill locations, are discussed in the 
section on "Drainage Provisions." 

Stabilization trenches are used on some sidehill loca. 
6ons. Although the trenches are constructed primarily to 
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control deep groundwater, they also key the embankment 
into stable underlying foundation soils. Stabilization 
trenches are excavated with a bottom width of at least 
12 ft and side slopes as steep as possible. The depth of the 
trench is determined by the position of the groundwater 
to be intercepted. Excavations have ranged as deep as 
35 ft below center line. The bottom, high side, and ends 
of the trenches are blanketed with a 3-ft layer of permeable 
material and perforated pipe is laid in the bottom of the 
trench. Short transverse trenches with perforated pipe are 
constructed at intervals along the main trench to provide 
a drainage outlet. The embankment is then started by 
backfilling the stabilization trench. A schematic diagram 
of a stabilization trench is shown in Figure 8. 

CUT-FILL TRANSITIONS 

Cut-fill transitions basically are transverse sidehill locations 
and thus involve the same considerations discussed in the 
preceding section. Benches and drainage systemsmay be 

required. However, in order to maintain a uniform sub
grade, some details of the benches at cut-fill transitions 
differ from the bench sections in sidehills. The bench must 
extend sufficiently into the cut zone to ensure that all un

stable soil is removed from the subgrade zone. In addition. 
the uppermost bench is tapered to provide a gradual transi
tion from the embankment to the natural ground. An 
example of typical benching practice at a cut-fill tran.tion 
is shown in Figure 9. 

Drainag is particularly cntical at transitions because 
the cut slopes provide a potential.sourei of groundwater. 
As a result, it is good practice to provide for drainage at 
all cut-fill transitions. A simple pipe installation is shown 
in the benched section in Figure 9. It necessary, transverse 
stabilization trenches or other more complex systems can 
be constructed. 

DRAINAGE PROVISIONS 

The control of groundwater is #n important aspect of em
bankment construction ticept in arid regions. A variety of 
subsurface drainage systems are used in current practice. 
Except in a few special cases, they consist paviou 
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\. , 	 Dralug provisions for groundwater contrl can be veryexpensive. For example, one agency has indicated that the 

cost of subsurface drainage facilities represented approxi-
V 4' mately 10 percent of one $5 million project and amost 

" 14 percent of another $11 million project. Thus, the ecoii:13	 portant consideration. It may be extremely uneconomical.nomics of groundwater control facilities becomes an im

to provide subdrain facilities in locations for which their 
need isnot indicated by the soil survey. On the other hand, 
the consequences of omitting drainage provisions where 

-. ,~-;~a, ~ q they actually ame needed can be even more expensive. To 
quote one soils engineer: "To ignore the subsurface water 

. in the construction of cuts or fills . . . in the hopes that 
5A construction or natural conditions will improve the sub. 

surface drainage, can be a disastrous and costly 	process. 
Almost without exception it is more economical and more 

a. 	 Diagrammetric sketch practical to correct adverse subsurface drainage conditions 
before construction rather than to attempt to handle this 
situation as a maintenance operation" (Smith, 1964). Some 
drainage facilities, such as pervious blankets or stabilization 
trenches, cannot be installed after the embankment has 
been constructed. Even when the unanticipated ground.
water is discovered at the outset of construction, extra 
costs are likely to develop because of the need for extra 
materials and resulting construction delays. These eco
nomic considerations emphasize the importance of a 
thorough study of existing and potential groundwater con 21: 
ditions during the preliminary field investigations for the 

. .... soi survey report.
S .::,I ." In relatively flat terrain with high groundwater tables, 

VA - ~ .0 ... many problems can be eliminated by ensuring that the grade.-~A -o 

Cross sectio line is several feet above natural ground. Such grade linesb. Cross sec on frequently require t ! abandonment of the concept ofFtsil. lonsitudlnalstabilizadontrench. balanced earthwork. However, the advantages in relation 
to drainage and maintenance outweigh the advantages of 
balanced design. In addition, for low embankments in 
some northern regions, pervious blankets are used to cut off 
capillary rise into the embankment and thus to reduce the 

blankets and/or some type of drain pipe system. Most of potential for frost heave.
 
these subdrain systems are very effective when they are As the terrain becomes more hilly or mountainous,

designed with sufficient capacity and placed Inthe proper groundwater problems are likely to become more severe.

location. In addition, the Interruption of natural surface runoff must
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be considered.. Furthermore, in these locations major sub-
surface drainage 'problems can occur in relatively im-
pervious fine-grained soils with fissures, joints, or.bedding 
planes. These conditions do not lend themselves to the use 
of rigorous analytical solutions for calculating quantities 
and paths of seepage, 

The most commonly used subdrain systems consist of 
pervious blankets and/or perforated pipe subdrains. These 
subsurface drainage facilities may be more commonly re-
quired in cuts than in fill areas. With respect to embank-
ments, the most common need for subdrain systems will be 
at cut-fill transitions and in sidehill locations. The specific 
design of underdrain systertis and pervious blankets may 
vary considerably. Both longitudinal and transverse sub-
drain systems are used, depending on the topography. 
Typical subdrain provisions used by one agency at cut-fill 
transitions are included in Figure 9. Similar installa-
tlions in sidehill fills are shown in Figure 10. Sometimes 
longitudinal drains are installed in trenches in cut or natural 
slopes above fills to intercept groundwater moving down the 
slope. Whenever pipe drains are installed in relatively 
Impervious materials, it is essential to provide a bed of 
permeable material for the pipe and to backfill the 
excavation with the same material. 

When large quantities of water are involved, a continu-
ois pervious blanket may be more economical than a pipe
drain system. Pervious blankets usually arc at least I ft 
thick, and careful consideration must be given to the 
gradation of the pervious material. The gradation specifica-
tions must ensure that the material is coarse enough to be 
free draining, yet not so coarse as to permit migration of 
the fine-grained soil into or through the permeable ma-
Serial. Much has been written on the design of filter sys-
Items; and although much of this literature is directed 
toward filters for earth dams. the concepts generally are 
applicable to highway drainage problems. These design 

",'-s f wd 

procedures generally relate the grain size characteristics of 
the filter material to those of the adjacent soil. One corn
monly used requirement, shown in Figure i, is that the 
15 percent particle size of the filter should be at least five 
times larger than the 15 percent size and no more than five 
times larger than the 85 percent size of the adjacent soil 
layer. 

In hilly or mountainout terrain, the method of sub. 
surface drainage will depend on the topography and the 
depth at which water-bearing strata are encountered. This 
may be illustrated by considering the variety of drainage 
methods employed in California. When the water-bearing 
material is relatively shallow (at depths of less thar W u: 
20 ft) and underlain by firm material, the soft wet material 
may be excavated and replaced with a pervious blanket; 
When the subsurface water is encountered at depths of 
10 to 30 or 40 ft. stabilization trenches, described in the 
preceding section, may be employed. Occasionally, hori
zontal drains are used to remove subsurface water at 
greater depths than is economically practical by stripping 
or trenches. These drains are installed by drilling laterally 
from a point at or below the toe of the proposed fill slope. 
Such drains, which may be installed to lengths of 150 to 
300 ft. can reach well beyond tli toe of the uphill slope. 
Sometimes additional drains are installed from the toe of 
the uphill slope to intercept subsurface water before it 

reaches the embankment. Usually collection Wstems are 
required to remove the outflow from the horizontal drains. 

Groundwater at great depth can be intercepted by in
stalling vertical relief wells in conjunction with horizontal 
drain systems. The primary purpose of the vertical wells 
is to relieve hydrostatic pressures rather than to provide
for complete drainage. Relief wells have been installed to 
depths of 40 ft. Six-inch-diameter perforated pipe is placed 
in the center of a 24-in. hole. which is then backfilled with 
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Fiure 11. Typical sraodalon requlremenu for fller and perviouw blanketw 

111,ltlmsopermeable.: materiaL Horizontal drains are Installed to 
Intercept the relief wells. A cross section of a typical relief 

Fmte fiel ,well and horizontal drain system is shown in Figure 12. 
.. -- Subsurface drainage methods, which vary widely in costhmnt 

and complexity, are available for thc control of almost any 
S1L .. . . . , " m , groundwater condition. The major problem is the identifi. 

cation of the sverity of the groundwater conditions at" "°ue)Itali 	 " specific sites so that the most economical and effective sub

vertical walls .drainage system can be employed. The importance of an 
Figure12. Crons ection oftypcal vertical wells and horizontal adequate site investigation of the groundwater conditions
drai., cannot be overemphasized. 

DESIGN OF FILLS 

DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS 	 agency's general specifications and ar discussed in Chapter 
In practice, the design of highway fills generally consists Five. The factors used to establish the size and shape of
of establishing the height and the side slopes of the em- the embankment are discussed briefly in the faolowing
bankment and specifying criteria for placement of the fill, paragraphs.
The placement criteria generally are included in each The eight of an embankment depends on the pmposed 
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highway grade line, which is established primarily on the engineers now prefel to Ignore balanced earthwork con. 
basis of geometric design criteria and secondarily on the cepts and to construct continuous low embankments over 
basis of balanced earthwork. Only rarely does the strength relatively flat terrain. 
or compressibility of the fill or the underlying foundation The design load used to evaluate the stability and de
material influence the design height. Standard side slopes formation of an embankment is the weight of the over
are established to satisfy safety standards and to facilitate lying embankment and pavement materials. Except for the 
maintenance. Typical standard slopes established on the upper few feet, embankments are not seriously affected by 
basis of such criteria are shown in Figure 13. Current traffic loads. In current practice, the density rather than 
trends indicate that the use of 2:1 as a standard design the strength or compressibility is specified for fill materials. 
slope iscommon. Design engineers ordinarily will assume When fill is compacted in accordance with current density 
that the standard design slopes will be stable unless stability requirements, its compr ssibility will be negligible. Hence, 
problems and alternate slope recommendations have been except for very high fills, tht compressibility of compacted 
indicated by the soils engineers in the soil survey for the materials is not generaly evaluted. Similarly, the strength 
project. When such recommendations are included in the of compacted materials generally is assumed to be adequate 
soil survey, they usually are incorporated into the design. to maintain the standard design slopes. As discussed in 
Thus, except in cases of poor foundation conditions, Chapter Two, stability and settlement considerations pri
described in Chapter Three, the engineering properties of marily concern the behavior of the foundation material 
the fill and underlying foundation soils have relatively little beneath the fill. Current field experience tends to justify 
Influence on the design geometry of the fill. the assumption that for current standard design slopes and 

Balanced earthwork is practiced when it can be ac- compaction requirements, the strength and compressibility 
complished without violating geometric design criteria, of the compacted fill usually is not a problem. 
However, strict adherence to balanced earthwork design Exceptions are noted in the case of high embankments, 
can lead to serious construction and maintenance problems for which the strength and compressibility of the fill ma
by encouraging the use of poor quality so';is from cut sec- terials must be given special consideration. Most agencies 
tions and the use of locations with poor foundation condi- define high embankments as those exceeding 40 or 50 ft. 
tions. To accomplish a balanced design, it is necessary to In the construction of high embankments, sometimes low

216 estimate the shrink and swell factors for the excavated quality materials must be wasted, and in other instancesmaterials and to estimate the quantities of poor quality zoning of material must be practiced. When zoning is 
materials that should be wasted. In areas of relatively flat necessary, the higher-quality materials are placed in the 
topography, balanced design appears particularly undesir- bottom of the embankment where the loads are the largest. 
able because the grade line would be established very close Lower-quality materials are used in the upper parts of the 
to natural ground level, with frequent transitions between embankment and capped with a layer of select material, 
small cuts and low fills. Under such circumstances, con- which will serve as the subgrade subjected to traffic loads. 
struction of a uniform subgrade is made r;:ore difficult. Problem soils sometimes are placed in the center or lower 
Furthermore, surface and subsurface drainage problems portions of an embankment. For example, expansive soils 
may be introduced, and winter maintenance may be made will perform more satisfactorily deep within an embank. 
more difficult in northern regions. For these reasons, many mentwhere they are better protected from drastic moisture 

STANDARD DESIGN 

ROADWAY FOR 24 FT. P.C.C. PAVEMENT., 
IHIOWAY CLASSES *MAJOR' SELANVtC0LLCC1OTW,AREA 
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changes and their tendet cy to swell is inhibited by the 
weight of the overburder,. Similarly. micaceous soils may
be placed where they wit not be subjected to traffic loads. 

The strength and the compressibility of the fill must be 
considered when low-quality materials must be used or soils 
must be placed under adverse conditions. This situation 
most commonly arises when extremely wet fine-grained 
soils must be used. Recognition of such potential situations
Inthe soil survey and consideration of them in the embank-
ment design will minimize problems and delays during
construction.tain soils will For example, if plan notes indicate that cer-be troublesome when wet, the construction 
division and the contractor may be able to schedule con-
struction so as not to expose these soils during rainy sea-
sons. In other instances, plan notes o.' special provisions 
may indicate special zones in which wet soils may be placed 
or special construction procedures (e.g., sandwiching with 
good materials). -drawings. 

The design of earth embankments is more significantly 
influenced by geometric design criteria, safety standards,
and maintenance requirements than by the strength and the 
compressibility of the embankment and its foundation, 
When stability and settlement are the dominant factors,
the embankment design more commonly is Influenced by
the properties of the foundation than by those of the fill 

Text 7
 

material. In other words, current procedures and specifica.
tions for placement of fill are producing compacted ma
terials with adequate engineering properties for current 
standard designs, except for the special situations otined 
in the preceding paragraphs. 

PREPARATION OF PLANS AND SPECIFICATIONS 

Construction practices for the improvement of foundations 
emasiets are eed in haptrT r . 

emphasized that the need for these construction procedures must be identified during the soil investigations and 
incorporated into the project design. In the preparationof design drawings and specifications, special treatmentsfor embankment foundations should be indicated in suffi
cient detail by means of special provisions and plan notes. 
Complete subsurface information, including boring logs
and sois profiles, should be presented on the construction 

Similarly. the need for special embankment 
placement procedures, such as zoning of materials or 
anticipated placement under adverse conditions, should bespecified clearly on the plans. Failure to adequately inform 
the contractor of subsurface conditions, special problems, 
and procedures when contracts are let inevitably leads to
additional costs and delays when the unanticipated condi. 
tions develop during construction. 
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LOCATING GROUND WATER LOR DESIGN OF
 
SUBSURFACE DRAINAGE IN ROADWAYS
 

AND EMBANKMENTS
 
J A. TODD 

Engineer, Bureau of Public Roads
 
Gatlinburg, Tennessee
 

A recent entry in one of our project diaries reads as follows: '4% 
inches of rain occurred last night and yesterday; it is still raining today 
on project. A fill failed at Station 80+00. All of the embankment slipped 
out leaving bare rock in the bottom of the scour. A small stream of water 
Is flowing from a crevice in the rock. No water has been noted in this 
area previously." 

Such slides are not unusual in steep mountainous terrain. The fill failure 
was caused by excessive rainfall, and intrusion of water into the '-.inal 
ground beneath the embankment. Now what about that smnil stream In 
the hollow? There is no water running there now. Suppose we go ahead 
and cut a few slope benches and reconstruct the fill and forget all about 
that little stream of water; what will happen when it rains again? If the 
point where the project engineer saw water issuing is plugged up and it 
rains hard enough long enough, that fill will slide off the side of the 
mountain again.

Now let us go into my subject, locating ground water for deslgn.-ig
subsurface drainage in roadways and embankments. I will begin by 
talking about springs. 

We are concerned with three types of springs:
(1) ,Fssure springs, so called becatwe underground water passages are
 

located in cracks, crevices, and fissures in riolld rocc.
 
(2) Tubular springs, so called because underground water passage are
 

tubular in shape. These springs are found In noll drift, or water soluble
 
rock. 

(3) Seepage springs, so called because the issue occurs in t zone of 
porous material and there is no bold or turbulenxt spring point. Tii, under
ground water passages for seepage springs usually occur In a layer of 
pervious material superimposed on less pervious material such as clay, 
rock, or hardpan.

All three types of springs described above are quite common in this 
area. It is generally known that springs often dry up in periods of sus
tained dry weather and that many will flow only after periods of e -essive 
rainfall. Springs that dry up in dry weither and flow in wet weat ier ae 
commonly called "wet-weather springs." Springs that continue to flow re
gardless of rainfall are called permanent springs. 

It is easy to locate permanent springs, but how does one locate a 
wet-weather spring? Frankly, It is not easy, unless the engineer makes 
frequent trips into the area in question during periods of excessive rainfall. 
It is not always possible for the engineer to do this. Therefore, he must 
rely upon surface features which generally are associated with springs.
The best way to learn to identify these surface featurei Is to visit active 
springs in the general area of the site to be Investigated and note the 
following: 
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11) Where does this spring occur? 
Usually a spring will occur at an abrupt change in the slope such as 

the base of cliff, bottom of a hill, or in a hollow or draw. 
(2) What occurs below the spring? 
Usually a spring run is evident below the spring point. In some cases, 

there may be a deep gully-like channel. In other cases, there may be a 
delta-like silt fan below the spring point. 

(3) What other conditions may be observed at the spring? 

One would expect to find certain water-loving plants such as willows, 
water cress, bullrush or moss in the spring area or along the spring run. 
Also, one may observe the lack of leaf meld accumulation and crayfish 
castings in the spring area. 

After making these observations rt permanent springs, it will be easy 
to locate areas where wet-weather springs might occur. There is generally 
but one difference. In the wet weather spring area there may be no flow 
of water. Generally some or all of the other features previously stated 
will be present. 

During the course of constructing a highway, excavations will be mnade 
and embankments will be constructed from excavated material to obtain 
the grade profile. These excavations will no doubt encounter many under
ground water passages. There will be a flow of water if these underground 
passages feed permanent springs, and tnere may or may not be a flow of 
water if wet weather springs are fed by these water passages. A good 
percentage of cut slope failures occur where underground water passages 
are encountered. This condition, I feel sure most of you have observed. It 
is reasonable to assume that underground water passages may exist in 
areas where embankments are to be constructed. When there are no active 
springs in the embankment area locating underground water passages 
presents a problem. They can be located if the engineer will make a close 
inspection of the back slopes of pion2er roads, haul roads and slope benches 
constructed in the embankment area. 

The engineer must know what he is looking for, otherwise, he may not 
recognize inactive water passages. Now let us go back to our spring type. 
There are three of them (1) fissure springs, (2) tubular springs, and (3) 
seepage springs. Each type of spring is identified by the underground water 
passages. 

In fissure springs, the water passages are cracks, crevices, or fissures 
in solid rock strata. Suppose a pioneer road into an embankment area is 
blasted Into solid rock and the back slope reveals numerous cracks, crevices 
or fissures in the solid rock, how can one tell whether they serve as under
ground water passages. There are several ways to determine whether water 
has actually flowed in the cracks and crevices. (1) There will be a notice
able difference in color In the cracks, crevices or fissures which serve as 
water passages. (2) In vegetated areas tiny feed roots of plants will be 
found in the cracks and crevices. Where water is frequently present in 
cracks or crevices the tiny feed roots are usually white in color and the 
root hairs show no evidence of soil film. (3) The larger cracks, crevices 
or fissures will usually contain sand, or fine gravel in the areas where 
passages are enlarged. (4) The normal cracks and crevices may be filled 
with clay or silt in all areas except where water passage occurs. 

Now let us consider tubular water passages and field methods of 
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identification. As stated previously, tubular water passages are located in 
soil drift or water soluble rock. Usually these 'passages are close to the 
surface of the ground when they are in soil drift, above the zone of solid 
rock except in the case where the solid rock is soluble and contains water 
passages. In the root zone of cover vegetation the tubular water passages 
are likely to be identified as a root hole. If the passage is carefully exca
vated for a short distance, one will observe that the passage will continue 
to be singular and minor deposits of sand or gravel will be noted. The size 
of tubular passages will vary considerably. In sandy soil or weathered 
rock, passages up to 2 feet in diameter have been observed. Generally, 
the passages that feed wet-weather springs are less than 3 inches in size. 
In water soluble rock the passages will often enlarge into huge caverns. 
Many caves are formed in this manner. It is not likely that the experienced 
engineer will fail to recognize the tubular water passages in water soluble 
rock or weathered rock unless they are destroyed by blasting or other 
construction activities. 

Seepage water passages are, as previously stated, located in layers of 
pervious material superimposed on less pervious material. The layers of 
pervious material may be either talus slopes with rock fragments up to 
several cubic yards in size, or fine sand. The thickness of the layers will 
vary considerably. Where active seepage springs are found during.periods 
of dry weather, water passages are usually found in thin pervious layers 
that slope very gently. Thick layers of pervious material above layers of 
less pervious material are prime suspects for water passages -nat feed 
wet-weather springs. As in the case of fissure springs there will be notice
able color changes where a flow of water has occurred. Also, the white 
feed roots of cover vegetation will be noted. 

We are now able to recognize underground water passages disturbed by
construction operations. When the material excavated for embankment 
construction is porous and the methods of placing is such that a pervious 
embankment will result, there is no reason for the engineer to install 
mechanical means for providing drainage for the disturbed water passages 
if none are contained in thik layers of pervious material, water soluble 
rock or weathered rock. If the excavated material to be used for embank
ments is impervious and/or the methods of placement result in a very 
dense embankment, then drainage must be provided for all disturbed water 
passager, otherwise, embankment failures will occur. If hard rock frag
ments are used for embankment construction, drainage for small springs 
can be effected through the voids in the rock. I might point out that cer
tain types of rock weathers on exposure to air and water and eventually 
the voids will silt up and block water passages. Rock fragments containing 
iron and copper pyrites are likely to react chemically on exposure to air 
and water, and serious settlement will result. 

Design of subsurface drainage for areas where embankments are to be 
constructed Is very simple once the water passages are located. The only 
factor that must be remembered is that water will not flow uphill. The 
use of small diameter perforated pipes or porous material in trenches'will 
be satisfactory in most cases. The engineer can estimate the amount of 
water that will occur on the basis of area of water passages. The seepage 
passages will be hardest to estimate. It is much more economical to over
estimate than it Is to reconstruct embankments. 
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After the highway Is completed or partially completed, failures may 
occur in embankments and subgrades due to excessive soil moisture. The 
location of sources of water whic.- contribute to the failure which occurs 
after construction has started, is rather difficult as compared to methods 
previously described. The issue point is not usually visible or accessible 
without exploratory excavations. In most cases, the corrective measures 
are simple once the source of water has been located. 

Since 1957 a new method of identifying sources of water has been em
ployed in the Gatlinburg, Division of Region 15, Bureau of Public Roads. 
This method, which I will describe briefly, is still in the experimental 
development stage and data is not complete for publication. 

This new method for tracing water sources involves the use of fluores
cent dyes and portable ultra-violet lights or lamps. Fluorescent dye was 
first used on the Blue Ridge Parkway in North Carolina. In the beginning, 
the methods employed were more or less cut-and-dry. The methods used 
today have evolved on a one-thing-follows-another basis. We are still 
experimenting at every opportunity and improving our methods as we go. 

To locate ground water where fills are failing the survey is conducted 
as follows: 
(1) 	 Make a map of the fill area, adjacent cuts and drainage area above 

the fill. On this map, show the original ground contours, construction 
limits, grade points, haul road diagrams, channel changes, existing 
drainage structures and slope benhes constructed. 

(2) 	 Indicate on the map, soil conditions encountered in the adjacent cuts 
and soil types used to construct the fills. Also, in-place density data 
if tests were made on embankments. 

area locate possible sources 
methods previously described for locating wet-weather springs. 

(3) 	 In the above the fill, all water using 

(4) 	 Deterndne from the map and other data, the areas which are suspected 
sources of water contributing to the failure. The following factors 
should be considered: 
a. 	Active streams above the fill area. In the course of constructing 

cross drainage structures, the streams may be diverted from exist
ing channels temporarily and seepage springs in the old channel 
may be covered up. If no drains are provided in the old channel, 
it Is highly possible that water may enter the fill area from seepage 
springs in the old channel. The seepage springs in the old channel 
may be fed from the active stream above the fillarea. 

b. 	 Haul roads cut for the contractor's operations. It has been noted in 
the field that at locations where haul roads were cut below the 
profile grade of the roadway and later backfilled with pervious 
material that ground water in the cut areas was diverted into the 
fill area. 

c. 	 Standing water in ditchlines on the uphill side of cuts adjacent to 
the fill area. Due to haul roads or porous embankment material, 
surface water impounded in ditches may seep downward into cracks 
and crevices in blasted rock and via this media, enter the fill area 
and cause failures. 

d. 	 Existing drainage structures. Underdrain pipe constructed in cut 
areas may actually collect water and divert this water via cracks 
and crevices in blasted rock Into fill area. Also, cross drain pipe 
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culverts which cross haul roads may actually leak and contribute 
water to a fill area.
 
Porous layers of material placed in embankments. In many in
stances where part-width fill construction is performed, porous

pockets may result in embankments and actually perch water in
 
the embankment. Surface water may seep into the upper layers of
 
the fill and saturate the lower layers.
 

Now that we have determined the areas of suspicion, the next problem

is to identify the actual source of water. This is done by use of fluorescent
 
dyes in the following manner:
 

Put a quantity of dye in the active streams over a per(,Jl of time,
 
say 10 to 30 minutes. This dye, easily seen in daylight, will quickly
 
color the water downstream from the point where it is introduced.
 
If the flow of water in the fill failure is enough to fill a 2-inch water
 
pipe, the dye will show up in the fill area in 30 to 40 minutes from the
 
time it is introduced at the source. If the flow of water in the fill 
area
 
is slight, it will take more time and the color will partially filter out
 
making it impossible to detect under natural light. In such cases, the
 
water is sampled at intervals and tested for fluorescence in a dark
 
chamber, or the survey may be conducted at night. When the soil
 
mass between the point of introduction of the dye at the source and
 
the issue point in the fill Is very dense, we have noted coloration as
 
much as 3 to 4 days after the dye was placed. If no dye shows up in
 
the fill -area after a few days, then the source first suspected will be
 
eliminated. A cache of dye is then placed in another area of suspicion 
and the follow-up sampling of water and testing for fluorescence will 
either confirm the source or eliminate it, and so on until all areas of 22 
suspicion have been checked.
 

The engineer must try to avoid use of the same color dye in more
 
than one area of suspicion. Suppose uranine dye is used in 4 different 
places and finally dye shows up in the fill failure area. Where did the 
water come from? Any one of the 4 places. We have experimented with 
dyes and find we have only 2 dyes that can be distinguished in weak 
solution and 4 dyes that can be distinguished in medium to strong
solution by use of ultra-violet light. The dyes we have used in our work 
are non-toxic. 

We have used fluorescent dyes to locate sources of water where sub
grade failures occur on old roadways. The survey Is conducted in the same 
manner as previously described. Usually due to the lack of stream flow 
except in periods of excessive rainfall we cache the dye in areas of sus
picion several months and check the wet area after each rain in darkness 
until fluorescence occurs. Then we design corrective measures on future 
paving projects. 

We have used fluorescent dyes to trace water discharged from drainage
ditches and structures when property owners complain of damage. In one 
area, several tort claims were settled after we proved the sources of water 
with fluorescent dyes. 

At the present time, we have several surveys in progress where em
bankments have settled or cut slopes have failed. I might add that we 
have not been 100% successful in all of our surveys with fluorescent dye. 
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I bave with me several small samples of fluorescent dye; also, some dye 
crackers which may be of interest. I also have three portable ultra-violet 
lamps which we have used in our surveys. 

The dyes I have with me are numbered from 1 through 6. Dyes
numbered 1 through 5 were purchased from Leeben Color and Chemical 
Company, 103 Lafayette Street, New York 15, N. Y. Dye No. 6 was pur
chased from Industrial Colloids, Knoxville, Tennessee. 

Dye No. 1 is red in natural daylight. It fluoresces bi,wn under long
wave ultra-violet light; it fluoresces olive drab under short-wave ultra
violet light. This dye is identified by the producer as No..LS671. 

Dye No. 2 is blue in natural daylight. It fluoresces green under long
wave or short wave ultra-violet light. This dye is identified by the producer 
as No. LS665. 

Dye No. 3 is violet in natural daylight. It fluoresces green under long
wave or short-wave ultra-violet light. This dye is identified by the pro
ducer as No. LS673. 

Dye No. 4 is red in natural daylight. It fluoresces bright orange under 
long-wave or short-wave ultra-violet light. This dye is identified by the 
producer as DC Red No. 19. 

Dye No. 5 is black in natural daylight (this dye must be used in heavy 
concentration, otherwise it is not recognizable). It fluoresces dark green 
under long-wave or short-wave ultra-violet light. This dye is identified by 
the producer as No. LS663. 

Dye No. 6 is yellow in natural daylight. It fluoresces yellow green 
under long-wave ultra-violet light and yellow under short-wave ultra
violet light. This dye is called Uranine Supra No. 59693. 

26 We have mixed dye No. 4 and dye No. 6 in equal parts to produce
another easily identified dye. This dye is green in natural daylight and 
fluoresces bright yellow under long-wave or short-wave ultra-violet light.

The dye crackers on exhibit were made by adding wheat flour in equal 
part by volume to dye .crystals and wetting to form a stiff paste. This 
paste is spread on metal sheets and dried in the sun to produce the 
crackers. The dye crackers do not dissolve as quickly as the dye crystals 
and contamination from a cache may be had over a longer period of time. 
The dye crackers were developed for this reason. 

We have also discovered that soil wet with dyed water and oven dried 
will fluoresce when pure water is added later. We are now planning to 
investigate the capillarity fringe above the ground water table to see if 
we can contribute any data in this field of research. 

The three portable ultra-violet lights on exhibit were purchased from 
Ultra-Violet Products, Inc., 5114 Walnut Grove Avenue, San Gabriel, 
California. The M-12 portable ultra-violet Jght is battery powered and 
very efficient Short-wave ultra-violet rays are emitted by this unit. Short
wave ultra-violet rays are dangerous to the naked eye and should be 
handled very carefully. The UVS-12 is portable when operated from a 
6-volt hot-shot battery using a converter. It also operates from a 110-volt 
AC outlet with ordinary plug-in cord. This unit also emits short-wave 
ultra-violet rays which are dangerous to the naked eye. The UVL-22 is a 
long-wave ultra-violet light. This unit is not dangerous to the naked eye. 
The fluorescence produced by this light is somewhat brighter than that 
produced by the short-wave ultra-violet rays. It is portable when operated 
from a 6-volt hot-shot battery using a converter. 
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I have discussed location of ground water in three stages: Before any 
construction activity has taken place, after pioneer roads and slope benches 
in fill areas have been constructed, and finally during construction or after 
completion of roadways. The fact that most of my paper emphasizes 
methods of correcting ground water found during construction does not 
obviate the need for thorough field investigations in the preliminary de
sign to avoid problems caused by ground water. 
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Project Correspondent Francis J. Gichaga, Chairman, Civil 
Engineering Department, University of Nairobi, Kenya. 
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SELECTED TEXT REFERENCES 

Reference I 
LANDSLIDES: ANALYSIS AND CONTROL 

Schuster, Robert L; Krizek, Raymond 3., eds. 
Washington, DC: Transportation Research Board; 1978;
234 p. (Special Report 176). 

Order from: Transportation Research Board, Publi
cations Office, 2101 Constitution Avenue, N.W.,
Washington, DC 20418. 

This volume brings together, from a wide range of 
experience, such information as may be useful in 
recognizing, avoiding, controlling, designing for, and 
correcting landslide movement. Current geologi. 
concepts and engineering principles and techniques 
are introduced, and both the analysis and the control 
of soil and rockslopes are addressed. New methods of 
stability analysis and the use of computer techniques
In implementing these methods are included. Rock 
slope engineering and the selecting of shear-strength
parameters for slope-stability analyses are covered in 
separate chapters. The first part of the book deals 
primarily with the definition and assessment of the 
landslide problem. It includes chapters on slope-
movement types and processes, recognition and iden-
tification of landslides, field investigations, Instrumentation, and evaluation of strength properties.
The second part of the book deals with solution to 
the landslide problem. Methods of slope-stability
analysis, design techniques and remedial measures 
that can be applied to both soil and rock slope
problems are included. 

Reference 2 
SOIL MECHANICS IN ENGINEERING PRACTICE 

Terzaghi, Karl; Pec, R ph B. New York, New York 

Order Wiley Sons,60Thirdfrom:Avenue,JohnNew York, &New York Inc. Publishers,100Inc. 

This book consists of three parts (A, B, and C).
Parts A and B cover the basic aspects of the physical
properties of soils and theoretical soil mechanics. 
Part C explores techniques for obtaining satisfactory
results in earthwork and foundation engineering at a 
reasonable cost in spite of the complexity of the 
structure of natural soil strata and the inevitable 
gaps in practical knowledge of soil conditions. AJ-
most every practical problem in this field contains 
some features without precedent and every engineer
must use all available methods and resources with 
careful discrimination. In Part C, practical problems 
are discussed, starting with a critical survey of 
conventional methods and proceeding step by step to
whatever improvements have been realized in the 
area of soil mechanics research. A semiemplrical
approach is adopted in this section, and a list of 
references is included in each chapter. The various 
chapters of Part C are as follows: soil exploration
(purpose, methods and program), earth pressure and 
stability of slopes (retaining walls, drainage, lateral 
supports in open c1.1s, stability in open cuts, soil 
compaction, design of fills and dikes, stability of base 

of embankments), foundations (foundations for struc
tures, raft, pile and pier foundations) settlement due 
to exceptional causes (settlement due to construction 
operations, lowering the water table, and vibrations)
dams and dam foundations (earth, rockfill, concrete,
and supervision during construction); and performance 
observations (scope, measurement of displacements,earth pressures and porewater pressures, and records 
of observations). A French translation of this book 
was published by Dunod, 24-26 Boulevard de i'hopital,
75006 Paris, France, In 1961.' A Spanish translation 
of this book was published by "El Ateneo" Pedro 
Garca, S.A., Librerra, Editorial e Inmobiliaria, 
Florida 340, Buenos Aires, Argentina, In 1958. 

La quatrime Edition de ce livre a 6t4 tradute en
frangals et publi~e en 1961 par Dunod, 

24-26 Boulevard de lhopita, 75006 Paris, France. 
Este libro ha sido traducido al castellano e impreso en 
198 por "El Ateneo" Pedro Garcda, S.A., Libreria,
Editorial e Inmobillaria, Florida 340, Buenos Aires,
Argentina. 

Reference 3 
HIGHWAY SOILS ENGINEERING: 11 REPORTS 

Highway Research Board, Washington, DC; 1971; 126 p.
(Highway Research Record Number 345). 

Order from: University Microfilms International,
300 North Zeeb Road, Ann Arbor, Michigan 48106. 231 

Information useful to persons concerned with the
 
structural design and performance of a roadway and

that would contribute toward understanding the con
cepts of pavement action, reaction and performance
 
are presented in the first five reports of thispublication. The first three papers present conceptsof criteria using deflection and curvature, resilient 
response, and dynamic pulse times. The fourth paper(Analysis of Stresses and Displacements in Three-Layer Viscoelastic Systems) presents a highly theo
retical approach to the analysis of stress and displacements, and the fifth paper makes a valuablecontribution in noting the difference between stresses 

and displacements under assumed and actual tire
 
pressures. In the sixth paper, a new method for
 
determining the tensile strength of soils by using 
a
 
double punch test is described. In this paper,

fundamental relationships are developed, and compar
isons with other tensile tests are discussed. The
 
seventh paper describes the applicaiton of probabi!ity

functions to uncertainty considerations and cost
 
consideraitons to obtain a rational procedure for
 
determining safety factors associated with the bear
ing capacity of cohesive soils. Practical "chart"
 
solutions for slope stability problems are compiled in
 
the eighth paper. These cover a wide variety of
 
conditions and can be used in rapid investigation of

preliminary designs. The ninth and tenth papers

describe the special design of a 383 ft-high earth
 
embankment and its subsequent behavior. The papers

also compare the design strength values with "as
built" strength values. The last paper (1th) describes
 
the determination of stress distribution around circu
lar tunnels by using a conformal mapping technique

that applies complex variables to this specie! stress
 
analysis problem.
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Reference 
SLOPE DESIGN GUIDE 

United States D)epartm,.nt of Agriculture, Forest Ser
vice, Portland, .-egnn February 1973; 27 p. (Transpor-
tatlon Englneeriri :'Andbook; FSH 7709.11). 

Order from: United States Department of Agriculture, 
Forest Service (Engineering Soils and Materials Group
Engineering), Region 6, P.O. Box 3623, Portland, Oregon
9720L 

This guide, which provides general values for cut and 
fill slope ratios, is based on soil properties that are 
identified by the Unified classification system. Data 
needed to use the guide are soil classifications, 
general field conditions with respect to density and 
moisture, and height of cut or fill. The guide was 
developed from typical soil strength values by using
chart solutions for slope stability, studies that use the 
conventional method of slices, published empirical
relations, and the authors' e;cperiences. Data used to 
develop the guide were related to the following:
(a) the effect of seepage I coarse-grained materials 
determined b;- using one-half the angie of Internal 
friction as the effective angle of internal friction for 
the high ground-water condition; (b)the angles of 
Internal friction used for the development of the 
maximum dlope ratios for sands and gravels with ~on-
plastic fines; (c) soil strength values used for the 
development of charts for sands and gravels with 
plastic fines; and (d) soil strength values used for the 
development of charts for fine-grained soils. The 
guide considers homogeneous soils, stratified 
deposits, residual soils, cemented and special soils,
embankments, benching, coarse-grained soils, fine

grained soils, and unweathered rock. 

Reference 3 
ANALYSIS OF LANDSLIDES 

Highway Research Board, Washington, DC; 1952; 39 p.
(Highway Research Board Bulletin 49). 

Order from: University Microfilms International,
300 North Zeeb Road, Ann Arbor, Michigan 48106. 

This bulletin presents two reports: (a) Determining
Corrective Action for Highway Landslide Problems,
and (b) Use of Field, Laboratory and Theoretical 
Procedures for Analyzing Landslides. The first paper,
which "considers landslide problems In unconsolidated 
materials, discusses basic fundamentals of landslide 
analysis, suggests a classification of corrective mea-
sures, and discusses In some detail the preliminary
analysis of a landslide, data obtained from field 
study, and stability analysis. Appendices are included 
that cover typical stability analysis, elimination 
methods, and control methods--retalning devices, and 
direct rebalance of ratio between resistance and 
force. The second paper describes a study of data 
from three actual landslides. The study was confined 
to a two-dimensional analysis of a shear-type failure 
In shallow deposits of unconsolidated materials. The 
data were used to check the validity of the circular-
arc method of slope analysis. Although the range of 
applicability of the mehod could not be established, 
when the data were combined with similar data from 
previous studies, the results indicated the limited 
applicability of this approach. 

Reference 6 
HANDBOOK ON LANDSLIDE ANALYSIS AND 
CORRECTION 

Mehra, S.R.; Natarajan, T.K. eds. New Delhi, Indlat 
Central Road Research Institute; 1966. 114 p. 

Order from: Central Road Research Institute, P.O. 
Box CRRI, New Delhi, India 110020. 

Usable Information based on past experience is 
presented in this handbook. It tries to define the 
limits within which the traditional techniques are 
applicable and suggests later techniques under cir
cumstances in which traditional procedures are not as 
effective. Guidelines are presented on the alignment
of hill roads, as well as information useful in 
distinguishing between unsuitable ground and favor
able ground for making cuts. The handbook also notes 
the prerequisites for the success of the different 
preventive and corrective measures. The various 
chapters of the b. cover landslides and classifica
tion, analysis for slope stability in soil cuts, slope
design in bed rock cuts, and characteristic features of 
landslides peculiar to different soil types. Field and 
laboratory investigations are also covered. Tech
nlques for prevention and correction and basic rules 
for analysis for prevention and correction are de
tailed. A landslide analysis questionnaire for datacollection Is included. The geology of Northern Uttar 
Pradesh, Assam, Jammu and Kashmir and the Ladakh 
re Shss a Is andescried 

region of South India Is also described. 

Reference 7 
CONSTRUCTION OF EMBANKMENTS 

Highway Research Board, Washington, DC: 1971; 38 p.
(NCHRP Synthesis of Highway Practice 8). 

Order from: University Microfilms International, 
300 North Zeeb Road, Ann Arbor, Michigan 48106. 

Information is provided on the materials, design, and 
construction considerations that must be coordinated 
from site Investigation through the completion of 
embankment construction. Practices for subsurface 
Investigation of embankment areas, treatment of 
foundations, design criteria, specifications, construc
tion, and quality control for embankments are 
covered. The fact that most embankment problems 
are the result of faulty placement of the embankment 
points to the need for adequate subsurface Investiga
tion of the foundation conditions at embankment 
sites. The route location phase should include 
provisions for considering sites where subsurface 
conditions could cause problems such as landslides, 
sidehill cuts and fills, abandoned mines, soft founda
tions, burled streams, and sanitary fills. Unusual 
conditions should be Identified and corrective mea
sures prescribed before start of construction. In the 
design of embankments, geometric design criteria, 
and safety standards usually have precedence over 
considerations such as soft foundations and poor
materi.s. The design of high embankments should 
consider the quality of the fill materials. Although
standard specifications require fill material to be 
placed in relatively thin lifts and compacted by
rolling, there is a trend toward placing greater 
reliance on density requirements. Methods of deter
mining In-place density are discussed. Problems with 
expansive days and frozen soils are also discussed. 
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Reference & 
PROCEEDINGS OF THE 45TH ANNUAL TENNESSEE 
HIGHWAY CONFERENCE 

The University of Tennessee, Department of Civil 
Engineering and the Tennessee Highway Research Pro-
gram. Knoxville, Tennessee: Engineering Experiment 
Station, The University of Tennessee; April 18-19, 1963; 
106 p. (Bulletin Number 29). 

Out-of-print.; may be consulted at U.S. Department of 
Transportation, Library Services Division, Room 2200, 
400 Seventh Street, S.W., Washington, DC 20590. 

The 17 papers presented at the conference covered a 
wide range of subjects. Highway Problems related to 
city, county, and state administrations were re
viewed. Traffic planning problems, progress of the 
Interstate highway system, snow and ice removal 
problems, and subsurface drainage design were cov
ered. Materials used in the construction of highways 
were covered in papers that focused on soils, soil-
cement and calcium chloride used as an accelerating 
admixture in concrete and in .reventive maintenance. 
The paper, "Locating Ground Water for Design of 
Subsurface Drainage in Roadways and Embankments" 
discusses the problem of failures of embankments 
built on sloping ground. 

ADDITIONAL REFERENCES 

Reference 9 
EFFECTS OF WATER ON SLOPE STABILITY 

Hopkins, Tommy C.; Allen, David L.; Deen, Robert C. 
Lexington, Kentucky: Kentucky Bureau of Highways;
October 1975; 41 p. (Report # PB-263-860/AS). 

Order from: National Technical Information Service, 
5283 Port Royal Road, Springfield, Virginia 22161. 

A brief state-of-the-art review of the .ffects of 
water on slope stability and of the techniques for 
analysis are presented. The effective stress principle 
and basic considerations of slope stability, including
design factors of safety, are discussed briefly. The 
derivations and effects of seepage forces and rapid
drawdown on effective stress are also presented. 
Various conditions of external loading produce
changes in effective stress. These changes are 
dircussed and limiting conditions that should be 
analyzed are mentioned. Limitations of total stress 
analyses are discussed in detail. It appears that, for 
soils having a liquidity index of 0.36 or greater 
(normally consolidated), the undrained shear strength
gives factors of safety. For soils with a liquidity 
Index of less than 0.36 (overconsolidated), the un-
drained shear strength gives factors of safety that 
are too high; but the strength parameters can be 
corrected by the empirical relation presented herein. 
Data also show that the difference between vane and 
calculated shear strength increased as the plasticity 
Index and (or) the liquid limit increased. An 
empirical relatioh for correcting vane shear strength 
is presented. A discussion of effective stress 
analysis, including differences between peak and 
residual 0 angles for normally consolidated and 
overconsolidated soils, Is presented. The residual 0 
angle decreases logarithmically with increasing clay 
fraction. The "critical" state of a clay Is also 
defined. Shear strength parameters of a clay tested 
In that state correspond to the theoretical strength of 
an overconsoidated clay that has undergone a process 

of softening. To test a day in the critika state, It is
 
suggested herein that the soil should be remolded to a
 
moisture content equal to 0.36 times the plastic Index
 
plus the plastic limit. Water may cause unstable 
conditions in earth slopes due to changes In geometry. 
Erosion of the toe or the slope can induce dam.'.glng
 
stress. Piping through heaving or erosion of suuatur
face layers can cause damage. Construction of side
hill embankments can cause damming, which results
 
In a rise in the water table. Methods of water
 
detection are also summarized. These include
 
tracers, electrical resistivity, and water table obser
vations (most successful). A discussion of ways to
 
monitor water pressures, including thr types and
 
operations of plezometers, is given. Guidelines for
 
the design of earth slnpes are included.
 

Reference 10
 
A SURVEY AND EVALUATION OF REMEDIAL
 
MEASURES FOR EARTH SLOPE STABILIZATION
 

Schweizer, Rudolph 3.; Wright, Stephen G. Austin, 
Texas: The University of Texas at Austin, The Center
 
for Highwai Research; August 1974; 137 p. (Research

Report 161-2F; Project 3-8-71-161, Cooperative High
way Research Program with 'Texas Highway Depart
ment, and U.S. Department of Transportation, Federal
 
Highway Administration. Record #PB-244 626/8SL).
 

Order from: National Technical Information Service, 
5285 Port Royal Road, Springfield, Virginia 22161. 

The results of a literature survey undertaken to 
Identify remedial measures that have been used to 
stabilize earth slopes are presented. In this review 233 
attention is directed to specific case histories and 
field conditions where the remedial measures were 
actually used. These measures include drainage of 
surface and subsurface water, restraint structures, 
elimination and avoidance of the slide area, benching 
and slope flattening and a number of special proce
dures, Including electro-osmosis, thermal treatment,
 
and addition of stabilizing admixtures. Of the
 
procedures reviewed, drainage of surface and subsur
face water appears to be the most widely and
 
successfully used technique. However, the success of
 
each measure depends to a large degree on the
 
specific soil and groundwater conditions for the slope
 
and the degree to which these are correctly recog
nized In an Investigation and design.
 

Reference 11' MI 
AN ENGINEERING MANUAL FOR SLOPE STABILITY 
STUD!ES 

Duncan, 3.M.; Buchlagnani, A.L. Berkeley, California: 
University of California, Department of Civil Engineer
ing; March 1975; 83 p. (Geotechnica Engineering). 

Order from: University of California, Department of 
Civil Engineering, Berkeley, California 94720. 

This guide for slope stability studies describes the
 
characteristics and critical aspects of various types

of slope-stability problems, geologic studies and site
 
investigation procedures, methods of designing slopes,

(including field observations and experience), slope

stability charts and detailed analyses, factors of
 
safety, and methods of stabilizing slopes and slides.
 



The manual emphasizes simple routine procedures and 
gives references to resource material and to more 

.advanced prooedures where appropriate, 

Reference 12 
ROCK SLOPE ENGINEERING: REFERENCE MANUALI 
8 VOLUMES 

Piteau, D.R. and Associates Limited, West Vancouver, 
British Colombia: 3anuary 1979; variable paying (Re-
port 0 P5-1-6-103294). 

Order from: National Technical Information Service, 
5285 Port Royal Road, Springfield, Virginia 22161. 

This reference manual has eight main parts. Part A 
(Engineering Geology Considerations and Basic Ap
proach to Rock Slope Stability Analysis for Highways)
considers properties and special factors applying to 
behavior under the influence of applied stress, analy-
sis of rock slopes, geomorphological considerations,
and basic factors and properties of structural discon-
tinuitles significant to slope stability. Part B (Meth-
ods of Obtaining Geologic Structural Strength and 
Related Engineering Geology Data) covers mapping,
drilling, core orientation, borehole viewing, .eophysi-
cal methods, airphoto analysis and terrestrial photo-
grammetry, arid determination of properties of intact 
rock and discontinuities. Part C (Approach and 
Techniques In Geologic Structural Analysis) describes 
structural domains and their delineation, orientation 
data sing stereographic projections, and the use of 
the cumulative sums technique in geotechnical analy-
sis. Part D (Slope Stability Analysis Methods) de-
scribes plane, step-joint, toppling, wedge, and rota-
tional shear failures, block flow, and probability or 
reliability analysis for rock slopes. Part E describes 
rock slope s';abilization, protection and warning-
Inst'umenvt-on measures and related construction 
considerswions. Part F covers controlled blasting 
types and procedures, preshearing, and blasting dam-
age and vibration effects. Part G describes the detail 
line engincering geology mapping method. Part H 
reproduces chapter 9-Rock-Slope Engineering--of 
the Transportation Research Board Special
Report 176 (see Selected Text Ref.,rence 1). 

Reference 13
SERRATED SOFT-ROCK CUT SLOPES 

Richards, Dennis; Ham, David. Arlington, Virginia:U. Department of Transportation, Federal Highway
Admenistratont Region 1 , R&D Demonstration 
Projectr Division; 3une 1973; 29 p. (Report
P FHWA-RODP--i). 

Order from: U.S. Department of Transportation, 
Federal Highway Administration, Region 15, R&D Dem
4ostration Projects Division, Arlington, Virginia 22201. 

In an attempt to control and reduce erosion of soft- 
rock cut slopes, a simple, economical and expedient 
method of obtaning quick growth of vegetation on 
soft-rock cut lopes was developed. This method 
consisted of serrating (stepping) the cut slopes during
jise grading process. The serrated slopes consist of a 
bts'les of steps, 2-4 ft high, with the horizontal 
i.. ension or "bench", a function of the slope ratio. 

The benches provide seed beds for the gereraton of 
vegetaton. These serrated sopes must be followed 
by appropriately timed seeding, mulching, and fer
tilizing to assure good vegetative cover. The 
serratlons gradually disappear, resulting in a straight,
well-vegetated slope. A sample guide specification
for construction and measurement for stepped slopes 
Is provided, as well as photographs and diagrams of 
the procedure. Since the slopes need not be scaled 
after initial excavation, excavation costs are less 
than those for conventional methods. Excavation 
quantities that use this technique, are considered to 
be the same as for non-serrated slopes because the 
mid-point of the "benches" Is set on the staked slope.
Normal staking is used to slope-stake the cuts. 
Technical papers describing succe.ssful stepped (ser
rated) slopes are also Included. 

Reference 14 
DESIGN AND COMPACTION OF COMPACTED SHALE 
EMBANKMENTS 

Bragg, G.H. 3r.; Ziegler, T.W. U.S. Army Engineer
Waterways Experiment Station, Soils and Pavements 
Laboratory.. Washington, DC: U.S. Department of 
Transportation, Federal Highway Administration, Office 
of Research and Development; September 1975; 24.5 p.
(Report I P8-233121). 

Order from: Natioral Technical Information Sc..Ace, 
5285 Port Royal Road, Springfield, Virgiria 22161. 

The purpose of this three-phase study is to develop
design and construction methodologies that will en
able shales which have caused settlements and slope
failure in highway embankments to be ident~ied and 
used successfully In future construction. Volume 2 
discussed here, considers Phase II. In this phase,
techniques for evaluating the stability of existing
embankments and remedial treatments for distressed 
embankments were developed. Information obtained 
from state and federal agencies and the literature 
was reviewed. Types and probable causes of distress,
evaluation techniques, and remedial treatment mea
sures are discussed. Evaluation techniques recom
mended are: Instrumentatlon with plezometers,
Inclinometers, and settlement markers; undisturbed
sampling and laboratory testing; In situ testing with 
borehole devices (Menard pressuremeter and Iowa 
shear test device); and back analyses of failed slopes.
The primary considerations In remedial treatment 
should be subsurface drainage (mainly horizontal andvertical drains) and surface drainage (mainly pavedditches). Slope flattening, berms, retalning walls, 

cement grouting, andt or complete reconstructionshould be considered In addition to drainage measures 
when extensive movements and/or shale deterioration 
have caused large reductions In shear strength. This 
Is the second of two volumes. Volume I, covering 

Phase I, i published as FHWA-RD-75-41 subtitle: 
Survey of Problem Areas and Current Practice. 

Reference 13 
A STUDY AND ANALYSIS OF TIMBER CRIB RETAIN-
ING WALLS 

Schuster, Robert L4 3ones, Walter V.; Smart,
Steven M.; Sack, Ronald L. Moscow, Idahog University
of Idaho, Department of Civil Engineerin April 19731 
186 p. (Report 0 PB 221427). 



Order froms National Technical Information Service,
5285 Pot Royal Road, Springfield, Virginia 22161. 

Timber crib retaining walls have been used exte,-ive

ly for many years, particularly In conjunction with 
logging and mining activities In the Pacific North
west. Although other kinds of retaining walls have 
largely replaced the timber crib for many uses, the 
demand for Umber crib walls isgreat enough to 
justify the availability of seven basic wall designs.
Comparisons wee made of various types of retaining 
walls, including %'etimber crib, with respect to site 
adaptation, materials, foundation support and eco-
nomics. Many in-service timber crib and other types
of walls were visually observed to evaluate their 
performance. Crib-type retaining walls are In-
fluenced by a number of soil-structure interactions 
associated with both the internal stresses and exter-
nal stability of the retairing wall. In this study, earth 
pressure inside the timber cribs and the resulting 
stresses in the crib members and connections have 
been calculated using the bin pressure theory devel-
oped by 3anssen. Their resistance to s:illng and 
overturning was determined in the same manner as 
for other gravity retaining walls. The influence of 
differential settlement was studied. Because of the 
myriad of natural occurring -oils, four hypothetical 
groups of soils considered suitable for retaining wall 
crlbfill and backfill were used. In order to predict
the relativc performance of the timber crib wall 
designs, each design was completely analyzed for 
internal stresses anJ external stability with each of 
the four hypothetical soil groups. The backfill 
gmetry was also varied from a level to a sloping 
bac'ill. Performance of each of the wall designs 
was then compared and conclusions were drawn about 
the characteristics and performance of the various 
wall designs. 

Reference 16 
REINFORCED EARTH CONSTRUCTION 

Walkinshaw, 3ohn L. Arlington, Virginan U.S. Depart-
ment of Transportation, Federal Highway Administra. 
tIon, Region 15, Demonstration Projects Division; April
1975; 70 p. (Report 0 PB-247 800/6ST). 

Order from: National Technical Information Service, 
5283 Port Royal Road, Springfield, Virginia 22161. 

This project sought to demonstrate the practicality, 
cost effectiveness, and aesthetics of reinforced earth 
structures in highway construction. The reinforced 
earth concept was developed In France and is a 
patented process which consists of reinforcing earth 
with horizontal elements extending from a thin facing
(concrete or steel) into a granular backfill to form 
retaining walls or other types of supporting struc-
tures. This report describes the first six retaining 
structures built on highway projects in the United 
States, the first bridge abutment and the first 
foundation slab supporting an embankment In a 
sinkhole prone geological area. Construction tech-
niques and equipment are discussed as well as costs 
for each project. Pictures of completed walls 
illustrate the aesthetics of this cocept. This 
demonstration project has shown that savings in the 
order of several hundreds of thousands of dollars have 
been realized on several of the projects described 
when compared to alternate retaining systems cur-
rently available to engineers. The potential for 

further savings Is significant in future highway
design. Illustrations of some possible deip concepts 
are presented. 

Reference 17 
REINFORCED EARTH 

Ministry of Equipment. Paris, France: Ministie de
 
I'Equlpement, Laboratoire Central des Pnts et
 
Chaussdes April 1916; 23 p. (Note dnformation
 
Technique.. (
 

Order from: Ministire de I'Equlpement, Laboratolre
 
Central des Ponts et Chaussfes, 58 Boulevard Lefebvre,
 
75732 Paris Cedex 15.
 

This Is a guide to the design and construction of
 
reinforced structures. iJthough the publication deals
 
only with retaining structures, the rules described
 
may be extended to cover other structures such as
 
foundation rafts and vaults. The theory of reinforced
 
earth Is outlined, and technological aspects of soil
 
and reinforcement, service life of reinforced earth
 
projects, and the composition of reinforced earth
 
backfill are considered. Design aspects such as
 
settlements, foundation design, and drainage are
 
covered, as well as details of construction control and
 
supervision. Structures founded on good and poor 
foundation soil, special situations, and temporary or
 
provisional structures are also discussed. A French
 
edition of this publication Is available.
 

Reference 18 
TREATMENT OF SOFT FOUNDATIONS FOR HIGH-
WAY EMBANKMENTS 

Transportation Research Board. Washington, DC: 19751 
25 p. (NCHRP Synthesis of Highway Practice 29). 

Order from: Transportation Research Board, Publi
cations Office, 2101 Constitution Avenue, N.W.,Washington, DC 201l.11 

Information is presented on adv.nce planning and
 
preliminary design considerations, subsurface investi
gation and testing, design techniques, and successful
 
construction alterna!ives for engineers faced with the
 
problems of highway construction on soft soils.
 
Construction on soft foundations requires extensive
 
investigations and detailed comparative analyses to
 
evaluate possible construction alter.atives. Applica
ble alternatives include (a) elevated structure,

(b) embankment fill supported by piles, (c) excavation
 
of soft soils and replacement by suitable fills,

(d) subsoil stabilization with or without sand drains,
 
and (e)no treatment, relying instead on especially

detailed field investigations and careful design

studies to achieve uniform settlement. Where subsoil
 
stabilization Involves the use of vertical sand drains,

the type of drain influences the design procedures.
 
Conditions of displacement drains are also discussed.
 
Where subsoil consolidation techniques are used, field
 
test sections are desirable to achieve maximum
 
economy. The quality and amount of field inspection
 
are especially important and can be related to
 
postconstructlon behavior.
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Reference 19 
SAWDUST AS LIGHTWEIGHT FILL MATERIAL 

Nelson, David S.; Allen, William L. 3r. Washington, DC: 
U.S. Department of Transportation, Federal Highway 
Administration, Office of Research and Development; 
May 1974; 24 p. (Report 9 PB-233754/AS). 

Order from: National Technical Information Service, 
5285 Port Royal Road, Springfield, Virginia 22161. 

An unstable roadway section was successfully re
paired by removing existing high density 1ill material 
and replacing it with sawdust. The details of this 
expetiment in slide repair are reported. The project 
led to the conclusion that sawdust is a very workable 
fill material and can reduce the driving weight of a 
potential slide by as much as 71 percent. The fibrous 
twining of sawdust particles tends to distribute loads 
In a more lateral direction. Sawdust needs only the 
compaction of construction equipment driving over it. 

can sustainAll indications are that sawdust fills 
roadway sections for 15 years or longer. The m~e of

te easr e ebsesawdwayusctio ove w tal r on 
sawdust above the water table should be based on 
economics and availability, comparing the cost of 
rehabilitation after the lifetime of the material with 
alternate solutions. The application of sawdust 
appears particularly suited to secondary and county 
roads with unstable soil conditions, where economics 
often prohibit major slide repair solutions. 

Reference 20 
CONSTRUCTION OF ROADS ON COMPRESSIBLE 
SOILS 

Organization for Economic Cooperation and Develop
ment, Road Research Group, Paris, France; December 
1979; 148 p. (Road Research). 

Order from: Organization for Economic Cooperation 
and Development Publications Office, 2 Rue Andr-
Pascal, 75775 Paris Cedex 16. 

The report is the result of a study carried out in 1977 
and 1978 on construction methods for roads on weak 
compressible soils, such as clays, silts, and peats. 
Experts from 16 OECD-member countries partici
pated to review the international state of the art in 
this field which is gaining In prominence due to the 
economic, environmental, and energy constraints of 
modern road design and construction. In addition to 
reviewing the methods of site irvestigation, soil 
testing, stability and settlement analyses, the report 
gives comprehensive details of methods of treating
soft soils to improve the foundation properties,
outlines the techniques of Instrumentation currently 
employed, and briefly describes some of the problems 
that may arise during construction. Several case 
histories relating to embankment instability are also 
described. The report ends with a list of conclusions 
and recommendations, as well as future research 
needs. 



Index 
The following index is an alphabetical list of 
subject terms, names of people, and names of 
organizations that appear in one or another of 
the previous parts of this compendium, i.e., in 
the overview, selected texts, or bibliography.
The subject terms listed are those that are most 
basic to the understanding of the topic of the 
compendium. 

Subject terms that are not proper nouns are 
shown in lower case. Personal names that are 
listed generally represent the authors of selected 
texts and other references given in the 

Indice 
El siguiente Indice es una lista alfab~tica del vo-
cablo del tema, nombres de personas, y nom-
bres de organizaciones que aparecen en una u 
otra de las partes previas de este compendio, 
es decir, en la vista general, textos selecciona-
dos, o bibliograffa. Los vocablos del tema que
aparecen en el fndice son aquellos que son ne-
cesarios para el entendimiento de la materia del 
compendio. 

Los vocablos del tema que no son nombres 
propios aparecen en letras min0sculas. Los 
nombres personales que aparecen representan
los autores de los textos seleccionados y otras 
referencias dadas en la bibliograf(a, pero tam-
bidn pueden representar a personas que de otra 
manera estdn conectadas a los temas del com-
pendio. Los nombres personales aparecen con 
el apellido seguido por las iniciales. Las organi-

Cet index se compose d'une liste alphab6tique
de mots-clds, noms d'auteurs, et noms d'organi-
sations qui paraissent dans une section ou une 
autre de ce recueil, c'est 6 dire dans I'exposd,
les textes choiis, ou la bibliographie. Les 
mots-cles sont.ceux qui sont le plus 6lmen-
taires Ala comprehension de ce recueil. 

Les mots-cl6s qui ne sont pas des noms pro-
pres sont imprim6s en minuscules. Les noms 
propres cites sont les noms des auteurs des tex-
tes choisis ou de textes de r~f~rence cites dans 

bibliography, but they also represent people
who are otherwise identified with the 
compendium subjects. Personal names are 
listed as surname followed by initials. 
Organizations listed are those that have 
produced information on the topic of the 
compendium and that continue to be a source of 
information on the topic. For this reason, postal
addresses are given for each organization listed. 

Numbers that follow a subject term, personal 
name, or organization name are the page
numbers of this compendium on which the term 

zaciones nombradas son las que han producido
informaci6n sobre la materia del compendio y 
que siguen siendo fuentes de informaci6n sobre 
ia materia. Por esta raz6n se dan las dii ecciones 
postales de cada organizaci6n que apaiece en 
el fndice. 

Los nimeros que siguen a un vocablo del 
tema, nombre personal, o nombre de organiza
ci6n son los nOmeros de p~gina del compendio
donde el vocablo o nombre aparecen. Los nO
meros romanos se refieren a las p6ginas en la
 
vista general, los nimeros arbigos se refieren a
 
p~ginas en los textos seleccionados, y los nL
meros de referencia (por ejemplo, Ref. 5) indi
can referencias en la bibliograffa.

Algunos vocablos del tema y nombres de or
ganizaciones estctn seguidos por la palabra see. 
En tales casos los nimeros de pdgina del com

la bibliographie, ou alors les noms d'experts en 
la matibre de ce recueil. Le nom de famille est 
suivi des initiales des prenoms. Les organisa
tions citees sont celles qui ont fait des recher
ches sur le sujet de ce recueil et qui continue
ront Abtre une source de documentation. Les 
adresses de toutes ces organisations sont inclu
ses. 

Le numero qui suit chaque mot-cld, norn d'au
teur, ou nom d'organisation est le numero de la 
page o6 ce nom ou mot-cl6 parait. Les num~ros 
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or name appears. Roman numerals refer to under the alternative term or name that follows 
pages in the overview, Arabic numerals refer to the word see. Some subject terms and 
pages in the selected texts, and reference organization names are followed by the words 
numbers (e.g., Ref. 5) refer to references in the see also. In such cases, relevant references 
bibliography. should be sought among the page numbers 

Some subject terms and organization names listed under the terms that follow the words see 
are followed by the word see. Insuch cases, the also. 
compendium page numbers should be sought The foregoing explanation is illustrated below. 

pendio se encontrarAn bajo el t6rmino o nombre trardn entre los nLmeros de p~gina indicados 
alternativo que sigue a la palabra see. Algunos bajo los t6rminos que siguen a las palabras see 
vocablos del tema ynombres de organizaciones also. 
estn seguidos por las palabras see also. En La explicaci6n anterior esti subsiguiente
tales casos las referencias pertinentes se encon- mente ilustrada. 

6crits en chiffres romains se rapportent aux pa- m(ro des pages du recueil se trouvera apr6s le 
ges de I'expos6 et les num6ros 6crits en chiffres mot-cl6 ou le nom d'organisation qui suit le 
arabes se rapportent aux pages des textes terme see. D'autres mots-clfs ou noms d'orga
choisis. Les num6ros de r6f~rence (par exem- nisations sont suivis des mots see also. Dans ce 
pie, Ref. 5) indiquent les num~ros des rdfd- cas, leurs r6f6rences se trouveront cities apr~s 
rences de la bibliographie. les mots-cl6s qui suivent la notation see also. 

Certains mots-cl~s et noms d'organisations Ces explications sont illustrdes ci-dessous. 
sont suivis du terme see. Dans ces cas, le nu-

Illustration .(from Comp 1) luetracln (del Comp. 1) illustration (du Receil 1) 

Seected Text page numbers Subject term and see also term. 
Nfi erode pIinaen los Vocablo del ten y tirminossee also 

eleoclonadao (vet tamblin) 
NUmkros des pegs des Texts ChoWl. Mot.cli at see also 

Orialistlonname and address inowitainous terrain (see also degree of curvature;
Nomirk y direcci6n de Inorganzai6n -....... design speed; maximum gradient; radius of curva-
Noni et adr. de l'organliton ture; shoulder wldth). 11, 17, 34, 35, 38, 173, 173, 

217, 234, 238 

National Association of Australian State Road Author-
Overview page numbers and ltles(P.O. Box 3141, Bricktield Hill, N.SW. 2000, 

reference number Australia). 
N6mero de pigina en a IVisa publications, xxil, Ref. 8, Ref. 9 

.General y nmrom de referendla 
Numero des pegs de I'Expoee at no-passing markings and signs: 31, 95, 132 

numros des rflrance 

nan-passing sight distance, see stopping sight istance 

Subject term and see term Odler, L.d Ref.3 
Vocablo del tome y tkrmlno w e),:-----Mot-celasnn Oglesby, C.H. 231, 233, 234, 239, 240, 241, 242, Ref.14 

I Selected Text pep numbers end refern 
| number 

-L.-Nummde pIWna an Ice Texte 
psonal 8 -- ona y ndmoro do referenle
Nombre pereonale Numlrce des pege, des Textso Choele et 
Norms propree numnro dee Wowmmese 



active slides 23 

air photos: 206, Ref. 12 


Allen, David L.: Ref. 9 


Allen, William L. 3r.a Ref. 19 


angle of internal friction: xvi, xix-xx, ;ad, xxi, xxiv, 

14-13, Ref. 4 


arid regIonss 23 


aseqtnt slides: 22 


asphalt mulcht 176-177 


base failure *36 

bedroca xxiv, 21, 124 

benching, 164-169
 
cuts, xxvi, 13-140 

excavation, 100, 133
 
flows, 14 

mapping, 146
 
slope design, 133-140, 164-166, Ref. 6 

slump, 21
 

benching: xxvUi, 78,88-89, 99, 139-140, 163-166,

212, 221, Ref. 4, Ref. 10, Ref. 13 


bern, 139, 140, 209, 211, Ref. 14
 

Bishop and Morgenstern solution for analysis of earth
 
slopest xxi, 63-6, 73 


blankets: 

pervious, xxvi, 196, 212-213, 214 

sand, 210 


blastIng: 129, 131, 139, 137,.183-134 


block slidest 11 


boulder fallst 9 


Bragg, GHt Ref, 14 


bridging: 110, 122, 139 199-160 


buttresses 110, 116,122, 123. 123-126, 194, 196 


camberingt 19, 20 


Canadat i3, 16 


causes of movements (see also slope movement,typel 

landslidesh xl, xi, 23T08 


cementation of loose material: 110, 121-122, 137 


cemented soils. 78, 86, Ref. 4, Ref. 14 


Central Road Research Institute (P.O. Box CRRI, 

New Delhi, India 110020), xxv-xxvi, Ref. 6
 

charts for analysis of slopes (see also charts for design 

of slopesh xxii, 38, 61-73,A"e.' Ref. 11 


charts for design of slopes (see also charts for analysis

of slopesh 78, 79-81, 82,'-FT), 96, 98, 99
 

chemical treatment: 110, 129, 131, 137 


circular arc method of slope analysis: Ref. 3 


circular arc slides 10, 11 


clays (see also flaured clay; soft dlays stiff clayk

2f,Re. 7, Rot. 9, Rot. 20
 

sli eIn,1 e1-14.f
 

claystona 13
 

coarse grained materials, slope design for- xxii, 78,
 
9"3,Ref. 4
 

cobble falls. 9
 

coheslonless soils xvi, xIx, 16, 39, 88, 189
 

cohesive sols xvl, xx, xxi, 121
 
slides In, 35-36, 190
 
slopes, 43-43, 8--9, 18
 

compaction of shale embrnkmentst Ref. 14
 

complex slope movements: 17-20
 

composite movements, see complex slope movements
 

compound slope movements: 20
 

compressible soils, construction of roads ons Ref. 20
 

computer techniques: Re. 
concentric circle method: 148
 

consequent slides: 22
 

consolidated materials, landslides ins10
 

control of landslides: xxv, 7, 106, 107, 110, 123-128,
 
193-198, Ref. 1,Ref. 9
 

corrective measures: xii, xii
 
for embankment failure, Ref. 14
 
for landslides, xxlv-xxv, 7, 10.9-131, 153-198, Re, to
 

Ref. 9, Ref. 6, Ref. 10
 

cracks (see also tension cracks), 149-132# 186, 187.
 

creep: 9, 107, 149, 11, 186
 

cribbing: 110, 123, 126, 199, 169, 171, Rel Is
 

culverts: 168, 192, 193, 225
 

cut-and-fll slopes: xxii, xxvii, 65, 79, Ref. 7
 
ratios, Ref. 4
 

debris (ee also debris avalanches debris fals debris
 
f1owsi d1es)s xvil, 21
 

debris avalanches: 19, 19, 190-191
 

debris falls: 9
 

debris flowss 14-17, 18
 

debris slides. 10, 14, 15, 23
 

Deen Robert C.: R.ef. 9
 
deformations: 14, 36, 149
 

detritu slides. 138
 

dipI 161
 

direct rebalance of the ratio between ruwtan sod
force xxv, 110, 128, Ref.3
 

ditch design xxvi, 136, 137, 1690 l92
 

doue punch tests Ref. 3
 



drainage (see also drains susurface drainage surface 

drainAW-xT,-xxv, xxvii, 110, 128-131, 133, 1X
 

167-171, 192, 193-194, 212-213, Ref. 2, Ref. 17 


drain-pipe systems: xxvil, 213 


drains (see also draln-plpe systems; drainage): 133, 

194*catch water, 193
 

horizontal, 83, 134, 171, 173, 174-176, M, 215, 

Ref. 14
 

sand, 209, 211 

tile, 19 7R 

vertical, 170, 171, 210, 211, Ref. 14, Ref. 18 


drop channel: 136 


dyes, fluorescents 224, 223--226 

earth (see also earth dams; earth flows; earth pressurel 

emban ments) xviii, 21
 

earth dams: 63, 73 


earth flows: 14-17, 191 


earth pressures Ref. 2, Ref. 13, 

active, 143
 
bin theory, Ref. 13 

Rankine's theory, xx
 
theory of passive, 38
 

earthquakes: 13, 18, 19, 24 


electrical resistivity, use of, in water table observatonm 

Ref. 9
 

elimination of landslides. 106, 107, 110, 120-122,

240 Ref. 3, Ref. 10 


embankments (see also slopesh xxvU-xxix, 73, 78, 

86-8, Ref. 2, Ref. 3, Ref. 4, Ref. 14, Ref. 18 


construction, 202-217, Ref. 7 

drainage, 221-227
 
failure, xxvill, 11, 203, 204, 209, Ref. 8 


en-echelon cracks: 149, 130, 132 


engineering soils (see also cohesive soils coheslohlesa 
soils) xvi, xvll2F 

equipment: 

for asphalt mulching, 177, 180
 
for drain placement, 173 


erosdon (see also erosion control): xU,2;-24 
Internal, x F 

erosion control: xxiii, 177-183, Ref. 13
 

estuaries, tidal: 16
 

excavation methods to Increase stability of soil: 160-166
 

factors of safety: xv, xix, 33, 38-39, 43, 47, 32,13,
 
36, 37, 61, 63, 67, 68, 70, 71, 72, 81-82, 88, 92, 

112, 113, 116, 131, 133, 211, Ref. 3, Ref. 9, Ref. 11
 

field Investlgations:
 
for embankment construction, 207
of landslides, 14.6-132, 193-198
 

flU slopes: xi, xv, 0, 73, 213-217, Ref. 2, Ref. 7 

iightweght, Ref. 19 


fine-gralned soils: 13, 79
 

slope design, 96-99, Ref. 4 


fissure springs xxviii, 221, 222
 

fissured day: 23, 83, 142, 160, 13
 

fissuring (see also fissured cay) 23, 142
 

flocculation, see chemical treatment
 

flowss 14-17, 107
 

fossil landslides: 23
 
foundation engineering: Ref. 2, Ref. 7
 

foundationss Ref. 2, Ref. 7, Ref. 17
 
preparation for embankment construction, 203-213
 
soft, Ref. 18
 

fracture zone landslidess 22
 

friction circle: 43, 44
 

garbens. 13
 

geologic studies: Ref. 11
 

geotechnlcal reports: 206
 
giaclal sols. 13, 17, 83


landsldes In, 12
 

gravels, slope design Ira xxll--xxlv, 78, 81, 82, 89-93
 

groundwater (see also drainage; water): xvi, xxv, xxvii,
 
xxvill, 134, 174, 212, 214, Ref. 4
 

locating, 221-227, Ref. 8, Ref. 9
 
restriction of flow, 160
 

Ham, David, Ref. 13
 

haul roads: 224, 225
 

Highway Research Board (now Transportation Research
 
Board) (see also Transportation Research BoardE
 

xxi, xxiv, xxvii, Ref. 3, Ref. 3, Ref. 7
 

homogeneous sols 78, 82-83, 91, 112, 163, Ref. 4
 

Hopkins, Tommy C.: Ref. 9
 

hot-spring volcanic landslides: 22
 

Hunter and Schuster solution for analysis of earth
 
slopes. xxi, 71-72, 73
 

Hnter solution for analysis of earth slopes xxi, 69-71,
 
73
 

hydrostatic pressures xvil, xxv, 113, 129, 160, 167,
 
174, 184, 191, 214
 

igenous rocks: 133
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ndia Ref. 6
 

Insequent dides 22
 

interceptor draIns, see trenches 

Internal frictiom 43-43
 
3ohn Wiley and Sons, Incorporated, Publishers (603 Third
 

Avenue, New York, New York 10016)s xl, Ref. 2
 
3ones, Walter V.: Ref. 13
 

Jute mesh: 177-183
 



Kentucky Deartment of Transportation, Bureau of 
Highways, Division of Research (533 South Limestone,
Lexington, Kentucky 40508) Ref. 9 


Krizek, Raymond 3.: Ref. I 


laboratory Investlgatonss 

for embankment construction, 207

of landslides, 146-152 


landslides (see also 'corrective measures; slides slope 

movement type,): xl, xvii, xxlv-xxvl, 12, 106, 153-198
analyses, 107-109, 110-111, Ref. 1, Ref. 5, Ref. 6 

classification, 7-9, 105, 106, 117, Ref. 6 

features peculiar to different soils, 141-145 


lateral spreads: 11-14, 12 


liquefaction: 17, 35 

spontaneous, 16
 

loess: 


aslides In, 1 159 


maps and mappings 146, 152, 196-197, 2241 Ref. 3, 

Ref. 12 


Mehra, S.R.: Re. 6 


metamorphic rocks 135 


method of slices, (see also Swedish slice method): 

xxi, xxill, 43, 51 J,-fef. 4 


Ministite de l'Equpement, Laboratolre Central des

Pants et Chaussaes (58 boulevard Lefebvreo 71732 

Paris Cedex 15): Ref. 17 


moisture content of sol (see also water): xvi, xxtx 


Morgenstern solution for analysis of earth lopst

63-68, 73 


mountainous regions: 18, 213-214, 221 


mud flows: 15, 16, 20, 22 


mulch, asphalts 176-177 


multiple movements: 20-21 


multiple slide blocks: 20 


multistorled landslides: 21, 22 


Natarajan, T.K.: Ref. 6 


Nelson, David S.: Ref. 19 


netting. 177-183 


noncohesive soils, see cohesionless soils 


Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development,
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Paris Cedex 16): Ref. 20 


passive earth pressures 56, 57 

theories, 38
 

pebble falls: 9 


Peck, Ralph B.s Ref. 2 


piles: xxv, 123, 126-128, 155, 180, 181, 182, 183, Ref. 2,
 
Ref. 18
 

pipes, perforateds 83, 212, 214
 

Piteau, D.R. and Associates, Limited (Kapilano 100,
 
Suite 70: West Vancouver, British Columbia U7TIA2)s
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plants (see also revegetatlon; trees): 85, 222, 223,
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ratio, 64, 65, 66
 

prevention of landslides: 153-198, Ref. 6
 

rainfall: 1& 

Rankine's earth-pressure theory: xx
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relief wells 214
 

relocation of structures 110, 120, 131,153, 19-160
 

removal of the landslides xxv, 110, 120-121,"1311i ,
 

154, 160-163, 171
 

reshaping slide materials 158
 

residual sols 78, 84-86
 
retaining devices (see also retaining walls): 110, 123-1282
 

171, 172, Ref. , e. 10 241
 

retaining walls: xlv, 37, 108, 110, 123t 155, 171, 172,

Ref. 2, Ref. 14, Ref. 15
 

retrogressive flow: 16, 21
 

revegetatiom 81
 

Richards, Denis: Ref. 13
 

road construction on compressible soIls, Re 20
 

road designs xivt xxUI, Ref. 3
 

road locations xiv, 204 Red7
 

rockfences: xxvi, 137
 

rock fragment flows 18, 190
 

rock gildes 189
 

rock slides: 18, 189-190
 

rock slopes: 89, Ref. 1, Ref. 12, Ref. 13
 

rocldalls: 9, 10, 18, 24, 135, 188
 
areas, xxvi, 136, 137
 

rotational sl1des: 9, 10, 21, 22, 147-148, 152
 

Sack, Ronald L.: Ref. 1S
 

safety factor, see factors of safety
 

sand runs 190
 



sanda xxi 

flow, 191 

run, 190
 

ides in, 141, 138
slope desgn, 78, 81, 82, 83, 89-9.5
 

s .wdust: Ref. 19
 

sciqx 10, 16, 23, 188
 

Schuster, Robert L. Ref. 1,Ref. 13
 

Schwelzer, Rudolph 3.: Ref. 10
 

sealing joint planes and open seams: 110, 13i, 157. : 

sedimentary rock: 24, 133, 139
 

seepage: xxll, 115, 153, 167, 174, 191, Ref. 4, Ref.9 

springs, xxvill, 221, 222, 224
 
steady state, 63, 73 

water passages, 223 


shales: 12, 23, 109, 163, 183 


shear strain: 9 


shear strength: xvll, xix, 11, 23, 24-25, 62, 68, 69,-

143, 167, 174, Ref. 1,Ref. 9
 

shearing: 55, 108, 109, 112 

resistances, xv, xix, 35-36, 37-38, 70, 113, 121, 


124, 123, 126, 148 

stresses, xil, xvii, 23-24, 49, 129, Ref. 9 


sidehill fills: xxvii, 212, 214, Ref. 7, Ref. 9 


silty soils: xxili, xxiv, 88, 90, Ref. 20 


site Investigations Ref. 11, Ref. 20 


slickensldes: 12 


slides (see also corrective measures; landslides) 9-10, 

23TM10Th7, 188-190 


classification, 22 

composite surface of, 0-7 

In cohesive soils, 35-36
 
In unconsolidated materials, 105, 107, Ref. S
 
stiff clay, 141-143, 139 


slip circle methods 147 


slope designs xxil-xxlv, xxvII, 37, 73-101, 133-143,,
 
164, 215-217, Re. 4, Re. 6 


slope failure (e M slope stblty): 36
 

slope movement types xl, xvU-xvii, 7-30, Ref. I
 

slope ratios: x iii, 90, 91, 98, 99, 100
 

slope stability (see also stability analyses; stabilization
 
of slopesh xT17117xlx, 3-58, 61-73, Ref. 2, Re. 3, 


Ref. 4, Ref. 9, Ref. 11
 

slopes (sert also embankments; fill slopes; slope desgns 

slopeTa]'ure; slope movement types; slope stabilty 
23
 

on cohesive soils, 43-43,8"9, 185 

on nonuniform soils, 45-50
 
on sof cay, 39-43, 56, 57, 82, 83 

on soft rock, Ref. 13 


slumps: 10, 12, 21, 22, 147, 148, 131, 132, 188-189, 


189 


Smart, Steven M.: Ref. 13 


soft clays: 143, 185
 
slopes In, 39-43, 56, 57, 82, 83
 

soft foundations (see also soft clays; soft soilsh xxvili
 
soft soils (see also soft clays): Ref. 18, Ref. 20
 

soft-rock cut slopes: Ref. 13
 

soil exploratlont Ref. 2
 

soil mechanics: Ref. 2
 

soil properties: Ref. 2, Ref. 4
 

sol strength values: xxlil-xxlv, Ref. 3, Ref. 4
 

soil surveys: 206-207
 

soils engineerng: Ref. 3
 

Spencer solution for analysis of earth slopess xxi,
 
6549,73
 

springs: xxvil-xxix, 221-222
 

stability analyses: xili, xxlv-xxv, 10, 37, 38-39, 61-73,

111-116, 118-119, 16.3, 185-198, Ref. 1, Ref. 3,
 
Ref. 6, Ref. 11, Ref. 12
 

stabilty evaluations (see also stability analysesh
 
xIv-xv, xx, xxI, Re =4,Ref. 20
 

stabilzation of slopes: A, xil, Rd.10, Ref.11
 
sl :Re
 

stage construction of embankments: 211
 

stiff clays, 185
 

stratified deposits: 78, 83-8 , Ref 4
 

streams (see also fissure springs; seep age wet weather 

sprngsTm7-24 

steth..:1.,'8
stretchingt L49, 186
 

strIppIng 168, 169, 170
 

subdrans, see subsurface drainage
 

subsurface drainage: xxvill, 131, 153, 167, 170-171,
 
184, 212, 213, 214, 221-227, Ref. 8, Ref. 10, Ref. 14
 

subsurface Investigation: 147, 202, 206-207, Ref. 7,
 
Ref. 18
 

successive movements 21
 

surcharges 24, 209, 210, 211
 

surface drainages 131, 153, 167, 191, Ref. 10, Ref. 14
 

surface of ruptures 10, 11
 

surface water (seL. alsn surface dranage): xvii, xxvi
 

Swedish slice method: xxi, 63, 63,5,
 

talus: 141
 

Taylor solut'on for anulysis of earth slope= xx, 61-63,
 
73
 

tension craclm 36, 71, 142, 150
 

tertiary landslidesa 22
 

TerzalIh, Karh Ref. 2
 



tle-roddlnr 110, 123,128, 137 

tlting, regional: 24 


topples: 9 


tracers, use of, In water table observations Ref. 9 


translational slides 9, 10-11, 13, 14, 22, 23
 

Transportation Research Board (2101 Constitution 

Avr.,%.:, N.W., Washington, DC 20418) (see also 

HI ;;way Research Board): xvii, Ref. I, Re.1 


trees: 150, 151, 1S2 


169, 171, 212 


tubular springs: xxviil, 221 

tubular water passages: 222-223 


trenches: xil, 

turflng: 176-177, 195
 

tunneils: 131, 133, Ref. 3
 

ultra violet lights and lamps: 224, 226
 
unconsolidated materials, landslides Im 103, 107,


Ref. 5 


underdrans, see subsurface drainage 


underground waters xv, xxvili, 222, 223 


undisturbed samples: 147, 207 

Unified soil classlficatlonsystem: xxii, 78, Ref. 4
 

Union of Soviet Socialist Republics (USSR): 12, 22 


United States Army Engineers Waterways Experiment 

Station, Soils and Pavements Laboratory (P.O. Box 631,
Vlcksburg, Mlusslppl 39180): Ref. 14 


United States Department of Agrlculture (U.S. Forest
 
Service, Region 6, P.O. Box 3623, Portland, Oregon

97201): xxU, Ref.* 

United States Department of Transportation, Federal
 
Highway Administration Region 15, R&D Demonstration
Projects Division (Arlington, Virginia 22201): Ref. 13,


Ref. 16
 

United States Department of Transportatlon, FederalHighway Administration, Office of Researth and
 
Development (400 Seventh Street, S.W., Washington,

DC 20390): Ref. 19
 

University of Idaho, Department of Civil Engineering 
(Moscow,Idaho 83h Ref. 13
 

University of Tennessee, Department of Civil Engineering

(Knoxville, Tennessee 37916): Ref. 8
 

Universtly of Texas at Austin (Austin, Texas 78712):
 
Ref. 10
 

vegetation, see plants; revegetation; trees
 

vertical relief wells: 214
 

Wallnshaw, John L.: Ref. 16
 
water (see also drainage; groundwater): 107 108o-109,
 

content, 16, 17,21, 23
 
fluidizing effect, 15
 

weatheringt 23,84, 85, 139# 163
 
weather 25, 84, 82,1, 162
wet weather springs: 221, 222, 223)
 

Wiley, (John), and Sons, Incorporated (605 Third Avenue
New York, New York): xix, Ref, 2 


wire mesh covering slope: 172
 

Wright, Stephen G.a Ref. 10
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